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ABSTRACT
This thesis concerns the use of simulation for 
investigating and describing the criminal detection 
activity of detective police constables engaged in 
ordinary C.I.D. duties in British urban police forces.
Two simulation approaches* are described: (l) 
a gaming simulation (SIMPOL), which was used to study 
the performance of a C.X.I). by using real p o l i c e m e n *  
to operate a simulated C.X.D. This study was used 
to provide empirical data on the activity planning 
and directing involved in detective work and decision rules 
governing this were extracted. (2) These rules were 
embedded in a formal model (SIMDET) of investigation work 
and a computer simulation of the decision processes used 
by a detective to organise and plan his activities 
was produced. SIMDET - produces a protocol of the 
activity of a detective when confronted with a series of 
crimes to investigate and specifies the investiagtion 
activities he carries out, how long he spends on each, 
the outcomes his activities produce and his plans on 
each investigation. The model produces a continuous 
record of his activity including him going off-duty 
and doing activities (e.g. report writing) other than 
crime investigation. The model has been programmed in 
extended FORTRAN IV and consists of approximately 2,500 
statements and 35 sub-programs. Xt has been run on 
C.D.C. 7600 and I.C.L. 1903 A computers.
The conceptual basis of SIMDET is discussed 
and the notion of an executive control system is introduced 
Which is seen as a system that has the prime goal of serving 
a set of other goals. The computer model represents the 
decision*processes of an executive control system serving 
the goals of the detective rolh. The thesis presents the first 
detailed model of detective decision processes and makes 
a general contribution to understanding human action.
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PREFACE
The work reported here started when I joined 
*
System Research Ltd. as a research associate to work 
on a Home Office sponsored project aimed at developing 
algaming simulation of a Police Criminal Investigation 
Department (C•I•D.)•
When I joined the project (which was called 
SIMPOL,from SIMulated POLice Force), in mid 1968, 
the initial design of the simulation had been produced 
and trial runs had been conducted which had proved 
the viability of the approach. The aim of the next 
phase of the project was to modify and extend the 
simulation to make it more realistic and to then 
run a series of experiments to investigate the effect 
of introducing centralised intelligence information 
facilities into police forces. My job, during this 
phase, was to assist in the re-design, implement the 
changes and take charge of running the experiments.
This phase of the research was completed in 
late 1969* An extension of eighteen months to the 
project was obtained in order to carry out a study 
into the relationships between C.I.D. performance, 
manpower and case loading. This work was completed 
in mid 1971t and I was again deeply involved with it.
I left System Research at this time since the SIMPOL 
project ended at this stage.
* System Research Ltd. is a small independent 
organisation that conducts sponsored research 
in the behavioural and system sciences. It 
is based in Richmond, Surrey.
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During my period with the SIMPOL project I was 
conducting my Ph.D. research using the SIMPOL work as 
a basis. My original aim was a study of the use of 
gaming and computer simulation for modelling police 
systems, but as I worked on the project I became 
increasingly interested in the decision processes 
involved in conducting orime investigation and 
particularly in those used by a detective in organ­
ising and directing his overall activity. I became 
convinced that this area was a key to understanding, 
and being able to predict,the performance of a C.I.D. 
as a whole and I decided to attempt to produce an 
explicit model of these processes and represent them 
within a computer simulation of detective activity.
The work reported here is the result of my attempt 
to achieve this goal. I have carried this work out 
over the past four to five years on a part-time basis; 
sometimes being able to give it close attention for 
several months at a stretch, and at other times barely 
being able to give it any attention at all.
At first the problem seemed fairly straightforward 
but as I had more contact with policemen and began to 
look in detail at the data from the SIMPOL experiments 
I realised that not only did detectives use complex 
rules and heuristics in evaluating situations and 
deciding actions, but that in order to represent 
the processes involved, I would also haVe to develop 
a model of how crimes are investigated and find a 
way of representing crimes so that the decision processes 
could be tested out.
Whilst involved with these specific problems,
I increasingly realised that what I was doing had more 
general relevance since, at one level, I was seeking
10 -
a model of how a human being selects and directs his 
activity whilst occupying a particular role.
This led me to consider general questions concerning 
human motivation and to a view of hu^man behaviour /K
which involves considering human beings as complex, 
hierarchically;organized control systems. This view 
has strongly influeiced the form of the computer model, 
and although it is not strictly part of my original 
brief, I discuss the conclusions I have reached briefly 
in this thesis. The great bulk of this thesis, 
however, is directly concerned with the simulation of 
detective activity and this is the main aim of the 
work.
- 11 -
1 INTRODUCTION
1,1 The Problem Area
Specifically* this work concerns the simulation 
of a detective*s criminal investigation activity and 
focuses upon the decision processes he uses to 
organise and direct this activity. But less specifically, 
the work tackles a much more general problem - the 
problem of understanding, in a detailed and explicit 
manner, the rules which an individual uses to guide his 
actions within a particular situation.
The importance of solving this broader problem is 
increasingly becoming recognised as people attempt to 
design and direct the development:of complex human 
organisations and man-machine systems.
In the early years of systems engineering*and 
related diciplines such as operational research, 
most attention was focused upon producing models of 
the non-human aspects of systems. Often, when it was 
necessary to consider human beings, it was possible 
to introduce simple models which adequately accounted 
for their behaviour, as for example in situations 
involving human queues,
one approach to modelling human behaviour is to 
use conventional forms of mathematical representation 
that allow an analytical, or at least a numerical 
solution. For example,.much work has been done on 
developing mathematical functions to describe the 
behaviour of human operators such as pildts-: or vehicle 
drivers. However*this approach tends to run into 
problems over the extreme non-linearities of the
12
behaviour. For example, considerable non-linearities 
are introduced by fatigue and learning. These 
difficulties aside, operators of complex machines 
are constantly making decisions about the actions 
they are carrying out, and although specific modes 
of action may sometimes be represented fairly adequately 
using conventional mathematical techniques, this is 
not much help unless the process that governs the 
operator's choice of action can also be modelled, 
and this can generally not be done using such 
techniques.
Another approach is to use a computer to simulate 
human behaviour. Indeed, a successful model of a 
helicopter pilot's behaviour, produced by Benjamin 
(1970)* cleverly combines computer simulation with 
the mathematical describing function approach.
Benjamin used a computer-based model of the pilot's 
decision processes to determine which mode of behaviour 
the pilot would select under a given set of circumstances. 
He then used an appropriate mathematical function, 
which described the chosen mode of behaviour, to 
represent the pilot's ensuing responses. These two 
parts of the model interacted to produce an overall 
representation of the pilot's behaviour.
When the system scientist considers the problem 
of modelling human behaviour in organisations he has 
to rely almost completely upon simulation and similar 
techniques in order to gain the insights and under­
standing he requires. Many simulations of organisational 
systems have been produced which cover a wide spectrum. 
Much work has been done in the military sphere.
For example, Siegel and wolf (1969) have developed a 
number of simulations to investigate the performance 
of men on military missions,and whilst operating 
weapon systems. They have been particularly
concerned with modelling what they refer to as 
"psychosocial and performance interaction". For 
example,in a digital computer simulation that they 
developed to investigate the performance of 
submarine crews on long missions, they introduced 
variables such as "crew morale" and "cohesiveness" 
in an effort to represent psychological factors that 
affect performance.
Also in the military sphere, there have been 
many simulations of combat situations. Some of these 
are designed as pure computer simulations - Evans 
and Wallace (1967) give several examples and also 
discuss the methodology. Other simulation approaches 
have been used, ranging from the well established 
war-gaming techniques of earlier times, up to recent 
work involving highly complex digital simulations 
and automatic data processing in conjunction with 
teams of individuals playing the parts of key military 
and political decision makers. Wilson (1970) has 
produced and entertaining book discussing the whole 
area of war-gaming - both ancient and modern.
There have also been a large number of 
simulations of human systems in the public and 
industrial sectors. For example, Kennedy (1969) 
reports a digital simulation study of a community 
health service. In the simulation,a model is 
developed in terms of needs, demands and resources. 
Various factors determine the extent of the needs, 
conversion of needs into demands, and availability 
of resources for satisfying the demands. This 
model attempted to take account of .sociological i'and 
psychological factors affecting health needs and 
also <allowed different resource allocation policies 
to be represented.
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Business organisations have received considerable 
study. Cyert and March (1963) produced a now^classic 
analysis of the business firm and carried out several 
simulations of the decision processes involved in 
commercial organisatioras. Forrester (1961) has also 
done considerable work in this area and although he 
has not considered decision making directly he has 
produced models which aim to represent the affect of 
stable decision strategies. Indeed^he has extended 
his work into the areas‘of urban and world systems.
In the sphere of politics there has been a 
great deal of work done on modelling intonationalordatebana, 
using both pure digital simulation - as in the 
case of the TEMPER (Technological, Economic, Military 
and Political Evaluation Routine) simulation 
produced by the RaytheonrCompanyv* ( see Smoker 1972), 
for a good account of the project) - as well as 
man-machine and gaming approaches; see for example 
Guetzkow (1959) or Bloomfield and Padelford (1959)•
At a national level, simulations have been produced 
to model voting behaviour. Perhaps the best known 
is the Simulmatics Project (Pool, Abelson and Popkin 
1964) which was aimed at using a computer simulation 
to predict the =outcome of the i960 and '64 American 
presidential elections. The model that was developed, 
assumed the voting population to be composed of a 
number of voter types. These voter types were based 
on region, size of place, socio-economic status, 
ethnicity, religion, sex and party affiliation of a 
voter and were determined, for the regions of the 
U.S.A.,on the basis of opinion poll and survey data.
It was then necessary to decide to what issues the 
presidential candidates would appeal. By analysing 
the voter types in relation to candidate appeals, the 
percentage vote for each candidate in each region could be 
estimated. McPhee, amongst others, has also tackled
-  15 -
the voting behaviour problem using simulation (see 
McPhee and Smith 1962). McPhee attempted a more 
dynamic approach than the Simulmatics Project; he 
assumed that voters tended to change their views 
as a campaign progressed and issues were raised. 
Unfortunately, McPhee's simulation never got beyond 
the trial stage and was never fully programmed.
Police organizations have not received much 
attention from simulation. Quite a lot of work has 
been done at the police-systeras level concerning, 
for example, the loading of police communication 
systems, the simulation of police vehicle use and 
breakdown,and the investigation of various patrolling 
policies on manpower resources, but little work of 
a broader nature has been done. Most of the work 
that has been done, concerns the overall performance 
of a police force or sub-department. For example,
Folk (l97l) reports a simulation of a detective system, 
but deals with it at a general level in terms of manpower, 
duty rota& and crime loads - no attempt is made to 
represent the investigation process as such.
At a slightly different level, Surkis (1968) has 
carried out simulations of the response of a police 
system to crime calls. Going up the scale somewhat, 
and considering criminal justice systems as a whole, 
a number of simulations have been constructed. For 
example,Blumstein and Larson's (1969) work on a model 
of the American justice system.
In simulating any complex human system, at a 
detailed level,it soon becomes necessary to model 
what is often referred to as the "decision-making" 
behaviour of individuals and groups in the system.
An individual (or.va group of individuals) is usually 
capable of carrying out a wide variety of activities
- 16 -
and often has considerable choice about what actions 
he will actually carry out and how he will carry 
them out. It is useful, in many situations, to make 
a distinction between that part of human behaviour 
which is concerned with overall activity planning 
and that part which is concerned with carrying out 
the planned activities. For example, in considering 
the behaviour of a detective, it is useful to 
distinguish the processes a detective uses to evaluate 
and decide his investigatory activities from those 
he uses in actually executing activities.
In this work, the 'behaviour associated with
activity planning and the overall directing of action 
is referred to as ^ directorial behaviour',1 whilst 
the behaviour concerned with the carrying out of
i
specific activities, is called operational behaviour
The distinction between directorial and operational 
behaviour is not precise, since carrying out any activity 
involves selecting'and directing the execution of lower 
level activities or actions. And, at a higher level, 
much of our everyday life; is determined,in a large part, 
by the major decisions we have taken at earlier times, 
and so most of it could be viewed as operational behaviour 
simply serving the consequences of these big decisions. 
However, the distinction is still worth making, since 
in many everyday situations (such as doing a job) there 
are usually these two distinct levels - the level of 
deciding what to do and the level of actually doing it.
This distinction between directorial and operational 
behaviour is important in the present work since SIMDET, 
the simulation model of detective activity, only repre­
sents the directorial behaviour of a detective - 
operational behaviour is not modelled at all, only its 
results are represented. This means, for example, 
that although the model considers how a detective
- 1 7  “
selects an activity, such as interrogating a suspect, 
it does not consider how such an activity is actually 
carried out - it merely returns an outcome, from doing the 
activity, which depends upon such factors as tho ability 
of the detective and the time he has /spent on the 
activity.
From the point of view of trying to predict 
and understand the behaviour of individuals in 
organisations and human systems, the directorial 
aspect of their behaviour is often of prime import­
ance. For example, in trying to model the behaviour 
of a firm it is most important to understand how the 
management of the firm is likely to respond to the 
situations that confront it - that is,to understand 
the sort of policies and objectives they are likely 
to choose for the firm, since once policies and 
objectives have been chosen, much of the firraLs' 
behaviour is determined. It is such high level, 
or directorial, decisions about action that often 
have the greatest influence upon determining the 
overall character arid operf or mane e; of a human system.
The directorial aspect of human behaviour is, 
of course, not new to the system and organisational 
scientist - he has long been aware of its importance, 
and usually refers to it as the decision making 
aspect.
One well developed body of knowledge in this
• * -
area is known as Decision Theory. Decision theory 
is an attempt to describe in an orderly way what 
factors influence choices. It starts by assuming in 
any decision situation a set of alternative choices 
that confront the decision maker. The theory 
interprets the making of a decision in terms of,
* See Lindley (1971) for a good introductory text 
.and White (1969), for example, for a more advanced 
one. Edwards and Tversky (1967) present a good review.
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(1)'fa set of outcomes associated with the choices,
(2) a set of probability estimates indicating the 
likelihood of each outcome, and (3) a set of preference 
ratings for the outcomes. According to this approach, 
the alternative that is chosen (or at least should be 
chosen) is the one offering the greatest expected 
utility:- broadly, the one which is most preferred, 
when consideration is given to the likelihood of its 
outcomes and their attractiveness.
Decision theory has been used both descriptively 
and normatively. In a descriptive application, the 
Decision Theorist attempts to determine; (l) the 
choices the decision maker is considering, (2) the 
outcomes he associates with these, (3) the probabil­
ities with which he thinks these will occur, and 
(4) the attractiveness, to the decision maker, of 
each outcome. In many cases, this is not an easy task,, 
for him to carry out successfully. Several difficulties 
confront him. For example, very often the decision maker is 
not clear just what alternatives he is considering.
In many everyday situations involving decision making,
(for example, buying a Sunday joint, deciding what to 
do for an evening's entertainment,-or choosing a route 
to the seaside) the decision maker has some objective 
in mind, and has some image of what he considers would 
satisfy that objective. His approach is usually one of 
selecting, or devising, a ,plan of action which he believes 
will generate a satisfactory achievement of his aim, rather 
than one of considering the possibilities open to him, 
evaluating them,and selecting the most attractive. In most 
everyday situations man is a "satisficer" (Simon 1957) rather 
than an optimiser - he is more concerned with how to get a 
solution rather than the best solution.
Decision'situations' in: everyday. life are usually not 
tackled in an analytic manner but rather by carrying out 
a strategy that is expected to produce a satisfactory
- 19 -
achievement of an objective. For example, a housewife 
buying a Sunday joint has the objective of obtaining 
a piece of meat which has certain qualities (which, 
in her eyes,are the qualities of a Sunday joint).
Rarely does she consider all the pieces of meat she 
could buy, or evaluate her relative preferences for 
them, or the probability of, say, being able to obtain 
each one. The reasons she does not usually.tackle 
the problem in this way are: (l) that she lacks the 
necessary information, (2) that she is not trying to 
buy the "best” joint but only a satisfactory one, 
and (3) even if she were attracted to the approach, 
the effort involved in carrying it through might 
make the whole exercise counter-productive. Most 
likely, the housewife executes a familiar strategy 
for obtaining a Sunday joint. The strategy specifies 
the sub—goals of her task and the actions likely ;to achieve 
them and probably results in her going to her regular 
butcher, asking if he has got, say, a nice beef joint 
of such and such a weight and price, and if he has, 
buying it. If the beef joint is not suitable, then she 
may ask the butcher what he can offer, or may have a 
second choice. The point is, though, that the housewife 
has an idea of the sort of joint that would be satis­
factory, (and probably a-preference ordering on different joints 
which is largely a matter of habit), together with a procedure 
which will allow her to obtain such a joint. ’ ¥hen she 
want s.a Sunday joint she execut es thi s procodure ; she 1 rare 1 y 
goes through a Decision Theory evaluation of alternatives.
In executing a strategy designed to serve a particular 
goal, a person is looking for objects with certain 
characteristics that fulfil the requirements of the 
strategy. Included in a strategy ure rules that indicate 
what sort of activities will generate appropriate objects, 
and,at each stage in its execution,what objects should
'
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be pursued. For example, in the housewife's case, one 
of the first objects to be found in executing her strategy 
for obtaining a Sunday joint is a shop that sells meat; 
she has a normal-solution for this problem which is her 
regular butcher's shop, but if this solution failed 
she would have to find another shop before she could 
continue the strategy. The decision making that enters 
into the execution of a strategy is usually of an evaluative 
kind - where the decision is5 to decide whether or not 
a particular object has the qualities required of it 
by the strategy. Choice situations of the Decision 
Theory sort often arise in situations where the 
evaluative procedures of the person using the strategy 
are not well developed. This results in them .• ybeing -unable to 
decide if a candidate object is suitable or not -and leads 
to then collecting a set of "possibles” from which 
eventually they must make a choice. Alternatively, they may 
have an uncertain or unstable strategy in which they are not 
quite sure what sort of objects they are trying to 
obtain, and so again collect a set of "possibles".
Apart from the Decision Theory approach not having
great application in situations where a familiar strategy
is being followed, it also has other cdeficiencies as
a descriptive tool. These are twofold. First, people
often have preferences that vary depending on.their current
aims and interests. For example, a woman may normally
prefer bananas to apples, but when she is slimming she
may prefer apples to bananas. Even in gambling situations
this occurs - a gambler may become bored backing the
outcome with the greatest expected payoff and may want
to "have a fling" and back a hi$i payoff but long odds
outcome. Second, human beings are not only bad probability
*estimators * tending to think in terms of likelihoods
* The distinction between likelihood and probability is 
that likelihood is a qualitative measure, unlike 
probability.
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rather than probabilities - but they are also 
conservative information processors; to quote 
Edwards (1968) "A convenient first approximation 
to the data {on the conservatism of.human infor­
mation processingj would say that it takes anywhere 
from two to five observations to do one observation's 
worth of work in inducing a subject to change 
his opinions".
The normative use of Decision theory, however, 
is much more successful^ There are ijiany situations 
in business (and gambling) where a detailed analytical 
approach to arriving at a decision can be very 
valuable. These are generally situations in which 
there is no well worked out strategy for solving 
the problem. and no clear best course c£_ action.
In such cases, Decision Theory can guide analysis 
by attempting to identify the factors important 
in determining preferences and by highlighting 
the effect of the:probabilities of the different 
possible outcomes on the actual attractiveness of 
the different choices.
For describing decision making in familiar 
situations, computer modelling offers many advantages. 
First, a computer allows complex rules to be expressed 
explicitly. Second, through simulation, it allows 
the consequences of a particular model to be explored 
and compared with reality, and this encourages the 
development of the model and its validity. Third, 
a computer makes it feasible to represent both the 
decision maker and the environment in which he makes 
his decisions so that the behaviour of the coupled ^  
system may be investigated, and it is often such 
composite systems which are of most interest.
Computer simulation of individual decision making
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is a new field and has not yet received much specific 
attention,although it^has been talked about in a 
general way a good deal. It is part of the broader 
field of the simulation of human behaviour and uses 
techniques which are variously known as "process 
simulation'*, "micro-analytic simulation", "heuristic 
programming" and "information process modelling"*
Since the present work is concerned with the computer 
modelling and simulation of individual decision 
processes, the following section contains a brief account 
of the field and the broader field of computer simulat­
ion of human behaviour*
1.2 The Computer Simulation of Human Behaviour
Dutton and Starbuck (1971) attempted an 
exhaustive search of the literature on the computer 
simulation of human behaviour and traced nearly 
2000 items published before 1969; and this, they 
estimated, represented only about 75$ of* the total*
They grouped the work into five broad catagories: 
individuals; individuals who interact - e.g. in 
groups or organisations; individuals who aggregate - 
people who are added together but whose interactions 
are not represented in modelling the human system 
of which they are a part; individuals who aggregate 
and interact - i.e. the total human system is modelled 
and the interactions of individuals within it; and, lastly,
individual behaviour (of which the present work is 
a member) contained about 600 studies of which about 
200 were reports of designs for simulations and outlines 
of models. Of the remainder,about 200 were based 
on actual experimental studies or quantitive data, and 
of these under UO were models of individuals' decision 
processes. Thus, the present work is pa? contribution
methodology. The
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to a f a i r l y  undeveloped field. Furthermore (to the 
author’s knowledge) this work presents the first 
computer simulation of the decision processes an 
individual uses in organising his activity in a role; 
other simulations represent aspects of the decision 
making an individual carries out in his work, but do 
not integrate these into a model of his total activity during 
his working hours.
There are two broad approaches to the;computer 
modelling of human behaviour - the stochastic and 
the deterministic. The stochastic approach is used 
in Pproeesseflow" and tfmicro-analytic” simulation 
models and the "heuristic programming" and Minformation 
processing" approaches are used in deterministic 
simulation, SIMDET is totally determinsitic.
The process-flow type of simulation model 
defines hierarchies of variables in terms of stochastic 
and deterministic mathematical functions which 
are related as the blocks in a flow chart. Input variables 
are assigned values (or receive them from another model) 
and the effect of these inputs are computed as their 
influence spreads through the blocks of the system.
This approach has been used frequently in simulating 
consumer behaviour. For example, fig 1.1 shows how 
Amstutz (1967) defines the variable "Perceived Brand 
Image" in a process flow model of a consumer^ buying 
behaviour in purchasing branded goods. Fig. 1.2 
illustrates the A flow diagram that Amstutz uses to define 
the consumer purchase decision. The term "micro-analytic" 
simply refers to the level of detail of the process flow 
type of model.
The heuristic programming and information 
processing approaches are very similar. If there is 
a distinction,it is that the heuristic programming
-  2k
PEBRI(n, b, c) PErceived BRand Image of attribute n associated
with brand b in the simulated mind of consumer c. 
Dimension: attitude scale units.
APPMEMfap, b, c) * ATITD(ap, c)
— AP
£  APPMEM(ap, b, c)
ap =  1
=  PCHM EM fnp, b, c) * ATITDfnp, c)
£  PCHM EM (np, b, c)
np =  1
APPMEM(ap, b, c) APPeal M EM ory entry associating appeal ap with 
brand b in simulated mind of consumer c. Dimen­
sion: pure number.
=  see Equation 8.17, for example.
PCHMEM(np, b, c) Product CHaracteristic M EM ory entry associating 
product characteristic np with brand b in sim­
ulated mind of consumer c. Dimension: pure num­
ber.
=  see Equation 8.18.'
A TITD (n , c) A TtlTuDe toward characteristic n held by con­
sumer c. Dimension: attitude scale units.
=  consumer characteristic. See Table 8.1.
Fig, 1.1 Equation Defining “Perceived Brand Image" as 
Example of a process flow1 equation.
(From Anatutz 1967)
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approach lays more emphasis on the use of decision 
rules as such, whereas the information processing 
approach relies more on actual processes to represent 
the function being modelled. Both approaches place 
importance on the deterministic aspect of the models 
and their use as explicit'expressions of theories 
and mechanisms. Keitman (1969) discusses the advan­
tages of the information processing approach as 
follows:
"Quite typically these models express psycho-- 
logical propositions in terms of individual 
operations for matching, generating, trans­
forming and retrieving information. The 
operations are knit together to form systems 
of complexly organised structures and processes. 
Since the structures and processes are repre­
sented explicitly, such models enable us to 
go beyond measures of the quantifiable and 
statistical properties of behaviour to 
investigations of specific sequences of stimuli 
and responses involved. Programmed models 
may be run on the computer, and so we lose 
no objectivity or precision when we concern 
ourselves in this way with the micro-structure 
of behaviour. By comparing, model-generated 
behaviour with data from humans, we can 
decide unambiguously whether the model is 
sufficient to account for the phenomena we are 
investigating."
Moore (1968) describes the heuristic programming
approach to modelling decision making as follows:
"The objective of an HP (heuristic programming) 
analysis of decision making is to reproduce, 
by means of flow diagrams, the actual cognitive 
process that a particular individual has 
learned to follow in arriving at a specific 
type of decision. In effect, it represents an 
attempt to open up the proverbial "black-box” and 
delineate as explicitly as possible the previously 
obscured connection between initiating stimulus 
and the final decision output. It aspires to 
describe (not prescribe) an actual real-life 
process (not a hypothetical or presumably 
representative process). Its focus is micro­
scopic and specific (not directed towards some
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larger or more general system representing 
an aggregation of individuals). The resulting 
models represent discrete events (not a 
dynamic system), and make use of deterministic 
rules (not stochastic relationships). On the 
r basis of these characterstics, an HP analysis
can be readily distinguished from the many 
other types of research activities which 
have been affixed with the label * simulation1 .1
Information processing models have been mainly 
concerned with simulating cognitive processes. The 
heuristic programming approach is used more in 
simulating decision processes. However, the distinction 
between the two approaches is a little artificial.
One of the best known examples of a 
computer model of a skilled individual's decision 
processes is Clarkson’s (1961) simulation of 
a trust investment officer. Clarkson observed the 
behaviour of an investment officer in an American 
bank and obtained protocols of his reasoning whilst 
he was constructing portfolios. Clarkson analysed 
these data and developed a model in which portfolio 
selection was viewed as a three stage process.
Stage 1 involved a constant review of stocks and 
securities by the investment officer so that he 
could maintain a list of promising shares. Stage 2 
concerned the analysis of a client’s requirements, 
and stage 3 the selection of securities and stocks 
to satisfy these-requirements. Pig. 1.3 is an 
outline of the investment officerAs decision flow 
chart for selecting an investment policy for a client
Brunstein and ^ doleman (1967) have developed ^
a computer model of the decision processes of 
Aircraft Accident Investigators. The model simulates 
the major processes of;an-investigation which are 
apparent in -the investigators* reports, including
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the selection of aircraft and terrain features to 
be observed and the generating and testing of 
hypotheses about pre-Crash flight paths. Their 
model uses, as input, descriptions of the crash 
and details of the damage. Kleinmuntz (1968) has 
developed several models of the decision processes 
used by people who interpret the results of personality 
and psychological questionnaire tests. Fig. 1*4 
shows a decision flow chart he derived which describes 
how an interpreter decides whether or not he is 
dealing with a test ’indicating maladjustment.
Smith and Greenlaw (1967) have tackled a similar problem, 
the modelling of the decision rules involved in 
personnel selection based on the results of psycho­
logical tests.
Weber (1965) has developed simulation models 
of the decision processes of managers in particular 
positions. For example, fig. 1*5 is a flow chart 
of Weber*s description of the strategy used by 
a manager of ai Market Research Department in initiating 
a project. Mitroff(1969) has carried out a study 
of the design behaviour of a mechanical engineer 
and produced a simulation of the processes involved.
This model had an interesting payoff in that * during 
validation the simulation produced design suggestions 
which had not occurred to the designer himself and which 
initiated fruitful line of thought. In this country, 
Mallen et al. (1973) are using computer simulation 
to study the architectural design process. Several 
other simulations of individual decision making in 
specialised roles have been produced but the above 
examples provide a good cross-section;'
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Fig. 1,4 Decision flow chart for analysis of 
MMPI personality test results.
(From Kleinmuntz 1968)
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2 A DESCRIPTION OF DETECTIVE WORK AND DETECTIVES
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to give a 
general account of detective work and detectives 
in order to provide background information for the 
simulation work described later. However, before 
doing this it is important to make clear what is 
meant by the term "detective" in this work. The 
term is used to refer to a detective constable 
engaged in general C^I.D. duties in an urban police 
force. This definition excludes detectives attached 
to the fraud, drug, vice or other specialist squads 
and branches of the police and also excludes 
detectives working in rural areas and detectives of 
rank higher than constable - e,g, detective sergeants. 
The role of such a detective has the following 
characteristics:-
(1) The role is a common one and forms the major 
part of detective work, in the British, police 
force.
(2) The goals of the role are few and are easily 
stated.
(3) Jit is a fairly autonomous role; detectives 
largely plan and execute the investigation 
of their cases themselves.
(4) The role is a busy one (more so than its 
country counterpart) and as a result priorities 
have to be attached to actions.
(5) Individuals who fill the role normally do so 
in a whole-hearted manner and often become
^personally involved in their work.
This study has been restricted to this type of detective 
for simplicity.
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The general account of detectives and detective 
work that follows is derived frdm published sources, 
discussions with detectives and police personnel and 
from field visits to a number of police forces ,
2,2 The Working Routine of a Detective
A detective’s work may be classified in terms 
of four types of activity (Martin and Wilson 1969)11
(l) crime investigation, (2) report writing, paperwork 
and correspondence, (3)court-case preperation and 
presentation, and (4) other activities. This last 
catagory includes social contact with colleagues, w " 
members of the public and known criminals. Working 
time is divided between these activities approximately 
as follows;
Investigations  .........  45$
Report writing, etc.  ...... 20$
Court-case work  ........ 15$
Other activities    20$
Approximately 50$ of a detective’s time is spent inside 
the police station - some of which is spent oh investigation
I made visits of between one and three days to the 
polioerforces in the following locations whilst 
engaged on the SIMPOL project.
City of London 
Birmingham 
Maidenhead 
Slough
Burton on Trent 
Sevenoakes 
Tunbridge Wells 
Addlestone ........ .
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work (for example, visiting the criminal records 
office or carrying out a ’photo search with a witness).
Most detectives follow a rough working routine 
in which they allocate periods of their day to different 
activities. This routine depends upon the shift 
worked and is not rigid since detective work is 
unpredictable. Assuming a shift from 09.00 to 17*00 
with overtime working through to about 21.00 
(detectives commonly work 50 to 70 hours a week), 
a detective might organise his activities as follows:
09*00 - 10.00 In the C.I.D. room dealing with his
mail, catching up on events, going 
through the crime book, attending the 
morning crime conference (if held), 
discussing and selecting cases with 
other officers.
10.00 - 12.30 Investigation activity, witness
interviewing and court appearance 
(if necessary), checking of suspicious 
individuals and known criminals.
I2.3O —  I3.3O Lunch: beer and sandwiches in a
convenient pub, perhaps, or a meal in 
the police canteen. Meal breaks often 
involve conversation with (and culti­
vation of) contacts and frequently 
result in useful information being 
obtained.
13*30 - 17*00 Crime investigation activity - if
required, report writing and admin­
istrative duties and court-case 
preparation.
17*00 - 18.00 In the police station, socialising,
taking a meal.
18.00 - 21.00 Investigation activity as required,
checking of suspects and patrolling of 
the "patch’', conversation with and 
cultivation of contacts and informants.
The pubs, clubs, etc. frequented by detectives 
whilst on duty (and whilst off duty as well) are those 
used by criminals and people on the fringes of the 
criminal community. It is in these places that detectives
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make useful contacts and obtain knowledge about the 
local criminal community.
Whilst on investigation and other duties outside 
the police station, detectives maintain a constant 
lookout for suspicious individuals and people who 
have an established criminal background. They will 
frequently stop and question such people and often 
make arrests as a direct result of so doing.
2*3 The Case Load of a Detective
The case load of a detective is difficult to state 
precisely since many factors exist.to distort the 
significance of a straightforward figure. Home Office 
statistics suggest that many detectives in metropolitan 
divisions tackle eight to ten crimes a week, but this 
is probably well on the high side of the national 
average, which is more like five to six crimes a week.
The time spent on an investigation varies
considerably, depending mainly upon the seriousness
of the crime and how successfully the investigation
/ ^proceeds. On average about 13 man hours (civilian and 
desk bound personnel combined) are spent per crime 
investigated, this average is obtained by dividing the 
figure for the total man hours worked by the C.X.D. 
as a whole for a 12 month period, by the total number 
of crimes reported to the C.X.D. over the same period.
* Civilians form about 15$ of C.X.D. personnel.
2.4 The Types of Crimes Typically Dealt With by
a Detective
Table 2.1 below, gives a classification of crimes 
based on Home Office statistics for 1966 (the table 
excludes less common crimes such as murder and rape).
The table shows that stealing offences account for-, 
about 70$ of all crime. Within this class "breakings" - 
burglary, house breaking, and breaking into shops, 
offices, etc. - account for about 45$ of all crime.
Detectives generally deal with the more serious 
offences (but not by themselves, with the highly serious 
cases). The Uniformed Branch usually deal with the 
less serious crimes - which represents about 50$■of 
all crimes reported to the police. Many of these 
less serious crimes - e.g., drunkeness and shoplifting - 
often involve very little investigation work. Quite 
usually, initial inquiries on a crime will be carried 
out by the Uniformed Branch and will be passed over 
to the C.I.D. if the case requires greater attention.
Most crime is of low or medium seriousness.
Low seriousness crime includes stealing offences involving 
small sums of money, indecent exposure, alleged assaults 
and family quarrels, non-payment of debts and minor 
frauds. Medium serious crime includes stealing offences 
involving money and property of value between about 
£50 and £1500, sexual offences such as unlawful sexual 
intercourse, crimes of violence involving no serious 
injury, and frauds not involving large sums of money.
Highly serious crimes - e,g., murder, rape, 
robberies with violence and stealing offences involving 
large sums'* of money - are investigated by teams of 
detectives directed by senior officers.
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Glass
17
20
22
139
'8
:\5
104
34
37
50
53
58
28
29
30
32
33
39
40
45
No.
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3,137
10,938 , 
4,156
2,916
22,204
2,257
7,385
4,474
4,347
38,361
6,261
10,698
No.
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,878
2,801
567
2,418
13,880 
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1 ,866 
3,200
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1 ,400
9,026
83,615
I
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I
|
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2,023
9,936
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13.5%
83^
62.5^
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22% 
1 2%
21%
10% 
29% 
57% 
1 1%
186,407 11,000
• ' . 
\\%7°
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of
Total.
0.7%
2.45*
0.9%
0.6%
4.7% 
0.5% 
1.6% 
1.0%
1.0% 
8.4%
1.2%
2.3%
2.0%
18.4%
26.2%
)
3.76%
9.8%
0.4%
1 • 8;o 
11 .6%
6%
Crime
Att.
Buggery,;
Ind.Ass.
Unlawf. 
3.1.
Ind.Exp.
Mai.
wound.
Pel. 
wound.
Ass.on 
const.
Robbery
Embezzlement
Obt. by 
false P.
Other
frauds
Forgery & 
Uttering.
Burglary
House­
breaking.
Breaking in; , 
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ices, etc. ;
Att. Break 
in.
Ent. & att. 
felony.
Poss. of 
H.B. tools.
Lar. from 
person.
Larc. in house
Bare, unatt. 
vehicles.
Table 2.1 A Classification of Crimes with Clear-up Rates
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A detective deals with some low seriousness crime, 
but most of his time is spent investigating raedium-
the investigation of stealing offences and mainly 
"breakings"•
2*5 Detection Rates
Detection rates vary considerably, depending upon 
the type of crime (see table 2.l), but a clear-up rate 
of about k0% may be used as a rough average. Figures 
for numbers of crimes detected, include crimes which 
have been cleared up through being "taken into consid­
eration" (T.I.C.) - that is, have been admitted to by 
an individual after he has been caught for another 
offence. These T.I.C. detections can amount to 30 or 
40 crimes from a single individual, although under 10 
is more usual. A crime is also considered to be detected 
(as far as statistics are concerned), once a person 
has been arrested for it. This is so, even if the person 
is later acquitted.
Very little published information exists about the 
proportion of crimes detected by various means, but some 
unpublished Home Office research, .carried;out, * in Stafford 
and Burton on Trent revealed the following pattern of 
detections in a sample of 75 crimes:
seriouness offences. The bulk of his work involves
26 crimes T.I.C.
Offender named by complainant.
Solved through direct investigation
Solved through information received 
and indirect means.
Offender caught red-handed
13
13
12
11
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2.6 Methods of Solving Crime
Crimes are rarely solved in the classic "Sherlock 
Holmes" manner. Most often, the major lead to a suspect 
is through the detective’s own local knowledge of 
criminals and through his knowing whom to ask for infor­
mation. Frequently, the complainant will know the 
offender and may, under careful questioning, name him 
or at least suggest possible suspects. Pursuit of 
leads provided by finger marks, forensic work, witness 
sightings, tracing of stolen property, etc. do lead 
directly to suspects, but not very frequently - probably 
in only about 15$ of cases. Such leads, however, are 
important since they may provide evidence which can 
lead to confirmation of a suspect. It is difficult to 
get accurate data on how crimes are solved, since 
Home Office statistics and detectives* reports do not 
indicate this, Typically, a detective’s report will 
contain phrases such as: "Acting on information received,
I apprehended John Smith ..." or, "Upon interviewing 
John Smith, I had reason to return to the police station 
with him for further questioning, which resulted in 
him admitting the offence". Rarely is any detail given 
about what information was obtained or, indeed, how 
the suspect’s name was obtained in the first place. 
Detectives are reluctant to describe in detail how 
they solve crimes - they commonly place great emphasis 
upon "experience" and "knowing your local villains" 
and "having good contacts" but do not make explicit 
how these things help orfodw such qualities are developed.
It is clear,however, that such factors are vital in 
crime investigation work. Wertham and Piliarin (1967) 
highlight this in their work on the investigation of 
crime committed by juveniles in the U.S.A.,as the 
following extract indicates:
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"In practice, therefore, the Juvenile Officer 
often proceeds directly to boys who have proven 
themselves capable of committing the crime, and 
then relies upon his skill at interrogation. 
Although the officer may consult his files as 
an aid to memory, most of the information is in 
his head. The success of this method is sugg­
ested by the fact that over 90$ of convicted 
juveniles confess, a rate that testifies to the 
competence of the Juvenile Officer at interrogation 
and at the incompetence of the boys at concealing 
their information".
Direct investigation consists of a straightforward 
pursuit of leads which results in a suspect who is then 
checked out, and arrested -if the case against him is 
promising. Although local knowledge and contact with 
the local criminal community are helpful in pursuing 
such an investigation, they are not essential to its 
success.
Indirect detections, however, do rely upon such 
factors. They depend upon the detective having specific 
knowledge which allows him to obtain leads which other 
detectives, without the,knowledge, would miss; or upon 
him being able to obtain information ("from informants 
and contacts) which others could not obtain. Two brief 
examples of detections through indirect means will make 
this clear:
CASE 1 Rape of a child - a highly serious offence.
LLengthy inquiries were made by several officers 
but without success. A detective was interviewing 
an ex-convict (with whom he had good relations 
and who trusted him), when the ex-convict hinted 
that another ex-convict had been staying with him 
and might be responsible for the rape. Inquiries 
resulting from this lead led to the conviction 
of this man for the rape.
The important point here is that the information was only 
obtained because the detective new his contact well —
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other officers had failed to get the information.
CASE 2 Radio stolen from a lodging house -
a low seriousness crime
A woman telephoned the C.I.D. wishing to speak 
to a particular detective with whom she had had 
dealings,in the past, about her husband who was 
a convicted criminal. She told the detective that
her husband had stolen and sold her radio. The
detective made inquiries and arrested the husband. 
It transpired that the women had been quarrelling 
with her husband and wanted to be rid of him.
This is an example of the complainant naming the offender, 
but it also illustrates how the personal contacts a 
detective builds up can be useful in tackling crime. 
Because of the importance of maintaining good contacts 
for gaining information, detectives spend considerable 
effort on this activity:;
2.7 The General Crime Investigation Strategy
Although crime investigations vary greatly in detail, 
they do seem . to follow a general pattern. This 
pattern corresponds to an underlying strategy for 
investigating crimes which appears to be followed implic­
itly by most detectives. Simon (i960) has defined a 
strategy as:
•'A detailed prescription that governs the sequence 
of responses of- a system to a complex task environ­
ment . !'
Weber (19^5) defines it as:
"A set of constraints, rules or relations among 
variables that govern the sequence of responses 
to information."
Both of these definitions highlight the directing role 
that a strategy plays in determing behaviour. In this work
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a strategy is defined as follows:
A strategy is a procedure for directing behaviour 
in the achievement of a task. It specifies, 
given a current situation, what type of sub-goals 
should be aimed at and what sort of activities should be
carried out to achieve them. The sub-goals it
generates are so related that their achievement 
leads to the achievment of the task.
Observation of how crime investigations are
carried out leads to the conclusion that an investigation
generally proceeds in phases, each phase being directed 
towads achieving a goal which, when it has been 
achieved, allows a higher level goal to be aimed at.
Solving a crime consists in achieving a series of 
sub-goals which lead to the prime goal of solving 
the crime. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the general crime 
investigation strategy.
Activities are not always carried out in a 
strict sequence, since carrying out one activity may 
yield results that indicate that a higher level goal 
may now be pursued - even though intermediate goals 
have not been achieved. The strategy includes procedures 
for analysing a current situation to^select^the: goalsnt* 
which are currently appropriate - it will not specify 
goals which have become redundant through an unexpected 
advance in the investigation. For example, crime 
defining activity is carried out primarily to achieve 
the sub-goal of crime definition. But carrying out this 
activity may result in a suspect, thus achieving the 
goal of having a suspect,and making suspect checking 
activity immediately appropriate. Detectives are aware of the 
secondary value of activities and this influences the 
choices they make.
The details of the crime investigation strategy 
will not be discussed further here since they are, central 
to the present work and are described fully later.
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CRIME REPORTED
CRIME DEFINING 
ACTIVITY
CRIME CIRCUMSTANCES DEFINED
•LEAD GENERATION 
. ACTIVITY
LEADS EXIST
LEAD CHECKING A  
ACTIVITY J
SUSPECTS EXIST
/SUSPECT CHECKING 
V ACTIVITY
FIRM SUSPECT EXISTS
{  SUSPECT PROVING 
V  ACTIVITY
CRIME SOLVED
Fig, 2.1 General Crime Investigation Strategy.
However, it is useful to describe here ithe typa.?of. activities 
involved in crime investigation and to illustrate how 
a typical investigation:proceeds•
2,8 Crime Investigation Activities
There are many ways of describing a particular 
stretch of human behaviour. At one level it can be 
described as a sequence of elemental ^physical movements - 
an approach adopted? in certain- wof k~.study analyses.
At another level, it can be described in terms of the 
sort of activity involved. For example, a detective’s 
activities can be quite adequately described in terms 
of actions such as; searching and analysing scenes of 
crime; interviewing people - witnesses, complainants, 
suspects; obtaining and circulating details of stolen 
property; making house-to-house inquiries; carrying out 
‘photo checks and identity parades; searching criminal 
records; interrogating likely culprits and obtaining 
statements. Crime investigation,viewed at this level, 
appears rather formless - it is not at all clear where 
an investigation is going or why the detective is 
carrying out the activities he is. However, if a 
detective is questioned about what he is doing,it becomes 
apparent that these specific actions are
components of more general activities which have characteristic 
purposes. These goieral'-activities r. - do exhibit structure, 
and a.re the activities indicated in the crime investigation 
strategy outlined in fig. 2.1. Another way of looking 
at this is to say that the specific actions
are part of the operational aspect of investigation work -are 
the basic tool-kit of a detective - whilst the broader 
activities,which are part of the investigation strategy, 
are relevant at the directorial level. In this work, 
crime investigation is described in terms of these 
directorial activities. The activities which are defined
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are the following:
1 Crime definition
2 Lead generation
3 Ancillary processing of leads,
4 Follow-up lead processing
5 Indirect suspect, generation (indirect probing)
6 Suspect checking and elimination
7 Firm suspect improvement
8 Interrogation and charging.
Each of these activities is discussed below.
Crime Definition Activity has as its primary 
goal the definition of the circumstances surrounding 
a crime - when Was it carried out? what happened? 
who might have seen it happen? and what is the nature of the 
crime?; It involves interviewing the complainant, 
witnesses and other associated persons; searching and 
examining the scene for the iexistence) oflleads and 
evidence, and obtaining details of stolen property, 
damage or injury. Detailed searching of a scene and 
collection of finger prints is usually carried out by 
a specialist Scenes of Crime officer; he will also 
generally process any forensic evidence.
Lead Generation Activity is aimed at obtaining 
information that suggests where the detective may 
fruitfully make further inquiries in order to obtain 
a suspect. It is closely associated with crime 
definition activity but includes actions such as 
making inquiries in the locality, checking outthrough 
criminal records and colleagues r-} individuals associated 
with the crime, and circulating descriptions of stolen 
property, ancT individuals or vehicles seen in the locality 
of the crime at the time it occured.
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Ancillary Processing of Leads consists of 
activities aimed at producing a suspect name or 
description but which are not normally carried out by 
the detective himself. For example, finger marks and 
forensic evidence are usually processed by specialist 
departments; searching for stolen property in shops 
and amongst dealers is carried out on a regular basis 
by the Uniformed Branch, and car registration searches 
are often done by civilians or desk-bound officers.
Follow-up Lead Processing is activity in which 
the detective pursues leads himself with the aim of 
producing a suspect. These are generally leads that 
to be followed up successfully require an intimate 
knowledge of the crime, and are therefore best carried 
out by the investigating detective himself. Follow-up 
lead processing involves activities such as: checking 
out individuals who have recently had access to premises 
in which a crime has occurred; checking acquaintances 
of people associated with the crime who may have had 
particular opportunity? checking on people with 
potential motive - e.g. employees who have recently 
been dismissed; and checking on groups of individuals - 
e.g. a gang of juveniles - who have been suggested by 
a contact or witness as possibly being involved in the 
crime. •
Follow-up lead processing can involve a lot of 
effort, if done exhaustively, so normally only the 
better leads are pursued, but the number that are 
actually pursued will also depend upon the seriousness 
of the crime and the detective's attitude towards 
its investigation.
Indirect Suspect Generation is directed at 
obtaining a suspect through indirect means - that is,
\
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through information from contacts and informants, or 
from general probing of the criminal community.
This approach relies on the culprit revealing himself 
through his pre- or post-crime actions rather than 
from his actions at the crime as such. For example, 
many criminals tell their associates about crimes they 
intend to commit or have committed; or they may 
suddenly change their life styles - spend money very 
freely, or leave their normal residence.
Suspect Checking and Elimination is aimed at 
establishing whether or not a good enough case exists 
against a suspect to make it worthwhile trying to 
obtain an admission and charge. This involves activities 
such as interviewing the suspect,and his associates, 
checking out his movements before and after the crime, 
and, if necessary, searching premises for incriminating 
evidence. This is another stage that can involve a 
lot of effort, particularly if it must be carried out 
surreptitiously to avoid the suspect fleeing.
Firm Suspect Improvement is activity aimed 
at obtaining evidence or information that will allow 
a detective to achieve a state where; he personally feels he 
can solve the crime through interrogation of the 
suspect. Often a detective will feel certain himself 
that he has the culprit - i.e. he has a firm suspect - 
but may doubt whether he has sufficient evidence to 
be able to bring a charge, and may feel he cannot rely 
on being able to obtain an admission. In such a 
situation he will carry out firm suspect improvement 
activity. This activity may involve many of the actions 
found in suspect checking and elimination and also 
actions aimed at trying to tie scene-of-crime evidence 
to the suspect.
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Interrogation and Charging is the final activity 
and should result in the crime being cleared up. It can 
be a time consuming activity and is often carried out 
by the investigating detective and a colleague*
It is sometimes necessary to carry out further suspect 
improvement activity before the interrogation is 
successful. Detectives are very reluctant to let a suspect 
go once the interrogation and charging phase has been 
started.
2.9 A Description of a Typical Crime Investigation
To complete this chapter a brief description 
of a typical crime investigation is included. This 
indicates the sort of decision making a detective carries 
out and illustrates how investigation activities are 
interrelated.
The Ciftime: A medium serioxisness housebreaking.
At 11.00 a housewife leaves her medium-sized 
detached house in the suburbs to go shopping in 
the town centre.
At 11.30 a housebreaker rings the front doorbell 
of the house and, upon receiving no answer, walks 
to the side of the house where he finds a kitchen 
window ajar. He climbs in, searches the house 
and steals a gold watch, a quantity of jewellery 
and £8 in notes. He leaves the house by the 
front door at 11.40.
At 12.^5 the housewife returns, finds that the 
house has been entered and that property is missing 
and telephones the police at 13*00.
At 14.30 a detective with a Scenes of Crime 
officer arrives.
Meanwhile, the housebreaker - a local man, who 
has a record for shop and factory breaking - 
sells the watch to a pawnbroker in the town centre, 
and the jewellery to a jew^er and second-hand 
dealer near the station. He completes the deals 
by 15*30.
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Assume the following:
(1) The housebreaker, John Smith, left no finger 
marks, but has left half of a footprint in the 
soft earth of the flowerbed beneath the kitchen 
window.
(2) John Smith is known to two local detectives 
but not to the detective conducting the 
investigation.
(3) He has many criminal associates, currently he 
has no job and frequents known criminal haunts. 
He drinks heavily when he has the money.
(4) John Smith had tried several other doors, in 
different but nearby streets, but had found 
people in.
(5) The investigating detective has three years 
C.I.D. experience, has average ability and 
is no more busy than normal.
The Investigation
The Detective’s Initial Evaluation. When a 
detective receives a crime to investigate he 
evaluates it and forms an attitude towards 
pursuing it. This attitude determines his 
approach to the investigation - how much of 
his available effort he intends to devote 
to it. In this example, since the crime is 
of low to medium seriousness and is a 
housebreaking (usually difficult to solve) 
and the detective is mediumly busy, he has 
the following attitude:
(1) ”1 need to define the crime better 
before I can make my mind up about itifM
(2) "I must not keep the complainant 
waiting too long without an attendance.”
(3) *#I probably will not have much success 
with this one, but you never know, 
something might turn up.”
This attitude results in the detective deciding 
to pursue the investigation in a normal manner.
He decides his first activity is crime definition; 
this will remove his obligations to the householder, 
will give him a clearer idea about what to do next 
and will, if he decides to drop active pursuit of 
the investigation, at least allow him to write an 
acceptable report, so removing that obligation.
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Before leaving to bbgin His investigation - which 
he decides to do after he has had some lunch - 
he arranges for a Scenes of Crime officer to meet 
him at the scene at about 14.30.
Crime Definition Activity. As the detective 
approaches the scene of the housebreaking he 
makes a mental note of the surroundings:- a 
road of middie-class detached houses built between 
the wars, plenty of shrubbery and hedges.
Neighbours probably fairly conscious of unusual 
happenings in the road and of suspicious strangers.
The detective introduces himself to the loser - 
the housewife - who is rather distraught and angry, 
and questions her to obtain her account of what 
happened. From this he establishes the rough 
time of the offence - between 11.00 and 12.45 - and 
how the offender entered and roughly what he stole.
The detective and the Scenes of Crime man examine 
the point of entry and discover the half footprint 
in the soil. The Scenes man makes a cast of this 
and then examines the rest of the house for finger 
marks and other evidence. Meanwhile, the 
detective, with the housewife, examines the rooms 
the housbreaker has entered and obtains as exact a . 
description of what is missing as possible.
It transpires that the gold watch is engraved and 
ils easily identifiable. From interviewing the 
housewife the detective dismisses the possibility 
of someone she knows having done the crime. From exam­
ining the way the housebreaker has searched the 
house he concludes that he is relatively inexperir. 
ended and was looking for anything small and 
valuable. He is clearly not a "professional” since 
he has stolen the easily identifiable watch.
The Scenes of Crime man reports his findings, 
saying he has found no obvious finger marks left 
by the intruder and has nothing elSe except the 
footprint, which might prove useful in tieing a 
suspect to the scene.
The Detective's Evaluation after carrying out 
Crime Definition Activity. The detective now feels 
he has removed his obligations to the householder 
and is able to write an acceptable report. He 
assesses that carrying out door-to-door inquiries 
may yield a fruitful lead, but he estimates that 
he will have to spend about two hours if he is to 
have a fair chance of success, and even then he
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may not got a worthwhile lead. He decides, because 
of* the doubtful value and tho time involved, 
against doing door-to-door inquiries. If the 
crime were more serious he would do them.
No good leads exist on the crime at present, 
except the possibility of the watch and jewelry 
being traced. He now chooses two activities to 
further the investigation. The first, is to 
circulate, via the Uniformed Branch, details of 
the stolen property. (He could carry out a search 
of local shops himself, but he considers this would 
be an inefficient use of his time and would not 
be justified in the present case). The second 
activity he chooses is to attempt to generate 
a suspect by indirect means; by approaching his 
colleagues and by trying his contacts when he 
next meets them.
Ancillary Processing of Leads and Lead 
Generation Activity. The detective returns to 
the police station and gives a description of 
the stolen property to the officer in charge 
of property circulations.
The detective mentions what he has found out so 
far on the investigation to the detective 
sergeant he reports to, but he has no suggestions 
about who might be involved. After his tea-break, 
the detective visits the collator* to see if he 
has any suggestions. The collator suggests four 
people and the detective makes a note of their 
names in order to have words with them if he gets 
the opportunity.
Later that evening, whilst "doing the rounds" of 
of local pubs and.clubs, the detective makes a 
few casual inquiries relating to the housebreaking. 
He broaches the subject indirectly,
confronting a criminal he knows well with a remark 
like: "I didn't know housebreaking was in your line, 
Fred?". This leads to converstion, which, if 
conducted skillfully, may yield useful information 
about who is currently active in housebreaking.
On this occasion, however, the detective has 
no direct success.
* Most British police forces now have a full-time 
officer who collates and distributes local 
criminal intelligence information. He keeps 
extensive records and can often suggest 
individuals to check in connection with a crime.
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Result of the Property Circulation. The following 
afternoon, whilst the detective is working on a 
report in the C.T.D. room, ho receives a message 
from the station sergeant saying that the gold 
watch has been found in a local pawnbroker's shop.
The Detective's Evaluation upon receiving the 
result of the Property Circulation. The recovery 
of the gold watch so soon is an important load. 
Immediately, the detective's attitude towards the 
investigation changes - it now looks as though 
he has a good chance of making an arrest. His 
intention now is to give the investigation extra 
priority and attention. The detective decides 
to stop his report-writing and to go directly to 
the pawnbroker's to follow up the lead.
Follow-up Lead Processing Activity. The pawnbroker 
gives a good description of the man who sold him 
the watch and also says that the same man tried 
to sell him some jewellery but that he was not 
interested. The detective arranges for the pawn­
broker to visit the police station, after he shuts 
that evening, to see if he can pick out the man 
from police photographs.
The detective returns to the police station and 
asks his colleagues if they know of anyone who 
fits the description he has obtained. One 
detective says it could be a man he knows called 
John Smith, but he is not sure - he does not think 
that Smith has ever done housebreakings.
The detective then visits the collator, who can 
offer no concrete suggestions but can provide 
some background information on Smith.
When the pawnbroker arrives, the detective shows 
him several photographs, including one of Smith. 
With a little hesitation the pawnbroker picks out 
Smith and becomes increasingly certain he is the 
man as he looks longer at the photograph.
The Detective's Evaluation after the Pawnbroker's 
Identification of Smith. The detective now really 
has the "smell of blood" and is eager to approhend 
Smith and interrogate him. Before doing this, 
however, he contacts his detective sergeant and tells 
him the good news. The sergeant and the detective 
decide to go out almost straight away to pick up
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Smith .
They visit Smith*s address but find that he is out. 
A neighbour says he is probably drinking in the 
local pub.
The sergeant and the detective find Smith in the 
pub and return to his flat with him. He complains 
bitterly about how they are treating him but he 
cooperates reluctantly. The detectives briefly 
search his room and question him about an expensive 
camera that they find. They'return with him, and 
the camera, to the police station.
The Detective*s Evaluation after Apprehending 
Smith. Thei detective is now sure he can gain an 
admission from Smith, and is eager to do so.
He is slightly worried that his sergeant may gain 
the admission instead of him and he is anxious 
to have the first attempt. The detective is 
now highly involved with, and motivated 6y^tho 
investigation, and places great importance on 
being able to conclude it successfully.
Interrogation and Charging. The detective conducts 
the interrogation skillfully, presenting his 
evidence bit by bit so that Smith becomes more 
and more uncertain of his ground. Smith eventually 
admits when the detective suggests they take an 
impression of his shoe sole - this is largely 
a bluff, but it has the desired effect. Further 
questioning results in Smith admitting four other 
house breakings, one of which involved the camera 
found in his room. He makes a statement and is 
formally charged.
NOTE This crime hss been represented in the formalism 
used in the computer model (fig. 6.2) and its 
investigation is shown in Appendix 6.
* Detectives rarely apprehend or arrest a suspect 
by themselves, since not only are they then open 
to allegations of mis-conduct but they may also 
be unable to control the suspect if he becomes 
violent. A second officer also provides corrobor­
ation of any statements the suspect might make.
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3 "SIMPOL" - A GAMING SIMULATION OF C.I.D.
PERFORMANCE
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the SIMPOL gaming simulation 
which was used for a number of studies of C.I.D. 
performance carried out at System Research Ltd.
The main purpose of the SIMPOL experiments was 
to investigate how a C.I.D. performed under different 
operating conditions, and how new facillities - such 
as the introduction of a criminal intelligence coll­
ating service - might affect C.I.D. functioning. A second­
ary aim of the project was the development of a methodology 
for organisational modelling (Mallen, 1970)• Towards this 
end the importance of creating sub-models to represent indivi 
dual processes was emphasised and my work was encouraged.
In order to use the SIMPOL experiments to provide 
data on detective decision making I introduced a crime 
questionnaire into the simulations, this was filled 
out by the subjects as they directed their investigations 
into a crime. I also had access to bther data obtained 
from the runs and was able to use this in arriving at 
the detective decision rules I incorporated into SIMDET, 
the computer simulation I later produced. The SIMPOL 
system is described here since not only does it represent 
an important means for gaining insights into the 
decision processes of skilled individuals, but it provided 
the experimental basis of the model of detective 
behaviour presented in this thesis.
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3*2 Reasons For Adopting a Gaming- Simulation 
Approach
*
Gaming simulation has been defined by Ackoff 
(1962) ass "A simulation in which decision making is 
performed by one or more real decision makers".
Barton (1970) calls the same approach man-model 
simulation and states:
"The distinguishing characteristic of man- 
model simulation is that some human counter­
parts of the object system are represented 
by live participants , the relevant non-human 
entities and the relevant non-human features 
of the object system are represented by 
a model"
Gaming simulation has been used widely - in 
war-gaming and international relations studies * as 
'mentioned in the introduction, and in many other 
areas. A few examples will illustrate this.
Sweetland and Haythorn (1961) conducted a 
gaming simulation study into the decision making 
functions of an Air Defence Direction Centre. Such a 
centre has the aim of coordinating the defence of 
a fairly large geographical area. To achieve it involves 
tracking any moving objects in the sky with radar, 
and plotting the courses of these objects on a "status" 
map. Decisionshave to be made about the identity of 
the objects and also about when to "scrub" tracks to 
avoid the map becoming too confused. This is a demanding 
task and, when such systems were first introduced, they
* Gaming simulation is one name for a general class 
of simulations involving human beings. Other 
names for the same thing are "operational gaming" 
and "behavioural simulation".
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were found not to function as effectively as had been 
expected* Gaming simulation was used in order to \  
explore different ways of organising such centres ^
without having to carry out real-life experiments*
Mellor and Tocher (1966) used gaming simulation 
to validate, and gain approval for, a steel production 
and control system computer simulation* Armstrong (1970) 
reports a gaming simulation of a Local Authority system*
The object of the game is to allow experienced admin­
istrators to explore the-factors infuencing the 
effectiveness of various policies and,«through partici­
pating in the gaming situation, to encourage the 
formation of new policies. Mitchell (1972) describes 
work on a gaming simulation that incorporates a computer 
model of a classroom in order to provide teachers with 
experience in planning and directing .their teaching 
activity. ^
Gaming simulation has had wide use in business, 
both as a training device and as a research tool.
One of the earliest business management games was 
the Top Management Decision Simulation, developed 
by the American Management Association.in 1956 
(see for example, Bellman et al., 1967)* The game is 
designed for team play in an interactive, competitive 
environment which is characteristic of other general 
management games. Participants are assigned to a 
team comprising the management of a hypothetical com­
pany producing a single product and competing with 
the other teams in a single market. The game uses a 
computerised model*to determine the outcomes of the 
various decisions the teams make.
Me Donald (1966), then head of the Home Office Police 
Scientific Development Branch, suggested that gaming
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simulation might prove useful in police research.
He considered that a problem is suitable for gaming 
when:
(1) The situation to be studied is competitive 
in that two sides are reacting to each 
others moves, and
(2) where the choice of possible courses of 
action is not stereotyped, or cannot
be easily expressed mathematically.
He suggested that gaming might prove useful in a 
number of areas: deployment of manpower, development 
of police tactics and strategy, assessment of new 
operating methods, and investigation of existing police 
systems to gain a better understanding of their 
functioning.
A key area of police work is criminal investigation, 
but there was, in the mid 1960*s, little formal under­
standing of the functioning of criminal investigation 
departments. The need to have better understanding 
was becoming important at this time because a number 
of schemes were being mooted to change the policing 
systems then in use. These changes centred around 
reducing foot patrolling and introducing Panda Car 
patrolling and Unit Beat policing, in which a constable 
tends a single beat and becomes the local police 
representative in the area he covers. At about this 
time too the decision was made to set up, in divisional 
police stations, local criminal intelligence gathering, 
collating and distributing services, which both the 
Uniformed and Detective branches would contribute to 
and use.
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One approach to gaining a better understanding 
of C.I.D*s. is to study them directly - but this has 
several disadvantages:
(1) Lack of Control. It is difficult to carry 
out controlled experiments in real C.I.D*s 
and as a result it is difficult to make 
comparisons between data.
(2) Interference Effects. Detectives - in 
common with most people - do not like to 
be observed closely in their work; they 
do not like having to justify everything 
that they are doing. As a result, they 
often do not act normally, whilst being 
observed, and sometimes distort reports
of their behaviour to fit more nearly their 
image of what is expected of them.
(3) Time and Expense. To field-test new working 
methods involves considerable time and 
expense. A cheaper, if less reliable method 
is required if extensive exploratory studies 
are to be undertaken.
Lack of Knowledge. A serious problem 
associated with interpreting field data is 
lack of knowledge about the conditions under 
which the data was obtained. For example, 
if a detective states, with respect to a 
particular investigation, that there was 
little chance of gaining useful leads -from 
door-to-door inquiries, thon.the^researcher 
must accept this at face value for he has 
no information to the contary.
Gaming simulation is an alternative approach 
and can overcome most of the above disadvantages. 
However, the major problem with the approach is valid­
ation. The problem of validating gaming simulations 
has been discussed extensively by Hermann(1967)•
Hermann distinguishes five aspects to the validity 
of a gaming simulation:
(l) Internal Validity. This concerns the degree 
to which the observed behaviour is due to
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internal variations which are independent 
of the particular inputs and conditions under 
which the simulation is run. It can be 
assessed by carrying out identical runs under 
identical experimental conditions.
(2) Face Validity. This is the validity the simul­
ation appears to have to people taking part
in itv It can be assessed by interview and 
questionnaire.
(3) Variable-Parameter Validity. This is the 
traditional validity problem - how well do 
values of simulation variables and parameters 
match the values of their real-life counter­
parts. It is often difficult carry out a 
full validation of this sort because there 
may be insufficient real-life data, or there 
may be no operational procedure by which 
values for some of the simulation variables 
and parameters can be obtained.
(4) Event Validity. Rather than compare the 
behaviour of the original and the simulation 
in detail, a comparison may be made simply 
in terms of the significant events occurring 
in both.
(5) Hypothesis Validity. This concerns whether 
hypothesised relations existing in the original 
exist in the simulation. Absolute values
of variables and parameters in the simulation 
and the original may not matc^ r, but relation­
ships between them may be the same in both.
The SIMPOL gaming simulation has a high degree of 
face and event validity. Variable-parameter validity 
has proved difficult to assess because comparable real- 
life data does not exist. Hypothesis validity appears 
to be good in those areas where comparisons can be made, 
but one of the uses of SIMPOL was to help generate 
hypotheses and it has not been possible to confirm all 
the hypotheses which were produced. Internal validity 
is-not entirely relevantv since at the outset it was 
realised that individual differences would have a marked 
effect, and one aim was to explore these differnces.
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3.3 A General Description of SIMPOL
In SIMPOL a human subject takes the role of a 
Detective Inspector (D.I.) managing a C.I.D. in an 
urban police force serving a community of about 100,000 
people. The simulation runs at an accelerated pace so 
that an eight-hour working day, from 09.00 to 1700, 
takes about ij hours to simulate. A complete simulation 
experiment covers 6 - 8  consecutive simulated days 
and takes two real days to run
Subjects have been mainly policemen with either
C.I.D. and/or Uniformed Branch experience. They ranged 
in age from about 28 to 36 and in experience from about 
3 to 23 years with the police. Their ranks ranged from 
detective constable to chief superintendent. Altogether, 
about 30 subjects have been used.
Before attending the simulation, subjects were 
issued with a briefing pamphlet (see Appendix l) which 
describes the simulation, outlines their role in it 
and gives details of the officers attached to their 
simulated C.I.Dv team.
Subjects are seated alone in a room at a table 
opposite a large-scale wall map of the district of 
/•Alderton" - the town in which the simulated C.I.D. is 
based. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the subject's table.
On the table is a console which indicates the current 
status of his detective team (see Appendix 1 for details) 
The subject can communicate with his simulated C.I.D., 
and the outside world in general, through a telephone 
linked to the simulation room which is nearby. The 
telephone is answered by one of the simulation operators 
who represent the members of the C.I.D. All telephone 
conversation is tape-recorded for later analysis. The
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TIME
LARGE SCALE MAP
' DISPLAY 
GIVING *" 
DETECTIVES' 
STATUS
OP "ALDERTON"
TELEPHONE 
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Fip ., 5.1 Diagram of the Subject's Table and Console
CONSOLE CONTROL PANEL
+ -t
TAPE
RECORDER
HAP OP "ALDERTON"
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CRIME INFORMATION 
PILES
CRIME RECORDS
DETECTIVE 
ACTIVITY LOGS
DAILY RECORD 
SHEETS
Fig* 3*2 Diagram of the Simulation Oparators' Table.
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simulation room (fig. 3.2) contains a console similar 
to the sub$ect*s but with switches that allow the 
status of detectives to be changed when required.
The simulation operators sit at a long table facing 
their console and a wall map of "Alderton". On their 
table are files and log-sheets for running the 
simulation.
The subject receives reports of crimes on 
complaint sheets (fig. 3*3)* These are handed to the 
subject at pre-arranged times according to the crime 
programme for the particular experiment being run.
These complaint sheets identify the complainant, outline 
the complainant, state if any action has been taken 
and the time at which the complaint was received. The 
sheet contains space for the subjects notes on tlxe 
investigation, which he is encouraged to make.
The subject's task in the simulation is to 
organise his C.I.D. to attend to the crime complaints 
which he receives. He does this by directing his 
detectives to carry out specified investigatory and 
other activitiee,the results of which are reported 
back to him.
The results a detective reports back depend upon:
(l) the characteristics of the detective (Appendix 1 
describes the detectives' characteristics), (2) the nature 
of the instructions the subject gave the detective, 
and (3) upon the specific crime that is being investigated.. 
The outcomes associated with each crime are specified in 
crime information files (see Appendix 3 T.or.an example file)
By instructing his detectives appropriately, a 
subject can take an investigation through its various 
stages and may be able to solve it,:‘if he can obtain
Mr • Barker •
Manager,
Alderton Co-op 
20-24, Western Road, 
F.4*
Complaint
Mr.Barker reports 
that the Co-op 
shop at the above 
address has been 
broken into*
Action Taken 
Rone
Passed toD.I. for 
Further Action 
At 2/09.00.
0 n
■a
Vs3cJji2.<S
<vy. -
JL ~
n >  t a X p j ] '
6 i A t ^ J  -  t u J f
C^_re-^.d3 c*~(L /A^r \yW^
% X -  v_xw (S*.
iQ'l J  /TVCn^v, X
~ i \  -
S U  0^^1'4-csf3-c.( jfia- % tUb..
Fig* 5*5 Complaint Sheet with Subjects 
Rotes Added.
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the correct information.
A subject's choice of action is fairly unconstr­
ained, but since he usually has more things he could 
do than his men have time for, he has to make decisions 
about whether or not to drop an investigation and about 
where he should be applying his resources. In making 
these decisions the subject reveals the processes 
and rules that underlie them.
The simulation can be run under a variety of 
conditions. The following can be varied: (l) the number
and the types of crimes presented, (2) the size and 
composition of the detective team, (3) the "difficulty" 
of solution of the crimes, and (4) the amount and 
quality of the criminal intelligence information that 
is available.
Three series of SIMPOL experiments were conducted. 
The first was mainly exploratory and was used to 
test the feasibility of the approach; modification 
were made to the system before the second series was . 
carried out. This second series was aimed at evaluating 
the effects of Unit Beat policing and a Collator service 
on C.I.D. performance. The last series was a study 
into the relationships between C.I.D. manpower, case 
loading and detection rate.
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3.4 The SIMPOLModel
The core of the SIMPOL model is the crime/criminal 
data base. This contains all the information about 
the crimes used in the simulation, who committed them 
and how investigation of them will turn out. It also 
contains information about the criminal population 
of "Alderton" and is used to generate the criminal 
intelligence information fed into the simulation.
The crime/criminal data bases is constructed X
in the following stages:
(1) Determine the type and seriousness of 
the crimes to be used in the simulation
In the early SIMPOL experiments only 
breaking offences were included, but in 
later studies frauds, crimes of violence 
> and sexual offences were also used.
(2) Form an outline of the crime library 
required and specify the main character­
istics to be included in the crimes
At this stage attention is given to the 
sort of crime programmes that are required - 
how many crimes are to be reported each 
day, at what times and of what type.
The active criminal population is determined, 
which involves specifying the different 
types of criminal committing the crimes, and 
how many each commits.
(3) Prepare a criminal list
Using the criminals defined in step 2, and 
adding to them about threefold, a list of 
named criminals is created. This list forms 
the basis of criminal records information 
and defines the known criminal population 
in the simulation. Fig. 3.4 shows the first 
page of the criminal list used in the last 
series of SIMPOL experiments - the complete 
list has about 75 entries.
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(4) Write scenarios for each active criminal 
outlining the crimes he commits during 
the simulated period
At this stage all of the crime information 
files are roughly specified* An example 
scenario is shown in Appendix 2. Scenarios 
allow the movements of active criminals to 
be referred to in a consistent manner from 
one subject to the next* For example, if 
a subject requests that an active criminal 
be brought in for questioning, the scenario 
can be referred to,to check if the individual 
can in fact be picked up at the time concerned*
(5) Work through each scenario and write a 
detailed crime information file for each crime
Crime information files are written in 
a special format that indicates the outcomes 
possible from each investigatory activity 
on the crime in question* Appendix 3 shows 
an example of a crime information file*
Each outcome is coded to indicate the conditions 
which must be fulfilled to obtain the outcome. 
There are four types of condition: (l) the
activity necessary to produce the outcome,
(2) a minimum duration of execution of the act- 
ivityi, c(3) \ the "intention state" of the inves­
tigating officer, and (4):his"characteristics• 
Intention state indicates the manner in which 
the detective approaches the activity - 
whether cursorily, normally or thoroughly. 
Intention state is determined by the detective*s 
case loading and the nature of the instructions 
he receives from the subject. For example, 
an instruction of the form: "Don’t spend too 
much time on this - just let me know what has 
happened" would put the detective into the 
cursory state. This coding scheme is apparent 
in the example given in Appendix 3«
(6) Prepare a complaint sheet for each crime
Fig. 3*3 above shows an example of a complaint 
sheet. The "action taken" section is normally 
blank, unless a crime has been reported some 
time before the D.I. came on duty - say late 
at night - in v/hich case it has a brief summary 
of what has been done.
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Prepare crime programmes for the case 
loading conditions required
Generally three crime programmes will prove 
sufficient. In the last series of SIMPOL 
experiments these consisted of programmes 
of 5» 10 and 15 crimes a day. The crimes 
are selected from the crime library to give 
the inquired proportion of each type of 
crime.
Construct the intelligence information 
data base and prepare the C o l l a t o r s  
Daily Record Sheets
A Daily Record Sheet (D.R.S.) contains items 
of intelligence information and is circulated 
throughout a division and to the collator’s 
office of neighbouring divisions and forces. 
D.R.S’s were simulated in SIMPOL by randomly 
choosing times and places for potential 
sightings of active criminals to guide the 
creation of appropriate intelligence items 
from the criminal scenarios. This provided 
a set of "relevant items". "Noise" items 
were then added - in the ratio of about 5 to 
1 , but this could be varied. From this 
pool of items, which were arranged chronolog­
ically, sets were randomly selected to form 
the D.R*S*s used in the experiments. Fig. 3*5 
shows the D.R*S.for day 2, to which a 
subject has added notes as a result of 
following up some of the items.
DAILY RECORD-SHEET Thursday 2nd
DUNCAN. Tommy (51) checked carrying suitcase along Centurion Road (D.6).
" Suitcase contained clothing etc. Duncan says he is moving to new digs at
44 Craighouse Ave. (D.6). Has previous cons, for stealing from unattended 
vehicles and'meter breaking. Wednesday, 09.30*
•10. VINCE, Edward (19) (no previous record) checked after he was seen knocking
y . ' in Shepperton Rd. (D.5.)» Vince was selling magazine subscriptions for
Anglo-American publications. He is a student at Alderton Tech. Lodges at 
14 Nofthwell Gdns. (D.7*)* Wednesday 12.15.
.’11. KNIGHT. John (19) of 22 Long Rd. (P.4.) sighted leaving premises of
John Knox, Builders, 40-44 Shorehaven Rd. 14«30> Wednesday. Knight is 
presently employed as a labourer at Hansons, Builders in Monk Street (D.2). 
Cons, for factory breaking.
12. MORRISON,. Kenneth'(35) sighted leaving Central Post Office, Huntingfield Rd.
(E.5.) at 15»15», Wednesday.- Morrison at present drawing assistance.
Previous cons, for fraud.
.13 SHORT. Martin (38), seen driving west on Lyndhurst Ave. (D.5.) in his car.
grey Vauxhall Viva, LPQ 101D. Accompanied by blonde woman * early thirties, 
not recognised as Short's wife. Wednesday, 16.10.
14. Report received that Clive KEELER (27), 82 Queens Rd. (E.7.) has recently
/ }  lost heavily on bets placed at K. Mercer, Turf Accountant, Wilson Avenue.
/  Keeler has cons, for shop and fcctory breaking.
15. Several recent sightings of the BASIN brothers (in school hour's) - Peter (14)
and John (12), 27 Melrose Rd. (C.2.). Both have been in a lot of trouble 
in the past.
Fig. 5.5 Example of a Daily Record Sheet (notes added 
by a subject)
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3.5 Preparing for a Simulation Run
Police subjects were obtained by the Home Office 
from a variety of police forces throughout England.
About one week before a subject was due to take part 
in the simulation he was sent the briefing data (Appendix 
l) and was asked to arrive at System Research’s premises 
in Richmond at about 08.30 on the first day of the run.
Before each run the chief simulation operator:
(l) checked the experimental conditions under which 
the simulation was to be conducted, selected the 
appropriate crime programme, detective team and 
daily record sheets; and (2) primed the simulation 
operating system:- set the digital simulation clock 
to 09.00, placed new tapes in the recorder, tidied 
the subject’s room and removed any marker pins from 
the map, placed a batch of detective activity logs on 
the operators’ table and sorted out a set of complaint 
sheets to match the crime program.
On the morning of the first day of a run the 
subject was introduced to the SIMPOL system and any 
questions he had were answered - providing that doing 
so did not jeopardise the objectivity of the experiment.
He was then shown the subject’s room, and the console and 
the communication system were explained to him. He was told 
that he would receive complaint sheets at various times 
throughout the day and that at 10.00 (simulation time) he wxdd 
be passed the current day’s daily record sheet.
He was told that any of his on-duty detectives could 
be contacted via the ’phone, but that if they were out 
of the office there might be a short delay due to them 
being temporarily otherwise engaged. He was also told 
he could contact the Scenes of Crime department, Record 
Office, Collator or the Station Sergeant at any time via 
the 'phone. He could also contact other forces if required.
The subject was next introduced to the written 
records he was to keep. These were: (l) personal notes 
on each investigation which he was to write on the blank 
Space provided on each complaint sheet (see fig. 3*3 
above), and (2) A crime questionnaire which he was to 
complete for each crima; fig.3.6 shows a completed 
questionnaire. The crime questionnaire was designed 
to obtain the subjects* estimates of some of the factors 
that are important in determing an approach to an 
investigation. These factors are discussed in the 
next chapter.
3.6 Running the Simulation
The way the simulation runs can best be illustrated 
by considering how a subject deals with a typical 
crime and how the investigation of it is simulated. 
Consider, as an example, a medium-seriousness shop- 
breaking reported oh the second day i and presented on 
a complaint sheet (fig* 3.3) at 09.00 (simulated time) 
to the subject. The subject in this example is a 
detective inspector based in Sussex, with 20 years 
police experience. The simulation is being run with 
three detective teams (a team comprising a sergeant and 
two detective constables), and an average case load of 
ten crimes a day.
The complaint (crime 22), is from Mr. Barker, 
manager of the Alderton Co-operative department store 
in Western Road. He reports that his shop has been 
broken into.
The subject's initial response is to contact
D.C. Hawkesand ask him to handle the investigation#
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CRIME QUESTIONNAIRE
COMPLAINT NO: - X X
Initial Estimate o f 
Seriousness of~the Crime
(Complete when you receive 
the complaint)
Base your estimate on the infor­
mation contained on the complaint 
sheet when you receive it.
Final Estimate of Seriousness 
of the Crime
(Complete when you feel you 
have sufficient information to 
make a final judgement)
In general9 how heavily loaded 
with work do you consider your 
team to have been during the 
period this crime was actively 
investigated?
Based on your own experience, 
what is your estimate of the 
likelihood of clearing up a 
crime of this kind?
Kow lonr, on average, would 
you expect it to take to 
clear up a crime of this type?
t 1 1 - I. ,— f « „ •
Hot very 
serious
1 Very
serious
t -j,— i,__ A _' J_f ' . .
Very
Serious
j . i •
r
i t f 1 / 1
Hot very 
serious
Lightly
loaded
I 1 1 1 1
Very
heavily
loaded
• »
Not at all 
likely to 
clear up to
Very 
likely 
clear up
One day One week . One 
Month
More than 
a month
Estimate, as accurately as you can, the number of man hours of effort 
that have been expended on this case. Enter the result below:
HUMBER OF MAH HOURS OK THIS CASE
Specific comments on this crime, e.g. on realism or on detective 
.performance:
Fig. "3.6 Crime Questionnaire Completed by a Subject
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The following conversation takes place:
SIMULATED DAY 2
SIMULATED TIME 09.15
SUBJECT: Hello Hawkes, feeling fit?
HAWKES : Yes, certainly Sir.
S: Well I've got a nice one for you. You
know the Co-op. in Western Road, well 
they were done last night. I don't know 
exactly what the score is, but get down 
there right away, will you, and see what 
it is all about? See Mr. Barker, he's 
the manager.
H: O.K. Sir, I'Ll go right now.
S: And Hawkes, you had better take Davies
from Scenes of Crime ... let me know
what you get as soon as you can?
H: Will do,Sir.
From this conversation the simulation operator 
knows that crime 22 is being referred to and that 
Hawkes has been asked to do Loser & General inquiries, 
and is to report back to the subject when he has 
done them. From the nature of the conversation, the 
operator infers that the subject does not want Hawkes 
to pursue the investigation with extra attention; but 
also he does not want a cursory investigation. He 
deduces that the subject wants it investigated in a 
normal manner.
To keep track of the simulated detective's 
activities the operator fills in a log which summarises 
what each detective is doing and when he should report 
next to the subject. These logs are clipped to a 
long board in front of the operator so that he may easily 
scan them to determine when he is due to make reports.
An activity log - partially completed - is shown in
fig. 3.7
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.Operator C.M.E. Simulated Day 'L. Subject
D e t e c t i v e Detective
6 ,
09.00
10.00
11.00 -
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00 -
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Fig. 3.7 Partially Completed Activity Log
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To determine the outcome of Loser & General 
inquiries, the operator refers to the crime information 
file for crime 22 (Appendix 3). This tells him the 
first outcome will be produced in one hour, he enters 
this on his log sheet. At about 10.15 he notices 
ho is due to make Hawkes* report and so he contacts the 
subject. Reports of outcomes are not delivered 
verbatim from the crime information but are expressed 
in more conversational terms. This is done to add to 
the realism and also to encourage the subject to question 
the detective so that insights 'can be gained into how 
the subject is assessing the outcome. For example, 
the conversation in which Hawkes makes his report 
went as follows s
SIMULATED DAY 2 
SIMULATED TIME 10.15
SUBJECTS 
HAWKES :
Ss
Hs
S:
Hs
Ss
Hs
Ss
Hello Hawkes, what have you got for me?
Well Sir, there is quite a lot of stuff 
gone, mainly small things - transistor 
radios, electric shavers, hair dryers, 
watches ... that sort of stuff. I * m 
getting the manager to make a detailed 
list.
What sort of total value?
Under £1,000 
and £1,000.
probably between £500
What sort of team; how did they get in?
They came through a skylight at the back. 
They recently had an extension added on 
and it looks as though they got onto the 
flat roof from No, 18 next door, which is 
empty at the moment.
What is the access like to 18, then?
Well it is up for demolition, and its easy 
to enter - used to be a fancy goods shop 
and there is a loading area at the back.
Think there might be some inside help?
What about alarms?
- 7 6 -
H : I ’m still checking that out - I've not
seen many of the staff yet. The skylight 
has not been wired into the alarm system 
yet - the manager says it was due to be 
done any d a y .
S: Typical! Anything else?
K: Not really ... Davies is seeing what he can
get - there are some jemmy marks on the 
skylight edging.
S: Well, you had better stay down there and
have a look at the staff - see if you can 
turn up anyone with some form... I d o n ’t 
suppose there is much residential property 
down there, but see if there is anyone
locally who has heard or seen anything.
Check out that premises next door - get 
Davies to give it the once over. Let me 
know if you want any help?
Hs Thanks Sir, I think I am alright at the 
moment. I'll keep you informed.
S; Thats my boy! Let's have one here!
Hs Well, I ’ll do my best.
Ss O.K. Hawkes.
Hs 'Bye Sir.
From this conversation the operator infers that 
the subject is keen for Hawkes to give the investigation 
a fair amount of effort and to "let's have one 
here". This puts Hawkes into the ^thorough" intention 
state so that his next report contains his personal 
suspicions about Beasley and his associations with 
two known "breakers" - Wood and Fuller. If the subject 
had indicated that Hawkes was no to bother to check
out all the employees, or had told him to get a list
from the manager and have the Records Office check it 
out then Hawkes would have missed Beasley as the 
important lead. Note, also, that Hawkes is the only 
detective who personally knows Beasley.
The simulation proceeds in the above manner. 
Fig43«3# above, shows the complaint sheet for
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crime 22,as filled out by the subject in this example. 
Fig. 3*6 i.s the subject's completed crime questionnaire 
for the investigation.
In the above example, the subject does not succeed 
in apprehending Wood and Fuller until they return from 
London, where they have disposed of the stolen property. 
This occurs on day 8 of the simulation at which time 
the subject is credited v/ith the detection.
At the end of {.a? simulation run all the written 
material - completed crime questionnaires, complaint 
sheets, daily record sheets with notes added, detective 
activity logs, etc. - is collated and kept for analysis.
Before leaving-} the subject is asked to complete 
a questionnaire on his attitudes towards the simulation. 
The questionnaire completed by the subject in the above 
example is shown in Appendix 4.
3.7 Analysis of SIMPOL Data
Each SIMPOL run generates a large quantity of 
data and many analyses of it are possible. The 
main purpose of the SIMPOL experiments was the study 
of C.I.D. performance as a whole, rather than the 
detailed study of detective decision processes.
Because of this the main analysis was in terras of 
measures such as detection rates, average man-hours 
spent on different types of activity, proportion of 
leads generated by intelligence information and 
proportions of crimes solved by different means.
This analysis was time consuming but did yield useful
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results which are fully described in the SIMPOL project 
reports. Mallen (1969) has reported the SIMPOL 
simulation system and discussed the signicance of the 
approach.
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4 TOWARDS A MODEL OF THE DIRECTORIAL BEHAVIOUR
OF A DETECTIVE
4.1 Investigation Intention
The SIMPOL experiments and observation of* 
detectives in the field suggest that detectives 
make decisions about investigations at two levels.
At the top level, they decide their overall attitude 
or approach to the investigation - they decide 
investigation intention. Having set investigation 
intention, they then make decisions about the activities 
they will carry out - this decision-making being 
appropriate to the investigation intention they have 
adopted. Adopting an investigation intention may be 
viewed as choosing a decision procedure to us©-t© govern 
the carrying out of an investigation.
The selection of investigation intention, and 
the selection of activities in accordance with it, are 
influenced by two broad types of factors: (l) the
detective*s current work-load and commitments, and
(2) the characteristics of the crime and 
the current state of its investigation. The current 
work-load and commitments of a detective include 
specific factors such as: the current ugency of planned 
activities, the total amount of investigation work 
he has currently planned to.execute,, the backlog 
of non-investigation work he has, and his desire to go 
off-duty. The characteristics of a crime which influence 
his directorial decision-making are: its seriousness, 
its intrinsic (derived from past experience) and 
actual likelihood of being cleared up, how far advanced 
its investigation is and how much effort has been put 
into its investigation. Clearly, many of these factors 
interact. For example, the investigation intention that 
is chosen depends upon the current work-loading^
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but current work-loading depends upon the currently 
planned activities, the selection of which has been influenced 
by investigation intentions. The general nature of 
the interaction is illustrated in fig. 4.1.
An example will help to clarify matters. Suppose 
a detective has a heavy case-load and has decided to 
carry out investigations which do not look promising 
in a cursory manner - providing their seriousness is 
not high. Because he is carrying out such, investigations 
cursorily h© is unlikely to turn up fruitful loads on them, 
and is unlikely, therefore, to view them as being more 
promising than he thought. That is, he is unlikely to 
change his investigation intention. Put another way: 
if a detective thinks he has not got much chance of solving 
a particular crime, and approaches it accordingly, then 
he will not have much chance of solving it.
The decision processes involved in determining 
investigation intention, and those involved in selecting 
activities under such an intention, interact with one 
another and the factors outlined above, broadly as shown 
in fig. 4.2.
Detectives seem to distinguish three levels of 
investigtion intention - cursory, normal and thorough.
At the cursory level the aim is to remove obligations, 
such as attending the scene and interviewing the complai­
nant, and to carry out those activities which have a high 
"duty" content, such as giving property descriptions to 
the Uniformed Branch for circulation. The only other 
activities that are selected . are those that are 
particularly promising. At the "normal" level investigat­
ions are carried out in a normal manner - that is, the 
mode of investigation follows decision rules which are 
the usual rules used in crime investigation. Thorough 
investigation intention involves particular care and effort
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an investigation.
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being given to the investigation, and is characterised 
by quite minor leads being pursued.
4.2 Factors Affecting the Selection of Investigation 
Intention
In order to determine a set of* rules which describe 
how detectives decido investigation intention, it is 
necessary to isolate the factors that affect the decision. 
From operating the SIMPOL simulation, analysing the 
results,and from many conversations with detectives, 
the conclusion was xeacbsd that five factors largely 
determine the decision. These factors are:
(1) The seriousness of the crime.
(2) The likelihood of solving the crime.
(3) The detective*s involvement with the
investigation.
(4) The detective*s current commitment level.
(5) The detectives attitude towards the
detective role. •
The nature of each of these factors is described below.
The Seriousness of a Crime.
Crime seriousness was discussed briefly'in chapter 
2. This factor covers a number of features of a 
crime and indicates the normal priority and level 
of effort a crime should receive. Seriousness 
is relative to a particular police force or district. 
For example, muggings in the Handsworth district 
of Birmingham, in the late 1960’s, were fairly 
common and were considered to be of medium to low 
seriousness. In other forces, where muggings were 
uncommon, they were rated as medium to high serious­
ness crimes. Seriousness also depends upon the 
intrinsic likelihood of solving the type of crime 
in question. If a certain type of crime is not 
easy to solve and has a low detection rate (such 
as larceny from unattended vehicles) then its
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seriousness rating - i.e., the priority and 
effort its investigation may command - is 
reduced. If a crime is one of a group, then 
its seriousness may be increased. For example, 
one SIMPOL crime programme contained a set 
of seven wilful damage and vandalism offences 
committed by a group of boys. These crimes were 
reported over a five-day period. Most subjects 
responded to the first few reports almost as 
if the C.I.D. should not be bothered with such 
cases. But after the fourth or fifth report, they 
decided that the offences were becoming serious 
and devoted considerable attention to trying to 
clear them up.
The Likelihood of Solving the Crime.
This has two aspects - the intrinsic and the 
actual likelihood of solution. The intrinsic 
likelihood is based on past experience of. 
crimes of the type in question and has most 
influence in determining overall likelihood 
early on in an investigation. Actual likelihood 
depends upon what is found out during the 
investigation. Actual likelihood depends upon 
how far advanced the investigation is - i.e. 
how "near", in terms of remaining sub-goals, 
solution is, and upon the current potential for 
advancing the investigation. Diagram 4.3 indicates 
how detective*s assess likelihood of solving a 
crime.
The Detective*s Involvement with the Investigation.
Occasionally a detective will pursue a crime in 
what appears to be an atypical fashion. For 
example, he may be fairly heavily loaded but 
yet be spending quite a lot of time on what 
appears to be a relatively unimportant investig­
ation. Further observation, however, nearly 
always reveals that the detective has some 
personal motive for pursuing the investigation 
as he is. There are many reasons for personal 
involvement, but one is fairly common and was 
significant in some of the SIMPOL runs. This 
source of involvement :/is based on a need to 
maintain and promote self-esteem. This need 
is stimulated, in crime investigation work, in 
two main ways: (l) through the detective making
an error of judgement and not wanting to admit 
to it, and (2) through the detective seeing an 
opportunity for self-aggrandisement and wanting to 
pursue it. In the SIMPOL experiments, most 
subjects exhibited personal involvement as a
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result of (l)» and all exhibited it as a result of
(2) - but some very much more than most. These atypical
subjects pursued investigations,which seemed to
offer a chance of solution^ with much greater
effort than most subjects and
also tended to drop unpromising investigations 
earlier. These individuals seem to be particularly 
’^achievement motivated”*.
The Detective’s Current Commitment L evel.
This factor represents how busy the detective 
is and how much available effort he has. It has 
an important effect oh investigation intention 
since a high commitment level means there is 
little effort available for new activities and 
so a firm pruning of intentions has to take 
place. Commitment level depends upon the number 
and duration of planned activities and how 
urgent they a r e .
The Detective1s Attitude towards the Detective H o l e .
The above factors account for the selection of 
investigation intentions for an individual 
detective, but when comparisons are made between 
detectives a further factor has to be introduced 
to account for differences in the way intentions 
are decided. About 80^ of detectives (according 
to the SIMPOL results) assign intentions in 
much the same way - which may be called the 
’’normal” mode. The remaining 20fo split into two 
clear groups - those who appear to be particularly 
enthusiastic towards the detective role, and those 
who appear to be particularly unenthusiastic. 
Enthusiastic detectives tendJto carry out investig­
ations more thoroughly than is normal, whereas, 
unenthusiastic ones carry them out more cursorily 
than is normal.
Me Clelland et al. (1953)♦ and many other psychologists, 
have investigated what they term achievement motivation. 
Their findings indicate that there are strong individual 
differences in people's need to achieve success. Some 
individuals are constantly looking for ways in which 
they can demonstrate their abilty to succeed and are 
most attracted to situations offering such opportunities*
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4.3 The Extraction of Decision Rules from the
SIMPOL data
Many of the gross features of the decision rules 
used by subjects in their allocation of effort and 
organisation of detection activity were apparent 
during the running of the SIMPOL experiments, and 
since I personally ran about 40 experiments, I gained 
considerable insight into these rules. These insights 
were reinforced and amplified by the many hours of 
discussion: I had with the subjects during breaks in
the simulation. Thus, when I came to analyse the 
SIMPOL data I had a firm idea about the nature of most of 
the important decision rules and could direct my analysis 
at attempting to confirm them.
The SIMPOL data potentially contains a large amount 
of information - for example, the tapes of subject/detective 
discourse contain a great deal of detailed information 
about ^fehowi'fv? policemen evaluate the outcomes of inves-- 
tigation activities.. hbw-^fchey■ ..analyse an investigation
situation to decide ia« specific avenue of inquiry.
This is illustrated by the short extract of subject/detective 
discourse in section 3*6 in which the subject asks 
questions such ass "What sort of total value??1, "What sort 
of.team; how did they get in?" and "What is the access to 
18 like,then?" These questions, and the order in which 
they are asked, indicate the nature of the thought processes 
behind the subject's evaluation of an outcome, and how 
this is leading him to a view of the investigation.
Other parts of the same conversation illustrate the sort 
of specific avenues of inquiry the subject thinks of. to 
realise the general type of investigation activity he 
is currently engaged in. For example, the detective in 
the extract referred to*is at the stage of doing lead 
generation activity, and the subject suggests, for that
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particular crime, that this general activity might be 
served by interviewing the staff at the Co-op. and 
by making inquiries in the neighbourhood to see if 
anyone has seen or heard anything suspicious. These 
suggestions are apparent in the discourse. By analysing 
the subject/detective discourse it is possible to build 
up a detailed picture of how detectives evaluate investig­
ations^ and realise general types of investigation activity. 
However, such an analysis has not been carried out in the 
present work since the detective thought processes involved 
are part of; the operational behaviour of a detective.
The directorial processes take as inputs the results of 
analyses of outcomes and the indentification of promising 
avenues of action and convert them into general indicators 
of investigation state which c a n <beused; to assess how 
well various sub-goals have been achieved and what potential 
for the further achievment of sub-~goals exists.
Since the aim of the present work is the computer 
simulation of detective directorial behaviour, the analysis 
of the SIMPOL data has been concentrated in this area.
There are three fairly distinct sets of decision rules 
at the directorial level: (l) those used for 
deciding investigation intention, (2) those used for 
selecting activities, and (3 ) those used for planning 
the execution of activities. To confirm the subjective 
impressions of what these rules are, the following approach 
was adopted.
The simulation data were gone through, and investig­
ation histories (fig. 4*4) were obtained for each
■it
investigation'. These investigation histories indicate 
at what times activities were carried out and for how long.
* For a number of the runs in the last SIMPOL series, 
investigation histories were prepared as the simul­
ation progressed - this saved considerable time at 
the analysis stage.
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The: investiagtion histories were then used to produce 
an overall activity chart for the run whichvindicated 
what each detective was doing and what investigations 
were being worked on* Fig* 4.5 shows part of an activity 
chart. Activity was classified very broadly to simplify 
the charts;3.three types were identified - routine, 
follow-ups and checks. Routine activity includes 
crime definition and lead generation; follow-up activity 
includes all activity involving following up leads and 
generating suspects; checking activity includes suspect 
confirmation and elimination, firm suspect improvement 
and interrogation.
The next step was to extract (or rather attempt to
confirm) the decision rules. The investigation intention
decision rules were analysed as follows: Specific crimes
were chosen having a range of seriousness ratings (according
to the subject). To obtain an indication of the subject^s
attitude towards the investigation of these crimes, the
amount of effort and attention he gave to each was
estimated. This was done by referring to the
crime histories and activity charts to note who he had
allocated to investigate the crime and under what conditions
of loading he had done this* His attitude was
further assessed by noting the frequency with which he
contacted detectives who were on the case and by referring,
when necessary, to the transcript of the subject detective/
■&
discourse . From this analysis, it was possible to 
determine how a subject approached crimes of different 
seriousness and how this approach was affected by loading*
To determine how likelihood of solving a crime affected 
investigation intention, crimes histories were examined 
for situations where major leads were uncovered and 
for situations where the investigation had becomo 
unpromising. By emmming the subsequent actions the
* Almost all of the tapes in the second series of 
SIMPOL experiments were transcribed, but this was 
very time consuming and in the third series only 
selected sections were transcribed.
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subject initiated it was possible to infer how his 
intention had changed as a result of these events.
The effect of involvement on investigation intention 
was more difficult to estimate. As mentioned above, 
involvement seems to be related to subject type, and 
its effects were most noticeable when subjects operating 
under similar conditions were compared. However, 
involvement due to not wanting to be proved wrong on 
a hunch occurred with most subjects and often came about 
through the subject reading an item on a D^R.S. 
and then getting hold of the idea that the person mentioned 
was involved with a particular crime. If he then allocated 
considerable detective effort to checking the individual 
out, but had no success, he would often then become 
personally involved in the crime and increase his efforts 
towards solving it. Cases where this happened could be 
identified by finding crime histories which appeared to 
be atypicalp and then by looking for circumstances that 
might explain this.
The rules governing activity selection were easily 
extracted since the crime histories themselves show 
what activities were carried out. However, it is not 
quite as simple as this, since there were many indications , 
during the running of the simulation, that subjects often 1 
had several activities in mind as potential next 
activities on an investigation. This was indicated in 
several ways. First, subjects would often discuss
with their detectives which activity it would be best to 
do next; . suggesting that at the current stage in the 
investigation there were several potential activities* 
Second, they would sometimes re-establish contact with 
a detective soon after they had instructed him to commence 
an activity, to tell him to also do another activity.
Third, usually only on crimes they were treating thoroughly, 
they would assign two or three detectives to different 
activities on the same investigation. For example, getting
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one detective to continue crime definition whilst 
another followed up some leads. By examining the 
multiple activities that subjects suggested during 
an investigation it was possible to determine the 
investigation states under which each of the activities 
was likely to be nominated for execution.
The rules governing activity planning and execution 
were the most difficult to extract. The reason for this
is . that in the SIMPOL system the subject has many
/
detectives and can have activities carried out concurrently; 
this is not, of course, the case with an individual 
detective. However, by examing the activity charts 
and the transcripts, it was possible to determine the 
urgency and priority that the subject seemed to attach 
to the various activities. For example, if the subject 
said something like: "Get on with this one right away",
then it was assumed he wanted the activity carried out 
urgently. On the other hand, a subject would often 
instruct a detective to carry out an activity in such 
a manner that its execution did not seem urgent. For 
example he might issue an instruction as follows:
"..and when you can, it might be a good idea to look 
the local scrap dealers over to see if anyone has been 
offering a lot of copper wire cheap." This indicates 
that the subject wants the activtiy done, but-not 
urgently. The priority a subject attached to 
activities was estimated by looking for situations in 
which activities had to be abandoned or their execution 
shortened. Activities that were readily abandoned or 
forshortened were considered to have a lower priority 
than those which were not so dealt with.
The decision rules that were extracted by the 
above analyses could:not be quantitatively stated since
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there were no appropriate'quantitative variables defined 
in SIMPOL. Therefore, the rules have to be stated qualitat­
ively and are most simply presented verbally. The next 
three sections of this chapter contain a verbal specification 
of the three sets of decision rules named above. However, 
the computer simulation model - SIMDET, does require 
that the decision rules be expressed quantitatively,and : 
the computer model contains an interpretation of these 
verbally expressed rules.
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4.4 Rules Governing the Selection of Investigation
Intention
(1) The seriousness of a crime largely determines 
its initial investigation intention.
(2) Likelihood of success tends to dominate 
later in an investigation when initial 
activities have been carried out.
(3) High seriousness crimes receive initially 
more attention than medium seriousness crimes, 
and they more than low seriousness ones.
(4) If, likelihood of success becomes
low on a high seriousness crime then its 
investigation intention will be lowered, but 
not as readily as if it were of medium seriousness, 
and that not as readily as a low seriousness one.
(5) If* likelihood of success becomes high on
a high seriousness crime then its investigation 
intention is increased. To receive the same 
increase in intention, a medium seriousness crime 
would have to offer a greater likelihood of 
success than the high seriousness one, and a low 
seriousness one, even greater still.
(6) As commitment level increases investigation 
intentions are lowered, b u t ...
(7 ) Investigation intentions of low seriousness 
crimes are cut back more readily than medium 
seriousness ones, and those more readily than high 
seriousness ones.
(8) High commitment levels are avoided,as are low ones. 
Investigation intentions are adjusted in an 
effort to maintain a normal commitment level.
when commitment level is low, intentions are 
increased, when high they are decreased.
(9 ) Investigations in which the detective has high 
involvement are allocated higher investigation 
intentions than would be the case if the detective 
were only normally involved in them. Lower than 
normal involvemoit leads to a lower than normal 
intention.
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(10) Level of involvement often increases as 
likelihood of success increases. As a 
result there is reinforcement of, or an 
increase in, the investigation intention 
when likelihood of solving a crime is high.
(11) Personal involvement due to a desire to avoid 
a failure situation often leads to an increase 
in investigation intention, except, generally, 
when commitment level is high.
(12) Enthusiastic detectives generally choose higher 
investigation intentions than normally 
enthusiastic ones, and they higher ones -than 
unenthusiastic detectives.
4,5 Rules Governing the Nomination of Activities 
for Execution
(1) Under all investigation intentions, mandatory 
activities (e.g. crime definition) are nominated.
(2) After mandatory activities have been dealt with 
no further activities need be nominated and the 
investigation may be abandoned.
(3) Under thorough investigation intention more 
activities will be nominated, for a particular 
investigation state, than under normal intention, 
and more under normal intention than under 
cursory investigation intention, Roughly, up
to three activities will be nominated under 
thorough intention, tv/o under normal, and one 
under cursory intention.
(4) Since the time spent on activities depends on 
investigation intention, activities nominated 
under thorough intention will remain nominated, 
in a particular investigation situation, longer, 
in terms of time spent on their execution, than 
activities nominated under normal intention, 
and they, longer than those nominated under 
cursory intention.
(5) In general, activities with only a poor potential 
for a successful outcome are nominated (at least 
for a short execution) under thorough intention.
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Activities with a better than poor chance of 
success are also nominated, and with a higher 
priority,and with a greater maximum execution.
(6) Under normal investigation intention, no activities 
with only a poor chance of producing a successful 
outcome are nominated. Those having a fair chance 
are nominated, but with a generally lower priority 
and--- shorter: -maximum'*-dura-fci-©n-*. -.than-:.those activities 
offering a high chance of a successful outcome.
(7) Under cursory investigation intention, some 
activities (those high up the sub-goal hier­
archy) which have only a fair chance of success 
are nominated* but with low priorities and short 
maximum execution durations. Activities offering 
a high chance of a successful outcome are 
nominated,with the same priority as the normal 
case, but with shorter maximum execution durations 
than for the same activities nominated under 
normal investigation intention.
NOTEs The precise rules that govern the nomination of 
activites cannot be expressed at all clearly verbally, 
and the reader is referred to chapter 6 and the 
appropriate routines infre.SIMDET program for an explicit 
presentation.
4.6 Rules Governing Activity Planning and Execution
(1) Activities are planned to be executed within a 
period appropriate to their ugency. The urgency 
of an activity depends largely upon the type
of activity it is and the priority with which 
it was nominated.
(2) The most overdue activity should be executed 
first.
(3) If there are no overdue activities, then the 
one with the highest effective priority should 
be executed. Effective priority takes into 
account not only the nominated priority but
also rhow-much execution it has already received.
(4) Activities are executed continuously for a period 
that depends upon the type of the activity, the
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investigation intention under which it was 
nominated, and the current commitment level.
Activities, of a particular sort, are planned 
to be carried out at particular times of day - 
according to a work-routine. Activities are 
most likely to be executed according to their 
routine time of execution.
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5 AN INTRODUCTION TO "SIMDET”
5.1 The Conceptual Basis of the Model
The SIMDET model is founded on the view that 
human behaviour is goal-directed. This assumption 
is implicit in the discussion about directorial 
behaviour and the execution of* strategies to achieve 
specific ends, which has been presented already.
The aim of this section is to explore the concepts 
behind these notions and to develop a more explicit 
view of goal-directedness in human behaviour.
The concept of goal-directedness is often 
confused - many people consider that almost all 
behaviour may be viewed as goal-directed. For 
example, some might say that an apple falls from 
a tree because it is pursuing the goal of reaching 
the ground. This, however, is to mis-interpret 
the concept - if the concept is to have anything 
other than a trivial usefulness. Sommerhoff, and 
other cyberneticians have discussed the notion of 
goal-directedness at length. Sommerhoff (.1969):-has•?, 
defined objective criteria for identifying behaviour 
as goal-directed. Loosely, these criteria may be 
summarised by the following:- -
K”If in an environment E an action A is directed 
towards a goal G, this implies:
1. That there exists a set V of hypothetical 
variations of the environment such that 
each member of V requires a specific 
modification of the action A if the goal 
event G is to result, and
2. The organism or machine at the time is
so conditioned that if any of these variants 
had in fact been the case, the action A 
would have shown the required modification.1
Sjimraerhoff addsdhat.the concept of goal-directedness 
/
implies that the mechanism producing the action A$
produces it in spite of the environmental state or 
behaviour rather than because of it. In other words, 
the mechanism’s behaviour is influenced by the environ­
ment but is not determined by it. Of course, it is 
always possible to broaden one’s::view so that:a closed 
system is considered which includes all factors 
influencing the observed behaviours and then to conjecture 
that the resulting system is state-determined: But it is
often not possible to adopt this approach in many 
interesting situations because all the factors cannot 
be determined. However, in such situations, there are frequ­
ently invariances which characterise the behaviour 
involved and often these invariances may be-viewed as 
goals? in the above sense.
There are many systems that exhibit goal- 
directedness, ranging from mechanical systems such 
as servo-mechanisms and auto-pilots to biological 
systems such as living organisms. In the present work 
the term "control system" is used for any system 
that exhibits goal-directedness. Ackoff and Emery 
(1972) develop a classification of control systems*
Broadlyij - they;5distihgiiish sf our types of control 
systems- (l) Reactive Functional systems which have 
a variety of actions which are triggered by some 
environmental condition and which are so organised, 
usually through a negative feedback loop, that a goal 
state is achieved. Reactive functional systems show 
one type of behaviour in any one environment but 
different behaviours in different environments and serve the 
same goal in all appropriate environraen't-s....In ■■'■general, most 
stats (thermostats and humidistats, for example) are 
reactive functional control systems. (2) Goal-seeking 
systems are control systems that can achieve a particular 
goal, in one or more environments, by one or more means; 
they can achieve the same thing in different ways.
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If a goal-seeking system has memory, it can also 
increase its efficiency over time in producing the 
outcome which is its goal. It can learn as well as 
adapt. (3) Multi-goal-seeking systems
are able to pursue a number of different goals, but they do 
not determine the goal to be pursued - the environment 
does. However, such control systems choose the means 
by which to pursue their goals. (4) Purposeful systems 
are control systems that can change their goals in 
constant environmental conditions; they select goals, 
as well as the means of pursuing them. Human beings 
are the most familiar example of purposeful systems.
A classification, such as the above, makes some 
important and useful distinctions but does not say 
much about the functioning of control systems. This 
is not suprising, since there is little knowledge 
about how goal-seeking and purposeful systems work, 
and still much to be learnt about simpler control 
systems. However, a few general principles are, 
perhaps clear, and it may be possible to outline 
the nature of some control schemes that would yield 
goal-seeking and purposeful behaviour.
One principle that helps explain the nature of 
*
complex control systems is hierarchical organisation.
Many writers (for ^example,. Koestler 1967.
and Beer 1972) have discussed hierarchies of control
systems interacting to produce complex goal-directed
Ackoff and Emery (p 76) define memory as follows:
"A subject who responds at time t^ to a stimulus 
(x) to which he reacted at an .earlier time, t^, 
remembers X."
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behaviours as observed in animals, man and human 
organisations. Many more have noted the hierarchical 
nature of* the goals pursued by such systems. Sommerhoff 
(1969) put s it thus:
"Frequently, indeed almost invariably, 
various different forms of goal-directedness 
or directiveness are all present and intimately 
inter-related in the same biological situation...
One of the most distinctive characteristics of 
the living organism is the heirarchical manner 
in which the goals of the various part-activities 
(or activities of its parts) are inter-related 
and integrated. In a typical case each part- 
activity has a proximate and transient goal, 
which is itself subservient to the less transient 
and less proximate goal of the action as a 
whole, which in.itiam'is subservient to the goal of 
the behaviour patterns as such, and so on.
Or it may be the goal of one activity • to •'-establish 
or maintain the conditions under which another 
goal-directed activity can properly take its 
course; while another activity in turn establishes 
the pre-requisites for the first, etc., all of 
this involving structures and mechanisms which 
are themselves the^product of directive develop­
ments . "
Statements such as this make a persuasive case for 
viewing organisms" in terms of interrelated, goal- 
directed activites. what is required is a more formal 
way of describing such complex goal-directed 
behaviours. Miller, Galanter and Pribram tackled 
this problem and produced the idea of represent­
ing an individual goal-directed action by an 
idealised, abstract control system that they termed 
a TOTE unit - a Test-Operate-Test-Exit unit. A TOTE 
may be represented diagrammatically as below:-
(congruity)
(Incongruity)
TEST
OPERATE
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The operation of a TOTE is as follows*- 
considering inputs and outputs? to the "TEST" box.
Input 1 is a triggering input that activates
the goal-seeking behaviour of the TOTE.
Input 4 carries a signal indicating the current 
state of the system in which the goal 
state is defined.
Output 2 is activated when the "TEST" system 
establishes congruity between the 
current state of the system in which 
the goal state is defined and the 
goal state itself. That is, it fires 
when the goal has been achieved.
Output 3 is activated as long as the goal is 
not achieved and the TOTE remains 
activated.
Output 3 activates an "OPERATE" system which 
affects the system in which the goal state is 
defined. This OPERATE system may be another TOTE, 
or system of TOTE's. Output 2 may be used to 
return a 'goal achieved" signal to a higher level 
TOTE, or may directly trigger another TOTE.
TOTE units can be connected in series, or 
parallel or can be arranged hierarchically - see 
fig. 5*1* Miller et al. discuss how interacting 
TOTE units may produce complex behaviours. They 
give a diagram of a TOTE system for hammering a 
nail into a piece of wood as a simple example - 
see fig. 5.2.
Friedman (1967) has used the "TOTE" idea 
as the basis of models of instinctive behaviour 
(i.e. behaviour not acquired through learning). 
Friedman uses the term "Behaviour Unit" (B.U.) for 
a feedback (or TOTE) hierarchy. Fig. 5*3 
illustrates how Friedman visulizes a Behaviour Unit
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AA
OP
TEST
OP OP
TESTTEST Serial 
connection 
of TO.TE 1 s
TEST TESTTEST
OP OP OP
Parallel 
connection 
of T O T E ‘s
TEST
\/
TESTTEST
OPOP
Hierarchical 
connection of 
T O T E «s
Fig1. 5«1 Diagram showing various arrangements of TOTE units
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Test
N a i l (flu s h )
(s tic k s  up)
(down)
Test
H a m m e r
(up)
(up)(down.)
S tr ik e
Pig. 5.2 A TOTE Hierarchy for Hammering a Nail 
(•From Miller et al# 1960).
START (RELEASING S IG N A L  -  BEAK BEHIND E G G )
TACTILE
SIG N A LS.
FRO M
BILL
YESP O S lT IO N _  
O F HEAD A
N O
N O YES
STOP A N D  
TRANSFER 
C O N T R O L
HAS HEAD REACHED 
A IM  P O IN T ?
TEST
M O V E  HEAD IN  
M E D IA N  PLANE 
TOWARDS A IM  
P O IN T
TEST 2
IS THERE IM B A LA N C E  OF 
PRESSURE O N  UNDERSIDE  
O F BILL W ITH RESPECT TO  
M E D IA N  P LA N E ?
ROTATE BILL 
TOWARDS M E D IA N ' 
PLANE
t
Fig. 5.5 Behaviour Unit for Egg Retrieval in the 
Greylag Goose (From Friedman 1967).
j
STOP
R O T A T IN G
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for the instinctive behaviour of egg retrieval in 
a Greylag Goose. He places particular importance 
on the idea of releaser stimuli which trigger 
particular B . U ’s.
The TOTE formalism may be applied in a v/ide 
variety of situations. For example, fig. 5*^ 
shows a TOTE diagram for the hierarchical structure 
of the general investigation strategy outlined 
in chapter 2 and illustrated in a simpler manner 
in fig. 2.1. The TOTE form of representation clearly 
shows ho\ir crime investigation is composed of phases 
in which one TOTE system is triggered to bring 
about the pre-conditions under which another TOTE 
can act to advance the investigation to the next 
phase of activity.
Most strategies for achieving a specific t}'pe 
of goal may be represented in terms of TOTE diag- 
rams?but /this is a father clumsy form of representation. 
Unfortunately, there is,as yet, no other formalism; 
although, research workers in artificial intelligence 
have developed programming languages (for example,
PLANNER - see Hewitt 196 9 ) for writing procedures
to enable robots to develop activity plans to achieve
specifiedc'-v.goals. Much of this work is concerned
with the problem-solving aspect of achieving a goal -
i.e. the procedures involved when no specific strategy
exists Specifying , the type of sub-goals that
should be aimed at. Of course, all strategies must
originally have been produced by such problem solving processes
but most goal-seeking activity in human beings and
animals relies on learnt procedures and rarely involves
concious problem solving, although, of course,it X
does involve considerable evaluation of stimuli and
conditions so that the current situation can be
correctly interpreted with respect to the strategy,
and appropriate objectives and actions selected.
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YES
Crime Cleared Up?
N O YES
Firm Suspect? Interrogation 
Done?•
NOVN O V
INTERROGATION
T O T E
Interrogate
YES
YES
Checking
Done?
N O V  S U S P E C T  
C H E C K I N G
OBTAIN 
FIRM; 
SUSPECT 
TOTE .
N O  V
YES
YES
Any Leads? Leads
Checked?
OBTAIN
SUSPECTS
TOTE
N O V  L E A Dn o V
C H E C K I N G
T O T E
Check
Leads
YES
YES
Any Potential 
for Generating 
Leads?
Lead
Generation
Done?
N O L E A D
G E N E R A T I O N
T O T E
OBTAIN
LEADS
TOTE
DEFINE
CRIME
TOTE GenerateLeads
;
Fig. 5.4 "TOTE1 Representation of the General 
Crime Investigation Strategy
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Newell, Shaw and Simon (1959) in their well- 
known work on the General Problem Solver program (G.P.S.),
introducedgeneral procedure for solving transformation
/• ■
problems w h i c h fw e r e ■ capable of formal-representation. The 
approach they adopted, which was derived from an 
analysis of how human beings solved such problems, 
involved using some general heuristics to generate 
sub-goals. Broadly stated, the approach is as follows:
If the target goal cannot be achieved, compare it with 
the current state, note what differences there are, 
and then.: select a specific difference to remove.
To achieve the sub-goal of removing this difference, find an 
appropriate operator and apply it. If the current state 
does not allow the application of the operator, then 
set up the goal of transforming it into a state which 
does allow it. Keep applying the above procedure 
until either the target goal is achieved or no more 
subrgoals can be generated and no more sub-goals achieved. 
G.P.S. has worked well and has solved problems in 
symbolic logic, solved brain teasers and has proved 
theorems in geometry. Fig. 5»5 is an example of the 
goal tree produced by G.P.S. in tackling the logic 
transformation problem:- "transform (RD-P).(-RID Q) into 
-(-Q.P)". Newell et al; were not only interested 
in producing a program that could solve transformation 
problems, they also wanted to simulate the 
problem solving processes of human beings. They com­
pared G.P.S. with human problem solvers by obtaining 
a description of both the problem solving processes, 
which consisted of a protcol indicating what each was 
doing from minute to minute, and then-made■ comparisons 
between the two . They were able to vshow that G. P.. S.. j '. 
did, indeed, represent a fair model of human problem 
solving and that dt/did produce the sort of sub-goals
that people set -up:.*:: ::The G.P.S. work, in many ways, 
is a forerunner of the information processing 
approach to the simulation of human behaviour.
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LO — (— Q - ■ P)
L1 (R =  -  P) • ( -  R =  Q)
G O A L  1 T R A N S F O R M  L1 I N T O  LO 
G O A L  2 DELETE R F RO M L1
G O A L  3 A P P L Y  R8 T O  L1
P R O D U C E S  L2 R => -  P
G O A L  4 T R A N S F O R M  L2 I N T O  LO 
G O A L  5 A D D  Q T O  L2 
R EJ ECT
G O A L  2
G O A L  6 A P P L Y  R8 T O  L1
P R O D U C E S  L3 — R =  Q
G O A L  7 T R A N S F O R M  L3 I N T O  LO 
G O A L  8 A D D  P T O  L3 
RE JE C T
G O A L  2
G O A L  9 A P P L Y  R7 T O  L1
G O A L  10 C H A N G E  C O N N E C T I V E  T O  v  IN LEFT L1 
G O A L  11 A P P L Y  R6 T O  LEFT L1
P R O D U C E S  L4 ( - R  V - P ) . ( - R  3  Q)
G O A L  12 A P P L Y  R7 T O  L4
G O A L  13 C H A N G E  C O N N E C T I V E  T O  v  IN R I G H T  L4 
G O A L  14 A P P L Y  R6 T O  R I G H T  L4
P R O D U C E S  L5 ( - R  V - P ) . ( R  v Q)
G O A L  15 A P P L Y  R7 T O  L5
G O A L  16 C H A N G E  S I G N  OF LEFT R I G H T  L5 
G O A L  17 A P P L Y  R6 T O  R I G H T  L5
P R O D U C E S  L6 ( - R  v - P ) - ( _ R 3  Q)
G O A L  18 A P P L Y  R7 T O  L6
G O A L  19 C H A N G E  C O N N E C T I V E  T O  v  
IN R I G H T  L6 
R E J E CT
G O A L  16
N O T H I N G  MORE
G O A L  13
N O T H I N G  M ORE
G O A L  10
N O T H I N G  MORE
Fig 5*5 Trace Produced bv G-.P.S. in Tackling 
the Transformation L1 to LO
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Heuristics of the G.P.S. type are embedded in 
the general crime investigation strategy. For example, 
the major phases in crime investigation consist in 
transforming the current investigation state into 
states which bring closer the establishment 
of the identitiy of the culprit.. At each stage, 
the identity of the culprit is narrowed downj 
investigatory activities may be viewed as operators 
that reduce the difference between the detective’s 
current imagetof the culprit and the culprit’s actual 
identity,and, in the later stages of an investigation, 
reduce the difference .between the culprit being in &
■state:,-in: ihich he '.cannot' be- charged - and a "'State- in 
which he can.
The above discussion suggests that Complex 
goal-directed behaviours may be understood in terms 
of hierarchically organised control systems capable 
of generating and achieving sub-goals in order.to 
serve their prime control tasks. The SIMDET model, 
is founded on such a view. A detective is thought of 
as a control system which is serving the goals of the 
detective role - to bring criminals to justice, to 
prevent and solve crimes and to act in a manner accept­
able to the police force of which he is a part.
To do this, the detective uses a strategy v/hich guides 
his actions.The implementation of this strategy, 
however, involves the detective analysing his current 
situation and selecting sub-goals as targets,, of objectives, 
for his actions. This raises a problem, since many 
objectives may be stimulated and could be pursued at 
a particular time. Conflicts can arise, and to avoid 
them the detective must have some procedure for resolving 
them:andfcrworking out an action plan that acc©iwmadat.es 
the demands that are made on his time. This leads to 
the idea of an executive control system.
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An executive control system is constructed to 
serve the prime goal of satisfying whatever goal 
conditions it is commanded to serve - thus it is a partic­
ular type of multiple-goal-seeking control 
system. Such control systems are important since 
the behaviour of animals , man .-end -human organisations 
may conveniently be viewed as the action of such systems.
As an example, consider how. an organism might achieve survival*
One way of viewing how this might be done, at least in
outline, is to consider the organism to be composed of two
coupled control systems - a physiological and a
behavioural control system. The physioligical
control system processes inputs to the organism
and maintains its structure and fabric providing
certain "essential variables" (Ashby 1956) are
maintained within specific limits. To ensure that
these limits are not exceeded the behavioural control
system must carry out actions that (l) obtain and
maintain the required inputs to the organism, and
(2)r,avoid any harmful interactions. An effective . >
design for the behavioural control system is to
make it an executive system which is linked to
the physiological control system in such a way that
the goals it is wcommanded to serve >are,:related:
to maintaining the required inputs to the organism
and avoiding harmful ones. The executive control
system approach is particularly effective because
it;; results in the organism taking, and developing,
actions to ensure the long-term satisfaction of
the- physiological needs rather than simply acting
to satisfy them when they signal that they are un-
satisfied . It behaves like this because
* Other schemes are possible^which would result in 
maintenance of survival interaction. For example, 
a simple stimulus/response approach in which 
stimuli- indicating significant
conditions (such as the presence of food or danger) 
in the environment;could act as triggers to Behaviour 
Units which achieved survival interaction.
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its prime goal is to maintain the. satisfaction of the physi­
ological .needs:, rather than'-simply .serve, them -when- they 
.become dissatisfied;.On© approach executives-use is 
to develop (learn) strategies which will efficiently 
satisfy the goals they serve- 'and ""to- plan 
activity so that the . ..goals -rarely■;ever
actually become disatisfied. ;>An-.--advantage-^-...©f....interposing 
an executive between- needs and ..action - is that .it can 
resolve confliets- vbd-t-we©n-•.t w o :;.or. -raore ...needs .-demanding 
satisfaction-at the •-same. timc>..-and^ean..’OV.eri\de \shbrt 
term- satisfactions if these are detrimental in the long tenn.
An executive control system is a complex
information processing device. Not only must it
be able to learn how to detect events in its
environment which, directly or indirectly, affect
■&
its command-goals , but it must also be able to
develop strategies for achivieving and maintaining
the satisfaction of these goals. Indeed, a sophisticated
executive control system, such as is found in human
beings, develops networks of interlinked goals which
it adopts as derived command-goals and endeavours
to sent® . in an effort to ensure the satisfaction
of its congenitally determined command-goals. The-serving
of these derived command-goals leads to the learning
of new perceptual and evaluative abilities -that allows
the executive to identify conditions which are
significant to their maintenance and satisfaction. It
also results in the executive learning new strategies
to serve these goals, and,since as an executive it has the
prime task of ensuring the overall satisfaction
* The word "command-goal” is used for any goal that 
is - a-’-mGBber • of-the ■ set of "goals that .van-:, executive 
control system is serving as a result of its prime 
goal.
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of those goals, it will' develop strategies for 
planning and allocating its effort appropriately 
between them. This is an important point*, An 
executive control system will not only develop 
strategies to serve its command-goals, but, because 
it is an executive control system, it will also 
develop strategies that ensure it attends to all 
of the goals and that it applies its efforts where 
they are most needed, or are most appropriate, at 
a particular time. In human beings, it is this aspect 
of behaviour which I have referred to as directorial.
A detective, in the,present work, is viewed 
as an individual who is serving - as derived command- 
goals - the goals of the detective role and certain 
personal goals. The SIMDET model is an attempt to 
represent the strategies of the executive control 
system that serves these goals. Such '.a "detective" 
executive control system has several parts that 
serve different functions. These are: first,; a "perceptual" 
system that responds to events in the detective's 
environment that are relevant to his command goals. These 
are either events that indicate that the command-goals are 
disturbed (for example, through a report of a crime), or 
are events indicating that conditions exist for their 
potential satisfaction (for example, an outcome of 
anfi: investigation indicating that solution of a crime 
is likely). This perceptual system generates "concerns" 
which the executive must attend to. by adopting 
appropriate "projects" . The second part is a system
*' The word "concern" is used as a general label for • 
any state of affairs that requires the attention of 
the executive.
** A project is a scheme, designed by the executive, 
to satisfy one or more concerns. For example, the 
concerns: "Attend to crime report A", "Try to solve
crime A" and "Write report on crime A" may all be 
served by the project: "Investigate crime A".
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which selects projects to be pursued, decides the 
specific activities that should be carried out on 
each to further it, and decides when projects should 
be abandoned. The last part, takes the activities 
produced by the second part and plans and monitors 
their execution. Fig. 5*6 gives a diagrammatic 
representation of these parts and their main interactions. 
The following section gives an overall description 
of the SIMDET model and outlines the major computer 
routines that represent the above parts.
5.2 An  Outline of the Computer Simulation
Fig. 5*7 is a flow diagram of the main processes 
in the simulation. As well as containing routines 
for modelling the three main parts of the detective 
decision process, the simulation contains a data 
structure in which crimes and their investigation 
can be represented. This allows a wide variety 
of different types of crimes to be used as input 
to the detective. The crime data structure is 
accessed by routines in the simulation which compute 
the outcomes the detective obtains by carrying out 
investigation activities on the crime. These outcomes 
infuence. the .detective's later actions
so that the behaviour of a detective in a particular 
crime environment can be explored; the model not only 
simulates a detective's decisions but also his overall 
performance.
The simulation advances in steps of il5 minutes 
simulated time. A •step-size of this length was chosen 
because it is about the minimum -duration 
of an individual detective activity and. is about the .
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GOALS OF THE DETECTIVE ROLE (COMMAND GOALS)
Investigate Solve Bring Attend to Act
reported crimes criminals required according
crimes to justice paperwork to role
norms
Events affecting 
command goals,
e.g. reports of 
crimes
Events affecting 
implementation 
of projects, e.g, 
outcomes of 
activities, 
intelligence 
information
PERCEPTUAL
SYSTEM
CONCERNS, e.g.
Crimes to investigate, 
solve, report.
a t
PROJECTS CHOSEN TO 
SATISFY CONCERNS, e.g.
Investigation "A” 
Investigation "B" 
Court-case prep. "C"
Events and cond­
itions affecting 
activity plan­
ning and 
execution, e.g. 
loading,location 
time of day.
ACTIVITY PLANNING 
AND EXECUTION 
SYSTEM
PENDING ACTIVITIES 
CHOSEN TO FURTHER 
PROJECTS, e.g.
Crime def. on "A” 
Follow-ups on "BM 
Suspect check on "B"
CURRENT ACTIVITY
ENVIRONMENT
Fig. 5*6 Diagram Illustrating a "Detective” 
Executive Control System
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Initiate Investigations for now 
Crimes and process relevant Events
Process Events on other 
Investigations
yesno
yes. Continue present 
activity?
no
Ro-nominate 
activities on 
all investigations
Select nev 
activity from 
those pending
Look for nev; cases and compute 
Potential Commitment Level
Dertermine the Potential Activities 
on the stimulated investigations.
Compute commitment level on the basis of 
the pending activities. ______________
Process Events on the Current 
Investigation.
Determine Events Curront at *T *
Execute the selected activity.
Compute Outcomos and Update 
Investigation states. Prime 
Delayed Outcome Events.
Nominate for Execution potential 
activities on stimulated investigations 
according to investigation intentions.
Re-compute Investigation Intentions 
on all currently stimulatod Investig­
ations. (i.e. those in which a change 
has occurred 3ince the last cycle of 
the simulation
Fig» 5»7 Overall Flow Diagram of SIMDET.-
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maximum time for which it is permissible to aggregate 
events without introducing distortions. At each 
advance of the simulation a sequence of processes 
is carried out. First, outcomes on the currently 
executed activity, which have occured .during the last 
time period, are computed. Second, any events due, and 
perceivable, by the detective at the current time, T, 
are processed. The processing of events proceeds in
f.our stages:- (l) The events are scanned for any 
investigation initiation events (lIE’s). If there are 
any, commitment level is updated to take account of 
til© expected effort involved in pursuing the new c a s e s .
(2) IIE's are dealt with one at a time, the outcome
of any events associated;with them being computed first. Then, 
investigation intention is computed, and on the basis 
of this potential acts for furthering the investigation 
are selected. An appropriate number of these acts 
are nominated and placed on. the pending activities list.
(3 ) Outcomes of events on the currently executed 
investigation are then computed, if there are any, and 
then activities are re-nominated for the investigation. 
Finally, (4) any remaining events are processed and 
the investigations they affect have their activities 
re-nominated.
The third stage consists of computing.the actual 
commitment level resulting from the acts nominated in 
the second stage. If the resulting commitment level 
indicates an overload situation, then all the current 
investigations have their activities re-nominated 
in accordance with the new commitment level. The 
fourth stage involves selecting the activity for execution 
in the next time period. First, the decision is made whether 
or. not to continue the- current activity i f . it.-is 
decided to stop its execution then a new activity is chosen. 
The selection of nev; activities depends on the time of 
day and the standard activity for that time, on the
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priority for the various detective duties, and upon 
the current demand for investigation work. When 
the activity to.;/.be executed next has been chosen, 
time is advanced one period and the cycle is 
repeated.
Throughout the simulation a protocol is 
automatically produced which records the occurrence 
of outcomes of activities, the perception of events, 
the actions of the detective, and details of his current 
intentions on the crimes he is dealing with. The 
protocol also displays the state of each investigation, ha*/ 
long has been . spent investigating it, and, when it 
is abandoned or solved,a summary of the total activity 
on i t .
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6 A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE "SIMDET" MODEL
6.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is not to describe 
in detail all of the SIMDET program, since much of 
it is of no more than technical interest, but to 
discuss the main parts of the model and the decision 
rules that it incorporates. For reference purposes 
a listing of the program, and other relevant material, 
is contained in Appendix 5•
The SIMDET model Is programmed in aisubset of 
extended FORTRAN IV which is compatible with I.C.L.
1900 and C.D.C. 7 6 OO computers. The model has been 
implemented on both of these machines. The program 
consists of 35 sub-programs containing in all about 
2 , 5 0 0  statements; it compiles (on a I9 0 3 A machine) 
to an object program of about 3 0 K words. A typical 
d a y ’s detective activity is simulated in about 3 0  
seconds C.P.U. time on a 1903A machine, and in about 
0 * 1  seconds on a 7 600.
Only preliminary test-experiments have so far 
been carried out on the model (about 5 0  separate 
runs producing output). During these tests.the 
model has been "tuned" to remove unforeseen, logical 
inconsistencies and is now operating according to 
its design expectations. The model produces a 
protocol, which, on detailed examination, is
fairly similar to what might be produced by a real 'detective. 
Example protocol outputs are displayed in Appendix 6
In this chapter, SIMDET is described by discussing 
its main parts individually, and by linking these 
together as required. The main parts of SIMDET are:
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(l) The crime data structure and routines for computing 
outcomes of activities; (2) the event processing 
routines; (3 )  the routines that evaluate the 
investigation .-intention' -factors • and / investigation 
intention itself; (4) the routines responsible for 
nominating activities on investigations and inserting 
them in the pending activities list; and (5)?the 
routines for activity planning and execution. As 
well as these, there are a number of utility routines - 
concerned with producing the protocol and for 
obtaining detailed information about the execution 
of the program for debugging purposes.
Finally, there are a few -remaining: routines -
such as the main program, and one for deciding 
whether or not an investigation has terminated - 
which link the model together. Fig. 6.1 shows the 
organisation of'the subroutines and the overall 
structure of the p r o g r a m . ■
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SIMDET
PROCESS RECORD
GBTFILS
GETACTS
DELETE
INEVENT
INEVENT
SUCCESS
INTENT
EVENTS
ABANDON
INSERT
POTACTS
GETFILE
ACTPLAN
VIEWOUT
NQUICK
ACTDONB
ISTATE
LEVCOM
ACTIPE
LEVCCM
LOADUP
IFDONE
NEVACT
ISTOP
RENCK
POTCOM
PRIME
OUTCOME
NEXTACT
Fig. 6.1 Organisation of Sub-programs and 
Program Flov
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6.2 The Crime Data Structure and The Computation
of Outcomes
Grimes are represented in SIMDET in much the
same way as in SIMPOL. Crime information files
specify the outcomes that will be produced by
carrying out investigation activities. These
outcomes depend, in general, upon: (l) the current
state of the investigation, (2) the time for which
the activity has been carried out, and (3) the
ability of the investigating detective. Outcomes
change investigation state, so, indirectly,*
previous activity influences the outcome of present 
activity. A crime information file consists of 
sets of conditions and associated outcomes. The 
conditions are scanned, and when a match is found 
the outcome is produced. The conditions are expressed 
in terms of the values of investigation state variables, 
and the outcomes in terms of*changes in these values. 
Thus,rcentral to the model is the Xnvestigatioh State 
array.
The Investigation State array - represented in 
the program by the array IS(25*26) - holds,the 
Investigation State vectors for the current investig­
ations. Each vector has 26 component variables, and 
up to 25 current investigations may be accommadated 
in the array. (Appendix 7 contains a "snapshot" of 
the contents of the main arrays and variables in the 
model and may be referred to for; typical examples 
of frhat the model*s arrays hold). The component 
variables of an Investigation State vector are as 
follows - where K represents the number of the vector 
in the IS array.
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IS(K,2)
IS(K,3)
i s(k ,4)
XS(K,5)
IS(K,6)
XS(K,7)
IS(K,8)
The Identifying Number of the Crime being 
Investigated. This number simply identifies 
the crime in the input programme and is not 
used much in the simulation itself. Most 
reference to a crime is through its investig­
ation number, K.
Firm-Suspect Status. This takes the following 
values:-
1 ss No firm suspect exists.
2 = Firm suspect exists, but needs
improving for there to be a good 
chance of an admission or successful 
charge.
3 = Firm suspect exists; admission or
successful charge likely.
4 = Crime solved.
Suspect Status:-
1 = No suspects.
2'as Poor suspects only.
3 = Fair suspects.
4 = Good suspects.
Follow-up Leads Status:-
1 = No follow-up leads.
2 = Poor follow-up leads.
3 = Fair follow-up leads.
4 s Good follow-up leads.
Ancillary Leads Statuss-
1 = No ancillary leads.
2 .a Poor ancillary leads.
3 = Fair ancillary leads.
4 as Good ancillary leads.
Potential for Indirect Suspect Generations-
1 = None.
2 s Poor.
3 sb Fair.
4 = Good•
Potential for Lead Generation:-
1 as None.
2 sb Poor. -
3 = Fair.
4 sb Good.
Crime Definition:-
1 ss Poor.
2 ss Fair,
3 =» Good.
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IS(K,9) - Potential for Improving Crime Definitions-
1 =* Poor.
2 = Fair.
3 a Good•
IS(K,10) - Crime Seriousness:-
I s  Low. '
2 s Medium.
3 = High.
IS(Kf11) - Involvement:-
I s  Low.
2 s  Normal.
3 « High.
IS(K, 12) - Likelihood of Success:-
1 s Low.
2 s  Medium.
3 * High.
IS(K,13) - Investigation Intentioni-
1 s Cursory.
2 s Normal.
3 * Thorough.
i
IS(K,l4) through IS(K,2l) contain the time spent ; 
on the various investigation activities, as.followsi-
IS(lC,l4) s Total time on Crime Definition.
IS(K,15) = " w " Lead Generation.
IS(K,l6) s 1 M " Ancillary processing of leads.
IS(K,17) « " " w Follow-up leads.
IS(K,18) s, " w » Indirect Suspect Generation.
IS(K,19) « " ” w Suspect checking and elimination*
IS(K,20) * h *» 1 Firm suspect improvement.
IS(K,2l) s m » *» Interrogation and charging.
IS(K,22) - Intrinsic Likelihood of Solving the Crime
1 s Low.
2 s Medium.
3 = High.
IS(K*23) - Number of Activities Currently Nominated.
IS(K,24) - The Number of the Crime Information File 
which defines the investigation outcomes, 
since many crimes may only differ in 
crime seriousness,etc. and may have the same 
structure, onlyrunique crime information 
files are stored.
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IS(Kt25) - Tho Investigating Detective's Intrinsic Need 
for Achievement:-
1 = Low.
I 2 = Normal•
] 3 - High.
IS(K,26) - The Investigating Detective *s Ability:-
1 = Low.
2 = Normal. .
3 * High.
At the start of a simulation these variables are set to 
approriate initial values. Variables IS(K,2) through 
IS(K,8) are set equal to "1% and varaibles IS(K,25) 
and IS(K926) are given, values to specify the characteristics 
of the detective. The remaining variables are^initially^set 
equal to zero. Variables IS(K,2) through IS(K,9) 
have their values changed only through outcomes 
specified in the appropriate crime information file. v
Variables IS(K,ll) through IS(K,13) are evaluated 
whenever attention is given to an investigation - 
when one of its activities is being executed or when 
an event relevant to it occurs. Variables IS(K,l4) 
through IS(K,2l) are updated as execution of the various 
activities occurs. Variables IS(K,l),IS(K,10),IS(K,22) and 
IS(K,24) are set when the investigation is initiated.
IS(K,23) is set after activity nomination has taken place.
Fig. 6.2 shows a crime information file and the 
meaning of each of its entries. This file represents 
the structure,^ in terms of activities and outcomes, of 
the crime described in Chapter 2. Subroutine OUTCOME(lUSE9 
K,J) processes crime information files. Subroutine 
GETFILE(K,IACT) fetches the section of the appropriate 
crime information file which contains the conditions 
and outcomes for the activitity - IACT -which is 
currently being executed, and loads it into a working 
array - IFILE(5Oi*0 - upon which OUTCOME operates.
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Indicates start of outcomes for an activity
V  
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Crime No.
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9
14
14
26
6
16
8
9
5 
7
6
14 
9 
0
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7
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4
715
7 
0
4
5
16 
99
999
16
.,5..
0
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17 
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0
4
26
8
6
18
3 
18
6
0
4 
3
19
2
3 
0
4 
2 
8
21
2
0
j^Aotivity No.
Outcomes from crime definition activity*
IP: ^potential for improving C.D. is good or better. 'v
AND time on C.D. is longer than 3 periods (% hour),
AND time on C.D. is lees than or equal to 6 ,
AND detective's ability is better than poor.
AND there are no ancillary leads, /
AND titno on follow ups is less than 201 
THEN dritno definition is good, J.-.u-; ' J
AND potential for improving crime definition is fair*
AND fair ancillary leads exist,
AND poor potential for lead generation exists,
AND fair potential for indirect suspect generation existis
IP time on C.D, is greater than 61 
THEN poor potential for improving C.D. exists.
END of outcomes for crime definition activity.
Outcomes from lead generation activityt
IP potential for lead goneration is equal to poor,
AND time on lead generation is greater than l6l ' . _
THEN fair follow up leads exist.
IF potential for lead generation is poor,
AND time on lead generation is greater, or equal to 20* ■■'
THEN no potential for lead goneration exists.
END of outcomes for lead generation activity.
Outcomes from ancillary leads activity:
IF ancillary leads are better or equal to fair,
AND time on ancillary leads equals 2t v.y '.
THEN there is a delayed outcome,
2 308 which is delayed for 2k periods and is the 8th item.
3 5 IP time on ancillary leads is greater than 5*
THEN no ancillary leads remain.
END of the non-delayed outcomes.
DELAYED OUTCOME: good follow-up lead exists.
END of outcomes for ancillary leads.
Outcomes from follow-up leads activity: : j : v 'r.
IP good follow-up leads exist,
AND some ancillary leads activity has been done,
AND time on follow-up activity "is greater or equal to 61
THEN - good firm suspect exists, .
AND no follow-up leads remain.
IP fair follow-up leads exist,
AND time on follow-up activity is greater or equal to lUi
THEN good suspect exists, .... ; ________ •
AND no follow-up loads remain.
END of outcomes for follow-up activity.
Outcomes from indirect suspect goneration (indirect probins:):
3
3
6
1
1
20
3
2
3
2
3
6
1
0
2
16
3
2
20
1 
0
3
2 
0
1
0
4
0
"4~ 
. 0 
6 
3 
1
3 
14
4
1
i 0
2 
3
3 
16
4 
24
1
0
4
16
3
I
0
3
3 
6
4 
0
IF detective ability is fair or better,
AND drime definition is good,
AND potential for indirect probing is fair, :=
AND time on indirect probing is greater than 16*
THEN good suspect exists. .. ..
IF time on indirect probing is greater or equal to 2^1 
THEN no potential for indirect probing remains.
END of outcomes for indirect suspect generation.
Outcomes from suspect checking .and elimination*
IP good suspects exist, 1
AND time on suspect checking and elimination. greater thmifJr 
THEN good firm suspect exists,
AND no suspoots remain.
END of outcomos for ouspoct checking and elimination. 
Outbohids from interrogation:
IP good firm suspect exists,
AND crime definition is good,
AND time on interrogation greater or equal to 6 *
THEN suspect admits and is charged.
END of outcomes for interrogation.
Fig. 6.2 Example "Crime Information File (based on the
crime in Chapter 2) showing the meaning of
1 the entries
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OUTCOME works in two modes; with IUSE = 1 it computes 
outcomes from events - either delayed outcomes from 
activities, as might occur with ancillary leads processing 
and indirect suspect generation, or events indicating 
outcomes due to information received, fortuitous or 
otherwise. With IUSE = 2, OUTCOME computes outcomes * 
from- activities. The listing of OUTCOME in Appendix 5 
specifies the operation of the routine.
A library of different crime structures is 
created to have the characterisistics required. Each 
of these is given a crime file number and they are 
read into the array ICRIMES(1000,4) by the routine 
LOADUP• So far four crime structures have been 
created which provides sufficient variety for testing 
purposes.
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6.3 Event Processing
There are three types of* event in SIMDET; (l) 
Investigation Initation Events, ^2) events indicating 
the delayed outcome of activities, and (3) events
♦
indicating the result of information received. 
Investigation initiation events are specified as 
part of the Event Input Program which is stored in 
the array INPROG(50,9) - fig. 6.3 This array also 
holds any Information-received events which are 
not dependent on the specific development of an 
investigation. Pig. 6.3 gives an example of an 
input program stored in INPROG and indicates the 
meaning of the component variables which define 
input events.
To avoid having to scan the whole of INPROG
for events that might be current at time NOW (the
value of NOW gives the curreht period of the simulation),
current input events are passed to a working event-
storage array IVENTS(20,9)» each cycle of the simulation.
This is done by the subrbutine EVENTS, which also clears
dead events from IVENTS. Delayed outcome events are
placed directly in IVENTS, together with variables
which indicate when they become current and the location 
' * 
for their perception .
Event processing is one of the two overall 
processes in the simulation - the other is activity 
planning and execution. It is controlled by the 
subroutine PROCESS*but this calls many of the most 
important routines in the model - those dealing with 
computation of investigation intention and the nomination
* Some events may only be perceived by the detective 
if ho is in the right place at the right time. for 
example, a lead from an informant following indirect 
suspect generation may only bo perceived if the 
detective carries out general indirect activity 
probing criminal haunts, and making contacts. He will 
miss such a lead if he is too busy to do such activity.
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IVENTS(20,9) and INPB0G(50,9) have the same structure and hold 
either investigation initiation events or delayed outcome and 
information received events. The structure for these types is
as illustrated below:- j
STRUCTURE OF 1 STRUCTURE OF
INPROG - As used for -j INPROG - As used for outcome
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Fig. 6.5 The Structure of INPR00(50.9)
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of activities - so only its outline structure and 
functioning will be described in this section.
The processing of events current at time NOW on 
IVENTS is carried out in three stages by PROCESS.
STAGE 1 Initiate, New Investigation3 .
The IVENTS array is scanned for any investigation 
initiation events. When one is found the 
following action takes place. First, a free cell 
in the IS array is sought (if a free one cannot 
be found an error message is printed - this is 
done for all the main arrays when free cells are 
sought). When one has been found, at position K, 
it is primed with the information from the 
IVENTS cell - namely, the crime number, seriousness, 
intrinsic likelihood of solution and the crime 
information file number. The IVENTS entry is 
then deleted and the IVENTS array is re-scanned 
from the start for any current and perceivable 
events on the new investigation. This is done 
because there may already be outcomes - from 
earlier work on the investigation, for example.
If an event is found, its; outcome is computed 
and then it is deleted from IVENTS. When all V
outcojnes^riv;the new investigation hav^ been 
dealt with, subroutine GETACTS(IUSE,K) is called 
which controls the nomination of activities 
for an investigation. Finally, subroutine IFDONE(K) 
is called which tests to see if any activities 
have been nominated and calls ABANDON(K) - to 
abandon the investigation - if no activities were 
nominated. This procedure is repeated for all 
investigation initiation events current at time 
NOW.
STAGE 2 Update the Currently Executed Investigation
First a check is made to ensure that the current 
project is an investigation - if it is not, then 
this stage is skipped. Then IVENTS is scanned for 
events on the current investigation and any 
outcomes are computed. When all relevant events 
have been processed, GETACTS is called and then 
IFDONE. This results in an updating of nominated 
activities on the current project. The calling 
of IFDONE detects whether the crime has been 
solved or whether it should be abandoned.
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STAGE 3 Process Any Events Occurring On Other
Current Investigations
Scan IVENTS for perceivable current events on 
current investigations. When one is found, 
compute its outcome, delete it from IVENTS, 
and scan the remainder of IVENTS for other 
perceivable, current events on the same 
investigation. Compute their oucomes as well 
and when wall have been dealt with, call GETACTS 
and IFDONE to r.errnominate' activities and test 
for termination. Continue the original scanning 
until all events at time NOW have been processed.
The above account of the functioning of PROCESS 
shows how it produces an updating of nominated 
activities. Before activity planning and execution 
takes place, commitment level - based on the freshly 
nominated activities - is re-computed and if it has 
changed to high (not if it simply remains high),?.
RENOM is called which re-nominates activities on the 
basis of the new high commitment level. This should 
result in fewer activities being nominated and, hopefully, 
a lowering of commitment level.
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6.4 Evaluation of Investigation Intention
The evaluation of investigation intention and 
the nomination of activities is controlled by the 
subroutine GETACTS. This routine will not be 
described here since its primary function is to 
simply call other routines.-The routines it calls 
are first those to update the factors affecting
investigation intention, then the routine for
/
computing investigation intention, and finally those 
for selecting potential activities and nominating 
appropriate ones for execution. The listing in 
Appendix 5 specifies the operation of GETACTS.
Three of the factors that affect investigation 
intention potentially change their values as an 
investigation progresses? they are: likelihood of 
success, involvement, and commitment level. The 
evaluation of each of these factors will be discussed 
first, and then the computation of investigation 
intention. The routines that carry out these computations 
consist mainly of an implemention of the decision 
rules for evaluating the factors,: so, in this section, 
attention is given to the rules rather than to Jhow^ they 
are implemented, the reader being referred to the program 
listings for details of implementation. One comment on 
the computer realisation of decision rules is relevant, 
however.
A decision may be viewed as a mapping between 
the factors that affect the outcome of a decision 
and the outcomes themselves. This is generally
a many-to-one mapping since many of the possible 
configurations of values of the decision factors will result 
in the same decision. These mappings may be represented 
directly by subscripted arrays with the subscripts being 
the decision factors and being dimensioned according^ to
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the number of values each may take. This approach 
makes the specification of the decision process 
completely apparent since each possible combination 
of decision factors is associated with a specific 
decision outcome. However, the method is unwieldy 
if the factors have many values or if there are many 
different factors; the decion process governing 
selection of investigation intention is specified in 
this manner and represents about the practical limits 
of the approach.
Another approach to specifying a decision mapping 
is to define an arithmetical or Boolean function that 
is equivalent to the mapping. This is generally 
a more economical approach but it is easy to produce 
a function that only partially defines the mapping 
or which incorrectly defines it. In SIMDET, the 
activity selection routines and the activity planning 
and execution routines have all been expressed as 
functions - indeed,?a;computer program can be viewed 
as a function, and the whole SIMDET program can be 
thought of as a realisation of the function that 
defines the activity of a detective.
Subroutine SUCCESS(K)
This routine implements the decision process for 
evaluating the likelihood of solving a crime.
In order to simplify this process so that it . 
can be modelled, likelihood of success has been 
defined totally in terms of the current stage 
an investigation has reached - i.e. in-terms of 
the variables IS(K,2) through IS(K,9). In 
reality, a detective does not evaluate likelihood 
of success in such a narrow way. To him,this 
is a complex factor that includes his current commit 
mont level and the time he has already devoted 
to the investigation as well as the actually state 
of the investigation. In the SIMDET model, an 
attempt has been made to isolate these factors 
and to specify how they combine to determine the 
detective’s overall attitude to an investigation.
For example, time already spent on an investigation 
affects the detective’s nomination of activities.
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The decision mapping for likelihood of 
success is defined as a Boolean function.
First, the conditions that correspond to 
a low likelihood are given, then those 
corresponding to high likelihood, and if 
neither of these are matched, likelihood is 
set equal to medium.
The Boolean expressions for the evaluation 
of likelihood of success are given explicitly 
in the listing of subroutine SUCCESS, but to 
indicate what they mean in verbal terms 
an interpretation of the first condition for 
low likelihood is given below:
IS(K,12) « 1
IF(XS(K ,2).EQ •1.AND•IS(K ,3)•EQ.1.AND•IS(K ,4)•LE•2 
.AND.IS(K,5).LE.2.AND.IS(K,6),LE;2.AND.IS(K,7).LE. 
2.AND .IS(K ,8)•LE• 2.AND•IS(K ,9)•LE•2
This represents a condition where nothing much 
but poor leads and no suspects exist and there is 
nothing better than poor potential for improving 
the situation. In words it is:
Likelihood of success is low
*•
IF:"no firm suspects exist and no other suspects 
exist and there are only poor follow-up leads 
and only poor ancillary leads and only poor 
potential for indirect suspect generation and 
only poor potential for lead generation and 
only fair crime definition and only fair potential 
for improving crime definition.”
In the routine, if this condition is not matched 
.then the next condition is tested, and so on.
In other words, the individual conditions are 
disjunctively connected.
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Subroutine NOMCOM - Computation of Commitment Level
Commitment level is computed in two ways. Before 
events are processed each cycle the subroutine 
POTCOM scans IVENTS for investigation initiation 
events and assesses, on the basis of the seriousness 
of the crime concerned, the likely effort that 
will be required for the investigation. The total 
expected extra effort is summed and added to 
the existing load,which had been computed by 
NOMCOM after the last bout of activity nomination. 
POTCOM,then, computes a commitment level value 
which incorporates potential effort on the new 
investigations. NOMCOM computes commitment level 
on the basis of activities which have actually been 
nominated. The reason for computing potential
commitment level is to avoid activities being 
nominated under an investigation intention that will 
be inappropriate after all the events that 
occur at time NOW have been dealt with. A real 
detective acts in a similar way. For example, 
if he returns to the C^I.D. room and finds a 
lot of work, he adjusts his idea of how busy he 
is going to be by scanning what the new commitments 
are and then plans his activities in accordance 
with this.
NOMCOM and POTCOM function in similar ways and so 
only NOMCOM will be discussed here. When activities 
are nominated for execution, they are assigned 
an "Urgency” which indicates how long their 
execution may be delayed. The urgency of an 
activity depends upon:(l) the type of the activity, 
and (2) upon its execution priority. The arrays 
N0MURGl(8) and N0MURG2(8) - see subroutine 
ACTSNOM(K) in Appendix 5 - specify urgency for 
priority "1" and "2" activities respectively.
.Urgency takes four values: 1 ** "Directly" - execute 
within 6 time periods (1-J- hours); 2 = "Soon" - 
execute within 24 time periods; 3 = "Soonish" - 
execute within 80 time periods; and 4 = "Sometime" - 
execute within 150 time periods. Nominated 
activities are also assigned an expected execution 
duration (see the next section under subroutine 
ACTSNOM), so it is possible to compute the planned 
total execution time in each of the urgency bands. 
However, the urgency of an activity tends to increase 
as time passes since its nomination,and it is 
current urgency that is important, so NOMCOM 
updates all the current urgencies of planned 
activities (and also assigns an expected time of 
execution to each of them) before summing the 
plAnned execution times in each urgency band.
The resulting sums are held in array IN0MC0M(4)
This array is then passed as an argument to
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the sub-program LEVCOM(ICOMS) which applies 
the evaluation rules for computing commitment 
level to it,
LEVCOM first tests for high commitment level,
then low, and if neither match the loadings
in the urgency bands then commitment level
(which is held in variable LNOMCOM,for •
commitment level based on nominated activities)
is updated to "normal". The tests that determine
the value of commitment level are shown in
the listing of LEVCOM. Broadly, high commitment
level is indicated if there is too much planned
activity in any one urgency band, or if any
two adjacent bands have too much, or if the
total planned activity is too high. Low commitment
level is indicated when all of the urgency bands
are lightly loaded, or if the total load is
low (under 6 hours planned investigation activity).
Once GETACTS has updated the factors that affect 
investigation intention it is ready to call subroutine 
INTENT(IUSE,K) which computes investigation intention.
The value of the argument IUSE determines which
value of commitment level will be used. IUSE = 1
means use LPOTCOM - i.e. commitment level incorporating^ 
potential acts, whereas IUSE = 2 means use LNOMCOM.
The detective’s attitude to the detective role, which 
is the fifth factor affecting investigation intention, 
is assumed not to vary within a run and is set to its 
required value by a DATA statement in subroutine INTENT.
The decision mapping representing the investigation 
intention decision process is held in array 11(243)*
(A five dimensional array has not been used since 
certain implementations of FORTRAN do not permit 
subscripting to five dimensions.) The investigation 
intention decision mapping represents explicitly the 
verbal rules given in section 4.3* Fig* 6.4 shows 
a portion of this mapping and the values' that the factors 
may take* The listing of INTENT in Appendix 5
includes a DATA statement which represents the complete 
mapping.
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la cursory 
2a normal 
3* thorough
Fig« 6«4 Part of* the Investigation Intention decision- 
mapping, showing rules for deciding intention 
when attitude to the detective role is normal.
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The Detective1s Involvement with an Investigation
In the present version of SIMDET, involvement 
is computed in a very simple manner. It is 
assumed to depend on only two factors - the 
detective*s intrinsic need for achievement and 
the current likelihood of success. A high 
achievement-need detective becomes more thah 
normally involved when an investigation offers 
a good chance of success, and less than normally 
involved when likelihood of success is poor.
A normal achievement-need detective, does not 
change his involvement as likelihood of success 
changes - or rather, the changes that take place 
are those accounted for by the change in the 
likelihood of success. In other words, 
the model is constructed so that with a normal 
achievement-need detective involvement is, -effectively, 
a neutral:-factor. The low achievement-need 
detective is less than normally involved with 
investigations offering poor or medium likelihood 
of success and only becomes normally involved 
if there is a high likelihood of success. The 
matrix below indicates these relationships.
The involvement decision mapping is represented 
by the array INVOLVE(3»3) in the GETACTS subroutine.
Need For Achievement
Low
I
.Normal High
Low Low Normal Low
Likelihood
of , Medium
Success
Low Normal Normal
High
r
Normal Normal High
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6•5 The Nomination of Activities
r
Activities for furthering an investigation, 
under a particular investigation intention, 
are nominated for execution in two stages. First, 
activities which may potentially be carried out* 
at the stage the investigation has reached, are 
selected. Then these are assessed and the best * 
activities are nominated for execution and inserted 
in the pending activities list. The subroutine 
POTACTS(K) selects potential activities in accordance 
with investigation intention and ACTSNQM(k ) then 
ranks these and selects the appropriate number for 
execution. Both routines mainly consist of lengthy 
decision rules represented by Boolean expressions.
In each routine there are separate decision rules for 
each of the three investigation intentions. After 
ACTSNOM(k ) has selected an activity for nomination 
it assigns an urgency rating,t an activity execution 
intention, an expected duration for the activity and 
a priority rating^ to the nominated activity. Finally, 
GETACTS calls subroutine INSERT(K) to insert the 
nominated activities into the pending activities 
array, NOMACTS(50,10), and update their current urgencies 
and their expected execution times. This nomination 
procedure is carried out for all investigations in 
which an event or change occurs during one simulation 
cycle. If an activity, which had previously been nominated, 
fails to get re-nominated then INSERT clears this 
activity from NOMACTS. These routines are described 
below.
Subroutine POTACTS(K)
This routine selects potential activities for 
investigation K, appropriate to the current 
investigation intention and state of K. It 
consists, essentially, of three sections - one 
for each of the possible values of investigation 
intention. The first action POTACTS takes is to
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test the value of IS(K,13) - Investigation 
intention - and jump to the appropriate section.
Each section is organised in the same way and 
consists of a sequence of labelled 
conditions, associated with each of which is 
a potential activity, its prority and an activity 
execution intention. Potential acts are selected 
by starting at the top of the sequence and 
attempting to match the first set !of conditions.
If a match is found, then a jump is made to
a set of assignment statements which enter the number of the
potential act associated with the matched conditions
into a temporary storage array, “ip( 10,k)'l at
position IP(N,l), and enter its priority and
execution intention in positions IP(N,2) and
IP(N,3)» respectively• N is then advanced to N+l
(N is initially set to l) and control passes to
the next set of conditions and the process is
continued. if a*match is not found then a jump
is made directly to the next set of conditions.
By processing the complete sequence of conditions 
all potential activities compatible with the 
current investigation state, and intention, are 
selected and inserted in the array IP(l0,4).
Appendix 7 shows the IP array with potential 
activities inserted in .some of its cells?
The rules for deciding potential activities in 
accordance with current investigation state and 
intention follow the principles outlined in 
section 4.^ and are expressed explicitly in 
the listing of POTACTS in Appendix 5« These 
rules take account of the time already spent on 
an activity, so an activity will cease to be 
a potential activity - even though it may still 
seem promising - if too long has already been 
spent on it. The reason for this is that influencing 
all of a detective’s decisions are rules governing 
what is considered to be an acceptable allocation 
of a detective's effort. These rules reflect 
both the norms of the police force of which the 
detective is a member, and his own "executive1s" norms 
which he has developed in order to carry out tho 
detective role in an acceptable manner;' if he 
spends too long on an activity he becomes concerned 
about (l) what his supervising officers will think, 
and (2) anxious in his own mind about -being able 
to cope with his commitments if he is going to be 
spending so long on each activity. These time 
constraints vary greatly with investigation intention, 
and therefore,: indirectly, with commitment level.
As an example of the functioning of POTACTS, fig. 6.5 
shows an extract from'/ the?r6utine and an interpretat­
ion of it* The listing in Appendix 5 gives details 
of its functioning.'^;:
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Consider the following extract from POTACTS# Its 
interpretation is as follows:
CONDITIONS for SELECTING POTENTIAL activities under normal*
INVESTIGATION . INTENTION.
200 IF CIS (K, 14) -,U,3.ANDf IS<Kf8-)#i.T;3tANDtIS(Kf9),iGEpi 
1.0R#IS(K,14)fLEf7,AND,I8<K,9)fEQt2 #AND,I$CK,8)fGEt2 
2.0R»ISCK>14)#LE*ll*AND,IS(K^9)tlEQt3 fAND#IS(K^B)#EQ#l)G0T0 201
GOTO 202
201 N = N+l , ' ^
IP(N#J)!s14
IPCN,2)=1 .■■■*
IP(M» 3)s2
202 IF(IS C Kf 7)fEQ * 3 * AND * 13(K/15)„LE » 8)GOTO 203 
GOTO 204
203: NsNfl . .
> IPCN#1)=15 
" • IP(N* 2)sp 
IP(N*3)s2
20411 Ft IS (K # 7) * EOf 4 » A ND, XS (K# 15 ) f LE ,12) GOTO 205  ‘
Statement 200 represents a condition which may be expressed 
verbally as:-
IP(time on crime defining activity is less than or equal to §/4 
of an hour AND crime definition is not good AND potential for 
improving crime definition is at least poor; OR if time on 
crime defining activity is less than or equal to 1-J- hours 
AND potential for improving crime definition is fair AND crime 
definition is fair or better; OR if time on crime defining 
activity is less than or equal to hours AND potential for 
improving crime definition is good AND crime definition is 
poor) THEN go to statement 201
If the condition is matched then the following actions are carried 
out:
201 N=N+1 (Advance to the next cell of the IP array)
IP(N,1)=14 (Place "14" in the first word of this cell to
indicate that crime definition activity has been 
selected as a potential activity)
TP(N,2)=1 (Set its priority to "1")
Ip(n,3)=2 (Set its execution intention to "normal")
After these actions test the condition in statement 204 and repeat 
the process. If a condition is not matched then jump to the next 
condition without updating the IP array
Fig. 6.5 Example of the Functioning of the Decision rules 
in Subroutine POTACTS
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Subroutine ACTSNOM(K)
This routine scans the potential activities on 
investigation K,which have been selected by 
POTACTS(K) and placed on the IP array, and 
rates them in terms of their priority for 
execution. When this has been done for all 
the potential activities, the highest rated 
activity is nominated for excution and is 
placed in the first cell of the temporary 
storage array NA(8,7) for insertion in the 
pending activities array, NOMACTS. Depending 
upon investigation intention, further activities 
are nominated. Under cursory intention only the 
best act is nominated for execution; under 
normal intention the two best are nominated, and 
the three best under thorough intention. After 
each nomination, the rating of the selected 
potential activity (which is held in position 
IP(N,4) ) is set equal to 999 so that it is not 
selected again. When a potential activity is 
nominated, its urgency etc. are computed and 
entered into the appropriate cells of the NA array.
The rating of potential activities is carried 
out in a similar manner to their selection in 
POTACTS. The decision rules are sep rated into ^  
sections - one for each investigation intention, 
and these sections into’ sub-sections according 
to the priority of.the potential activities.
Priority "1” activities are given ratings from 
"1" up, whereas, priority "2” activities are /
rated from ”100" up; thus two separate sets of ^
non-overlapping ratings are produced. This rating 
system applies irrespective of investigation 
intention.* Sp, for example, crime definition 
activity on a new investigation would normally be 
.given: a rating of ”l",no matter whether it were 
being cursorily or thoroughly investigated. The 
reason for not making a distinction, is that (l) 
the necessary distinctions have already been made, and
(2),from the point of view of selecting them for
execution, both activities have high priority sincb both 
are mandatory and need to be carried out 
as soon as possible. The difference between the 
two shows up in the time for which each is executed.
ACTSNOM attaches ratings as follows. First, it 
determines the value of investigation intention 
and jumps to the appropriate section. Then it scans 
the IP array for the potential activity it is 
to rate (it works from the top of the array to 
the bottom), and goes to the correct sub-section 
for the priority of the activity concerned.
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It then begins to scan the sequential set of 
conditions, trying to find, a match. If a 
match is found, control jumps to an .' 
assignment statement which sets the rating 
of the activity. This rating is held in 
the fourth word of the IP cell containing 
the potential activity. After a match has 
been found, control jumps to the end of the 
sequence of conditions, and begins to rate 
the next potential activity (if there is one).
The rules for assigning ratings to potential 
activities follow the principles outlined 
in section 4.4, and are given explicitly in 
the listing of ACTSNOM in Appendix 5* Tbe 
listing also specifies the detailed functioning 
of the rating process.
When all the potential activities in IP have been 
rated, nomination of activities for execution 
takes place. This is done by scanning the IP 
array to find the highest rated activity.
When this has been found, it, together with 
its urgency etc., is inserted in the Nth. cell 
of the NA array (N starts at "1”) as follows:-
NA(N,l) = K (passed as an argument)
NA(N,2) = Activity qumber (from IP array)
NA(N,3) = Activity execution intention (from IP)
NA(N,4) =3 Priority rating (from first part of
ACTSNOM)
NA(N,5) 85 Expected execution duration (fig. 6.6)
NA(N,6) =s Location in which execution takes 
place (fig. 6.6)
NA(N,7) = Nominated urgency of the activity(fig.6.6)
When this has been completed, the priority rating 
of the potential activity in IP is set to 999» 
and a check is made to see if the quota of activities 
for nomination under the current investigation 
intention has been met. If it has, then IS(K,23) - 
the number of activities nominated - is set equal 
to N, If the quota has not been met, the next 
best potential activity,is sought and nominated 
in the same way. If no more potential activities 
exist, then IS(K,23) is set equal to N and control 
passes from ACTSNOM back to the calling program.
The listing of ACTSNOM specifies the process in 
detail•
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ACTIVITY
cursory Normal Thorough
Crime
definition
2 4 8
Load
generation 2 4 8
Ancillary
leada
2 'J 4
Follow-up
leads 2 6 10
Indirect 
suspct. gen. 1 4. 8
Suspct, check 
and elim. 4 10 16
Firm suspct• 
improvement
4 10 16
Interro-'
gation
4 10 16
Rules for assigning standard execution durations to 
activitios according to activity execution intention* 
Thia mapping is heId "in array IEXTIMK(3 . 0)
ACTIVITY LOCATION
Crime
definition Anywhere
Lead
generation Anywhere
Ancillary
leads
Police
statibn
Foi low-up 
leada Anywhere
Indirect 
suspect gen.
V* fch
contacts
etc.
Suspect check 
and elim* Anywhere
Firm suspec t 
improvement Anywhere
Interrogation Police
station
PRIORITY *»1" PRIORITY "2"
Crime
definition Directly Soon
Lead
generation Soon Soonish
Ancillary
leads Soon Soonish.
Follow-up
leads Soon Soonish
Indirect 
suspect gen. Soonish Sometime
Suspect check 
and elim. Soon ° Soonish
Firm suspect 
improvement Soonish ’Sometime
Interrogation Directly Soon
ules assigning location of 
execution to activities. Thla 
apping la held in array 
OCATKt 8).
Rules assigning nrgoncy to activities under the 
two lcvela of priority. The PRIOKIY "1" rules 
are hold in N0MURGl(H) 
in NOMURG2 (8).
and the PRIORITY M2" rules
Fig* 6.6 Decision Rules Used In Activity Nomination
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Subroutine INSEKT(K)
This routine inserts nominated activities for 
investigation K into the pending activities array, 
NOMACTS(50»10)tand updates urgency etc.
INSERT scans the NOMACTS array (see fig. 6.7 
for details of the structure of the pending 
activities array - NOMACTS) looking for any 
investigation activities on the project K. If 
it finds one, it then scans NA to see.if the 
same type of activity is still nominated. If it 
is it compares the two activities to see if 
they are identical - i.e. have the same ratings.
If they are identical, INSERT simply deletes 
the activity from NA and continues its scan of 
NOMACTS. If there is a difference in their 
ratings then the activity in NA is inserted, 
together with its rating and urgency etc., into 
NOMACTS,overwriting the existing activity. When 
this has been done, the entry in NA is deloted 
and the scan of NOMACTS continues. If the activity 
type found on NOMACTS cannot be found on NA this 
means that an activity of this type'is no longer
nominated and so it is deleted from NOMACTS.
This process is repeated untill all activities 
previously nominated on the project have been 
dealt with. NA is then scanned completely and any 
nominated activities that remain are inserted in 
free cells in NOMACTS. When this is done, the
nomination time -word 8 of NOMACTS - is set
equal to the current time period, NOW, to enable 
current urgencies and expected execution times 
(words 9 and 10 of NOMACTS) to be set in subroutine 
NOMCOM when commitment level is updated. Finally, 
INSERT clears the IP array. The listing of 
INSERT specifies its detailed functioning.
when it is necessary, in an overload situation, 
to re-nominate activities on all current investigations
the subroutine RENOM is called. This is a fairly
/
straightforward routine that scans the IS array looking 
for current investigations, and updating them by 
re-nominating acts under the new high commitment level. 
This should result in some lowering of investigation 
intention and the rejection of some activities. The 
listing of RENOM indicates its functioning.
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NOMACTS(50,10) contains details of non-investigation 
duties in the first three cells. Cells 7 to 9 are
spare at present and cells 10 to 50 contain investigation
activities. The structure of NOMACTS is as follows -
Appendix 7 shows a typical contents.
1 STRUCTURE OF NOMACTS STRUCTURE OF NOMACTS
I FOR INVESTIGATION FOR NON-INVESTIGATION
! ACTIVITIES DUTIES
j'
1 U ) r 0 *d!| ct 0 3 3
P 0 3 3*
3 p 3 0
P. ct ft r 3
P 3» P 3 0 3*
3 0 3* ct p ct
a 3 M p- S» S 3 3*
ft 0 ft 3 t*
X O ft W 0
*>■ ft 3> P. 3
O 0 ct
ct 3 3* ct ct t* O. 3* ct ft 3* O P P
3* 3 O 3
3* 0 £ ft a ct 3
ct H .3 0 0 0
V* 3* 3 0 3 3*
3 p. 1 3 ct 3
S! ft 3 3* 3* 3 0*
0 3 3 ct ft >d
# > c/) P P < 3* 0 0
0 ct 0 f' - ct ft ft 3 3
ct p ct w 3* ft 3 ct
3* 3 3* X 0 ct 3 0 *
3* «{ p. < •d 3 3* 0 3 3* ct
3 3* p 3* ft 05? 3 l 3* 3*
ct 3 r ct 0 P 1 3» 0 ft
ct << a 0 * * < ■ ct H ct 3* 3 3*
3* *3 0 ft II 3» 3
H 0 O 3 ft p 55 < 0. P 0 < ft ct 0: 3 X 3* X ct 0 P a 3 ft ft 3* 3< « ft 0 p H* 3 a 0 ct 3 ft ct ft I
O H 0 *1 0 O H* 3 3 3* P. ct 3* 3»
ft C/> 3 3* 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3* 0<J tJ 3
ct « ct ct ct P 3* 3 ft ■ ;* p. a • ' ct 0*1 P 3 4 *
3* 3* 3* H> ct 3 ft ■ ■ 3 3 * P ct 3* ft
0*} 0 0 0 ft ft 3 0 3 5 A) ct 3* O ft
P P 3 3 3 3 a ct ct V 3 2 II 3* 0 3 ct
ct ►J P V' S N 3* 3 0 3 3* 3*
3* ►1 3* ct a ft 3 3 3 ft szj 5$ 3 O 3 ct 0*J
O P 3 3* 3 X 3 0 3 X O 0 0 O a ct * < p
3 v- ct 3 3 ft (ft 3 (ft ft 0 0 ct Ct 3* P* ctft (ft p O a> 3* ft 0 ( ,. P. a 3 3 P. 3 P. 3*
3 3 ct 3 3 3 3 3 ft ft 3 3 ft a 3 ct ft 0
O ct H* ct 0 P O ct ft (0 0 ft ct *a 3
3* 0 3 ct * < 3* ft ft ct P. X ft.
O 3 O ft O a a 3 P.
3 3 P. 3 P* 3; ft ft ct1■ ct *<s—”
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 i 1
11 2
12 3
— — .. ----- — ....— — ---
Fig# 6.7 The Structure of NOMACTS(50.10)
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6•6 The Planning and Execution of Activities
The execution of activities in SIMDET is not 
planned in a detailed way. When activities are
nominated for execution they are assigned a time 
by which they are expected to have been executed, 
but their actual execution depends upon what other ' 
activities are pending. In the current version 
of SIMDET, activities are chosen for execution 
primarily on the basis of their priority. This 
simple rule is modified by (l) executing overdue 
activities before those of higher priority, and 
(2) executing activities which have received no 
attention, even if of lower priority, before those 
of higher priority which have already received some 
attention. The algorithms that are used are something 
of a compromise in order to obtain simplicity. In 
reality, the planning and selection of activities
>
for execution is a complex process that includes 
jmany factors. For example, the execution of many 
activities is grouped to take advantage of some 
common feature such as location or time of day.
Or, when the detective is busy, he may postpone the 
execution of low priority activities until he has 
a batch which he will then deal with, rapidly, one after 
another. In essence, a human being reviews his 
pending work load and uses strategies for parcelling 
it up and dealing with it. These strategies may. make use 
of the detailed characteristics of the work. The 
SIMDET model, in its present version, does not simulate 
this process, as such, but tries to extract the main 
features of activity planning,and the selection of 
activities for execution, and incorporate them into 
a procedure which might be referred to as "context free” 
i.e. one which does not depend upon the context, or 
operational characteristics, of the activities.
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The non-operational, or directorial characteristics 
of pending activities and current working conditions 
used in SIMDET, at present,ares (l) the priority of 
the activity, (2) its urgency, (3) its intended duration 
of execution, (k) the time already spent on its 
execution, (5) current priority for the various types 
of detective duties (including the priority for going 
off-duty), and (6) current investigation work-load*
These characteristics are the decision factorst;upon
which decisions about terminating an activity and selecting
a new one are based*
There are three primary routines governing 
.activity planning and execution. NEXTACT determines 
the activity to be carried out in the next time period, 
icalling ISTOP to determine whether or not to stop 
execution of the present activityi If it decides to 
stop execution then NEWACT is called to determine the 
next activity. NEWACT first* selects an investigation 
activity to perform and then calls ACTYPE to determine' 
which general type of detective activity is appropriate 
at the present time. If investigation activity is 
appropriate then the selected activity^is executed, 
otherwise the general type of activity which was appropriate 
is executed* When NEXTACT has selected the next activity 
it returns control to the main program which calls 
EXECUTE. EXECUTE 1;advances time the appropriate number 
of periods for the chosen activity and calls OUTCOME, 
if an investigation activity, to compute any. outcomes.
The functioning of these routines, and the decision 
rules they use, is outlined below*
lk9
Subroutine NEXTACT
Nextact determines the activity to be executed 
in the next time period of the simulation.
It does this primarily by calling a number of other
subroutines which themselves call subroutines.
n
NEXTACT first checks whether the current activity 
belongs to an investigation that has just been 
abandoned. This is indicated by the array N0WACT(6), 
which contains details of the current activity, 
containing "-1" in each of its cells. These are 
entered into NOWACT when IFDONE detects a 
termination of an investigation. If the investigat­
ion of which the current activity is a member 
has been abandoned then NEXTACT calls NEWACT to 
obtain a new activity. If not, then ISTOP is 
called to decide whether the current activity 
should be halted and a new one started. If 
a new act is appropriate, then NEXTACT first 
updates the next expected execution time of 
the terminated activity (providing it is still 
nominated) and then trans fers the details in N0WACT(6) 
into LASTACT(6) - the array that holds information 
defining the last activity executed. Then 
NEXTACT calls NEWACT.
When NEWACT has returned its choice of the new 
activity to carry out, NEXTACT checks to see if it 
really is a new activity (i.e. is not a further 
execution of the previous activity), and if it 
is, calls RECORD to print details of the activity 
that has been terminated and the new one. The 
functioning of NEXTACT is fully specified in the 
listing.
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Subroutine ISTOP
The time for which an investigation activity 
is executed depends upon (l) its intended duration,
(2) how busy the detective is with investigation 
activity, and (3) whether the outcomes produced 
by the activity indicate that it should continue 
to be carried out. ISTOP first checks that «
the current activity is still nominated for 
execution on the investigation concerned. If 
it is not then its execution is halted.
ISTOP uses three different procedures for 
deciding if a still-nominated activity should 
be terminated. The one that is used on a 
particular occasion depends upon the degree 
hurriedness required in executing investigation 
activity. Hurriedness is computed by NQUICK 
and depends upon the amount of investigation 
activity to be performed in the near future 
and upon the current commitment level. Three 
levels of hurriedness are defined - "low”, "fair" 
and "high” and the rules that define, each are 
given in the listing of NQtXICK. The procedures 
for deciding termination,work by determining 
a minimum time for execution of the activity - 
This is stored in the variable MINTIME and is 
set originally to the intended duration of the 
activity, which was decided when it was nominated. 
MINTIME is then adjusted to suit the current 
degree of hurriedness.
When hurriedness is low, MINTIME Is not altered 
and the activity is executed for its intended 
duration. When there is a fair degree of hurriedness,
MINTIME is set to threerquarters of the intended  _
duration, but, if the activity is being continued, 
-i.e. it has been chosen for execution again 
immediately after finishing a previous bout of 
execution, then MINTIME is set to half the 
intended duration. This ensures that its further 
continuation is frequently reviewed. If hurriedness 
is high, then MINTIME is set to half the intended 
duration. However, if the execution is a continual * 
tion,then the activity is only continued if it is 
still the first choice for execution.
Overiding these rules are two others. These are > 
that the first execution of any activity should 
be carried out for at least half-an-hour, and 
that interrogation should also be carried out for 
a minimum of half-an-hour. These rules avoid 
un-realistic execution durations.
The listing of ISTOP gives a clear specification 
of these rules and their implementation.
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Subroutine NEWACT
This routine works in two stages. First, the
best current investigation activity is selected
and then the general type of activity to carry
out at the current time is decided. Before exiting,
NEWACT primes NOWACT with details of the activity it has
selected. NEWACT selects the best investigation
activity even though the detective*s routine r
may not indicate that detection activity is
normal at the current time. The reason for doing
this is that an urgent or mandatory investigation
activity may exist, in which case the detective
would overide his normal routine and carry it
out instead. Thus,by first determining what
investigation activity is appropriate at the
current time, a check can be made to see if the
routine activity should be overidden.
NEWACT selects the next investigation activity 
by scanning NOMACTS looking for the highest 
priority activity. If two activities have the 
same priority, then the most urgent one is 
selected. If they have the same urgencies, then 
the one that has received no attention is selected*
If they have both received attention then the 
choice is arbitary.
However, to avoid only ’one activity getting 
selected and executed for long stretches at 
a time, two other rules are introduced. These 
are: (l) that overdue acitivities, no matter 
what their priority, are selected first, and
(2)mp^to three selections are made before the 
final choice, in order that any activities that 
have not yet received any attention may be 
selected. If thred selections are made, and all 
.of them have received some attention, then the 
first chosen is selected for execution.
The selection of the general type of activity to 
carry out at a particular time is made by the 
subroutine ACTYPE (described next). when the 
selection has been made NEWACT checks to see 
if there has been a change in activity, if there 
has it primes NOWACT. If there is no change (i*e* 
the activity is being continued) then NEWACT 
only updates the intended duration of the activity 
(i.e. word 5 of NOWACT).
The program listing of NEWACT indicates its 
detailed functioning.
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Subroutine ACTYPE
ACTYPE is a fairly long routine. It first 
updates the current priority for the various 
types of general activity defined in the model.
These are: investigation; paperwork and adminis­
trative duties; general indirect activity - social­
ising, cultivating contacts, etc.; and, off duty.
The priority for each of these activities depends 
upon the priority for the other activities and 
upon how much attention the activity has been 
receiving.1 Broadly, the importance of the activities 
aremanked:-investigation first, then paperwork 
and non-investigation duties, then indirect activity, 
and finally, off duty. This gives the order in 
which activities are overidden.
To compute the priority of the activity types, the 
following procedure is used. Each activity is 
assigned an average number of hours execution per 
day and a tally is kept of the hours actually 
executed so that deviations from the required 
average can be detected. Tests are applied, by 
ACTYPE, to determine the current "need” to do 
each activity type. This need depends upon how 
different the actual execution of the activity 
has been from what-is required to maintain the 
average. If more than average execution has 
occurred then need is low, if about average, then 
need is medium, and if below average, need is high. 
The actual rules that are used are shown in the 
listing of ACTYPE. Once the need to do each activity 
type has been updated, priorities may be computed. 
First,the priority for investigation activity is 
calculated. This uses a decision rule based on 
the current degree of hurriedness - given by the 
value of IQUICK - and current commitment level.
The decision rule is shown in fig. 6.8. Next, 
the priority for non-investigation activity is 
updated. This depends on the need to do non­
investigation activity and the priority for invest­
igation work. The priorities for general indirect 
activity and going off duty are computed in a 
similar manner. Fig. 6.8 gives the decision rules 
for calculating the priorities of the various 
activity types.
After the updating of priorities, the second stage 
of ACTYPE is entered and the activity type to 
carry out at the current time is chosen. This 
choice is determined by two main factors: (l) the 
activity that is normal at the current time - i.e. 
according to routine, and (2) the current priorities 
for the different activity types.
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Priority for Investigation Activity - LBUSY
LBUSY a IBUSY(LNOMCOM,IQUICK), lalov, 2=normal, 3* high priority
LNOMCOM
1 = low commitment level
2 a normal " ”
3 » high " "
IQUICK
1 a unhurriedv execution
2 a fairly hurried execution
3 a very hurried execution
Priority for Non-invesiigation Activity - LOFFICE 
LOFFICE a IOFFICE(LBUSY,NOMACTS(2,8))
NOMACTS(2,8)
l a  low need for non-
investigation activity 
2 a  normal need for non­
investigation activity 
3 a high need for non­
investigation activity
LBUSY NOMACTS(2,8) LOFFICE
1 1 1
2 1 1
3 1 1
1 2 2
2 2 2
3 2 1
1 3 3
2 3 3
3 3 2
LNOMCOM IQUICK LBUSY
1 1 1
2 1 1
3 1 2
1 2 2
2" 2 2
3 2 3
i 3 3
2 3 3
3 3 3
Priority for Investigation and Office work duties - LWORK 
LWORK a IWORK(LBUSY,LOFFICE)
LBUSY LOFFICE LWORK
1 1 1
2 1 1
3 1 2
1 2 1
2 2 2
3 2 3
1 3 2
2 3 3
3 3 3
Fig. 6.8(i) Decision Mappings for Deciding Priorities
for the Different General Detective Activities
1
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Priority for General Indirect Activity - LPROBE
LPROBE = IPROBE(LWORK,NOMACTS(3 » 8))
LWORK NOMACTS(3.8) LPROBE
1 1 2
2 1 1
3 1 1
1 2 2
2 2 2
3 2 1
1 3 3
2 3 3
3 3 2
NOMACTS(3,8)
1 a low need for general
indirect activity
2 a normal need for general
indirect activity
3 » High need for general
indirect activity
Priority for detective work in general -LLOAD
LLOAD a ILOAD(LWORK,LPROBE)
LWORK LPROBE LLOAD
1 1 1
2 1 2
3 1 3
1 2 1
2 2 2
3 2 3
1 3 2
2 3 2
3 3 3
Priority for going Off Duty - LOFFD 
LOFFD a IOFFD(LLOAD,NOMACTS( 1, 8 ) )
NOMACTS(1,8)
1 a low need to go off duty
2 a normal need to go
off duty
3 « high need to go off duty
LLOAD NOMACTS(1,8) LOFFD
1 1 2
2 1 2
3 1 1
1 2 3
2 2 3
3 2 2
1 3 3
2 3 3
3 3 3
Fig. 6.8(ii) Decision Mapping for Deciding priorities
for the Different General Detective Activities
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The normal activity for each time period 
is held in the array INORMAL(96), and is primed 
with appropriate values by a DATA statement in 
ACTYPE. At present, six values for INORMAL cells 
ar6 defined:
INORMAL « 1 Must go off-duty
w = 2 Should go off-duty
H a 3 Non-investigation duties but
could go off duty
w a 4 Non-investigation duties
M a 5 General Indirect activity
M a 6 Investigation activity
In the current version of SIMDET,INORMAL(96) 
is set with values that reflect the general 
work routine outlined in Chapter 2.
The selection of activity type under each of 
these values of •INORMAL? is specified by decision 
rules. These rules are split into three sections - 
one for each of the priority values of the activity 
type which is normal at the time considered.
These rules are specified in detail in the listing 
of ACTYPE. In general,,if a vital investigation 
activity does not exist, then the standard activity 
is chosen; but this is modified to take account 
of other activity types with higher priorities so 
that the standard activity is not neccesarily 
selected.
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Subroutine EXECUTE
The execution of activities in SIMDET is very
straightforward since none of the operational
behaviour of a detective is modelled and so
no attention is given to how activities are
actually carried out. All EXBCUTB does is
advance time the required number of periods
for the activity concerned, update the time for which
the activity has been executed - in both
NOWACT and the IS array - and compute any
outcomes. As well as this, it adjusts the
total time spent on the various non-investigation
duties, as they are executed,so maintaining the
tally of how much time has been spent on them.
All activity types,except off-duty ,are executed 
by advancing time one period. Off-duty activity - -  
is advanced to 0,9*00 the next day, all in one 
go. This means that when tho detective comes 
on duty at 09*00 the urgencies of all his pending 
activities will have been increased by however 
long he has been off duty. The variable LASTNOW 
is set equal to NOW whenever ACTYPE is called - 
i.e. whenever the times spent on non-investigation 
duties have been updated. In EXECUTE, NOW is 
advanced, so tho difference between the new 
NOW and LASTNOW, suitably weighted,allows the 
tally of total time spent on the activities to 
be maintained.
Outcomes are only produced by investigation 
activity in the current model. This is a 
simplification since in reality general indirect 
activity often yields useful outcomes on 
current investigations. This deficiency, however, 
is largely overcome through placing emphasis 
on specific indirect activity associated with 
individual investigations.
The listing of EXECUTE specifies its functioning 
in detail*
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6*7 The Remaining Routines
The above routines form the main core of the 
model. The complete program is controlled by a 
main program - SIMDET - which simply calls the routines 
in roughly the order in which they have been 
described. The diagram showing program organisation 
in fig. 6.1 shows the sequence of calling carried 
out by SIMDET and its listing gives its detailed 
functioning.
RECORD is a quite lengthy routine that calls 
four ancillary routines. It produces a fairly 
detailed commentary on the activity of the simulated 
detective. The type of output it produces is 
apparent from the examples in Appendix 6. Its functioning 
is specified in the program listing in Appendix 5.
IFDONE(K) and ABANDON(K) are very straightforward 
and their functioning is apparent from, their listings.
A/crime is terminatedfeither if no activities are 
nominated or if it is solved. IFDONE tests for these 
conditions and abandons the investigation when they 
are met.
DEBUG is used either in program testing and 
debugging or as a means of obtaining a very detailed 
record of the operation of the program. Appendix 7 
is an example of the output DEBUG produces. This 
output may be switched on in two ways; by'specifiying 
the time period at which the output is to start being 
produced and by specifying - through the appropriate 
cellsof ISWITCH - in which subroutines the output is 
to be produced.
7 CONCLUSIONS
7*1 Test Experiments
Seventeen organised test experiments have been 
conducted in order to explore some of the basic features 
of the model* Many other runs have been carried out 
but these have been to test the effect of changing 
parameter values and for checking out the functioning 
of the program*
Four crimes have been specified (fig* 7*l) so 
far and this number provides sufficient variety for 
testing purposes. The crimes consist of three fairly 
simply defined 'ones* and one which is slightly more 
involved and is based on the case presented in Chapter 2 
ds a typical investigation. This involved-crime has 
been modified to give a delay of only 6 hours, rather 
than about 24, in receiving the outcome from ancillary 
leads activity. The reason fordoing this is to aviod it 
being abandoned before the delayed outcome occurs and increases 
solution likelihood. The three simpler crimes consist 
of an easy, a medium difficulty and a difficult crime*
The experiments divide into two broad groups. The 
first group of 12 runs explores the effect of changing 
crime seriousness on each of the crimes* The crimes 
are presented individually as the only case for the 
detective to deal with* The main results from these 
experiments are summarised in table 7*1*
The second group of experiments was designed to 
study the effect of case loading on the performance of 
the model. Four experiments were run with the three 
simpler crimes only. In two of these, the three crimes 
were presented on the morning of the first day at one 
hour intervals. In one runy they were all assigned 
seriousness lf2H and in the other seriousness n3H (Table. 7*2) 
For the other two runs, the crimes were presented
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INTERPRETATION OF THE CRIME FORMAT
Column 1 contains control variables: -
1 «= Start of a new condition
4 «* Continuation of a condition
2 ** Outcome
3 e End of conditions and outcomes for an activity 
-1 « End of non~delayed outcomes
Column 2 contains the variable number in the IS array which is
tostod or altered by the condition or outcome respectively*
Column 3 Type of teBt:
1 -  » n  »
2 -  " <  "
' 3 -  « > »
4 - » 4  "
5 - " £ "
Column 4. The test value or the outcome value* depending on the value in column 1
Delayed Outcomes: These are indicated by "99" in column 2 with a "2" in column 1 •
The noxt cell contains details of the delayed outcome as follows 
Column 1 — delay before event becomes "live”
Column 2 — dead time of tho event
Column 3 — location for perception of the event
Column 4 - first digit is activity number (from 1 to 8), seoond and
third digit is cell number of delayed outcome in IFILE
111 4 1
1 9 5 3
4 14 5 3
4 14 4 6
4 26 3 1
4 5 1 1
4 15 2 20
2 8 1 3
2 9 1 2
2 5 1 3
2 7 1 2
2 6 1 3
1 14 3 6
2 9 1 1
3 0 0 0
111 4 2
1 7 1 2
V  4 15 3 16
2 4 1 3
1 7 1 2
4 15 5 20
‘ 2 7 1 1
3 0 0 0
111 4 3
1 5 S 3
■ 4 16 1 2
2 99 0 0
24 999 2 308
1 16 3 3
2 5 1 1
• 1 0 0 0
2 4 1 4
3 0 0 0
111 4 4
1 4 1 4
4 16 3 0
4 17 5 6
2 2 1 3
2 4 1 1
1 4 1 3
4 17 5 14
2 3 1 4
2 4 1 1
V- 3 0 0 0
ill 4 5
1 26 5 2
4 8 1 3
4 6 1 3
4 18 3 16
2 3 1 4
1 18 5 24
2 6 1 1
3 0 0 0
111 4 6
1 3 1 4
4 19 3 16
2 2 1 3
2 3 t 1
3 0 0 0
111 4 8
1 2 1 3
4 8 1 3
4 21 5 6
2 2 1 4
3 0 0 0
TiR* 7*1 The Structures of the Crimes used in the Simulation
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(at hourly intervals) on the first morning of the 
run and then again on the second morning so producing 
a case load of six crimes in two days. This experiment 
was done twice, once with seriousness of all the crimes 
set to 112 H and once with them all set to, ”3” (Table 7-3)
Finally, an experiment was performed inputting 
one medium seriousness crime a day for 8 days. <fhe 
crimes were input in the order 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 1  - 2 - 
3 - 4. The results of this a last experiment ; 
are diown In table 7*4.
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Crime
No.
Serious­
ness;*
Start End Duration Result
1 Low 1/09.30 1/19.00 9h.30m. Solved
Easy Med. »i » »t w 1
High h ti it t it
2 Low t 3/12.30 15h.Om. t
Med. Med* t 1 it »i it
High t ft t t ' t
3 Low 1 1/15.^5 4h.15m. Abandoned
DIff. Med. « it ti ti it
High t 5/OX.45 33h.45m. Solved
4 Low ft 1/15.30 4h.Om. Abandoned
Invol­ Med • ft t it it 1
ved High t 2/12.00 8h.15m. Solved
Notes I (l) The behaviour is the same for both low and
medium seriousness since under low commitment
»
level both are investigated initially with 
normal intention;.
(2) Crime 4 is abandoned when the seriousness
V-
is low' or medium because insufficient 
activities are nominated to keep the detective 
 ^ busy on the investigation until the delayed 
outcome from ancillary leads occurs.
(3) In solving crime 3 the detective works into 
the "small hours” because interrogation is
a vital investigation activity and this overides 
going dff-duty.
\
ThbiB 7»1 Summary of results of experiments to 
investigate effect of seriousness
- 1 6 2 -
Crime
No.
Serious­
ness Start End Duration Result
1 Med, 1/09.30 1/21.30 8h.l5m. Solved
2 t 1/10.30 3/21.00 15h.0m. it
3 » 1/11.30 4/09.30 4h.15m. Abandoned
1 High 1/09.30 2/15.15 9h.0m. Solved
2 t 1/10.30 7/18.00 15h.0m. t
3 It 1/11.30 6/01.45 24h.l5m. tt
Notes I (l) In some cases the crimes have been solved
in less total time than when presented alone,» *»
This is particularly noticeable with crime 3 
which is solved in 24h.15m. rather than 
33h.45m.
(2) Notice that crime 3» seriousness medium, was 
not abandoned until day 4. The reason for 
this is that n low priority activities .'.were 
nominated which received occasional}attention.
(3) Crime 3» seriousness high, was solved before 
crime 2, seriousness high, even though it 
received about 10 hours more effort and was
> input at about the same time. The reason is
that crime 3 involves a lot of suspect proving 
and interrogation activity that are both of 
high priority.
Table 7.2 Summary of results of presenting three 
crimes at hourly intervals on the first 
morning of the run
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Crime
No#
Serious­
ness Start End Duration Result
1 Med* 1/09.30 1/21.00 8h.l5m. Solved
2 n 1/10.30 2/17.00 lh.45m. Abandoned
3 n 1/11.30 2/17.00 2h.l5m. tt
. M i ) tt 2/09.30 2/21.30 7h.30m. Solved
5(2) H 2/10.30 5/12.150 15h.0m.
tt
6(3) t t 2/11.30 5/12.30 4h.l5m. Abandoned
-
1 High 1/09.30 3/16.00 8h.15m. Solved
2 H 1/10.30 10/17.30 15h.0m. t t
3 t t 1/11.30 6/16.15 | 5h.0m. Abandoned
4(1) tt 2/09.30 3/21.30 7h.l5m. Solved
5(2) tt 2/10.30 11/15.00 15h.0m. Solved
6(3) tt 2/11.30 12/02.30■. -I
23h.45m. Solved
Notes! (l) Crimes 1 and 2, seriousness mediurafwere
abandoned as the Result of a re-nomination#
(2) Notice that crime 3» seriousness high, is 
not solved#
(3) The 10 days it takes to solve crime 2, seriousness 
2, is perhaps a little unrealistic but is
due to the extreme overload situation#
Table 7#3 Summary of results from presenting 
three crimes at hourly intervals on 
f the mornings of the first and second
day8 of the run
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Crime
No.
Serious­
ness SStart End Duration Result
1 Med. 1/14.30 2/14.30 8h.Om. Solved
2 tt 2/ H .30 5/13.15 l4h.45m. »*
3 tt 3/14.30 6/15.15 3h.45m. Abandoned
4 n 4/14.30 6/11.00 7h,0m. Solved
5(1) tt 5/14.30 7/13.00 8h.l5»’U tt
6(2) » 6/14.30 10/18.45 15h.0m. »
7(3) ft 7/14.30 10/19.00 4h.l5m. Abandoned
8(4) tt 8/14.30 9/19.30 6h.0m. Solved
Notea I (l) Most of ■the crimes are solved and the
time to solution is not too long indicating
(2) Notice that there is some variation in 
the time spent on the same crimes , in 
particular, cripie 4 is solved with^bnly 
6 hours effort compared to 8h,15nu when 
\ tackled alone under high seriousness.
that the detective ij/not too overloaded
Table 7*4 Results of presenting one medium
seriousness crime per day for 8 days.
Further test experiments need to be performed 
to investigate the effects of varying the other 
parameters in the model. Some of these, such as detective 
ability,depend upon the structure of the crimes used 
in the simulation and it will be necessary to devise 
crime information files that appropriately represent 
the effect of varying these factors.
The SIMDET model is totally deterministic but is 
capable of exhibiting great variety of behaviour. This 
variety is, of course, a consequence mainly of the 
variety in the input but some of it results from the 
interactions between the decision rules. One experiment 
that needs to be done is to determine how long the simulation 
takes to settle down to cyclic behaviour when a regularly 
repeated stimulus is presented. This will give an 
indication of the time constants associated with interactions 
between variables in the model. For example, one crime could 
be presented daily at the same time and the simulation 
could be run until cyclic behaviour was produced - analysis 
of this behaviour would yield information about the 
periodicity of the interactions.
Another study that should be done is to determine 
the characteristics of a "difficult" crime and to investigate 
under what conditions crimes are not solved. The 
experiments so far conducted suggest some interesting 
hypotheses - for example that crimes are solved with less 
effort when the detective is fairly heavily loaded, which 
suggests that there might be an optimum case loading.
Further studies should throw up more hypotheses and may 
suggest fruitful areas for field study. Of course, as 
well as these ’theoretical” studies the model should be 
used to explore data obtained from real situations, but 
this is a later extension of the work.
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7»2 <■ The Performance-and Deficiencies of the Model
The test experiments that have been conducted 
so far have been sufficient to prove the general 
validity 6f the model. These experiments have uncovered 
some unforeseen weaknesses—  mainly in the part of 
the model concerned with activity planning and execution 
Several modifications to this part have been made and 
tested - such as using urgency as the main selection 
criterion for choosing activities for execution - but 
this has not removed the weaknesses. These weaknesses 
result from the fact that SIMDET does not actually 
form a plan of action to deal with its pending 
activities and does not "look-ahead” when choosing 
an activity to check wether it will be.able >to give 
the activity a reasonable duration of execution.
For example, on occasions, SIMDET will select an 
activity for execution when it can only be executed 
for, say, one time period more,before the rules for 
.activity nomination cease to nominate it because 
pursuing it any further is no longer considered worth­
while. This is unrealistic because a detective would 
realise that he was near the limits of the maximum time 
for which he should pursue an activity and would either 
drop the activity completely, or, if he decided it 
was worth going on with, would then give it a reasonable 
further execution. This highlights a major fault with 
foodels of human behaviour which rely on fixed rules 
with precise decision criteria. It is well known that 
people do nothin fact; use precise rules - their rules 
are fuzzy and are described with terms such as "about" 
or "fairly". For example, the rules that define when 
a detective should stop pursuing a particular activity . 
diould be expressed in the following sort of terras %
"If investigation intention is normal then don't
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spend more than about two hours on crime definition 
activity" This meansjcertainly don't spend five 
hours but to spend three would not be unreasonable.
At present there is no clearly developed formal 
means for dealing with such fuzzy rules although 
a number of people are attempting to develop a 
"fuzzy logic" (see Zadeh '1973'» for example) which, 
hopefully, will have application in this area.
This deficiency in SIMDET could be overcome 
by attempting to model the activity planning process 
as such. This would entail analysing all current 
pending activities and forming an appropriate activity plan, 
compatible with the detective's routine , for accommodating 
the work-load. Such a plan should take into account , 
such factors as d;he location of execution of the various 
^activities so that, for example, all activities 
to be done at the police station could be done together. 
Producing a plan would also p’rovide a better basis 
for evaluating commitment level. The planning 
mechanism would also need to contain procedures for 
modifying its plans as outcomes and events occurred.
It would, of course,rely heavily on many of the
decision factors that SIMDET at present incorporates,
but a more integrated approach would be necessary. -
Appendix 6 gives an example of where SIMDET has chaseni
an activity for execution and then has terminated it
in the next time period and also gives, other examples of
its weaknesses,.
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SIMDET has two other main deficiencies •’ At 
present, when no activities are nominated on an 
investigation it is abandoned completely, whereas 
it would be more realistic to shelve it first and 
only abandon it if after some period of time (say three 
or four days), if no more opportunities for action 
on it arose. It was originally intended to
introduce such a mechanism,but it was considered'that 
the overhead in processing time and storage would 
be excessive. However, such a mechanism is clearly 
required since, for example, investigations which 
produce delayed outcomes may be abandoned before 
the results of the outcome occur; in real life, of course, the 
detective would resume the investigation on receipt 
of the outcome. Another effect of abandoning rather 
than shelving investigations is that when commitment 
level increases it may result in most of the current 
investigations being abandoned because none of them 
has. sufficiently promising leads to allow any activities 
to be nominated under high commitment level. In 
reality, although a detective nominates activities 
in accordance with his commitmentv'level, he does not 
do this blindly; he considers his total work load and 
selectively cuts back on planned activities to 
reduce it as much as he feels he needs to. This deficiency, 
again highlights the fact that SIMDET does not take 
an integrated approach to activity planning.
SIMDET's last deficiency is related to the other 
two end concerns the overload reduction routine - RENOM.
At present, SIMDET detects an overload condition in 
a rather crude manner by simply looking for the situation 
vfaere commitment level changes to "high". It deals with 
an overload in an equally crude fashion - by simply 
re-nominating activities on all current investigations 
under the new high comittment level. This is a crude
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approach because it is an open-loop control action - 
no attention is paid to the effect the re-nominations
p
are having on commitment level and so it is quite 
possible for all the current investigations to be 
abandoned. Again, this highlights the need to adopt 
an integrated approach in dealing with activity planning 
and execution. Using such an approach, an; overload 
reduction mechanism would scan all the pending activities, 
and would decide which could be rejected or postponed.
It would constantly refer back the results of its pruning 
to see if a sufficient reduction in commitment level 
had been achieved. It would make use of factors such 
as the priority and urgency of the pending activities 
and would consider how many activitities were currently 
nominated on each investigation and how much attention 
had already been given to each. For example, activities 
which had already received considerable attention and were 
near their nomination limits would be good candidates 
for rejection. t
A more elaborate approach to activity planning 
and execution was not adopted in this version of SIMDET 
because it was felt that an adequate model could be 
produced using the methods that have been implemented.
One of the great advantages of computer simulation 
is that it demonstrates the consequences, in terms of 
behaviour, of hypothesised mechanisms and highlights 
their adequacy, or otherwise. This has certainly been the 
case with the planning meahanism in SIMDET,which clearly 
neededto be modified.
Appendix 6 gives extracts of SIMDET protocols 
obtained from the various experiments which have been 
carried out and contains examples illustrating the:i 
above deficiencies.
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7.3 Validation
The genoral validity of the model has already 
been established but a fuller validation is required*
Before considering how this might be done it is 
worth discussing, briefly, two issues: what is being 
validated? and is complete validation essential or 
even possible?
SIMDET purports to be a model of some aspects 
of detective behaviour. In fact, its actual similarity 
to detective behaviour must be judged by comparing 
the record of behaviour that it produces with a 
similar record obtained from observing a real 
detective} the validity of the model will be judged by 
the similarity between these two records. It 
is considered to be a model of a detective because 
it produces a record of behaviour that is similar to 
that produced from observing a real detective* But, 
note that the similarities are at the level of behaviour, 
and,furthermore, are not similarities between actual physical 
behaviour,as such,but similarities between records of 
behaviour. This is important; most scientific models 
do not represent real systems,as such,but rather 
represent descriptions of these systems expressed in part­
icular terms, and these terms are often
derived as much from theoretical and model^building 
considerations as from empirical ones. ~
Since validation of SIMDET involves a comparison 
between records of behaviour, one obvious requirement is 
that an attempt be made to obtain descriptions of 
detective ^behaviour in terms of the activities used in 
the model. This will require the active co-operation of 
the Home Office and initial approaches have already 
been made. Another approach, useful if compatible 
records do not exist or cannot easily be obtained, is {
$
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to use expert judges to assess the validity of the 
output the model produces. This approach has often 
been used in validating "case-descriptive1 simulations 
and is mentioned by Starbuck (1961) in his paper on 
validating such models.
Assuming compatible records can be produced, then 
a number of statistical comparisons can be made to 
determine the underlying similarities. Validation, 
however, has often been viewed as a final "certification" 
process in which a simulation model is given a stamp 
of approval and henceforth may be used as an "off the
shelf"" scientific tool. This seems to me to be a
*
very short-sighted attitude.
As mentioned above, validation takes place between 
records of behaviour and science is equally concerned 
with producing useful new empirical describing procedures 
as with producing theories. Indeed, science« progresses 
best when the terms and concepts it introduces have 
both empirical and theoretical significance. All too often, 
when the scientist attempts to model complex systems 
he finds that the overwhelming variety of the system 
dominates his thinking and he is often trying to see Si,in 
his model this same variety - rarely does he take the 
opposite view and try to see, through the complexities, 
an underlying simplicity. One reason why he rarely y 
does this is that he does not know what to look for; he 
does not know what features, if he could detect them, 
would result in a simple picture. It is herd that deterministic 
computer modelling can help.
A computer model may be thought of as an artificial 
analog. With relatively simple systems, such as physics 
has mainly dealt with, it has been possible to find many 
natural processes that are analogical and use has been 
made of this in producing models of processes. With 
complex systems - although natural analogies exist (e.g.
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the similarities between an organism, a human organisation 
and a nation), none of the individual systems is usually 
sufficiently well understood to provide a source of 
neutral analogical aspects which can fruitfully guide 
inquiry into the other systems. However, with the 
emergence of powerful digital computers it is now'possible 
to create logical systems which exhibit complex behaviours 
and to use these as analogs to encourage inquiry into 
complex real systems. This approach does not see computer 
modelling as a single-pass process in which empirical 
evidence is gathered, a model to account for it created, 
and then a validation carried out to check the model.
Rather,lit sees it as an iterative processes in which 
empirical data and subjective ideas about the system are first 
combined to produce a model which aims to capture as 
much of what is, at that stage, considered to be the 
essence of the system, and whi’ch then uses the output of 
the model to provide new ways of looking at the system, 
and in so doing stimulates a revised model of it.
Bearing this approach in mind, and it is the 
approach that was adopted in the SIMPOL project and 
also by the author in the present work, means that validation 
must be looked at simply as one stage in a cyclic 
process and certainly not as a one-way procedure. For 
example, in further work towards a model of detective 
behaviour it will be important to establish whether or not 
real activity can be adequately described with the
terms used in the model. If it cannot, then the
model must be modified or some compromise reached.
It will also be necessary to determine if real crimes 
can be adequately described in the way they are in the 
model and procedures will have to be sought for identifying 
features such as crime seriousness and intrisic likelihood
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of solution. Again,if operational procedures for 
empirically identifying model terms cannot be found then 
the model will have to be adjusted. " t; The point is 
that the aim is to produce useful understanding of detective 
behaviour and this means finding ways of describing 
detective behaviour and modelling detective behayiour 
which are compatible.
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7 .4 The Predictive Use of Simulation
Modelling always involves concentrating 
on particular aspects of the original. In the SIMDET 
model a distinction has been made between directorial 
and operational behaviour and only the directorial 
aspect has been represented. The present version of 
the model has a number of deficiencies as discussed 
above, and although increasing the sophistication of 
the decision rules might be expected to improve its 
performance, it is highly unlikely that the model will 
ever capture the full variety of detective directorial 
behaviour. This anyway would be an unrealistic hope 
since clearly there is significant interaction between 
the directorial and operational levels and the SIMDET 
model only partially accounts for these. The important point 
about the present work, however, is the belief that the gross 
characteristics of detective behaviour can be accounted 
for by a model, such as SIMDET, that tries to represent 
the goals of the role and the strategies used by 
detectives for serving them.
Human beings, and most other complex systems, i,are 
open systems and their behaviour is greatly influenced 
by events in their environments. Because of this, it is 
inot possible to predict, with much degree of precision, 
how they will behave in the future, uhless, of course, 
a model of their environment can also be produced, but 
this often cannot be done because the environment may contain 
a large number of interacting open systems whose total 
behaviour cannot be predicted. Accepting,that long-range 
forecasting of behaviour will not be possible with 
many systems,even if their internal functioning is 
understood, raises the question; what can be predicted 
about their behaviour?
This is an important question and its answer must 
be clear to anyone who devotes effort to trying to
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simulate the behaviour of complex open systems.
I believe that the point of trying to gain an understanding 
of a complex system such as a human being,organisation 
or nation is to be able to explore the characteristics of 
the responses it is likely to make to different environmental 
situations. For example, the aim of.SIMDET is not to 
produce a model that can forecast the behaviour of 
a detective as such, but to produce one that will'indicate 
how a detective will characteristically respond to 
different situations. The usefulness of such a model 
is twofold; first, it may be used to help the design and. 
development of police systems containing detectives 
through indicating how detectives are likely to perform under 
various conditions* Second, it provides a means for obtaining 
fuller identification of real situationsv- >-JEhi«.-iBay be done 
by attempting to match real detective behaviour 
to similar behaviour produced by the model. The model 
parameters ;that correspond to this behaviour may then 
be thought of as defining of representing the
real situation.';. This is an important use of simulation, 
and one that has not been much emphasised - it may not be 
possible to operationally identify all the variables of 
a model but this need not stop the model being identified 
with some real situation since it may be possible to obtain 
correspondence at the behavioural rather than the parametric 
level. If this can be done, then the model's parameter 
values may be used as a way of defining aspects in the real 
situation. This can be useful when a family of models exists 
and common variables are used, since it provides a way of 
tieing the overall model to some actual real situation 
so that it can‘be used to explore the possible response 
of the real system to impending and potential events.
Using simulation to gain an understanding of the 
characteristic responses of a system provides a powerful 
means for improving control of the system. For example, 
it is notoriously difficult to predict the economic behaviour
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of nations and governments have difficulty in knowing 
what controls they should apply at a particular time.
Part of the problem is, of course, that the system is 
a very complex one, involving not only economic factors 
but also political ones, which means including in a 
model of it a representation of the policies and atrategies 
of relevant groups, and the interaction between these.
The other part of the problem is that it is difficult 
to identify such a model with the current real situation 
and so be able to use it for prediction. It might be 
possible to use an approach like the behavioural-matching 
one discussed above to provide improved forecasting*. This 
approach would not try to* match the current state of the 
real system with that of the model. Rather, it would use the 
model to obtain sets of alternative behaviours,by varying 
the model parameters and the inputs presented to it, and would 
then try to match these behaviours with the present 
real economic behaviour. When a match was found the model 
produced behaviour concerned would be further explored by 
starting with the parameter values and events that produced 
it and varying them to look in greater detail at how 
the system could respond, or develop,in the future.
Essentially, this approach tries to forecast by matching 
behaviours,as is done with long-range weather forecasting.
But it differs, in that instead of using examples of real 
system behaviour - of which often an insufficient number 
of relevant ones exist--it uses model generated ones instead. 
The key assumtion is that if the model is a valid representat- : 
ion of the system then it can be used to generate and*:explore the 
behaviours such a system may exhibit when confronting different 
event sequences.
X
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7 .5 The Significance of the Work
Computer modelling is a way of formalising theories 
and demonstrating the consequences of theories. At one 
level this work has had the straightforward aim of trying 
to produce a useful model of detective behaviour which 
would be helpful to police planners and would be an 
important component of a larger police system model-.
At this level s the model may be used in several ways which 
may be summarised as follows:
(1) Use of SIMDET for exploring the effect of 
case-loading, crime seriousness and difficulty, 
etc.'ondetecti^ve performance.
(2) Study of detective decision rules and their 
influence on performance.
(3) Use of SIMDET to obtain performance characteristics 
of.different detective types.
* (4) Investigations into the effect of indirect
activity on performance through using SIMDET 
to explore various hypothesised relations 
| between intelligence information and crime
clear-ups.
• (5) Use of SIMDET for developing new procedures
for describing crimes, their solution methods, 
investigation behaviour and detective decision 
making.
At another level, and the one of most concern to me, 
SIMDET embodies a particular view of human behaviour.
It is at this level that the work has general significance.
SIMDET is an attempt to model the processes that 
govern an individual's choice of activities over a continuous 
period of time. I believe that SIMDET is the first comburfcier 
simulationtodo this, Several models of the decision 
behaviour of individuals have been produced, as mentioned 
in the introduction, but none of them attempt to simulate 
the total activity of an individual over a continuous period.
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The key idea behind the present work is the notion 
of an executive control system. This notion implies 
a hierarchical goal-directed view of human behaviour 
and highlights the distinction between directorial 
and operational behaviour. Miller et al. (i960) touch 
on the notion of an executive control system in discussing 
how systems of TGTE's^. or "Plans" as they refer to 
them, are implemented and executed by an organism
"It should be noted in passing that the task of 
integrating several Plans into a single stream of 
behaviour must be accomplished by the same 
organism that is forming and executing the several 
different Plans, If successive Plans are merely 
concatenated by chance happenings in the person's 
environment, there is no problem. But if he co­
ordinates them intelligently, there must be sqme 
kind of mechanism for doing it. And, presumably, 
that mechanism will itself be of the same general 
form - a TOTE hierarchy - that we have described 
already. The new "feature, however, is that the 
"objects" this co-ordinating TOTE hierarchy tests 
and operates upon are themselves TOTE hierarchies* 
That is to say, we must have Plans that operate 
upon Plans, as well as Plans that operate upon 
information to guide motor behaviour."
In this work, an executive control system has just such 
a capability - it is able to co-ordinate and direct 
Plans to achieve goals it considers relevant. It is 
also responsible for constructing new Plans to serve» 
better its command and other goals.
There is, however, an important consequence 
attached to the notion of an executive control system 
which provides a basis for explaining many of the 
most puzzling;characteristics of human behaviour. These 
include the followings- the "striving" nature of man which 
leads him to go far beyond the simple fulfilment of 
bodily needs; his proneness to neuroticism; his need 
to promote and protect his self-esteem; his following 
of ideals and beliefs evenito his own destruction; 
his use of mind-altering drugs; his desire for entertainment
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the routinlsed nature of his life-style.
The most significant point about an executive control
system is that its prime goal (a goal it has by virtue
of its construction) is to achieve and maintain the
satisfaction of other goals. I have suggested that in
human beings these other goals are related to the
survival of the individual and the species. An intelligent
executive control system, particularly in co-operation with
others,.should be able to achieve,fairly easily,simple
*
satisfaction of most of its command goals- yet humans 
do not stop active behaviour when these needs are 
fulfilled, as many aniipals often do. Indeed, observation 
of behaviour in modern human societies shows relatively 
little effort is directed towards the satisfaction of 
physiological and direct-survival needs.
The behaviour of human beings, however, becomes 
immediately more understandable when the implications 
of an executive control system are explored. First, 
it should be realised that any control system must have 
some information channels that link its action mechanisms 
to variables or conditions which represent the achievement 
or otherwise of its goal. After all, the whole point of 
distinguishing control systems from other systems is 
that their behaviour makes sense when seen in terms of 
the goals towards which it is directed. In simple mechanical 
and biological regulatory control systems, these channels 
are fairly obvious; In man, they are siften not. But, y
a fairly sure assumption is, that in man, the channels 
pass through, and are often produced by, the executive 
control system itself - by the "cognitive machine" or the 
brain. For example, if I am shooting to hit the bull's-eye
* Freud has explored some of the consequences of cultural 
r-arid other constraints on the straightforward satisfaction 
of sexual needs.
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on a target, then I can usually tell if I have achieved 
this goal or not simply by looking. There are,however, 
many other goals whibh^Xysef myself, whose achievement 
I cannot so easily judge.
Consider now, the channels that link the executive
control system's actions to achievement of its prime
goal. At one level this is easy; there are physiologically
based signals (of pain and pleasure, etc.) which inform
the executive of the state of satisfaction of the
command goals. But this is only half the answer. The
executive : itself is the final judge of its own success
or failure. This is^  the key to its strength - it
allows it:to’pay attention to more than the immediate
demands of its command goals to ensure their long term
security and satisfaction. But, in one sense,it is
its downfall, because the more perceptive it is the more
difficult it is for it to sever reach a state in which
it can believe it has achieved its prime goal of being
»
able to ensure the satisfaction of its command goals.
As it develops its ability to manipulate and control 
the factors it conceives as being important to the 
satisfaction of its command goals, it also realises its 
increased dependence on, and the vunerability of its 
abilities and must, therefore, take more action to 
strengthen their weaknesses. But clearly, a fully perceptive 
executive control system can never acheve satisfaction 
of its prime goal this way - it cannot control the Universe.
There is ,.r:however, another approach: the executive
can take action that either distorts its perception 
mechanism or results in it receiving only those perceptions 
that are compatible with its belief that it has satisfied 
its prime goal. The perception mechanism can be distorted 
in two ways: by the development of a belief system that 
ensures events are mostly construed so that they do 
not disturb the executive's current image of satisfaction
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of its prime goal, and by chemical or physical means. A
related approach, is simply for the executive to
occupy its construing mechanism with construing
that is not connected with assessment of its
degree of achievement of its prime goal - ju3t keep working
for example, or sit watching T.V., or talk, or listen
to music. An added advantage of activities that achieve this
is that they can also provide sensory inputs that can be used to
prodice indirect , or "pseudo4!V satisfaction of the
prime goal through fantasy and other psychological
defence mechanisms.
*
In a normal human being, satisfaction of the 
prime goal of the-.; executive control system is achieved,
i.e. accommadated or come to terms with, through active 
and passive means. On the one hand, individuals set 
goals for themselves in their environment and pursue 
a variety of enterprises ( a ; job a, hobby, family life, 
a religion) which provide them with both material 
benefits and situations which they can construenas 
comforting and pleasant (e.g. status from a role, friendship, 
love,:' and a sense of belonging from family life, and 
comfort from a religious belief). On the other hand, 
people also resort to drugs, limit their contact with others 
to those who provide support for their image of themselves, 
indulge in escapist activities to avoid having
to think about their problems, and * avoid adopting
new goals and striving afresh since not only have previous 
results of their striving often been of doubtful benefit but 
the striving itself has caused disturbance of the prime goal 
through highlighting the individual's limited ability and thr­
ough confronting him with the possibility of failure and 
an outright demonstration of his fallibilty.
Most individuals develop,as they become adults, 
a fairly stable life style - a particular place in 
society, a set of beliefs, possessions, a set of roles,
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a job. This:- lifo stylo, if it is stable, provides 
a measure of satisfaction of the prime goal. The 
jexecutive, in part, obtains some satisfaction from the 
very fact that it is a stable, routinised existence:
Jit is operating in a familiar domain, it has developed 
strategies for achieving the goals associated with 
its life-style, and it does not have to face uncertainties 
about its ability to support it. I maintain, that this 
is a natural tendency of executive control systems - 
they develop fairly stable behaviour patterns, they adopt 
sets of derived goals which '’are part of this behaviour 
pattern and develop strategies for serving these goals. 
Furthermore, in order to ensure that they can support 
these goals, they develop routines which largely govern 
how they apportion their effort.
The importance of the conjecture that executive
control systems organise their behaviour to support
*
a complex set of interrelated goals through which
they obtain a measure of satisfaction of their prime
goal, is that it suggests that the behaviour of such
systems may be understood and be made partially predictable
by attempting to discover the nature of these goals,
how they interact, and the strategies used to serve
them. I suggest that models that aim to represent human
systems^ in these terms will prove more fruitful
than those that look at the more immediate and superficial
aspects of behaviour. I believe that the underlying
invariances of the behaviour of organisms, organisations
* The reader may think that I am now interpreting the
term "goal” rather too broadly. However, a role,for example, 
may be thought of as a goal to an individual since 
he must carry out appropriate actions not only to 
ensure his continued occupation of it but also to 
preserve the characteristics of it that hie finds 
attractive.
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and human societies are the goals they currently serve 
and the strategies they have for pursuing them. SIMDET 
may be thought of as an attempt to demonstrate this 
view by illustrating how the behaviour of a detective 
may be simulated in terms of the goals of his role and
the rules that define the essence of his strategy for
\
serving them* ■
APPENDIX 1 The Subject's Briefing Data for SIMPOL 3.
t
*1 • Introduction
As the subject in this simulation e:xperiment, you are asked to 
assume control of a hypothetical C.I.D. unit and to use it to detect 
hypothetical crimes occurring in a hypothetical urban community named 
Alderton, In other words, we have tried to construct a working model 
of a police force and we now require your co-operation, as professional 
policemen, to test our model and, subsequently, to criticise it.
2. The Model
&• Geography of Alderton and Surrounding District
The County Borough of Alderton is a seaside town in the county of 
Sussex, with a population of some 100s000. It is set on the South coast 
and surrounded on its landward boundaries by the South Downs. Access 
is gained from the north via a main dual carriageway, the A 23, and via 
a frequent rail service from London, 60 miles to the north. Road and 
rail services also run east-west along the coast. There is a small air­
port some ten miles to the west, used mainly for private flying and 
charter services using small aircraft.
Nearest neighbours to Alderton are Shorehaven, ten miles to the 
west and connected by the railway and the A 27; Horsefold, twenty miles 
north westy ^conh©9tBd by second»class roada^  diHton, twenty miles north 
up the A 23, near which is a single runway airport, Gatrow, serving some 
of London’s continental and Channel Island air traffic. To the east, 
connected by rail and the A 27 coast road, is Newham, fifteen miles 
distant. This is a channel port serving Dieppe with a passenger and car 
ferry.
The county of Sussex is divided into two parts for administration 
purposes: East Sussex and West Sussex. The dividing boundary runs round 
the western perimeter of Alderton.
The town of Alderton itself is mainly residential with a large 
number of hotels and boarding houses to cope with summer holiday traffic. 
In recent years there has been a gradual influx of light industry, mainly 
manufacture of electronic components and electrical control gear. The 
main shopping and business area forms the nucleus of the town. There are
2the usual large department stords and high quelity businesses, but 
there is also a large number of "antique’1 and second-hand dealers who 
operate in a section of the town known as "The Lanes". These form the 
oldest part of the town in the centre of the business area and are a 
maze of narrow alleyways, inaccessible to motor transport* They are 
lined with second hand bookshops, junk shops and a small number of 
genuine antique dealers.
Outside the town, three miles north east, is situated on*of the 
new universities. The establishment is not yet complete and the student 
halls or residences are riot built. Students, therefore, tend to live 
in flats and lodgings in Alderton. On the north east limits of the 
town is a new college of technology. Students thus form a large 
percentage of the young people in Alderton.
Alderton ha3 its own concert hall, two theatres, six cinemas and 
large indoor sports arena for skating, swimming, wrestling and panto­
mime, etc. There are also approximately twelve registered night clubs 
and a casino in one of the larger hotels.
The wealthier residential districts of Hove to the west and 
Withdean to the north, are occupied in the main by retired business 
and professional people, though an increasing number of proprietors of 
the more lucrative type of business, such as estate agents and book­
makers, are making their homes in these areas. In the surrounding 
countryside are situated a number of large country houses occupied by 
people of wealth. The main residential area is in a sector stretching 
from large council estates on the eastern boundaries to new blocks of 
flats being built over rows of small artisan-type terraces near the 
town centre. Of course, these areas are not rigidly defined and there 
are pockets of "prosperity" in many "depressed" areas and vice versa.
b. Alderton C.I.D.
The size of the C.I.D. team for a particular simulation experiment 
depends upon the experimental condition being used. The three conditions 
are (i) nine detectives; (ii) six detectives and (iii) three detectives.
In the simulation you will have control over a team of detecting 
officers, plus two scenes-of-crime specialists (S.0.C.0.*s). In principle
3then, your status corresponds roughly with that of a Detective Inspector 
but it should be noted that it is not the object of the simulator to 
reproduce exactly the working conditions of a typical D.I.
In the simulation the detectives do not write reports or attend 
court so there is no need to give your detectives time to carry out 
these activities. At the end of this briefing data you will find a 
summary of the characteristics of all the detectives. You should try to 
select the best man to do a particular job and, in fact, the amount and 
value of the information you receive will depend upon the characteristics 
of the man you sent to retrieve it.
When a detecting officer reports back with information, this 
information will be in the form of a list of facts. You should, therefore 
simply ask "What have you found out?" and you will then be supplied with 
a number of facts, some of which you will consider to be of minor signifi­
cance and to only confuse the issue. To avoid this confusion, it is 
recommended that you interrogate the detective in such a manner as to 
obtain the information you require in a form suitable to your Individual 
methods of operation.
The detectives operate from a C.I.D. office with which the subject 
has direct telephone communication. The S.0.C.0.fs operate from the 
Fingerprints Bureau which is in the charge of Sgt. Eldon. This bureau 
holds fingerprint records of all known local criminals and has a direct 
telephone link with the subject.
A Registry (or records office), containing all records of local 
criminals - photographs, modus operandi, distinguishing marks, etc., is 
run by Sgt. Whitton who also has a telephone link with the subject.
This records office has a teleprinter link with New Scotland Yard for 
receiving information about fingerprint searchesF stolen vehicles, 
criminal movements and so on.
The Operations Room receives all crime complaints and records them.
It cannot be assumed that any action has been taken by the Ops* Room on 
receipt of a complaint, other than recording it and sending it to you, 
the subject, on a form which has space for your own notes. However, if 
any action is taken - for example, overnight - then this will be recorded 
on the complaint sheet when you receive it.
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The Ops* Room is in radio contact with two C.I.D* general purpose 
cars and the S.O.C.O. van and also with uniformed branch cars, beat 
patrols and so on. The switchboard enables you to place outside calls, 
for example, to a neighbouring force^  Alderton also has a collator 
who may.be contacted through the switchboard. He circulates a daily 
record sheet, a copy of which will be given to you at the beginning of 
each simulated day.
Using this C.I.D. force you are asked to solve as many of the crimes 
presented as possible. You can consider a case finished when, and only 
when, a suspect admits to a crime..
• 2.
c. The Equipment
The simulation of an 8-hour day takes a-real-time period of about 
1-§- hours. Xn this way, 4 days1 work can be simulated in one real day, 
working to a time-table of 09.30 hrs. to 11.00 hrs.; 11.30 hrs. to 
13*00 hrs-.; 14*00 hrs. to. 15*30 hrs;; 16.00 hrs. to 17*30 hrs. The 
digital indicator on the display shows the simulated time in 24 hour 
notation. It is assumed, in the simulation, that the time of year is 
the beginning of October. The simulated period runs from Wednesday to 
Wednesday - say, 1st to 8th October.
The display gives an indication of the availability of members 
of the detective team in the C.I.D* office. Each detective is represented 
by one row of four pairs of lights. The first pair indicates whether 
the detective is on or off duty; the second pair indicates whether or 
not he is engaged on a job, i.e. is he active or inactive; the third pair 
indicates whether he is in the office or out on a job and the fourth pair 
indicates whether or not he can be contacted if he is out of the office. 
This display is meant as an aide-memoire for the subject. A further aid 
for the subject regarding the disposition of his forces is the map of 
Alderton, into which coloured map pins may be stuck to indicate the 
location of his men at any time.
The subject can contact each of his services by telephone. There 
are six labelled buttons in the lower centre portion of the panel and the 
.subject makes contact with the service he requires by lifting the
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hreceiver and pressing the appropriate button, a light above the button 
indicating the service he has chosen* The C.I.D, office telephone is 
always answered by the same person (a cadet, say) who then informs the 
requested detective* In general, Sgt. Eldon will answer the Fingerprints 
and*Scenes1 Bureau telephone and Records Office will always-be answered 
by Sgt. Whitton. Should the subject.change his mind, after he has 
t selected a service, i.e. pressed a button, he must replace the receiver 
to clear the line before selecting another.
As well as managing his detective team, the subject is asked to fill 
in a brief questionnaire for each of the crimes he deals with. This 
questionnaire asks for an estimate of how serious the crime is considered 
to be, how satisfied the subject was with the investigation, how 
thorough was the investigation and how heavily loaded the detective team 
was considered to be during the investigation. At the end of each day 
there will be a questionnaire to fill in, regarding general impressions 
of the simulation,
d. Detective Characteristics 
Please see attached pages.
Final Comments
Remember that simulated time is running faster than real time, so 
make your instructions to the D.0.v,s as brief and precise as 
possible.
If one of the D.O.'s makes a blunder or fails to carry out • 
an instruction, do not hesitate to "tear him off a strip”, if you 
think this will buck him up.
All verbal conversation is tape recorded for subsequent analysis.
3.
(i)
(ii)
(in )
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Detective Characteristics
! ■!
S.0.0.0. FINGERPRINTS
D.C. Davies
Methodical
Good at finding 
clues and marks
Good memory
Willing to take * 
responsibility
3 years1 service 
as S.O.C.O.
D.C. Jenkins
Photographer
Competent
Unimaginative
Will carry out 
instructions to the 
letter but will do
no more
2 years’' service 
as S.O.C.O.
Sgt. Eldon
Very experienced 
fingerprint expert
No interest in 
detective work outside 
this field
Jealous of his position
Sick man (heart trouble)
15. years* police experience 
10 ye ars* F.P.S. experience
REGISTRY 
Sgt. Whitton 
Very long service 
Very dull
Not keen on responsibility 
Due for retirement soon
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D.C. Terrel
Methodical, will stick 
to the letter of.the 
rules
Not willing to take 
decisions alone
Good eye for physical 
clues
Patient but unskilled 
interviewer
2 years1 experience
D.C. Saimer
Methodical and careful
Shows initiative and 
independence
Excellent memory and 
facility for finding 
links in a series of 
crimes
An efficient 
interrogator
5 years* service as 
D.C..
D.C. Hawkes
Cannot be relied 
■upon to stick to 
the rules
Tends to miss 
rather obvious 
clues whilst 
trying to find 
obscure ones
Imaginative
Very sound know­
ledge of locality 
and local crooks
Good interrogator
4 years* service 
as D.C.
D.C. Keath
Methodical
* Unimaginative
Excellent memory 
for facts and 
figures
Good knowledge 
of local crooks
Unskilled inter­
rogator
7 yearB* service 
as D.C.
P.Sgt. Brown
Methodical
Imaginative
Very good memory
Enquiring and logical 
turn of mind
Excellent local 
knowledge
Wide range of 
contacts
Very good interro­
gator
10 years* service
D.Sgt. Pavey
Methodical
Unimaginative
Will stick to the 
letter of the rules
Not keen to take 
responsibility
Patient but unskilled 
interrogator
15 years* service'
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D.Sgt. Callan
Good all-round man - 
works from his own 
initiative
Fairly imaginative
Good memory
Excellent local know*-* 
ledge
Large number of con­
tacts
Good interrogator 
12 years* service
D.C. Jones
Generally speaking, 
a good detective. 
Occasionally misses 
obvious line of 
enquiry due to 
inexperience
Logical thinker
Good memory
Aware of the rule 
book - keeps his 
nose clean
Not too good on 
local knowledge
Building up a circle 
of contacts
18 months* service
D.C. Evans
Good detective
Friendly personality - 
works well in a team
Clear mind, can see 
the wood for the trees
Wide local knowledge
Very wide range of 
contacts, particularly 
among dealers, shop­
keepers, etc,
6 years* service
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APPENDIX
NOTE
NAME:
AGE: 
HEIGHT: 
HAIR: -
EYES:
HOME:
SCHOOL:
PARENTS:
CRIMINAL
RECORD:
CHARACTER:
BEHAVIOUR
DAY 1 
DAY 2 
DAY 3
DAY 4 
and 
DAY 5
DAY 6
2 Example scenario outlining an active criminal^  
background and behaviour over the simulated 
period including the crimes he commits.
This scenario covers the activity of two brothers 
who commit two crimes together* They are treated 
in this scenario as a unit*
Richard Price GeoffTy Price
14 years 13 years
4*10% plump 4'8", medium build
Black, curly, medium / Brown, curly, quite
length, untidy long
Brown » Green, wears glasses
10, Flemming Road, D6*
Edgefield Secondary, Edgefield Road, C4*
Separated - father lives in Plymouth* Mother works 
all day, children by themselves until she gets back 
at 17*00 to 18*00* Mother often out at night - pub 
or visiting friends* Children left to themselves a 
great deal* ’
None - but both boys have been in trouble with the 
police and are known to several detectives.
Adventurous, extrovert, ■ Quite easily led by his
try anything, not scared brother, rather frightened
of the police* of police and authority*
HISTORY
No notable events - at school, etc.
As above*
R.P. and G.P. are thrown out of a youth club meeting 
after being involved in a fight with five other boys* 
Youth club is held at St. Peters Church Hall, Morely 
Street, C3*
Normal weekend playing in the streets and around the 
house* Go to the local football match and visit the 
town centre on Saturday evening*
Arrive at school late - 09*35 - and R.P* suggests that 
they don't go* Spend mornigg in Hove Park recreation 
ground*
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DAY 6 (cont.)
DAY 7
DAY 8
15.50: Walk past the Church Hall in Morely Road
and decide to have a look around the back#
15.55: See an open skylight in the kitchen at the
back# R#P# persuades G.P. to climb up and enter.
G.P. opens door at the rear for R.P.
15.40 to 14.10: Play around inside the hall, break 
some crockery. R.P. breaks open a locked door 
leading to an office and store room using an iron 
poker he has found in the hall. The room contains * 
a record player, sports equipment, petty cash box, 
etc. R.P. breaks open the cash box and pockets 
all the money - £3*74* They decide to take the 
record player - actually only a turntable unit - 
and put it in a large cardboard box they find.
They leave the hall by the rear entrance carrying 
the box.
14.10 to 15.00: They carry the box up to a patch of
waste ground at the junction of Clifford and Dyke 
Roads (C3) where they have a "den" in a disused 
air-raid shelter. They conceal the record player 
in a pile of rubbish and burn the cardboard box.
They then return home.
17.50: Their mother returns home - comments on the
dirty state of their school uniforms and then thinks 
no more of it.
Normal school day. R.P. buys a model racing car with 
the stolen money and shows it off to his friends.
16.40: R.P. and G.P; - returning from school - go 
into a small sweetshop at the junction of Friar and 
Clifford roads near their school which is owned by 
Mrs. Ethel Williams. Whilst they are being served 
someone comes into the shop to complain that they 
have put some money into the cigarette machine and ' 
can’t get any cigarettes. Mrs. Williams leaves the 
shop to have a look - R.P. and G.P. are left alone 
in the shop. R.P. goes behind the counter and removes 
£5 from the till. He then sees Mrs. Williams:! purse 
on the table in the back room and he goes in and 
takes it. He returns to the front of the counter 
just before Mrs. Williams comes back. When she comes 
back they both dash out without buying anything.
16.50: They go to their "den" and hide the purse
(which contains 37p) and the £3 with the record flayer, 
at 17*30 they arrive home.
They visit their ,!denn on the way to school and they 
each take £1. At lunch they buy ice creams, sweets and 
comics. After school they go with three friends and 
show them the record player. They return home at 
18.00 and watch T.V. for the rest of the evening.
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COMPLAINANT. Mr Barker, Manager,
Alderton Co-op 20 - 24 Western Rd, 
E.4.
COMPLAINT. Mr Barker reports that his shop has 
been burgled during the night.
'-L+G
(1)
1
L+G 
(2) 
f 1 
:to
. 5
L+G
(3)
1/4
ALL DETECTIVES.
Co-op is quite a big shop - several depts.
Entry was via skylight on flat roofed extension 
at rear of premises. The building is alarmed, 
but not this particular skylight. Access to 
skylight.from adjacent building (No 18) which 
is presently unoccupied. Mr Barker is not sure 
what is missing; apparently small items. Thinks 
Transistor radios, Electric shavers, Hair dryers, 
and Watdies, have gone. Departments are checking 
stock. Probably more than £500 worth missing.
Have obtained list of current employees and Records 
are cheking these out. Have examined No 18, found 
definite signs of access. Rear of No 18 has loading 
area. No 18 used to be a 'Fancy Goods' shop.
ALL DETECTIVES.
Results of Records check.
Couple of blokes with 'previous'.
Matin Fisher, 18, taking away motor vehiclos, 18 mths 
ago, (known to Terrel and Pavey). Has worked, in 
Stock room for 5 mths, seems o.k.
Arthur Wallis,32, Homosexual offences, last one 
three years ago, seems scared stiff.
No 18 has been shut up for the last 11 mth3, end 
of lease, possibly underdevelopement. No signs of, 
forced entry. J\. i.'.
Co-op. No staff sacked recently. All staff seem 
clear. '
HAWKES only.
Fellow by the name of Philip Beasley, who I know a 
bit, is working at the Co-op, fills shelves in the 
Supermarket section, he is 16 years old.
Seen around with Frank Wood and Des Fuller, a right 
set of villains! Beasley seen in Wood's Mini!! latfely. 
Also in the Dragon pub, George St, E.4. Wood and 
Fuller may be in on this one, i'll check it out.
Fig. A. A Typical Crime
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1  ■ ' * -  ■ '  
B >/l LIKELY VILLAINS.
John Selby, 31, 46a Harrow Road, shop and office 
breaking. Associates, Ros Stafford, 27.
George Bean, 26. • 
Harry Beilis, 22.
Lee Tepper, 24.
Norman Marlow, 34, 14 Sydney Street, office and . 
factories. . -  
Many others. '
• * *
■ ;  ♦  •.
S.O.C.O.
Definite signs of entry via No 18,
Skylight jemmied.
Poor prints on skylight and surrounds, : 
Not much to go on.
Will try to get a decent print processed.
IrfG PROPERTY.
■. ' V  
; V  t :  ’ •
Complete list of property.
Total value is £788.17.6d
All small stuff..'  .  
*
L.E.
(1)
X
Local Enquiries,
No residential property. Nothing turned up.
i *
(2)
1
Nothing more turned up.
CIRCULATION.
(1) No results from routine enquiries.
■. -  ■ (2) Detectives to try ’leaning on-’ some of the more 
shady second hand dealers. •
C »
B, S, H, K, C, J, E,
Try following
Roy Williamson, 43 Carson Rd, E.4. 
Sid Hough, 17 Lansdowne Rd, E.6, 
Ken Petty, 20 Bismark Rd, E.2.
- 4 hrs
i  ■
All dealers in kind of goods that are missing. * 
Check them out.
Completely Blank!
I
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B 3/1
CONTACTS.
B» H, S, C,
No luck from any contacts.
Three days later, begin to get whisperings 
about Wood and Des Fuller.
"v '• H. INFORMANT.
Peter Webster, 23, 87 Eden Way,
Known to Hawkes. Meets Hawkes in Admiral Nelson 
gets chatting about Co-op job. Webster intimates 
that Wood and Fuller have done the job. They are 
going to flog the stuff in London. But they have > 
anothe job set up for a shop in Palmerston Road 
and are intending to do it soon. The reason for 
grassing is that Frank Wood has put Webster's ex­
girl friend, Mary Burnfi, in the club, and then left 
her. Webster and Wood used to be mates..
V -  '  •
CHECK ON WOOD AND FULLER.
*
Frank Wood, 25, works in a cut price tyre firm, 
Cole's Tyres Ltd., 283 Western Rd, D.3»
Lives at 93c Crabwell gdns, E.3
Convictions for Shop breaking, Factory breaking,
and stealing cars. -
. )
Desmond Fuller, 21, works as a fitter at 
Harrold Abbot Ltd., 46-50 Broom Rd, C.4. 
Lives at Flat 4 r 91 Lumiere AVe, E.3. 
Convictions for Shop and Factory breaking,
* ■
' i Both are-married. ,
PROPERTY.
Found at Wood's flat up until Day 3, 2130 hrs. 
After this takes goods to London.
Also takes goods from B 3/2, Fine Fayre Records 
in Palmerston Road, ,E.3, which is done on Day3, 
at 2030 hrs.
i  ■■. INTERROGATION.
V.
■; ■
Very difficult, unless most of goods recovered. 
Villains know most of the Detectives.
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Subject Questionnaire,
Name and Rank: G.H. C Detective Inspector Date : 6th. February, 197?
Force: SUSSEX
•
Number of years Service: 20 Uniform: C.I.D: X Other:
The following are some statements about the simulation. For each 
one nark whether you agree or disagree with it. If you wish to 
amplify your response you may do this in the .comment column.
For example, you may, in general, disagree with Statement 1 , but 
yet feel that some crimes are unrealistic, in which case you would 
tick the ’Disagree' column but might add ’But some unrealistic1 in 
the Comment Column.
Ho.. Agree Disagree Comments.
1 The crimes in the simulation 
are not really realistic. X
2 . Some of the detectives 
should not be in the C.I.D. 
at all
. X
\
... 3.
*
The pace of.the simulation is 
too fast to allow one to make 
sensible decisions.
•
tty previous comments 
apply... Had all the 
Officers been of the 
standard expected, more 
decisions would have
4.. I found that one voice 
representing all the detec­
tives was,confusing.
i X
been made by them.
5. I felt pretty tired after a day 
operating the simulator. X
6. The number of crimes 
reported was unrealis- 
tically high.
X
* •
7*. In general, I thought the 
crimes were cleared up too 
easily
X
8. An unrealistically high pro­
portion of crimes were solved 
through information from 
contacts and informants.
Of the fow detected, 
the information was 
mainly as a result of
: i
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No. Agree Disagree Comments.
. 9, I would.,hdve‘expected more 
success from the scenes of 
crime department.
X
10. Most of the crimes presented : 
would never normally be 
cleared up within an 8-day 
period.
X
11. There were an unrealiotically . 
high number of fruitful leads 
obtained from enquiries made 
at the scene and the 
immediate surroundings.
X See comment's at 8
12. I would have expected more 
property to have been 
recovered as a result of 
circulating shops, etc.
X
13. The detectives, on the whole, 
did not seem to have much 
knowledge about their local 
’criminals.
X
14. With the more serious cases 
I felt very dissatisfied that 
I could not leave the office 
and direct investigations 
out on the ground.
X •
15.
1
At certain times I found 
myself getting muddled about 
which crime was which.
X /
16. Some of the less serious 
crimes should never have 
been presented to the C.I.D. 
for attention.
X
17. I think the detective team 
was very overloaded with 
crimes.
X
18. All in all, I do not think 
the simulation is, in any 
sense, realistic.
X
19. A large proportion of the 
crimes, through force of cir­
cumstance, coxild only receive 
very superficial investigation.
X
20. I felt the lack of personal 
knowledge of the criminal popu­
lation vevy hampering.
X
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APPENDIX 5 Program Listing of the SIMDET Computer
Simulation Model of a Detective^ Decision 
Processes
INDEX TO SUB-PROGRAMS
Sub-program Page Sub-program Page
ABANDON 209 PRIME 202
ACTDONE 233 PROCESS , ‘ 205
ACTPLAN 234 RECORD 231
ACTSNOM 21k RENOM 221
ACTYPE 228 SIMDET 201
BLOCK DATA B3 201 SUCCESS 208
BLOCK DATA B4 201 VIEWOUT 234
DEBUG 236
DELETE 203
EVENTS 204
EXECUTE 226
GETACTS 208
GETFILE 207 •' >
IFDONE 209
INEVENT 207
INSERT 220
INTENT 209
ISTATE 235
ISTOP 227 V
LEVCOM 222
LOADUP 203
NEWACT 224
NEXTACT 223
NOMCOM 221
NQUICK 226
OUTCOME 206
POTACTS 210
POTCOM 222
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MAIN PROGRAM - SIMDET. Controls overall flow of the simulation
PROGRAM. SIMDET(INPUT#DATA,OUTPUT,TAPE3bQUTPUT.TAPE4»DATA»
' ITAPFBsINPUT)
COMMON/BLOCK2/IN,IaT,NOW*IERROR,IPLACE*LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM<4># 
1IN0MC0M(4),N0WG0,N0WEND,L0LDC0M
PURPOSEt maim program CONTROLLING overall flow of the simulation 
f ir s t * set error inoicator to no error value cierror«0); then 
prime arrays,
CALL PRIHE
CALL DEOUG(1»1»0*0*0)
I'..' START SIMULATION SEQUENCE
1 IF(NOW,GE,NOWENd')GOTO 99 
Sil;' PRIME CURRENT EVENTS LIST* I VENTS* WITH EVENTS POTENTIALLY PERCEIVABLE 
AT TIME NOW,
2 - 1 :  CALL EVENTS
IF(IERROR,NE,0)GOTO 99 
J  . UPDATE THE CURRENT POTENTIAL COMMITMENTS DUE TO NEW PROJECTS AND 
AND COMPUTE A NEW VALUE FOR COMMITMENT LEVEL 
Vv..- CALL POTCOM
PROCESS ALL EVENTS CURRENT NOW AND NOMINATE ACTIVITIES AS REQUIRED, 
CALL PROCESS .
IF(IERROR,NE,0)GOTO 99
CALL NOMCOM    .. . _ _
TEST IF COMMITMENT LEVEL HAS CHANGED TO HIGH
•= IP(LN0MC0M,EQ,3,AND,L0LDC0M,NEt 3)CALL RENOM . . .    __
IF ( IERRORt NE,0)GOTO 99
LOLDCOM=LNOMCOM -  " — ---------- -
; DECIDE ACTIVITY FOR NEXT TIME PERIOD
. CALL NEXTACT •   , . l.
EXECUTE ACTIVITY 
 ^ • CALL EXECUTE - _ •
REPEAT SIMULATION CYCLE
. GOTO 1 v-— - - ■ . . ......
99 WRITE(3*104)NOW
‘ 104 F0RMAT(18H STOPPED AT NOW •  #14)..... --•.•t. - ™ — . -_T,.
' . STOP
END - !=- £ \ v  .:£ £ v '  . £ . "
BLOCK DATA BJ. Inserts initial values into common arrays.
..............  BLOCK DATA B3
VC0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX*IVMAX*ISMAX,MAXN0M*IFMAX
COMMON/BLOCKi/INPROG(50* 9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26)*NOMACTS(50*10)* 
V: 1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6)*LASTACT(6),NA(8*7),IP(10,4)
DATA LASTACT/1,0*^1 01 ,101 ,0 ,2 / ,NOWACT/i,0 ,^101,101,0 ,2 /
: : i : ; DATA INMAX/50/* IVM AX/20/* ISM AX/25/* M A XNOM/50/* IFMAX/50/ £
END /
BLOCK DATA B4« Inserts; text into common arrays.
BLOCK DATA B4
COMMON/BLOCM/VALUE1(4),VALUE2(4),VALUE3(3),VALUE4(3),VALUE8(3)#1VALUE6(3),VALUE7(4)*ACTS1(8),ACTS2(B)
DATA VALUE 1/2HN0,4HWEAK,4HGOOD,6HCHARGE/,VALUE2/2HN0,4HP00R* 
14HFAIR*4HG000/,VALUE3/3HL0W*6HMEDIUM* 4HHIGH/,VALUE4/3HL0W* 
26HN0RMAL*4HHIGH/,VALUE5/4HP00R,4HFAIR,4HG00D/,VALUES/ 
37HCURS0RY,6HN0RMAL,8HTH0R0UGH/,VALUE7/8HDIRECTLY*4HS00N* 
47HS00NISH,8HS0METIME/
DATA ACTS1/8HCRIME D£,BMLEAD GEN,8HANCILLAR,8HF0LL0W U* ■ 
18HINDIRECT»8HSUSPECT *8HSUSPECT * 8HINTERR0G/, 
2ACT82/8HFINITI0N,8HERATI0N ,8HY LEADS *8HP LEADS ,0H PROBING* 
38HCHECKING#8HPR0VING #8HATI0N /
END
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mSUBROUTINE PRIME 
DIMENSION ITEMP('lO,3)
COMMON/BLOCKl/INPRnG(50,9),iVENTS(20,9),IS(2 5 ,2 6 ) ,N0MACT3(50,10), 
] £ '  )IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(I0,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,IAT,N0W,IERROR,IPLACE«LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IP0TC0M(4) 
1INOMCOM(4),NOWGO»NOWEND,LOLDCOM 
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,HAXNOM,IFMAX 
COMMON/BLOCKS/1 CRIMES(1000 ,4 ) , IDIR,IOEBUG 
C0MM0N/BL0CK6/IQUICK,ICH00SE,ID0M0RE,XCHANGE,LASTN0W 
£,:£.... .DATA lABLE/2/,lACH/2/
‘ DATA ITEMP/-101,101 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,350 ,0 ,0 ,0 , .
I -1 0 2 ,1 0 2 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,2 ,5 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,-1 0 3 ,1 0 3 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,5 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 /
POSFj TO PRIME THE DATA ARRAYS WITH INITIAL VALUES AND SET
ARAMETFR VALUES. '   ...
SET START AND END TIMES OF SIMULATION
N0WG0=36 .. . •. •_,££•:.:£ :-££:£' £ £• ££££■ '
NOWENDs960
priming blocki arrays .-5v -
PRIME EVENT PROGRAMME*INPROG(50,9)
; £ DO 10 1 = 1, INMAX ‘ ' ' £ -:- ' £ . -  ^£-£££••••-£:•.' "
DO 10 Ja'i,9
I £;££ 10 INPROG( I , J)s0 £:;•££..
. READ(5,100)ISTART,IEND#IDEBUG,NOWENO
" 100 FORMAT (414) :.•"££££•'' '
' ‘ REAO(5,101)( (INPROG(I,J),J*l#9),I*ISfART*IEND)
1 £li. 101 FORMAT(914)
.PRIME THE CRIME INFORMATION ARRAY •  ICRIMES
CALL LOADUP -
• ZEROIZE IVENTS,IS,NOMACTS,IFILE,NOWACT,LASTACT#NA and IP
;  ; DO 11 1 = 1 , IVMAX •   .
DO 11 J = 1 * 9
11 IVENTSd, J)=0 . .......•" ' :£• -r'£~V\ : '£ :5VV' ' £££' ■
DO 12 1=1,ISMAX
\7.:-.V.£ DO 12 J= l,26  ./ • :£££"£££- ^ ' -  .£-'-.. £•£' £... - 7
12 ISd*J>=0
£ - £ PLACE INITIAL VALUES IN NONwlNVESTIGATION CELLS OF NOMACTS
_ . DO 221 J=1,3 .
££•:• . DO 221 K= l , 10 '• ;£"•'■£ ; £ - £ / .  £.££-...._. ■£££' •:•£•£:£
221 NOMACTS(J,K)b ITEMP(K,J)
,.£..:; : DO 13 1=4,MAXNOM . • ££.££W;£L^£., 7VL"'£ ££ . . .•
: DO 13 J = 1,10 _ _ _■
\££ffi:13. NOMACTSd, J)=0 ' •-- • - *
DO 14 1=1,IFMAX 
:!U. ’v. DO 14 J=1,4 £7
1 14 IF ILE( I * J ) =0 . . .
:.£ * DO 16 .1 = 1,8 : .
DO 16 J=1,7 
.£.£":£ 16 NA(I,J)=0 . . . :£.. . ..£££-.Li.
DO 17 1=1,10
....." DO 17 J = 1»4 ....... £_. , - £j£.. ;:,,£
....... 17 IP(I#J)=0
NOW PLACE i n i t i a l  values in  is  array
DO 18 Ial,ISMAX 
4 DO 19 J=2,0 
: .•£.£. 19. IS (I*J)=1 
I8 ( I*9 )=3  
. IS ( I * 25) = IACH . . .  . _ . _
IS ( I ,2 6 )elABLE
i£-.£: 18 CONTINUE______________ __________
SET IAT TO START OF INPROG
£-££.:  I AT=1   -__ ___
NOWsNOWGO
. IN=0 ^
IERROR=0 '
: I PLACE=0 £- .»£ £..
LASTNOWsNOW 
.. : £t.!. LOLDCOM=l £. .£ :_V >.7
LPOTCOMsl 
- LNOMCOMs 1 £._££ _
DO 20 1=1,4 •
. . . • INOMCOM( I ) =0 .£’
. ' 20 IPOTCOM ( I ) =0
£■■.£: LOLDCOMS0 ... .... . ....£.
IQUlCKol
I CHOOSE1* 1 , . .....
IDOMORE=l
..: •: , ichange=i
LASTNOW«l .
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE LOADUP. Reads in Crime Information Files.
7  SUBROUTINE LOADUP .
7 7 '  " DIMENSION IBUFP(4)
COMHON/BLOCK2/IN,IAT,NOW,IERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM<4), 
:r‘ 7 11N0MC0M(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLOCOM
COMMON/BLOCK5/ICRIMEG(1000#4),IDIR#IDEBUG 
£ 7  DATA MAXFREE/1000/
PURPOSE I TO PRIME THE ICRIMES ARRAY WITH CRIME HISTORY DATA
. :7> i d i r =0
IFREEsMAXFREE
7 :  READ IN A CARD AND DETERMINE ITS TYPE „  _ _
1 READ(4,100)(IBUFF(J), J*1 ,4 )
£‘ ■100 FORMAT(414) - £
>• . IF ( Ip U F F ( l ) " l l l ) 2 ,3 ,4
'DATA CARD -  BUT CHECK THAT IT IS ACCEPTABLE .,7-7
2 IF ( I BUFF(3 ) #GE• 0 ,ANDt IBUFF( 3 ) , LE»5 )GOTO 11 
GOTO 99 ‘ . . • ■_ -
: 11 DO 10 J= l,4
j 0 ICRIMES(IFREE»J)«IBUFF(J) • r : : 7  _ L --
'7 IFREEpIFREE.l
7.7 7 '7  -goto 1 - ", ' : :.77 W7-v7 7
HEADER CARD
L-771- 3 IF(IDIR,NE,0)ICRIMES(IDIR,4)»IFREE*1 7=-
IF(IDIR,GE*IFREE)GOTO 98 
E7M777. 1DIR=IDIR+1 A; : ; ^  _
ICRIMES ( I,DIR, 1 )*IBUFF(2) , .
f e 7 " V  ICRIMES(IDIR,2 ) -  IBUFF(3) ; / 7 7  . , - 7
ICRIMES(IDIR,3 )=IFREE
—7 7  • ICRIMES(IDIR*4)*0   . _ _7_ 7 ' 7 7
GOTO 1
.7 END OF DECK CARD . - 7" 7-'..IF •
• 4  IF (ID IR #NEf 0)ICRIMES(IDIR,4)*IFREE+l ,
-7 .7 .  RETURN
99 NCARD=ICRIMES(IDIR,3)eIFREE4l 
7 7 -  WRITE ( 3 , 101)lcRIMES(IOIR,l), ICRIMES( ID IR ,2),  NCARD
 ___101 FORMAT(27H INCORRECT DATA CARD,CRIME #I3,10H ACTIVITY ,I2,10H CARD
1 NO,. ,13) . . . £ 77l;.A : A.;... "A -
IERRRORsl 
GOTO 11 
98 WRITE(3,102)
102 FORMAT( 17H ICRIMES OVERFLOW ) 
lERRORsl
.... • RETURN .
‘ END
*
SUBROUTINE DELETE. Clears dead events from IVENTS
SUBROUTINE DELETE!J)
4%7 : COMMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10),
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
£ PURPOSE! CLEARS CELL J IN THE IVENTS ARRAY . . .  ...v.
DO 10 1*1,9
:77 :-v- - ivent3(j ,i)*0 3 ., -:7 7 :77;7777;777 777777:7 • 7 7;.
10 CONTINUE
777'7, RETURN ' ; ' 7 . 7 7 7  7 7777777:77'7.7:7:7a . £7.7: ..
END .
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SUBROUTINE EVENTS. Primes IVENTS with events current NOV
SUBROUTINE FVFNT3
COMMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTSC20,9),15(25,26),NOMACTS<50,10), 
i i ! 1IFILE<50,4},NOWaCT(6),LASTACTC6),NA<8,7),IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,IAT,N0W,IERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IP0TC0H<4), 
m  lINOMCOM(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLDCOM,JOLD
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
h:'- . PURPOSEi SCANS EVENTS LIST , INPROG, AND . INSERTS LIVE EVENTS IN "
CURRENT EVENTS LIST, IVENTS. FIRST CLEAR DEAD EVENTS ;>
. JOLD=0 ■ ... . ... .. '
DO 10 J=l,IVMAX
ft “L ? 1 F ( I V E N T S ( J , 1 ) #EQ,0)GOTO 10 'Z : .  . . Z  . . - I .  '
IF(IVENT3(J»2),GT,NOW)GOTO 10 .
EVENT IS DEAD SO CLEAR CELL J  ..... . . • - Z  . Z,'-. /  ;
DO 20 K = 1,9
CyzL 20 IVENTS(J,K)*0 ... Z l  ZZ. Z Z Z  . W z 7 ' 'Z .Z ,  W - :  ■■
10 CONTINUE *
l i . : :  NEXT, UPDATE IVENTS WITH EVENTS CURRENT AT NOW IN INPROG
TEST TIME OF NEXT EVENT IN INPROG AGAINST CURRENT TIME , NOW
^ 3 , , ,  4 IF(INPR0G(IAT,1)-N0W)2,2,3 » . x , ■ .. ..........
CHECK THAT THE END OF INPROG HAS NOT BEEN REACHED 
SZfZZ t :  IF ( I  AT, GE, INMAX) GOTO 3 ’ 7' y -  -
IATSI ATM 
L lZ Z  - GOTO 4 .
IF EVENT IS CURRENT INSERT IT IN IVENTS, FIRST FIND AN EMPTY CELL
Z Z z .  2 do 30 j s i , ivmax . . .............................: z
: i i f ( i v e n t s ( j , d #ne,0 )goto 30 
Z Z  FREE CELL FOUND, INSERT THE EVENT AT IAT INTO CELL J  Z 
' ' .  DO 40 K = l , 9
' 40 IVENTS(J,K)*INPROG(IAT,K).........................  ™..........  .....
_ •' 'UPDATE THE DEAD TIME OF THE EVENT
-i£L--_ : IVENTS(J,2J*INPR0G(IAT,2)fN0W v Z Z  \ ; Z :;Z Z Z Z  .
TEST NEXT EVENT IN INPROG BUT FIRST CHECK THAT END IS NOT REACHED
« GO TO 1 -V-- \;;Z:. V
30 CONTINUE
- IF DO LOOP COMPLETED WITHOUT FINDING AN EMPTY CELL IN IVENTS THEN 
PRINT AN ERROR MESSAGE 
. WRITE(3,100) . ' - r ' 7 : Z ' ' Z Z Z ' -
100 FORMAT(I6H IVENTS OVERFLOW)
IERRORM .- . , -Vv , ZZ.Z;.. . , . Z Z z
3 RETURN
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■ suhroutinf process
COMMON/BLOCK1/INPPOG(50,9),  IVENTS(20 ,9 ),  IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(50, 10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,F),IP(10,4)
COMMON/OL.OCK2/IN, I aT.NDW, IERROR, IPIACE, LNOMCOM, LPOTCOM, IPOTCOM(4) ,
1INOMCOM(4),NOWGOfNOWEND,LOLOCOM 
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX#IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,JFMAX '
PURPOSF! TO PROCCSS fvpnts on IVENTS WHICH ARE PFRCEIVEO AT TIME NOW. ’ • 
8TAGF l i  PLACE NF.W PROJECTS IN THE CURRENT PROJECTS ARRAY IS AND 
UPDATE THEIR PROJECT STATES 
CALL DEBUG(B,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )
DO 10 Ja l,  IVMAX ••
IF(IVENtS(J,9),NF,l)G0T0 10 
IF PROJECT INITIATION EVENT FOUND, FIND A VACANT CELL IN IS AND PLACE 
THE DETAILS OF THE PROJECT IN IT, BUT FIRST RECORD THE DETAILS’,
CALL RECORD (1, J, 0) ' . .  .. . . .  ... ■
‘ DO 20 Kal,ISMAX
IF (IS (K, 1) *EQ#0)GOTO 1 '  " Z  ' ' " *v .
20 CONTINUE
IF NO EMPTY CELL IN IS THEN PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AND RETURN 
WRITE(3,100)
100 fo rm at( i 2h is  overflow) . .  Z Z
lERRORa) . . .  ' ”
RETURN . /  ,:Z .. •
IF VACANT CELL FOUND then INSERT PROJECT DATA
1 IS(K,1)=IVENTS(J,3)
IS(K,24) = IVENTS(J,4) .
IS(K,10)=IVENTS(J,7) . Z
1S(K#22)=IVENTS(J,8)
NOW DELETE EVENT IN IVENTS
CALL DELETE(J) »
NOW, BEFORE LOOKING FOR FURTHER PROJECT INITIATION EVENTS, LOOK FOR 
OUTCOME EVENTS ON THE INITIATED PROJECT
DO 30 Mr 1, IVMAX , , . ■ ...
IF(IVENTS(M,l).GTf MOW)GQTO 30 ‘
IF ( I  VENTS(M,3 ) . EO,I VENTS(J , 3 ) , AND,IVENTS(M,9),GT,1 ,AND,IVENTS(M,4)
I , E°»IPLACE)GOTO 2 
GOTO 30 ' ' . ;
IF AN APPROPRIATE EVENT IS FOUND THEN COMPUTE OUTCOME AND UPDATE 
PROJECT STATE ACCORDINGLY .
2 CALL 0UTc0Me (1,K,M)
EVENT DEALT WITH SO DELEGATE IT FROM IVENTS 
CALL DELETE(M)
30 CONTINUE . , r. Z  •. '
ALL OUTCOMES HAVE BEEN UPDATED SO NOW NOMINATE ACTS FOR THE 
NEW PROJECT
CALL GETACTS(1,K)
CHECK WHETHER CRIME SOVED OR SHOULD BE ABANDONED 
CALL IFDONE(K)
10 CONTINUE
STAGE 21 NOW THAT NEW PROJECTS HAVE BEEN OEALT WITH UPDATE THE 
CURRENTLY EXECUTED PROJECT, LOOK FOR EVENTS ON IVENTS AND UPDATE 
ACCORDINGLY THEN NOMINATE ACTS, FIRST CHECK PROJECT IS INVESTIGATION,
IF ( NOWACT( 1 ) , LTf 10)GOTO B3.
DO 80 NPri,IVMAX
IF(IVENTS(NP,1),GT.N0W)G0T0 80
IF(IVENTS(NP,3),EQ,IS(N0WACT(3),l),AN0,lVENTS(NP,9),GT,i,AND, 
1IVENTS(NP,4),EG,IPLACE)G0T0 81.
GOTO 80
81 CALL 0UTC0ME(1,N0WACT(3),NP)
CALL DELETE(NP)
B0 CONTINUE
CALL GETACTS(1,N0WACT(3))
CALL IFD0NF(N0WACT(3)) ,
S-fAGF 3i PROCESS ANY EVENTS OCCURRING ON OTHER CURRENT PROJECTS 
83 DO 40 J=1, IVMAX
IF(IVENTS(J,9),GE,1»AND,IVENTS(J,4),EQ,IPLACE)GO TO 3 
GOTO 40
NOW LOOK FOR PROJECT IN' IS ARRAY
3 DO 50 Ksl,ISMAX 
IF(IS(K,1),NF:,TVENTS(J,3))G0T0 50
PROJECT FOUND SO UPDATE ACCORDING TO EVENT, RUT,SINCE OTHER EVENTS
may refer to same project search remainder of ivent
DO 60 MsJ, IVMAX 
IF(IVENTSfM,l),GT.NOW)GOTO 6H
IF(IVF.NTS(M,3),EB, JS (K ,n  ,AND,IVENTS(M,9)!,GE,1,AND,IVENTS(M,4) 
1,EQ,IPLACE)CALL OUTCOME(1 ,K,M)
60 CONTINUE
ALL EVENTS FOR PROJECT K UPDATED SO GETACTS FOR K 
CALL GFTACTS (1,K)
CALL IFDONE(K)
50 CONTINUE
CONTINUE FOR ALL PROJECTS WHICH HAVE EVENTS ON IVENTS 
40 CONTINUE
ALL EVENTS HAVE NOW REEN PROCESSED AND ACTS INSERTED‘IN NOMACTS 
FOR EXECUTION SO RETURN *
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE OUTCOME. Computes outoomes from activities and events*
SUBROUTINE OUTCOME( IUSE,K,j)
COMMUN/HLOCKt/INPROOCbO,?), I VENTS(20 ,9 ),  IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,N0MACT3(50, 10), 
1 IF ILE(50 ,4 ), NOWACT( 6 ) , LASTACT( 5 ) , NA( B,7 ) , IP (10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,I AT#NOW,I ERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM(4 ) ,  
1INOMCOM(4),MOWOO,NOWENO,LOLDCOM 
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
PURPOSEi TO UPDATE THE STATE OF PROJECT K . IT CAN BE USED IN TWO WAYS 
IUSEal UPDATES ACCORDING TO OUTCOME OF EVENT AT J IN IVENTS 
IU3Ea2 UPDATES ACCORDING TO OUTCOME OF AN ACTIVITY 
GO TO (101 ,102 ),IUSE
EVALUATING OUTCOME OF EVENT » IUSE«l................. ..
DO 10 Had,ISMAX •
IF(ISCK,n.EQ,IVENTS(J,3))G0T0 101 .. . . I  .' .\.A V
10 CONTINUE
CRIME NO LONGER BEING INVESTIGATED '
GOTO 99 V
101 CALL GETFILE(K,IVENTS(J,6)) ■' ' O  \
IN=IVENTS(J,5)-1
I8KIP=0    .V .: .v:Ll - L ' . I ; ' . : : ' '•
; GOTO 13
EVALUATING OUTCOME FROM ACTIVITY 
.• 102 CALL GETFILE(K,(N0WACT(4)*13))
SEARCH FOR START OF CONDITIONS TO BE MATCHED' ' ‘ “  '  '
VT":-: ... . I Nr0................................... ... .................................... 1 '1 ^  7.-- - i ' .
ISKIPC4
MATCHING OF CONDITIONS AND UPDATING OF *IS# ARRAY ~
S 'S - 13 INsIN tl ......... ...................
IF(IFILECIN,J),EO,-l)RETURN
IF(ISKIP,EQf 4,AND,(IF ILE(IN ,l) ,LT ,l,OR,IF ILE(IN ,l) ,GT,4))GOTO 13 
IGOsISKlP+IFILEtlN,1)
S-: G O T O (99 ,12 ,99 , l l , l l , t3 ,99 ,13 ), IG O  . > . ^ 1,
GO TO CORRECT SECTION FOR THE TYPE OF TEST
11 IGOrlFILE t IN ,3) -r _ _ ^  -  ;v-U
GOTOd ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ) , IG 0
1 IF(ISCK,IF ILE(IN ,2)).E0,IF ILE(IN ,4))G0T0 8 
GOTO 9
hI £ ^ . v: 2 IF lIS (K#IF ILE(IN ,2)) ,LT ,IF ILE(IN ,4))G 0T0 8 __---- --------
GOTO 9 »
3 IF(ISCK,IFILE(IN,2)),GT,IPILE(IN,4))G0T0 8
GOTO 9
, 4 IF(IS(K,IFILE(IN,2))#LE«IFILE(IN,4))GOTO 8 :; _
GOTO 9
8 IF(IS(K,1FILE(IN,2)),GE,IFILE(IN»4))G0T0 6 
GOTO 9
MATCH FOUND, CONTINUE TEST......
a iskipso •.. •• • : ..  ^ •.
GOTO 13
. MATCH FAILED •» SEARCH IF1LE FOR NEXT SET OF CONDITIONS
9 ISKIPs4 
GOTO 13
IF CONDITION MATCHED,UPDATE OUTCOME,BUT CHECK IF IT IS DELAYED FIRST
12 IF(IF ILECIN,2)#EQf 99)GOT.O 20
, NOT A DELAYED OUTCOME SO UPDATE PROJECT STATE AND, IF AN EVENT 
OUTCOME, PRINT OUT DETAILS OF THE OUTCOME
. IF(IUSE,EQ,l)CALL RECORD (1, J, 0) ^
IF ( IS(Kf IF ILE( IN ,2 ) ) , EO,IFILE( IN ,4 ) ) GOTO 13
IF(IUSE,EQ,2)CALL RECORD(13,0,0)..............................
IS (K ,IF ILE(IN ,2))s IFTLE(IN ,4)
GOTO 13
OUTCOME IS DELAYED SO INSERT EVENT IN IVENTS TO INDICATE THE OUTCOME 
WHEN IT OCCURS . . . . . . . . .  , .....
20 INalNtJ
■ CALL INEVENT(K) j- ' , , : ; ' V V - - . ; , . : . ,
! GOTO 13
. 09 return .. V'.'. v;/;: •
END "  ■ .
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SUBROUTINE GETFILB. Loads correot crime information file for OUTCOME to operate upon*
e
SUBROUTINE GETFiLF(K,IACT)
COMMON/HLOCK1/INPROG(30,9), IVENTS(20,9),13 (25 ,26 ) ,NQMACT8(B0,10>, 
HFJLE(50f4),NOWACT(6),lASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
COMMON/BLOCK2/IN,I AT,NOW,IERROR,IPLACE, LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM(4)* 
lINOMCOM(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLDCOM 
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
COMMON /BLOCKS/ I CRIMES(1000 ,4 ) , IDIR 
DATA LPROJ/0/,lACT/0/
>URPQSEt TO LOAD IFILE WITH the correct oata for computing
'HE OUTCOME OF AN ACTIVITY : “ \
FIRST CHECK that CORRECT DATA IS NOT ALREADY IN XF1LE 
IPR0J=IS(K,24)
: : IF(IPROJ,EOl LPROJ,AND#IACT,EQt LACT)RETURN
’ 'SEARCH ICRIMES DIRECTORY FOR CORRECT DATA 
DO 10 J s l , IDIR
IF ( ICRIMES(J,t>,EQ,IPROJ,AND,ICRIMES!J,2 ) ,EQ,IACTJGOTOll 
 ^ ' 10 CONTINUE
IF NO OUTCOME DATA THEN NO SIGNIFICANT OUTCOME FROM THE
- A C T I V I T Y  SO RETURN A VALUE OF *1 IN IFILE,TO SIGNIFY THIS
DO 20 Jsl,IFMAX
^ v ^ - 2 0  IF IL E (J ,1)8^1 . .. .....------------------------------ ...
RETURN
DATA FOUND FOR OUTCOME •  COP* INIO.IFILE. :
11 Ns0 _ • '  .
E C ' " - - I*ICRIME9(J,3> + 1 ■ V
IEND=ICRIME8 (J , 4)
13 IF(Nt GE,IFMAX-l)GOTO 99 . \ ^
IF(I,lE,IENp)G0T0 12
l s i » i  ...........................  :• •
j • N«N + 1 _ _ _
DO 31 LB1 r 4 : ' ' .
31 IFILE(N,L)sICRIMES(I,L)
m : ] . -  . goto 13  ^ . - i ?   ...
DATA ENTERED INTO IFILE ■*> FILL REMAINDER OF CELLS WIRH »1 
- t  TO AVOID ERRORS SHOULD ACCESS TO IFILE BE INCORRECT  ......:!
12 MsN+1
. DO 40 K=M, IFMAX , '  :
40 i f i l e c k , i ) s * * i  . _ __  ■ ; ■________
return . .■■■■-  ^ \ . w
99 WRITE(3,100)
100 FORMAT(26H IFILE OVERFLOW IN GETFILE . I
IERRORb I ,
'RETURN ..■ .: 
i END
SUBROUTINE INEVENT. Inserts delayed outcome event in IVENTS array.
SUBROUTINE INEVENT(K)
COMMON/UIOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10>,
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,F),IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,I AT,NOW,IERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IP0TC0M<4), 
1INOMCOM(4),NDWGO,NOWEND,LOLDCOM 
C0MM0N/B1.0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
’ PURPOSE! TO INSERT AN EVENT IN IVENTS TO INOICATE THE OUTCOME OF AN 
ACTIVITY WHEN THAT OUTCOME IS DELAYED  ^ '
^  FIRST FIND A FREE CELL IN IVENTS   —
FREE CELL FOUND SO INSERT DETAILS OF EVENT
1 IVENT3(J,1)cNOWMFILE(IN,1) 
IVENTS(J,2)=N0W«.IFILE(IN,2) 
IVENTS(J,3)b I3(K#1) 
IVENTS(J,4)b IF ILE (IN ,3) 
IVENTS(J,5)=MOD(IFILE(IN,4),100) 
IVENTS(J>6)aIFILE(IN,4)/100 
I VENTS( J , 9) b2 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE GETACTS. Controls tho selection of activities for furthering an investigation
SUBROUTINE GETACTS(IUSE,K)
C'OmmOn/ hTOC'KT /lNPRdT5Tb0, 9 ) , IVENTS(20 ,9 ) ,  18(25,26) ,NOMACTS{50, 10), 
. 1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
DIMENSION INVOLVE(3,3) .
DATA INVOLVE/1,1,2,2,2,2,1,2,3/
PURPOSE! SELECTS ACTIVITIES FOR EXECUTION ON PROJECT K
t v  FIRST UPDATE SUCCESS ON PROJECT K 
CALL DEBUG(15,1,K,0,0)
CALL SUCCESS(K)
NEXT UPDATE CURRENT INVOLVEMENT WITH PROJECT USING THE DECISION 
ARRAY INVOLVE(SUCESS,ACHIEVEMENT NEED) . .
IS (K ,l l)= INV0LVE(IS (K ,12),IS (K ,25))
NOW COMPUTE CURRENT INVESTIGATION INTENTION 
CALL INTENT(IUSE»K)
NOW READY TO SELECT POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHURINC THE PROJECT 
CALL POTACTS( K)
\ F  NO POTENTIAL ACTS EXIST, I .E .  N«0 THEN ABANDON PROJECT, OTHERWISE 
NOMINATE ACTS FOR EXECUTION, TEST FOR THIS SITUTAION
IF(IS(K,23),EQ,0)GOTO 1 , ' .
•POTENTIAL ACTS EXIST SO NOMINATE APPROPRIATE NUMBER ( I ,E ,  EQUAL TO
the value of in v e s t ig a t io n  in te n t io n , in  the cu rren t mooed of acts 
pOr execution
CALL ACTSNOM(K)
IP NO ACTS HAVE BEEN NOMINATED (IS(K,23),EQ,0) THEN ABANDON PROJECT 
IF(IS(K,23) ,EQ,0)GOTO 1 . :
'INSERT NOMINATED ACTS:IN NOMACTS ARRAY
  CALL INSERT (K> 1 : -Y/rYYY- \ . W
1 RETURN >
 m   . • - . . .:. :.. . : • Y:
SUBROUTINE SUCCESS. Computes an estimate of likelihood of solving a orime
1 SUBROUTINE SUCCESS(K) •
t'i;.;Y r i COMHON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10),
*' 1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
PURPOSE! TO COMPUTE AN ESTIMATE FOR LIKLIHOOD OF SOLVING CRIME
INVEST I GATfON~K i : !
■     ■■■ . . . .
TESTS FOR SUCCESS S LOW,I.E. IS(K,12)=1 '
LYL> IF ( IS (K ,2 ) ,E a , i t ANDt IS (K ,3 ) f EQt i t AND,IS(K,4),LEf 2,AND,IS(K,5),LE, \  
12,ANDt I3(K,6),LE,2,ANDt IS (K ,7 ) ,LE ,2 t AND,IS(K,B),LE,2,ANDt lS(K,9) 
YYIYYYYY2, l e , 2 ) go to i
IF ( IS (K ,2),EQ ,1 , AND,IS(K,3),EQt 2,AND, IS (K ,1 9 ) ,GE,24 ,AND,IS(K, 4 ) , LE 
L. l,2,AND,IS(K,5),LE,2,AND,IS(K,6),LE»2,AND, IS CK, 7) ,LE,2, AND, IS(K,8) 
J?,LE,2t AND*IS(K,9)t LE,2t AND,IS(K,22),LEf 2)G0T0 1
..IF(.IS(K,t2).t EQ,lt ANDt IS(K,3),EQ,l,AND,.IS(K,4)t EQ,3,AND,IS(K,i7),GE* 
18,ANDt IS(K,5),LE.2,AND,IS(Kf 6 ) , LE,2 ,AND,IS(K,7 ) , LE,2 ,AND,IS(K,8) 
IZJvYYi: •?t LE,2,AN0,IS(K,9)#LE,2,AN0,IS(K,22)t LE,2)G0T0 1
IF ( IS (K ,2 ),EQ ,l,AN D ,IS (K ,3 )t EQ,l#ANDt ISCK,4),LE,2iAND#lS (K ,5),LE ,2  
r,AND,IS(K,6),EQ,3,AND,IS(K,18)t GE,6,AN0f IS(K,7),LE,2,AND#IS(K,8) 
2,LE,2,AND,IS(K,9),LE.2.AND,IS(K,22), LE.2)G0T0 1 
J . . . ~  . IF (IS (K ,2 ),E t) . i ,AN D ,IS (K ,3 ),EQ .l,AN D ,I3 (K ,9 ),LE ,2 t AND,IS(K,5),LE,2
1,AND,IS(K,6)t LE,2.AND,IS(K,7),EQ,3,AND,ISCK,1 5 ) ,GT,8, AND,IS(K,0)
2,LE,2,AND,IS(K,9),LE#2.AND,IS(K,22),LE,2)G0T0 1
j • IP(IS(K,2),EQ»1,AND»IS(K,3)»EQ,1,AND,IS(K,4)»LE,2,AND,IS(K,5),LE,2
Y i,AND,IS(K,6),LE,2,AND.IS(K,7),LE,2, AND, IS(K, 8 ) , LE,2 ,AND,IS(K,9)
, 2,EQ,3,AND,IS(K,14)’,GT,8,AND,IS(K,22),EQ,i)G0T0*l
TESTS FOR SUCCESS a HIGH
IF(IS(K,2),GE,2,AND,!SCK,20),LE,32,AND,lS(K,2i),LE,32)GOTO 2 
IF (IS (K ,3),E0,3 ,AND,IS(K ,19)i LE,16)G0T0 2 
IF ( IS(K, 3 ) , EQ,4 ,AND, IS ( K ,19 ) ,LE,32 )GOTO 2 .
IF(IS(K,4),EQ,4.AND,IS(K,5),EOt 4,OR,IS(K,4),EOt 4,AND,IS(K,6),EQ',4 
1,0R,IS(K,5),EQ,4.AND,IS(K,6),E0,4,AND,I3(K,16),LE,3,AND,IS(K,17)
2.LE,12,AND,IS(K,18),LE,6)G0T0 2
IF NONE OF THE ABOVE CONDITIONS EXIST THEN SUCCESS « NORMAL SO»
IS (K, 12) s 2 : ' ' '
GOTO 3
1 IS (K ,12)s l . -
GOTO 3
2  IS(K,12)*3
3 RETURN
END ' Y
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SUBROUTINE INTENT. Computes investigation intention
SUBROUTINE INTENT(IUSF.,K) .
DTKET^Tol'TTn^lTj
COMMON/BLOCKl/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT( 6 ) , NA( 8 , 7 ) , IP (10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,I AT,NOW,I ERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM(4), 
1IN0MC0M(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLOCOM 
DATA IATT/2/
DATA 1 1 /1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,
1 1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .2 .2 .3 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .3 .2 .3 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 ,
! 2 2 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,
3 3 .2 .3 .3 .1 .2 .2 .2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .3 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .3 .2 .3 .3 .1 .2 ,
4 2 .2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .3 .1 .1 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 .3 ,
. *•' 5 3 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,
: 6 3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,
7 2 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 /
PURPOSE! TO COMPUTE INVESTIGATION INTENTION.
DETERMINE WHICH COMMITMENT LEVEL TO USE, IU8E*1 USE LPOTCOM WHICH 
; • INCLUDES POTENTIAL COMMITMENTS, IUSE«2 USE LNOMCOM WHICH IS BASED ONLY
• O N  COMMITMENTS FROM NOMINATED EVENTS
GOTO (1 ,2 ) ,  I USE ....................
i IW ANTaIS(K,l l) f3*(lS '(K ,l2)- l)+9*(IS(K#l0)v l)e27*(LPOTCOM*l)
1+81*(IATT-I)
■ - I I I - I I -  IS(K»13) = II(IWANT)....................................................................... ... ■■■■I'- I  .
RETURN
1I f  YS2 lW ANTBlS(K,ll)+3*(IS(K,12)-l)t9*(IS(K,10)*l)+27*(LNOMCOM-l) „  I
l+81*( IA T T tl)
X8(K» 13)bZI (ZWANT) ....- III- .'73;. -J.. :
RETURN
fe#.;Iv/r'Y END . J . : ■ . . • • •3
SUBROUTINES IFDONE and ABANDON. Ueed for investigation termination
SUBROUTINE IFDQNE(K)
:- I ;  tOMMON/BLOCKl/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20*9),IS(2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4) 
i^PURPOSEi TO CHECK WHETHER INVESTIGATION IS’ TERMINATED EITHER THROUGH
  . M I  NG SOLVED OR ABANDONED '
CALL DEBUG(13,1,K,0,0) I I ' I - 7 P 3 7 I 3 ' - ' . .  .■ ■ I I -
IF(NOWACT(l),LT,10)RETURN
i ; I l  I I IY  IF (IS (K ,2 ) , EG*4 )GOTO 1 ~ I_  -  _ 7
GOTO 2
■ ^ i C A L L  RECORD(4,0,K) _ _ 3 3  ~ __"
GOTO 3
3 3 i 3 2  IF (K, EQ, NOWA C T( 3 ) , A NO, IS (K, NOWACT( 4 ) ) , LT, NO WAC T (5) ) GOTO 6 
  IF(IS(K,23),EQ,0)GOTO 4
S I I ' I I  RETURN  7 . ; : __ r  3 =.-______ _
  4. CALL RECORD( 5 ,0 ,K)
3 3 3 . 3  CALL ABANDON(K) - ~  I  ~~ "
IF(K,EQ,N0WACT(3)) GOTO 5 
3 3 : 3  6 RETURN
5 DO 10 J= i,6
H .3- ' . LASTACT(J)sNOWACT(J) . ' 3
10 N0WACT(J)=-1
'3 3 ;  GOTO 6
END
SUBROUTINE ABANDQN(K) 1
COMMON/BLOCK 1/INPROG (50 ,9 ) ,  I VENTS (20 ,9 ) , 'IS (25,26), NOMACTS (50, 10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
PURPOSE! TO DELETE INVESTIGATION STATE IN IS ARRAY OF ABANDONED . 
PROJECT AND RETURN TO INTIAL CONDITION^ : '
. Ts (k , Dap
DO.10 J=2,8
3 .-  . 10 IS(K,J)=1  „3 Y 3  .
IS(K,9)=3
DO 20 J=10,23 ■ l  Y ',T r -
20 IS(K,J)=0
NOW REMOVE ANY ACTS FOR K WHICH ARE ON NOMACTS 
DO 30 JalO,MAXNOM 
IF(NOMACTS(J,I),NE,K)GOTO 30
DO 40 Ms 1,10 ■ ■
40 NOMACTS(J#M)b0 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN
END ■ .
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SUBROUTINE POTACTS. Seleots potential activities on an investigation
1 ' IP(N» 1 )s l4  >
SUBROUTINE POTACTS(K)
COMMON/BLOCK!/INPROG(5 0 ,9 ) , I VENTS(2 0 ,9 ) , IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(6,7),IP(10,4)
PURPnSEl 3FLECTS POTENTIAL ACTS FOR PROJECT K APPROPRIATE TO CURRENT 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION AND PROJECT STATE 
CALL DEBUG(1 8 ,1 ,K,0,0)
N IS VARIABLE WHICH IS SET EQUAL TO NUMBER OF POTENTIAL ACTS SELECTED 
Ns0
GO TO SECTION APPROPRIATE TO:. CURRENT INVESTIGATION INTENTION 
IGOsIS(K ,13)
GOTO(100,200,300),IGO
SELECTION OF POTENTIAL ACTS UNDER CURSORY INVESTIGATION INTENTION 
100 IF ( IS (K ,1 4 )#EQf 0)G0T0 101
GOTO 102 •
. IF THE CONDITION IS MATCHED THEN A CORRESPONDING POTENTIAL ACT EXISTS', 
THIS POTENTIAL ACT IS STORED IN AN ARRAY IP(10,4) AT ROW N, N IS 
ADVANCED AS. POTENTIAL ACTS ARE FOUND, THE ARRAY IP HAS FOUR COLUMNS, 
COLUMN I CONTAINS THE ACT NUMBER OF THE SELECTED ACT « THIS NUMBER 
GIVES THE COLUMN POSITION OF THE ACT IN THE PROJECT STATE ARRAY *  IS, 
COLUMN 2 CONTAINS THE PRIORITY OF THE ACT, COLUMN 3 CONTAINS THE 
EXECUTION INTENTION OF THE ACT, AND COLUMN 4 THE RANKING OF THE ACT ■
. HIGH RANKING ACTS ARE NOMINATED BEFORE LOW ONES, THE FIRST THREE 
COLUMNS POSITIONS ARE FILLED WHEN A MATCH IS FOUND FOR A POTENTIAL 
ACTIVITY AS BELOW »
,101 NsN+1
' ’ . IP (N ,2)a l
. IP(N,3)«1 '
J  TESTING FOR A MATCH IS CONTINUED TO SEE IF OTHER POTENTIAL ACTS EXIST 
3  ' 102 IF(XS(K,14),GE,l',AND,IS(K,14),LE,6,AND,IS(K,8),EQ,1,AND,IS(K,9)
1 ,GE,2) GOTO 103
3 3 3  : . GOTO 104    " 3  ... 3 .  3 : 3 7  7 7 7 , . • , 3 ;  •. /  . ::
103 NsN+1
:7,-     ... IP (N ,1)314 .. :. 7.\7:;::77.. .7,77 Y3 ^ 7 : ; .3Y7.'7. YH \ 7,7. 7 . 7
IP(N,2)=2
3 3  ;• IP(N,3)=1 ' 7 ' - : 3 - - 7 ' 3 7 ' ;;':3 . ; ;  ? 3 Y I3 3 Y :3 7 v;-7Y., . •-
. 104 IF(IS (K ,7),EQ f 3,AND,IS(K,15),LT,2)G0T0 105
>37 . GOTO 106 ■     .•;•...  .. I.;.-.. 77777 .77  -7Yfb..:Y373'3"'-37 . ' ••
.105 N=N+1
.3 7 .3  I pcn, l ) s i 5  . : ... 3  ; . . 7
• IP(N,2)=2 1 ■
3 IP(N,3) = 1 "7.7 - ' ' ' '7 '  .
106 IF ( IS (K ,7 )#EQ,4,AND,IS(K,15),LT,6)G0T0 107
• 77 ' GOTO108 . . .  .7., . 7 7  7
107 N=N«-t ............................ .....................
' IP(N, 1 )=15 7 ; . - f v ; 7 7 7..:.:''; '7 .37^ .773, 'v '3
IP(N,2)=2
••17 . • IP(N,3)=2 '• 7 .-7 7-  ^ '-77. 3 3 . 7  . :.3.;. . 7 7
108 IF(IS(K,5),EQ,3.AND#IS(K,16),LT,2)G0T0 109
7 7 3  ■ ‘ GOTO 110   . . , , , 7 -  .,■•■3- .
109 N=N+1
3 7 .  IP (N ,1)316 : -.77 3 3 . ' 7 7 7 3 : 3 ^ ^ 7 7 ^ 7 7  7 3 7 7 :-7 7 7 . . :7  7
IP(N,2)=2
IP(N, 3 ) S1 ' "=7 '- 7 -7 :3  7777- 7 7 7 7  '
110 IF(IS(K,5),EQ,4,AND,IS(K,16),LT,3)G0T0 111
17:7 . G0T0112 • 7'y 7 '■ 71-'
111 N=N+1
7 ,7  IP ( N , l ) r l6  ■ ■ ,. ; v7 .7  - 7:1
IP (N ,2)=2 
.' IP(N,3)=2
112 IF(IS(K,4),EQ,3«A.ND,IS(K,17),LT,8)G0T0 113 
GOTOl14
113 N-N+1
7 3 7 7  IP(N, 1)317 . 7 .:. .. ..I"..... . 7 '
IPfN,2)=2
f7.... . . IP(N, 3) =1 7 ' 7.77'; ' : 7 7
114 IF(IS(K,4),EQ,4,AND,IS(K,17),LT,8)G0T0 115 
GOTO 116
115 NaNfl
. . I P ( N , 1 ) 3 1 7.............................. ,.,.,7..... -7,’. 1   :_7..;. ....   . •’
IP(N,2)=2 
7  IP(N,3)b2 _ . .. 7
116 IF(IS(K,6),EQ,3,AND,IS(K,16),EQ,0)G6fO 117 
GOTO 116
■ ■ 1 ’ ’
• (Continued on the next page)
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117 NsN+l
IP(N#l)a lB '• •
1P(N,2)=2
IP(N#3)sl
118 lF(IS<K,6),EG,4,AND,IS(Krl8),LT,4)G0T0 119 
GOTO 120
119 NcN+1
I P ( Nr 1 ) s i 8 ■■ ■
IP(N,2)s2
IP (N, 3) »2 • >• .7
120 IF{ISCKr3),EQ,3,AND,IS(Krl9>,LT,6)G0T0 121
G0T0122 7
121 N°N+1
IP (N r l)a l9  ■: 7.7.7:--7 .'7 7':
IP(N#2)=2
' IPCN,3)ci 777.-,;r7..7-773
122 IF(IS(Kr3),E0,4,AND,IS<Krl9 ),LTa16)G0T0 123
GOTO 124 , ' 7 7 -7 3 3 ;-  '7 ;.... i.,,,. ...
. 123 NsN+l
IPCN, 1 ) = 19 : :7,; : 7377f.
IP (N ,2)s l 
IP(N,3)s2 '
124 IF ( IS (K ,2 ) t EQ,2#ANDf I3(K,20),LT,12)GOTO 123
GOTO 126 . -7 .-. I  : V
125 NsN+l
IPCN,1)320 .:;s-73-':--f.-33-77 .. . \  ' 777.. 7.7377.77:
IP(N,2)s2
IPtNr3)®2 '
126 IF(JS(Kr2),EQ,3,AND,IS<K,2i),LT,20)GOTO 127 
GOTO 128 • • * • -
127 N=N+1 1
• IP(Nrl)s21 • ■ 7 ; ■ ' •• 3  77:: •.;7.;7777;-
IP(N ,2)s l 
IP(Nr 3)“ 2
THIS IS THE END OF THE SECTION FOR POTENTIAL ACTS UNDER CURSORY 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION, BEFORE RETURNING, UPDATE THE NUMBER OF ACTS 
NOMINATED ~ I ,E ,  IS (K ,23)f
128 IS(Kf 23)3N . . . . . - -w  1 . ..: :. _ ;77 . 7 :-. \7  Y373333.-: 3' 7 7
RETURN
CONDITIONS FOR SELECTING POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES UNDER NORMAL C Y
INVESTIGATION INTENTION
200 IF (IS (K ,t4),LE .3 ,AND .IS (K ,8 ),LT ,3 ,AND ,rS (K ,9)f GE,i - 7
J,0Rt IS(K,14),LE,7,AND,IS(K,9),EQ,2,AND,IS(Kr8),GE,2
7 2#DR,IS(Krl4),LE«ll,AND,IS(K«9),EQ,3,AND,IS(Kf8)aEQ,l)GOTO 201 '7:
GOTO 202
201 N=N+1 - Y
IP (N»l)s l4
• ••■■■ IP (Nr 2) s i . v 7-' 3. 3:7777733333:733373.;:_ 7 3337f> VY77L33733373 .
IP (N ,3)32
202 IF ( IS (K ,7 ) a£Q,3,AND,IS(Kr15),LEa8)G0T0 203 - "
GOTO 204
• 203 NsN+l ................... -r-.-^ ; .•
IP (N r l)3 l5
IP(N,2)=2 „ , - -
IP(Nr3)s2
204 IF(IS(Kr7),EQ,4.AND,IS(Krl5),LE,12)G0T0 205 -
GOTO 206
205 NsN+1 ■ . ',- -.-7 --7 7 : .-r
IP (N,1)si 5
IP(Nr 2 )s l '7. ' : 7  3' ; ; f .  7  ^ • • ;
JP(N,3)32
206 IF(IS(K,5),EQ,3,AND.IS(K,16),LT,3)G0T0 207 
GOTO 208
207 Nbn+1 •• ' ' -:7' •
IP(Nr 1)316
IP(Nr2)s2
IP(Nr3)=2
208 IFCIS(K,5),EQ.4,AND,IS(Krl6),LE,8)G0T0 209 7 7 7 3 :v 
GOTO 210
209 NsN+l 7 . ,-77 
IP (N r l)s l6
IP (N ,2)s l •
IP (N ,3)s2
210 IF(ISCK,4),EOf 3,AND,IS(K,17),LT,12)G0T0 211 
GOTO 212
211 NsN+l 
IP (N , l )3 j7
IP(N,2)=2 ■ 7.7 •;
IP(N,3)s2
212 IF ( IS (K ,4 ) t EQ,4,AND,IS(K,17),LT,24)GOTO 213 
GOTO 214
(Continued bn the next page)
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213 NsN+1 
IP(N,l)si7
IP(N,2)=t
IP(N,3)=2
214 IF(IS(Kf6),EQ#2,AND,IS(K#18)#e Q t0)GOTO 215
GOTO 216
215 N=N+1 V -
IP(N,1)=18 I ......
' IP(N,R)=2
IP(N,3)=1
216 IF(IS(K,6),EQ#3 #AND,IS<K,18)tl T l5)G0T0 217 
GOTO 210
■ 217 N=N + 1
IP(Nrl)=i8 
' IP (Nr 2) a2 
IP(Nr3)=2
218 IF(IS(K,6),EQ,4,AN0,IS(K,18)tl.T,ll)G0TQ 219
GOTO 228
219 N=N+1 
IP(Nrl)=18
IP(Nr2) = i : 77: ’
IP(N,3)=2
220 IF(IS(K,3),EQ,2#AND,IS(K,19),LT,7)G0T0 221
GOTO 222
221 N=N+1 ■ ~Y 7-. 3 7
IP(Nrl)sl9
IP(Nr2)=2
IPCNr3)=l * /
222 IF(IS(K,3),EQ*3,AND,IS(Krl9),LT.24)G0T0 223
GOTO 224.
223 N=N+1 -17: ■ .. :
IP(Nrl)=19
IP(Nr2)=2 ;■ 7-
IP(Nr3)s2
224 IF(IS(K,3),EQ#4 tAND,IS(Kri9),LT,32)G0T0 225 
GOTO 226
225 NsN+l 
IP(Nrl)=19
IP(Nr2) = l   . :.;7 '7.7. , ... _ • -
IP(Nr3)=2 ,
226 IF ( IS (K ,2 } f EQ#2t AND,IS(K,20),LT,32)GOTO 227 
GOTO 228
227 N=N+1 . '-7,-:
IP(Nr1)=20
IP(Nr2)al
IP(Nr3)=2
228 IF(IS(K,2),EQf 3,AND#IS (K r2n,LT,33)G 0f0  229 
GOTO 230
229 IP(Nrl)s21 :
IP(Nr2)al
,IP(Nr3)=2 - ; : - 7  7 r '  . 7 '  7  -  •••>•'•• '7 * £'
230 IS(Kr23)=N 
RETURN
CONDITIONS FOR SELECTING POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES UNDER THROUGH
INVESTIGATION INTENTION
300 IF(IS(Krl4),GT,7,AN0tIS(K,14)#LE,l5tANDIS(Kr9)tE0,2
1,AND,IS(K,8),LT,3,0RfIS(K,14),GT,15,AND,IS(K,14),LE,23 
2rAND,IS(Kr9)vEQ (3 tANDvIS(Kr8),EQ(l)G0T0 301 
GOTO 302
301 N=N+l
IP(Nr 1) = 14 ’
IP(Nr2)=2
IP(Nf3)=2
302 IF(IS(K,14)tLE*7#AND,IS(K,8),LT.3tANDtIS(Kr9)fGT,l 
i,OR,IS(K,14)tLE,l5tAND,IS(Kr9),EOf3 #AND,IS(Kr8>.LT,3)GOTO 303
GOTO 304
303 N=N+1 
XP(Nrl)sl4
IP(Nr 2)a 1 • .
IP(Nr3)=3
304 IF(IS(Kr7),E0,2tAND,IS(Krl5)tL T f9)G0T0 305 
GOTO 336
305 NsN+l 
IP(Nrl)=l5 
1P(N,2)=2 
IP(Nr3)=2
306 IF(IS(Kr7)rEQt 3.AND,IS(Krl5),GTt 16,AND,IS(Krl6)<LE( 24)G0T0 307 
GOTO 308
(Continued on the next page)
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307 N=N+1
IP(N» i )s l5  1 • '* / ,• Vi.'  ^ -
IP ( Nr 2 )e2
. ip(n, 3)=3 - .
300 IFdSOx'^JtCEta.ANO.IStKflSJ.LT^e.OR.XSCKrZJtEQ.d 
C,AND,IS(K,i5)#LT,25)GOT0 308 
GOTO 310
T;.:.’:'. 309 N=NM ■ ■, ;;V / . ...-/. , ^ 1 ;
IP (N«i)= l5
' ip( n# 2)=i . .• .  "...
IP<N,3>=3
: 310 IF ( IS (K ,5 ) f EQt 2#AN0,I3(K,i6).LT,4)G0T0 311 . . , / c \
GOTO 312
„ 311 N=wti . - a - ' - w i : . - , :;S- _; ^ :;v.
IP(N,1)=16
/ .  ....  IP(N,2)=2 ; r:: . ^  \
IP { Nr 3)=2
v 312 IF dS(K ,5 ),EQ #3,AND,IS(K,16),GT,4t AND,XS(K,16),IE,161G0T0 313
GOTO 314 
: v 313 NaN+l *
IP(N»1)=16
• IP(N,2)52 : ■ . --f, ^
IP(N,3)=3
: 314 IFdS(K,5),GE,3,AND#XSCK,16)t LT,4i0R,XSCK,5>,EQ;4
C ,AND#TS(K,i6).LT,17>GOTO 313’ ,
: - j : . goto 3 i3 .. . . . . .  ...... . . _
318 N=N+l
. £ £ M  . . IP (N r i ) s l6  • ..I - ■ .'/■:: . -o- yj-VV?.
• IP(N»2)=1 . I
T'!-.  ^ IP(N#3)=3 . Vv;:;v v ': ;r ;r : - ;;:
316 IFdS(K ,4)*EQt 2#AND,IS(K,17),LT,16>G0T0 317
A.: . GOTO 318 . .  _
317 N=N+1
v> .: ip (N f i )= i7  . . : :
IP(N,2)=2
:IPCN#3)=2^
310 IFdS(K,4),EQ,3,AN0,IS(Kr l 7 ) #GT,16f AND,IS(K,17> 
i ,LE .30) GOTO 319 
GOTO 320
S ; , :3 1 9 N=N+1 . .. - _   1 . _;______  «. _
IP(N,i)=17 ___
? :V ; ■ IP(Nr2)=2 . .
IP(N,3)=3
i; 320 IFdSCK,4)t GE,3,AN0#IS (K r i7 )#LT,16.0R,IS(K,4),EQt 4 I
1, AND, IS( K,1 7 ) , I T , 31)GOTO 321 
^ L - k .  . GOTO 322 -KL- j  r :
321 NsN+l
■ IP(N» 1 )«17 v .
IP(N,2)=1
XP(N,3)s3 ' ■ — "■ ■ • " /  ' V'-TjS j" 7 .Y ' ;. .^.
322 lF(ISCK#6),EQ*2#ANOt I8(K» l8),UT i 8)GOTO 323
• ; GOTO 324 ' . . - : v v ; r   ^ v . i"  :
323 N=N+l /
f ' • • ..-. IPCNr 13 = 18 ■
IPCNf2)^2 
IP(N»3)=2
324 IFCIS(Kr6)l EQ,3t AND,IS(K#18),GT,8,AND,IS(K,18),LE,20)GOTO 325
GOTO 326 . .... ... • •
325 N=N*1
. JP(N» 1)s i 8 : '.'VV ■
XP(Nf2 )s2
‘ I P(N»3) B3 . - v : ,
326 IFdS(K,6),GE,3,AND,IS(K ,18),LT#8,0R,
1 ISCK,6 ) , EG,4 ,AND,IS(K#1 8 ) ,LT ,17)GOTO 327 . ■
GOTO 328
327 NxNtl . ,. .   :.V. .. TH
IP (N d )  = l8
IPCN,2) = t  I •. .
IP(N,3)=3
328 XFdS(K,3)vEQ'2aANDpZSCK'19),LT'«32)G0r0-329 .
GOTO 330
I 329 N=Nfl
IP (N f1)st9
■ . ' IP(N»2)=2 . ■ • ■
IP(Nr 3 )32
330 IF(IS(K»3)*EQa3«AN0tIS(K»19)i GT#32 
i,AND#IS(Kr i 9 ) #LE,72)G0T0 331 
GOTO 332
(Continued on the next page)
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331 N=N+1 •' . . .
IP<Nrl)=i9 
IP(N,2)=2 
IP(Nr 3)S3
' 332 IF(IS(Kr3>,GE,3,AND,IS(Krl9),LT,32
it0R #IS(K,3),EQ,4,AND,I8<K#19),lT,73)G0T0 333
GOTO 334 .....  . •
•: 333 N=Ntl 
" IP(Nrl)=19
v i p (Ni2)si
IP(N,3)=3
334 IF(IS(K,2)iGE l2 fAND*I8(K,20)iGT,48,ANO,IS(K,20>,LE,72)GOTO 335
GOTO 336
335 NsN+l . :-=v. . v /.'• ■
IP(Nrl)=21 .....
IP(Nr2)s2 -
IP(N,3)=3 . i; : V
•j; i ,336 IF(IS(Kr2) ,EQ,2,AND,IS(K#20),LT,48)G0T0 -337 „
GOTO 338
-L, . 337 N=N+1 . _ . .......
IP(Nr 1)=20
i . : IP(N,2) = 1 ■  /".'j ' \ W-':: ,:'X _ . \
IP(N,3)=3
>fe. 338 IF(IS(K,2),EQ,3,AND,X8(K,2i),LT,48)GOTO '339 . _     ..  ,
GOTO 340
^  . •339 n=n+i -     ^^  ----- " • ^
IP(Nr 1)=21
v-' iP(Nr2>=i .  ■■ -
IP(Nr3)=3“
V  340 IS(Kr23) = N „ : . _________ _ . . • -i
RETURN _
- .. END _ . . _
SUBROUTINE ACTSNOM♦ Nominates activities for execution
SUBROUTINE ACTSNOM(K)
“  r ' COMMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), ;
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT<6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
DIMENSION IEXTIME(3,0),L0CATE(8)...................................
DIMENSION NOMURG1(8)rN0MURG2(8) ’ •
DATA IEXTIME/2,4,8,2,4,8,2,3,4,2,6,10,1,4,8,4,10,16,4,10,16,4,10, 
116/
. DATA LOCATE/2,2,Ir2r3,2,2,1/ ■
DATA N0MURGi/ir2,2,2,3,2,3,2/,N0MURG2/2,3,3,3,4,3,4,3/
. PURPOSE! NOMINATES POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES FOR EXECUTION ACCORDING TO ’ 
INVESTIGATION INTENTIONS ■ ' ~ ~
 FIRST, RATE POTENTIAL a c t i v i t i e s  SO THAT b e s t  c a n  b e i d e n t i f i e d  a n d
n o m i n a t e d , if p o t e n t i a l  a c t  is n o t  w o r t h y  o f n o m i n a t i o n  u n d e r  t h e
INVESTIGATION INTENTION CONSIDERED, GIVE IT A RATING OF 999 SO 
1 0 THAT IT DOES NOT GET NOMINATED, FIRST CHECK IF ANY POTACTS EXIST,
CALL DEBUG(19,1,K,0,0)
IF(IS(K,23),EQ,0)RETURN 
IF POTENTIAL ACTS EXIST GO TO SECTION APPROPRIATE TO INVESTIGATION 
INTENTION,
M=IS(K,23) 
i IGO=IS(K,13)
GOTO(1,2,3),IG0
l-\*. 1 DO 10 J= 1 r M ■ •
FIRST GO TO CORRECT SECTION FOR PRIORITY 
IG0=IP(J,2)
GOTO(100,200),IGO 
: RATINGS FOR PRIORITY a 1 ACTIVITIES FOLLOW
100 IFCXPCJf1),EO,14)GOTO 101 
GOTO 102
m a t c h  h a s  b e e n  f o u n d  s o  g i v e  a c t  i t s r a t i n g  a s g i v e n  b e l o w  b y  s e t t i n g
THE VALUE OF I.P(J»4) 1
101 IP(Jr4)=l
GOTO 10 *.■ . • . •.
102 IF(IP(Jrl),EQ,21)GOTO 103 
GOTO 104
103 IP(J,4)=2 .
GOTO 10
104 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,19)G0T0 105 
GOTO 106
105 IP (i), 4 ) s3 
GOTO 10
IF NO MATCH FOUND THEN ACT NOT WORTHY OF NOMINATION SO SET RATING«999 
! 106 IP(J,4)8999
GOTO 10
• (Continued on the next page)
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RATINGS FOR PRIORITY o 2 ACTIVITIES FOLLOW(CURSORY INTENTION)
200 IF(IP(Jrl)tEQ,14,AND,IS{K,14)tLT,4)GOTO201 
GOTO 202 ...
201 IP(J,4)=101
GOTO 10 • X  .
2 0 2 ,IF(IP(Jrl).EQ,20,AND,l8(Kf20),LT,8)GOTO 203 
GOTO 204 ...'"
203 IP(J»4)si02
goto 10 -zz::
204 IF(IP(J,1>,EQ,19)G0T0 205
GOTO 206 . . V:.; '. --'/.i' .
205 IP(J>4)s 103
GOTO 10 ' ' ' ..................  ^ '.,'Z ' .. -:t
206 IF(IP(J,l),EQ,16,AND,IS(K»5)fEQ,4)G0T0 207 
GOTO 208
207 IP(J,4)*104
GOTO 10 •'
208 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,17,AND,IS(K,4) ,EQ,4)GOTO 209 
GOTO 210
209 IP(J,4) = 105 . • . . .
GOTO 10
210 IF(IP(J,1),E0,18,AND,IS(K,4),EQ,4)G0T0 211
GOTO 212 .. : ..   _ _ . _ _
211 IP(Jr4)sl06 
GOTO 10
212 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,15,AND,XS(K,7),EQ,4)G0T0 213 
GOTO 214
213 IP(J#4):*t07.
GOTO 10
214 IF(IP(Jrl),EQ,20,AND,IS(K,20)tGE,8)GOTO 215 
GOTO 216
215 IP(J,4)=108 " ■
GOTO 10 -
216 IF(IP(J,1).EQ,16,AND,IS(K,5),EQ,3)G0T0 217 
. . GOTO 218 ■
217 JP(J,4)3109
. • . GOTO 10 -s- . :
218 IF(IP(J,i),EQ,17,AND,I3(K,4),EQ,3)G0T0.219 
GOTO 220 ............  ^
•219 IP(J,4)3110
GOTO 10 . i
220 IF(IP(Jrl),E0,16,AND,IS(K,6),EQ,3)G0T0 221 
GOTO 222 - “
221 IP(J»4)*U1
* GOTO 10 '
222 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,15,AND,ISCK,7),EG,3)G0T0 223
GOTO 224 '     -
223 IP(Jr4)=112
GOTO 10 . - Z ; r Z
224 IF(IP(J,l),E0t14,AND,IS(K,l4),GE,4)G0T0 225
‘ GOTO 226 . ;■;__v. :  ^Z - _
225 IP(J,4)=113
GOTO 10 : .V ..'.i/V ' ZZZ- .
226 IP(J» 4)=999
10 CONTINUE :w  '
GOTO 5
RATINGS FOR NORMAL INVESTIGATION INTENTION 
2 DO 20 J=1,M 
GO TO CORRECT SECTION FOR PRIORITY 
IG0=IP(J,2)
GOTO(300,400)rIGO 
r a t i n g s  f o r  p r i o r i t y  b i
300 lF(IP(Jrl).EQ,14,AND, ISCK,14),LT,6> GOTO 301
GOTO 302
301 IP(J,4)sl 
GOTO 20
302 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,21,AND, I3(K#2i),LT,20) GOTO 303 
GOTO 304
303 IP(J,4)=2 
GOTO 20
304 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,20,AND,I8(K,20),LT>,20)GOTO 305 
GOTO 306
305 IP(J,4)53 .
GOTO 20
(Continued on the next page)
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.11. 306 I F d P C J ,  1),E0,19.AND, IS(K,3),EQ,4,AND,ISCK,19)
C ,LT,20> GOTO 307
L..1 goto 300   l l i l  ;
. 3 0 7  IP(J,4)a4
l l  --. GOTO 20   .1111.1. 1 1  1 1 1
308 IF(IP(J,1),EQ,16,AND,IS(K,5),EG,4)G0T0 309 
*• GOTO 310 ....
• 309 IP(J,4)=5
11. 1  . . GOTO 20
3J0 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,17,AND,IS(K,4),EQ,4)G0T0 311
GOTO 312 ... . ,,_1 . - :
; 311 IP(J,4)=6
GOTO 20 ' 1 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1
312 IF (IP(J, 1),EQ,18«AND,IS(K,6),EQ,4) GOTO 313 
;1 ' GOTO 314
313 IP(J,4)=7 
i l l  . GOTO 20
314 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,15,AND,IS(K#7),EQ,4)G0T0 315 
■ . GOTO 316
‘315 IP(J,4)=8 
. • ■ ... GOTO 20
316 IFCIPCJ,l)»EQ»l4,AND,I8(K,14),GE,5)G0T0 317 
1  ' GOTO 318 • , . 1 _
* 317 IP(J,4)a9
GOTO 20 . ,
318 IFdP(J,l),E0,21,AND,IS(Kf21) , GE, 20) GOTO 319 
,1 GOTO 320 ' _ ■ 1
319 IP(J,4)=10 
1 1 , .  GOTO 20
320 IFdP C J ,  1),EQ,20,ANO,IS(K,20),GE,20)GOTO 321 
i l l .  GOTO 322 • 1  1.
321 IP(J,4)=11
GOTO 20 ■  T-'-"'l; ■
1 . 322 IFCIPCJ,l)vEQ,19«AND,iS(K,19), GE,20)GOTO 323 
i l l  GOTO 324
323 IP(J,4)=12
.11 1 -'GOTO 20 . 1 1  ,
324 IPCJ,4 )3999
11-1 GOTO 20 ’   _ _
RATINGS FOR PRIORITY * 2 ACTIVITIES, INTENTION NORMAL 
11*1400 IF.CIPCJ,l)fEQ,l9.AND,I8(K,3),E0,3,AND,ISCK,i9)
C ,LT,16) GOTO 401
II.;. goto 402 . y  ...illillilZii
401 IP(J,4)=101
l - l l  GOTO 20 ill .'1-lll-.il
402 IF(IP(J,1),EQ* 16)GOTO 403
I I I ,  GOTO 404 .• .1 / 1 1 1  111" _ “ =.
403 IPCJ,4)=102
.11. . GOTO 20 - 1 - _ 1
404 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,17)GOTO 405
l i  11. goto 406 . - V..11.: i l l . i l i  ....
405 IP(J,4)=103 
11; .. GOTO 20
406 IFCIP(J,1),EQ,18,AND,IS(K,6),EQ,3)G0T0 407
111:' GOTO 408 - 1' /'I
407 IP(J,4)=104
'11.1 GOTO 20 - • 1 -I-": . :. i
408 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,15)GOTO 409
I  - GOTO 410 1:1 :
409 IPCJ,4)=105 
-11 GOTO 20
410 IF(IP(J,1)»EQ,19,AND,1S(K,3),EQ,3,AND,XS(K,19)
C , GE, 16) GOTO 411‘
GOTO 412 
ilZ 411 IP(J,4)=106 
GOTO 20
1 412 IF(IPCJ,1),EQ,19,AND,XS(K,3),EQ,2)G0T0 413
GOTO 414
413 IP(J,4)=107 
GOTO 20
414 IFdP C J ,  1),E0, 18, AND, I3<K,6>,EQ,2)G0T0 415 ,
GOTO 416 . . .
415 IP(J,4)=108 
GOTO 20
(Continued on the next page)
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SUBROUTINE ACTSNOM (continued *• page 4)
416 IP(J,4)=999 ! ;
20 CONTINUE 
GOTO 5
RATINGS FOR THOROUGH INVESTIGATION INTENTION 
3 00 30 J=1 ,M 
; s GOTO CORRECT SECTION FOR PRIORITY •
IGOsIP(J , 2 )
GOTO(500,6000), IGO 
RATINGS FOR PRIORITY ■ 1
500 IF(IP(J,l),EQ«14fAN0«IS(K, 14),t.T,B)GOTO50i 
GOTO 502
501 IP(J,4)*1 
GOTO 30
502 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,21,AND,IS(K,2t)|LT,32)GOTO 503
GOTO 504
503 IPCJ,4) * 2 
GOTO 30
504 IFCIPCJ,i),EQ,20,AND,IS(K,20),LT,32)GOTO 505 
GOTO 506
505 IP(J,4)=3 
GOTO 30
506 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,19,AND,IS(K,19),|.T,24)G0T0 507 
GOTO 508
507 IP(J,4)=4 
H  GOTO 30
508 IFCIPCJ,1),EO,16.AN0,IS(K,l6),LTt12)G0T0 509 
GOTO 510 . •
509 IP(J,4)=5 
GOTO 30
510 IFCIPCJ,i),EQ,17,ANDfIS(K,17),LT,20)GOTO 511
GOTO 512
511 IPCJ,4)=6 
GOTO 30
512 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,18,AND,IS(K,18),LT,12)G0T0 513
• GOTO 514
513 IPCJ,4)=7 
GOTO 30
. 5 1 4  IFCIPCJ,1),E0,15,AND,IS(K,15),LT,16)G0T0 515
1 1 1  ' GOTO 516 - . .  :: -   " '
515 IPCJ,4)=8 
GOTO 30
616 IFCIPCJ,1),E0,14,AN0.XS(K,14),GE,8)G0T0 517
GOTO 518
517 IP(J,4)=9 
GOTO 30
518 IFCIPCJ,1).E0,21,AND,IS(K,21),GE,32)G0T0 519 
GOTO 520
519 IP(J,4)=10 
GOTO 30
y 520 IFCIPCJ,1),EO,20,AND,IS(K,20),GE,32)G0T0 521 
i  ! i GOTO 522 
621 IP(J,4)=11 
GOTO 30
522 IFCIPCJ,1),E0,19,AND,IS (K,19),GE,24)G0T0 523
GOTO 524
523 IP(J,4)=12 
GOTO 30
524 IFCIPCJ, 1),EQ,16,AND,ISCK,16),GE,12)G0T0 525
GOTO 526
525 IP(J,4)=13 
GOTO 30
526 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,17,AND,ISCK,17),GE,20)GOTO 527
r GOTO 528
527 IPCJ,4)=14
; GOTO 30
528 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,18,AND,ISCK,18),GE,12)G0T0 529
GOTO 530
529 IPCJ,4)=15 
GOTO 30
530 IFCIPCJ, 1),EQ,15,AND,ISCK,15),GE,16JG0T0 531 
GOTO 532
531 IPCJ,4)=16
I GOTO 30
532 IPCJ,4)=999 
GOTO 30
(Continued on the next page)
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SUBROUTINE ACT5N0M (continued - page 5)
RATINGS FOR PROPRlTy ■ 2
6000 IFCIPCJ,l),EQ,2i)G0T0 6001
GOTO 600
6001 IP(J,4)=100 Z .','Z Z i . . . Z - :   Z‘ .
GOTO 30
600 IFCIPCJ, 1).EQ,20)GOTO 601 "i'ZZ'-ir.ii.ZZi■■■:;/
GOTO 602
; 601 ipcj,4)?t0t . . .....  - .. z/.i ..
GOTO 30
602 IFCIPCJ, 1),EG,19,AND,ISCK,3),EG,3)G0T0 603 ZZ 
GOTO 604 ,
603 IPCJ,4)ol02 Z ■
GOTO 30 - • 'X
i 604 IFCIPCJ,1),EG,16,AND,ISCK,5),EQ,3)G0TO 605 ,r
GOTO 606
‘605 IPCJ,4)=103 -
GOTO 30
606 IFCIPCJ,1),EG,17,AND,ISCK,4),EG,3)GOTO 607
GOTO 608
  607 IPCJ,4) = 104 X Z Z  -
GOTO 30
f Z 600 IFCIPCJ,1),EG,10,AND,ISCK,6),EG,3JG0T0 609 '
GOTO 610
609 IPCJ,4)3105 :: i ' "
GOTO 30
,:Z 610 I F C I P C J , D ^ E O , 15,AND,ISCK,7),EG,3JG0T0 6 U
GOTO 612
6 U  IPCJ,4) = 106 ZZ
GOTO 30
' 612 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,19,AND,ISCK,3),EQ,2)GOTO 613
GOTO 614
613 IP(J,4)=107 : : -
GOTO 30
Z:;6l4 IFCIPCJ, 1).EG,16,AND,ISCK,5),EG,2)G0T0 615 
GOTO 616
, 615 ip cJ ,4 )= i 08 --■zx.
GOTO 30
« Z 6 l 6  IFCIPCJ,1),EG,17,AND,ISCK,4),EG^2)G0TQ 617 -______ "  - ^iX'v
GOTO 610
 617 IPCJ,4) = 109 :='VZ -ZZ/;X X Z X Z  X X /  • X '
GOTO 30 ■
618 IFCIPCJ,1),EG,IS,AND,ISCK,6),EG,2)G0T0 619 
GOTO 620
Z 619 IPCJ,4) = U 0  -
GOTO 30
ii:iZ620 IFCIPCJ,1),EG,15,AND,ISCK,7),EG,2)GOTO 621 i :- Z
GOTO 622
r i l i  621 IP C J ,4)8111 . ■ ' Z ,: :Z Z iZ Z i.Z Z ii; /i;' ::ZZZ v. " v . : .
GOTO 30
; 7 622 IFCIPCJ,1),EQ,14)G0T0 623 ,Z ZZVZZZi:Z-:ZZZi /' '.Z
GOTO 624
623 IPCJ,4) = 112 . 'i'---~:"X X Z :' X X Z
• , GOTO 30 
634 IPCJ,4)=999 
30 CONTINUE
i: ALL POTENTIAL ACTS HAVE NOW BEEN RATED. NEXT STEP IS TO NOMINATE THE
APPROPRIATE ONESFOR EXECUTION, THIS INVOLVES NOMINATING THE HIGHEST 
: RATED ACTIVITY FIRST AND THEN THE NEXT HIGHEST UNTILL REQUIRED NUMBER
OF ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN NOMINATED, IF INSUFFICIENT POTENTIAL ACTS 
EXIST THE NOMINATION IS STOPPED SHORT OF THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ACTS 
FOR NOMINATION UNDER THE INVESTIGATION INTENTION IN QUESTION,
i ,5 N=0
4 IPICK=999.
DO 40 J= 1» M
IFCIPCJ,4),GE.IPICK)G0T0 40 
HIGHER RATED ACTIVITY HAS BEEN FOUND 
IPICK = IPCJ,4)
NPICKrJ.
40 CONTINUE •
(Continued on the next page)
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TfjST TO CHECK THAT ACTIVITY IS WORTH NOMINATING, IP IT IS INSERT IT 
IN NA , THE ARRAY THAT T E M P O R A R I L Y  STORES NOMINATED ACTIVITIES,. 
IF(IPICKfEQ,999)G0T0 6 
, N=N+l 
■NA(N,i)sK
NA(N,2) = IP(NPICK, 1)   :■....
NA(N,3)=IP(NPICK,3)
NA(N,4)=IP(NPICK,4)
COMPUTE STANDARD EXECUTION DURATION FOR ACTIVITY 
.... LET NACT b NUMBER OF THE ACTIVITY BEING NOMINATED, 
NACTsIPCNPICK,n*13
ARRAY IEXTIMECACTIVITY EXECUTION INTENTION, NACT) HOLDS STANDARD 
EXECUTION TIMES,
NA(N,5)=IEXTIME(IP(NPICK,3),NACT)
ARRAY LOCATE(NACT) HOLDS LOCATIONS FOR EXECUTION OF VARIOUS ACTS 
NA(N,6)=L0CATECNACT)
ARRAYS NOMURGi AND N0MURG2 GIVE THE URGENCY WITH WHICH ACTIVITIES 
ARE NOMINATED, SET URGENCY APPROPRIATE TO PRIORITY 
IG0=IP(NPICK,2)
G O TOU0BI, 1002),IGO
1001 NA<N,7)=NOMURGl(NACT)
GOTO 1003 "
1002 NA(N,7)3NOMURG2(NACT>
1003 CONTINUE
now set rating of the nominated act b. 999 so n  is not picked
; AGAIN » ‘
IP(NPICK,4)3999
' CHECK IF MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ACTS HAVE BEEN NOMINATED FOR THE 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION CONCERNED, IF THEY HAVE THEN NOMINATION 
IS COMPLETE, ■ '
IF(N,EQ.IS(K,13))GOTO 6 
■ GOTO 4 ' :
ACTIVITY NOMINATION ENDED, SET ISCK,23)bn, NUMBER OF ACTS NOMINATED 
. .6 IS(K,23)bN .
RETURN
x z z - END *" ‘ . . .
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SUBROUTINE INSERT. Inaerto nominated activities into the ponding activities array — N0HA.CTS
SUBROUTINE IMSFNT(K)
. COMMON/8LOCK1/INPROG(5 0 ,9 ) , IVENTS( 2 0 ,9 ) , IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(5 0 , i 0 ) ,  
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
COMMON/UL0CK2/IN,I AT,NOW,I ERROR,IPLACE, LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,JPOTCOM(4),  
lINOMCOM(d),NOWGO,NOWENO,LOLOCOM 
COMMON/DLOCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
PURPOSE I TO INSERT NOMINATED ACTIVITIES INTO THE NOMACTS ARRAY.
SCAN NOMACTS FOR ACTIVITIES ON K ALLREADY NOMINATED AND CHECK 
IF STILL NOMINATED, IF NOT DELETE THEM! OTHERWISE UPDATE THEM,
CALL DEUUGC20,1,K,0,0)
DO 10 J=10,MAXNOM 
IF(NOMACTS<J,1),EQ,0)GOTO10 
IF(NOMACTS(J,l),EQ,K)GOTO 1
• GOTO 10 .
•.ACTIVITY IN PROJECT K FOUND -  LOOK FOR MATCH IN NA ARRAY
,r ' : • . ... 1 DO 20 Ns 1, 0 .. . a ; : : -  .. v : .
IF(NA(N,2),EQ,N0MACTS(J,2))G0T0 2
GO TO 20•
•ACTIVITY FOUND ON NA SO UPOATE IT IN NOMACTS'
.2 IF(NA(N,4)t NE,NOMACT3(J,4))GOTO 90
I.-..-. . ‘ GOTO 91 -,U;
ratings are different so update a c t iv iy  ^
• -90 do 92 1=1,7 . .•  .
; 92 NOMACTS(J,L)=NA(N,L> .
91 CONTINUE • ..<>• ,, :.  ..... . .vii;:.  ;
ACTIVITY IS UPDATED
. DO-30 L e i , 7 "v.'-  ^ ‘    ■ ' ..........  • ;
30 NA(N,L)=0
: />... . GOTO 10 . • ' ' j-~ ? L  .  ^ i ' ./ -
20 CONTINUE
ACTIVITY NOT FOUND ON NA SO DELETE ACTIVITY PROM NOMACTS 
DO 40 Le i,  10 
' 40 NOMACTS(J,L) =0 
10 CONTINUE
ANY ACTIVITIES REMAINING IN NA NEED TO BE INSERTED IN NOMACTS 
N=9
: I.-;: :• *■' DO 50 Jsl , 8  -;r v . -ikiri.. . *-•••. \ .’ .i
IF (NA (J# 1)»EO,0) GOTO 50 
ACTIVITY FOUND SO INSERT IT , FIRST FIND EMPTY CELL IN NOMACTS 
*•3 IF (N,GE, MAXNOM) GOTO 9 
NvN+1
IF(NOMACTS(N,l),NEt 0)GOTO 3 
EMPTY CELL FOUND, INSERT DETAILS OF ACTIVITY 
DO 60 L e i , 7 
.>60 NOMACTS(N,L)cNA(J,L)
NQMACTS(N,8 )=NOW 
ACTIVITY INSERTED 80 DELETE FROM NA ' ‘
DO 70 1=1,7
70 N'A (J, I ) =0 '  ' •  ■  " . ' . i - '  . .  _
50.CONTINUE 
CLEAR POTENTIAL ACTS FROM IP ARRAY 
DO 51 J= l,6
DO 52 JJ= 1,4 ... ‘ >
52 IP(J,JJ)=0 '
: 51 CONTINUE > >  -
RETURN
ERROR MESSAGE IF NO EMPTY CELLS IN NOMACTS 
9 WRITE(3,100)
100 F0RMAT(1X,43HN0MACTS OVERFLOW * CONTENTS OF NOMACTS IS **)
WRITE(3,101)
*101 FORMAT(lX,106HPROJECT ACTIVITY INTENTION RATING DURATION LOCA 
1TI0N NOM,URGENCY ' NOM,TIME URGENCY NOW EXECUTE TIME )
DO 80 Met,MAXNOM 
80 WRITE(3,102)(NOMACTS(M,I1),I1=1,10)
102 F0RM AT(4X ,I3 ,6X ,I3 ,7X ,I3 ,6X ,J3 ,6X ,I3 ,7X ,I3 ,9X ,I3 ,8X ,I3 ,6X ,I3 ,8X ,I3  
1)
lERRORai ‘ ' V• •
RETURN 
END •
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SUBROUTINE NOHOOT. Computes commitment level from nominated activities.
SUBROUTINE NOMCOM
COMM()N/HLUCKl/lNPRnG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), 
IIFJLF(S0,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7>,IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/TN,IAT,NOW, IERROR, I PL ACE, LNOMCOM, LPOTCOM, IP0TC0M(4), 
1IN0MC0M(4) ,NOWGO,NOWF.ND,LOLOCOM 
COMMON/BLOCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
PURPOSE| TO UPQATF COMMITMENT LEVEL BASED ON NOMINATED ACTIVITIES, 
FIRST, UPDATE CURRENT URGENCIES,
CALL DEBUG(25,1,0,0,0)
DO 10 J=10,MAXNOM 
IF(NOMACTS(J,1).EO.0)GOTO 10 
CELL CONTAINS AN ACTIVITY, COMPUTE CURRENT URGENCY FROM NOM,URGENCY, 
IG0sN0MACTS(J,7)
GOTO(1,2,3,4),IGO ‘
NOMINATED URGENCY c IMMEDIATELY
1 ITIME = 6*(N0W*N0MACTS(J,8) ) •
. GOTO 7
. NOMINATED URGENCY s SOON • '• ./•;
2 ITIME=24«(N0W-.N0MACTS(J,8))
GOTO 7 ■ 'v ; •
NOMINATED URGENCY = SOONISH
3 ITIMEnB0*(NOW-NOMACTS(J,8)) v 
GOTO 7
NOMINATED URGENCY * SOMETIME
4 ITJME=lb0-(NOW«NOMACTSCJ,8))
UPDATE SCHEDULED EXECUTION TIME
7 NOMACTS(J,10)=NOW+1 TIME 
UPDATE CURRENT URGENCIES
XF(lTIME,LE»6)NOMACTS(J,9)«1 
IF(ITIME,GT,6,AND*ITIME,LE‘«24)N0MACT5(J,9)s2 
IF(ITIMEtGT,24,ANDtITIME.LE,100)NOMACTS(J,9)B3 
IF (I TIMEtGT,100)NOMACTS(J,9)=4
10 CONTINUE
COMPUTE TOTAL COMMITMENT IN THE FOUR URGENCY BANDS,CLEAR INOMCOM 
DO 20 J=l,4 
■. 20 INOMCOM(J )=0
DO 30 J=10,MAXNOM 
; IF(NOMACTS(J,9),LT,1,OR,NOMACTS(J,9),CT,4)G0T0 30 
IGO=NOMACTS(J,9)
. - G O T O C U ,  12,13,14), IGO - 3 - 3   -- -
11 INOMCOM(l)=INOMCOM(i)+NOMACTS(J,5)
GOTO 30
12 INOMCOM(2)sINOMCOM(2)+NOMACTS(J,5)
. GOTO 30 - ... - .-3
13 INOMCOM(3)=IN0MC0M(3)+N0MACTS(J,S)
3 3 , 3  . GOTO 30 - :
14 INOMCOM(4)=INOMCOM(4)+NOMACTS(J,5)
3  I 30 CONTINUE ____
NOW COMPUTE COMMITMENT LEVEL » I,E, LNOMCOM .. ......,.,3 ,......
LNOMCOM e LEVCOM(INOMCOM)
‘ *- RETURN -• ‘
END
SUBROUTINE RENOT. Re-nominatos activ it ies vhen overload occurs.
SUBROUTINE RENOM i . ,
COMMON/BLOCK 1/INPROGC50,9 ) , I VENTS( 2 0 ,9 ) , IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(90,10),  •
lIFILE(b0,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM, IFMAX '
PURPOSEt TO RE»NOMINATE ACTIVITIES WHEN CHANGE IN COMMITMENT LEVEL 
INDICATtS A REVIEW OF COMMITMENTS IS REQUIRED :
CALL RFJCORD(6,0,0)
SCAN THE INVESTIGATION STATE ARRAY FOR CURRENT PROJECTS AND 
RE»NOMINATE ACTS ON EACH PROJECT 
DO 10 Kal,ISMAX 
IF(IS(K,i),EO,0)GOTO 10 
CURRENT PROJECT FOUND, RENOMINATE ACTS 
CALL GETACTS(2,K)
NOW TEST WHETHER PROJECT TEMINATED AND TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION,
CALL IFDONE(K)
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
X
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SUBROUTINE POTCOM. Computes commitment level and incorporates potential activities
SUBROUTINE POTCOM 
. DIMENSION IC0M(4,3)
COMMON/BLOCK 1/INPROG(50,9),I VENTS(20,9),18(25,26),NOMACTS (50,10),
1 IF ILE(50, 4), N0WACT(6),USTACT(6), NA(8,7), IP (10,4)
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,I AT,NOW,IERROR,I PLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM(4), 
1IN0MC0M(4),N0WG0,N0WEND,L0LDC0M 
COMMON/BLOCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
DATA ICOM/3,3,4,0,6,6,8,12,8,12,20,40/
PURPOSEi TO COMPUTE THE CURRENT LEVEL OF POTENTIAL COMMITMENT »
LPOTCOM ..................
FIRST, COPY CURRENT COMMITMENTS DUE TO NOMINATED ACTS INTO IPOTCOM 
DO 10 K=l,4 
10 IPOTCOM(K)sINOMCOM(K)
SCAN IVENTS FOR PROJECT INITIATION EVENTS, I‘,E, IVENTS(J,9)«i, AND ‘ V  *'
u p d a t e  i p o t c o m  a c c o r d i n g l y
DO 20 Jsl,IVMAX 
: ' IF(IVENTS(J,9).NE,1)G0T0 20
PROJECT INITIATION EVENT FOUND SO UPDATE IPOTCOM,
'ARRAY IC0M(4,3) HOLDS EXPECTED COMMITMENTS IN EACH URGENCY BAND 
FOR THE THREE LEVELS OF SERIOUSNESS OF AN INVESTIGATION, THUS IT 
.GIVES THE EXPECTED COMMITMENT FOR A NEW INVESTIGATION,
DO 30 K=I,4
*30 IPOTCOM(K)cIPOTCOM(K) + ICOH(K,IVENTS(J,7)) _ i ’
. 20 CONTINUE
POTENTIAL COMMITMENT UPDATED SO COMPUTE COMMITMENT LEVEL 
LPOTCOM a LEVCOM(IPOTCOM) 
y L; RETURN Y  ' o.
END
FUNCTION LBVCOM. Computes commitment level given a set of commitments.
f u n c t i o n  l f v c q m ( i c o M s ) " y y ." -  :Y~ y y v  •;••••• •• - - - i
DIMENSION ICOMS(4)
PURPOSE? TO COMPUTE COMMITMENT LEVEL FROM COMMITMENTS IN ICONS,
FIRST TEST FOR "HIGH” COMMITMENT LEVEL 
IF(ICOMS(i),GT,30)r,OTO 1 
.... • JF(ICOMS(2),GT.50)GOTO 1 . ' Y  «Y Y Y
IF(ICOMS(3),GT,B0)GOTO 1 
IF(ICOMS(4)fGT,120)GOTO 1 
IF(IC0MSCi)+IC0MS(2),GT,65)G0T0 1 
IF(ICOMS(2)+ICOMS(3),GT,100)GOTO I 
IF(ICOMS(3)+ICOMS(4),GT,140)GOTO 1 
IF(ICOMS(1)+ICOMS(2)+ICOMS(3)+ICOMS(4),GT,150)GOTO 1 
GOTO 2
IF MATCH FOUND FOR HIGH COMMITMENT SET LEVC0Ms3 
1 LEVC0M=3 
RETURN
IF NO MATCH FOR HIGH COMMITMENT TRY TO MATCH LOW COMMITMENT LEVEL 
. 2 IF(ICOMS(i),LT.6.AND,ICOMS(2),LTti0,AND,ICOMS(3),LT,l5tAND, 
1ICOMS(4),LT,40)GOTO 3 
IF(ICOMS(O*ICOMS(2) + ICOMS(3) + ICOMS(4),LT,30)GOTO 3 
GOTO 4
. IF MATCH FOUND FOR LOW COMMITMENT LEVEL SET LEVCOM « i .
3 LEVcOMsl 
RETURN
IF COMMITMENT LEVEL NOT HIGH OR LOW THEN MUST BE NORMAL
4 LEVC0Mr2 • Y Y
RETURN
END ■ . ■ Y . y  Y - . Y Y Y Y :Y
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iSUBROUTINE NEXTACT. Selects aotiv ity for execution In the next timo period
SUBROUTINE NFXTACT
COMMON/HI.OCKl/INPROG(b0,9),I VENTS(20,9),IS(23,26),NOMACTS(30, 10),
1IF ILF(50,4),NOWACT(6),LAST ACT(6),NA(8,7),I P (10,4) 
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,IAT,N0W,I ERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPOTCOM(4), 
UN0MC0M(4) ,NOWGO,NOWENf),LOLDCOM 
COMMON/BLOCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
C0MM0N/UL0CK6/I0IJICK, ICHOOSE, IDOMORE,ICHANGE,LASTNOW 
PURPOSE* TO SELECT THF ACTIVITY FOR EXECUTION JN JHE NEXT TIME PERIOD. 
FIRST DECIDE WHETHER TO CONTINUE WITH THE CURRENT ACTIVITY# DETAILS 
OF WHICH ARE HELD IN NOWACT,
FIRST CHECK WHETHER CURRENT PROJECT HAS BEEN TERMINATED 
CALL DEBU0(27,1,O,R,0)
IF(NOWACT(l),NE,*»l)GOTO 3 
CALL NEWACT(l)
"!'v GOTO 11
CHECK IF NOWACT IS AN INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY, IF IT IS CALL ISTOP 
; TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO STOP EXECUTION OF IT OR NOT, .-a - . -..I.:.
NONfINVESTIGATION ACTIVITIES ARE HELD IN THE FIRST NINE 
CELLS OF NOMACTS ;
3 CONTINUE
IF(N0w a c T (1),LT,10)GOTO 1000 
CALL ISTOP
IF IDOMORE =1 CONTINUE EXECUTION OF THE ACTIVITYI 
IF IDOMORE = 2 STOP EXECUTION 
: / IFCIDOMORE.EO.DGOTO 6 . 7:r
FINISHED EXECUTION SO UPDATE NEXT EXECUTION TIME 
BUT FIRST CHECK ACT IS STILL NOMINATED
IF(NOMACTS(NOWACT(1),1),NE,N0WACT(3),ORjNOMACTS(NOWACT(l),2),NE,
: 1 NOWACT (4) ) GOTO 1000
IG0=N0MACTS(N0WACT(1),7)
. GOTO (101,102,103,104), IGO , ^
101 IADD=6
' ' . GOTO 110 .J 7/J;'
102 IADD=24
: ; GOTO 110 ; ' "  ■ ’ - - - ' v •
103 IADD=80
g o t o  U 0
104 IADD= 150 ,
n o  n o m a c t s (n o w a c t (1),8)*n o w  ; : : y:
NOMACTS(NOWACT(l),10)=NOW+IADD 
• N0MACTS(N0WACT(1),9)*IG0 • • • • ' ^  ■
1000 CONTINUE
• r . UPDATE LASTACT WITH DETAILS OF ACT JUST COMPLETED --7-7:
DO 10 J = 1,6
; l a s t a c t c J)=n o w a c t (J) .-.v -
10 CONTINUE
::di NOW DETERMINE THE NEXT ACTIVITY TO CARRY OUT • NEWACT(l) DOES THIS 
CALL NEWACT(l)
NOW CHECK TO SEE IF THERE HAS 'BEEN A CHANGE IN ACTIVITY
IF(LASTACT(3),EQ.N0WACT(3),AND,LASTACT(4),EQfN0WACT(4))G0T0 6 
7 CHANGE IN ACTIVITY SO PRINT DETAILS OF LAST AND NEW ACTS, PIRST 
DETERMINE THE TYPE OF ACTIVITY CONCERNED 
IFCLASTACT(1).GT,9)G0T0 7
I F (LASTACT(1)fLE,0,OR,LASTACT(1),GT,3)GOTO 999 
IG0=LASTACT(1)
GOTO(9,8,21),I GO 
7 CALL RECORD(2,0,0) 7  .
GOTO 11 
; 8 CALL RECORD(7#0#0)
GOTO 11 
9 CALL RECORD(8,0,0)
GOTO 11
21 CALL RECORD(11,0,0)
11 CONTINUE
NOW PRINT A MESSAGE, FOR THE NEW ACTIVITY 
IF(NOWACT(1),GT,9)GOTO 12
IF(NOWACT(1),LE,0,OR,NOWACT(1),GT,3)GOTO 998 . . 7:
IGOsNOWACT(1)
. G0T0(14,13,22),IGO ; ,
. 12 CALL RFCORD(3,0,NOWACT(3))
• , ' GOTO 6 -■ v
13 CALL RECORD(9,0,0)
GOTO 6
14 CALL RECORD(10,0,0)
GOTO 6.
22 CALL RECORD(12,0,0)
0 CONTINUE
RETURN
(Continued on the next page)
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SUBROUTINE NEXTACT, (oontinued - last page)
ERROR MESSAGES 
999 IERRORsl
WRITE{3, 997) LAST ACT(i>, NOW
RETURN
997 FORMAT( 3flH. NON-EXISTANT ACT SELECTED AT POSITION,14,24H IN NOMACT 
IS; TIME PERIOD,IS)
996 IERRORoi
WRITE(3,997)N0WACT(l),N0W
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NEWACT. Seleots a new activ ity  fo r  execution
SUBROUTINE NEWAfT(IUSE)
DIMENSION I DO(3) . *
COMMON/0LOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),XP(10,4) 
C0MM0N7BL0CK2/IN,IAT,N0W,IERR0R,IPLACE,LN0MC0M,LP0TC0M,IP0TC0M(4), 
llNOMCOMH),NOWGO,NOWEND/IOLDCOM 
COMMON/BLOCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
C0MM0N/BL0CK6/IQUICK, I CHOOSE# IDOMORE, ICHANGE, LASTNOW, MINTIME 
PURPOSE t SELECTS A NEW ACTIVITY WHEN A CURRENT ONE HAS BEEN COMPLETED 
FIRST SELECT INVESTIGATION ACTIVTY THEN SEE WHETHER,ACCORDING TO WORK 
ROUTINE, IT , OR A NON-INVESTIGATION ACT SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT 
FIRST SET SELECTION CRITERIA TO INITIAL VALUES 
CALL DEBUG(28,1,0,0,0>
NT IMEnMOD(NOW,96)
DO 11 JJ«1# 3 •
. 11 IDOCJJJsl , „ - ' V
16 NPICK=2
. IURG = 4 ^
IRATE=999
.'.T ISET=9999 , ' ' \ ' " ' ..
CARRY OUT A DO LOOP TO SELECT BEST INVESTIGATION ACT ON NOMACTS
•FIRST SELECT FROM OVERDUE ACTS . ..... : ........ ................ \ _________
NDUE=1
DO 30 J=10,MAXNOM 
IF(NOMACTS(J,1),EQ,0)GOTO 30
IF(J,EQtIDO(l).OR.J,EQf 100(2) ,0Rt J, EQ,ID0(3))GOTO 30 
IF(NOMACTS(J,10)-NOW,LT,NDUE)GOTO 31 ‘
GOTO 30 
31 NDUE=NOMACTS(J,10)^NOW
NPICKsJ . . -V
30 CONTINUE
IF(NDUE,LE,0)GOTO 40 
NO OVERDUE ACTS SO SELECT HIGHEST RATED ACT 
DO 10 J=10,MAXNOM 
IF(NOMACTS(J,1),EO,0)GOTO 10
IF(JfEQtID0(l)#0R.J.EQ#ID0(2Jt0RiJ tE 0 lID0(3>>G0T0 10
IF(N0MACTS(J.4),LT.IRATF)G0T0 1 
IF(N0MACTS(J,4),EG.IRATE)GOTO 2 
GOTO 10
1 NPlCKtsJ 
IRATE=N0MACTS(J,4)
ISET=NOMACTS(J,i0)
GOTO 10
2 IF(NOMACTS(J,10)tLT.ISET)GOTO t 
IF(NOMACTS(J,10),GT,ISET)GOTO 10
BOTH DUE AT SAME TIME, PICK ONE WHICH HAS HAD NO ATTENTION \
IF(ISCNOMACTS(NPICK,1),NOMACTS(NPICK,2)),EO,0)GOTO10 
IF(IS(NOMACTS(J,1),NOMACTS(J,2)),EG,0)GOTO I 
10 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE
(Continued on the next page)
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SUBROUTINE NBWACT (continued - last page)
CHECK IF SELECTED INVESTIGATION ACT HAS RECEIVED FAIR 
ATTENTION, IF IT HAS NOT THEN NOMINATE FOR EXECUTION,
OTHERWISF TRY NEXT SELECTED ACT, REPEAT THIS FOR UP TO THREE 
ACTS » IF STILL NOT GOT AN ACT REQUIRING ATTENTION THEN •
CHOOSE THE FIRST ACT SELECTED 
BUT FIRST CHECK THAT INVESTIGATION ACT HAS BEEN SELECTED 
I DO( 11) = NPICK 
IF(NPICK,E0,2)G0T0 12 
NOW CHECK IF THE ACT SHOULD BE EXECUTED UNDER THE CURRENT 
... DEGREE OF HURRIEDNESS
THE VARIABLE IOUICK -  GIVEN A VALUE IN ISTOP « INDICATES HURRIEDNESS 
GOTOU01, 102, 103), IQUICK
101 MINTIME=N0MACTS(NPICK,5)
GOTO 104 ■.4 % :
102 MINTIME=N0MACTS(NPICK,S)/2
i f (m in t im e , le ,  1 )mintime*2 , ; . -
IF(MINTIME,GT,6)MINTIME*6
goto 104
103 HINTIME=N0MACTS(NPICK,5)/2 m i
IF(MINTIHE,LT,l)MINTIME=l . ;
IF(MINTIME,GT,4)MINTIMF*4 
y :  TEST IF ACT HAS BEEN EXECUTED FOR MINIMUM TIME -  SELECT IF NOT
104 IF(IS(N0MACTS(NPICK,1),N0MACTS(NPICK,2)),LE,MINTIME)G0T0 7 7 7  
.NOW CHECK IF 3 ACTS HAVE BEEN TRIED FOR SELECTION,‘ IF THEY HAVE ,
AND NOT ONE QUALIFIES FOR EXECUTION THEN PICK THE FIRST ONE, ‘ ' * ‘ ""
IF ( I I ,G E ,3 )GOTO 12 
11=11+1
GOTO 16 . y
12 NPICK=IDO(l>
7 7 7  CONTINUE ;
ACT NOW SELECTED FOR EXECUTION 
I: A NOW DECIDE WHICH GENERAL T Y P E  OF ACTIVITY TO CARRY OUT m  SUBROUTINE
  ACTYPE DOES THIS. SET ICHOOSE * TO NPICK TO TRANSFER SELECTED ACT
ICHOOSE=NPICK 
CALL ACTYPE
7 LASTNOW=NOW ■,.. y . I v: v ” . .• : .... y':...yy.:
NPICK=ICHOOSE
ACTIVITY fo r  EXECUTION HAS NOW BEEN SELECTED -  IT IS HELD IN CELL 
NPICK IN NOMACTS ARRAY, FIRST TEST WHETHER IT IS SAME AS LAST ACT 
AA-v 5 IF (NOMACTS (NPICKrl).EQ, LASTACT (3 ) ,  AND, NOMACTS CNPICK, 2 ) , EQ, 
1LASTACT(4)JGOTO 7  
ICHANGE = 1 :
1F(IUSE,EO,2)GOTO 20 
NOT THE SAME AS LAST ACT SO PRIME NOWACT WITH DATA FROM NPICK 
NOWACT(l)=NPICK
NOWACT ( 2) =0 . .. ..
N0WACT(3)=N0MACTS(NPICK,1)
NOWACT(4)=NOMACTS(NPICK,2)
NOWACT(5)=NOMACTS(NPICK,5)
NOWACT(6 )=N0MACTS(NPICK,6)
MINT IMF. = NOMACTS( NPICK, 5)
RETURN y " 1-'
7  CONTINUE
ICHANGEsB y
IF(IUSE,EQ,2)G0T0 20 
NEWACT IS SAME AS LAST ACT SO ADD STANDARD DURATION 
MINTIMF. = N0MACTS(NPICK,5)
NOWACT(S)=NOWACT(2 )+MINTIME 
20 RETURN
END ' V v  • y  - r \
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SUBROUTINE EXECUTE Advances time and computes outcomes from the current aotivity
SUBROUTINE EXECUTE
COMMON/BLOCK?/IN, IAT, NOW,IERROR,I PLACE,LN0MC0M,LPOTCOM, IP0TC0M(4) , 
1IN0MC0M(4), NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLOCOM 
COMMON/8LOCKl/INPROG(50,9), IVENTS(20,9), IS(25,f>6),NOMACTS(50,l0),
1 JFILE(b0,4),NOWACT(6), LASTACT( 6 ) ,N A (B ,7 ) , IP (10 ,4 ) .
C0MM0N/BL0CK6/1 QUICK,I CHOOSE,IOOMORE,ICHANGE,LASTNOW 
PURPnSEi TO ADVANCE TIME AND COMPUTE THE' OUTCOME OF THE CURRENT 
ACTIVITY FDR' THAT TIME PERIOD"  —
CALL OFBUG(29 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )     "
IPLACEsNOWACT(6)
FIRST DETERMINE THE TYPE OF THE CURRENT ACTIVITY
IF(N0WACT(1),GT,9)G0T0 13 •' .*
IGOsNOWACT(1)
GOTO (1, 2, 3) , IGO _ •• :
OFF DUTY,SO ADVANCE TIME TO START OF NEXT SHIFT •  Xt Ef 9,00 NEXT DAY
1 IDAYsNOW/96 +1 ................
N0W=IDAY*96*36
NOMACTSIl,7)sNOMACTS(l,7)«12*(NOW-LASTNOW) 
IF(NOMACTS(1,7),LT,0)NOMACTS(1,7)=0
RETURN : ' r' :' -V : ■N-.v-
NON INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY, SO JUST ADVANCE TIME ONE UNIT,
2 NOWsNOW+1 
N0WACT(2)sN0WACT(2)f1
NOMACTS(2,7)=NOMACTS(2,7)-7*(NOW-LASTNOW) 
IFCNOMACTS(2,7),LT,0)NOMACTS(2,7)s0 
RETURN -
INDIRECT ACTIVITY SO UPDATE NOW BY ONE TIME UNIT
3 NOW=NOW+l Y'-- 
NOWACT(2)=N0WACT(2)+l
'?■■■■ NOMACTS(3 ,7 )sNOMACTS(3 ,7 )»16*(NOWwLASTNOW) • V ..
IF(NOMACTS( 3 ,7 ) , LT,0)NOMACTS(3,7)=0 
RETURN - '
INVESTIGATION AGTIVITy SO UPDATE ACTIVITY DURATION AND COMPUTE OUTCOME
13 NOWsNOW+1 .......
IS(NOWACT( 3 ) , NOWACT(4))aIS(N0WACT(3),NOWACT(4 ) )♦ !
, NOWACT(2)=N0WACT(2)+1
CALL 0UTC0M£(2,NOWACT(3 ),0 )
• CALL IFDONE(N0WACT(3)) . „  -
RETURN
END   ; ■..................... ... . . -.Y
SUBROUTINE! NQUICK. Computes the degree of hurriedness for investigation ac t iv ity
• ' SUBROUTINE NQUICK
COMMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26), NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
COMMON/BLOCK?/IN,I AT,NOW,IERROR,I PLACE, LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IP0TC0M(4), 
1IN0MC0M(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLDCOM 
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX, MAXNOM,IFMAX
COMMON/BLOCK6/IQUICK,ICHOOSE,IDOMORE,ICHANGE,LASTNOW,MINTIME 
IQUICK=1
IF(INOMCOM(1),GT,6,AND,INOMCOH(1)’'MINTIME,GT,0,OR,LNOMCOM,EQ,3) . 
1IQUICK=2
IF(INOMCOM(1 ) ,GT,6,AND,INOMCOMd ) »MINTIME,GT,8) IQUICK*3 
RETURN „
end .. -  ■' ......
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SUBROUTINE ISTOP. Deoidos termination of aniinveatigation aotiv ity
SURROUTI ME IS T 0 P
COMMON/BLOCK 1/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10),
1 JFILE(5W,4),NOWACT((>),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
. . COMMON/BLOCK2/IN,IAT,NOW,IERROR,I PLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IP0TC0M(4),
IIN0MC0M(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLDCOM 
- C0MM0N/BLUCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX, MAXNOM, IFMAX
COMMON/B1.0CK6/IQUICK,ICMOOSE,IOOMORE,ICHANGE,LASTNOW,MINTIME 
• ' PURPOSEl TO OFTERMINF WHETHER OR NOT TO STOP EXECUTION OF AN ACTIVITY 
FIRST, SET DECISION PARAMETERS TO APPROPRIATE VALUES AS FOLLOWS*
MINTIME * MINIMUM PERIOD OF EXECUTION OF THE ACT UNDER CURRENT 
CONDTIONS; IGUICK * DEGREE OF HURRIEDNESS* INOMsl IF ACT IS STILL 
NOMINATED, =0 IF NOT STILL NOMINATED; IDONE s TOTAL TIME ON ACT/
NOWDONE = TIME ON THIS EXECUTION OF THE ACT; MORE *1 IF ACT *
IS BEING CONTINUED,I.E, IT HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS BEST ACT 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER BEING TERMINATED,' MORE s 0 IF NO CONTINUATION*
CALL DEBUG(32,1,0,0,0)
IGUICK=1 
./■ INOMS0 *
IDONE=IS(NOWACT(3),NOWACT(4))
NOWDONE=MINTIME-(NOWACT(5)tNOWACT(2))
IF(NOMACTS(NOWACT(1),1),EQ,NOWACT(3),AND,NOMACTS(NOWACT(1),2),EQ„ • 
1N0WACT(4))IN0Ms1 
MORE=0
IF(NOWACT(5),GT,MINTIME)MORE=I ■ Y -
CHECK IF ACTIVITY TYPE STILL NOMINATED
IF(INOM,EQ.0)GOTO 21 ‘
EXECUTE FOR AT LEAST 2 PERIODS * IF IT IS FIRST EXECUTION,
; . ORJ, INTERROGATION (AND NOT CONTINUATION), PROVIDING STILL NOMINATED 
IF((IDONE,LT,2,0R,NOWACT(4),EQ,21#AND,MORE,EO,0>,AND,INOMtEQ,l)
• 1GOTO 6
; CHECK IF INVESTIGATION ACT STILL CHOSEN ' 
r -  I dOINGs I cHOOSE r_
CALL ACTYPE
LASTNOWsNOW - ;
IF(ICHOOSE,LT,10)GOTO 21
• Y  ■ ICHOOSEslDOING _____ __________
NOW DETERMINE WHETHER EXECUTION COMPLETE, " '
V FIRST UPDATE HURRIEDNESS - IQUICK • -  --
NOW UPDATE IQUICK ftY CALLING NQUICK 
CALL NQUICK
NOW GO TO T E CORRECT SECTION FOR DECIDING TERMINATION * THIS DEPENDS
r upon the value of iquick
G0T0(1,2,3),IQUICK 
IQUICK C l, no HURRY .
1 IF(NOWDONE.LT.MINTIME)GOTO 6 ' ...........
, EXECUTION SHOULD BE TERMINATED . _ _ _r _
GOTO 21
IQUICK = 2, FAIRLY HURRIED EXECUTION REQUIRED, _ _* r
IF CONTINUATION,ONLY EXECUTE FOR HALF MINTIME, 
v Y  OTHERWISE EXECUTE FOR THREEQUARTERS MINTIME-
2 MINTIMEs3*MlNTIME/4
:.YYY ■ IF(MORE,EQ,1)MINT IME=4AMINTIME/6 -
IF(NOWDONEfLT,MlNTIME)GOTO 6 
. Y 'EXECUTION SHOULD BE TERMINATED 
GOTO 21
' : IQUICK = 3, VERY HURRIED EXECUTION REQUIRED,
CHECK IF ACT IS STILL THE BEST * IF NOT, AND CONTINUATION,THEN STOP
3 CALL NEWACT(2)
IF(ICHANGE,EQ,1,AND,MORE,EG,I)GOTO 21 ...  *'
CONTINUE FOR HALF OF MINTIME 
MINTIMFsMINTIME/2 
IF(NOWDONE,LT,MINTIME)GOTO 6 
EXECUTION SHOULD BE TERMINATED
GOTO 21 .
EXECUTION OF ACTIVITY SHOULD BE CONTINUED 
6 IDOMOREsl 
RETURN
■ EXECUTION OF THE ACTIVITY SHOULD BE TERMINATED 
21 ID0M0RF.*2
RETURN ,Y-
END
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SUBROUTINE ACTYPE
DI MEFTSTWnnjTnrrD / 3 ) , I OF FICE (3 ,3 ) ,  I WORK (3 , 3 ) # I PROBE (3,3)
DIMENSION ILOAD(3,3),I0FFD(3,3)
DIMENSION I NORMAL(96)
COMMON7BLOCKl/INPROG(50,9),IVF.NT8(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10),
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
COMMON/BLOCK?/IN,IAT,NOW,IERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IP0TC0M<4),
1INOMCOH(4),NOWGO,NOWENO,LOLDCOM 
COMMON/BLOCK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX 
COMMON7BLOCK6/IOUICK»ICHOOSE,IDOMQRE,ICHANGE# LASTNOW 
CALL DEBUG(33,1,0,0,0)
DATA IBUSY71,1 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 /
DATA IOFF1CE/1,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,1 ,3 ,3 ,2 7  
DATA IW ORK/1,1,2,1,2,3,2,3,3/
DATA IPROBE/2,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,1 ,3 ,3 ,2 7  
DATA ILOA0 7 1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,2 ,2 ,3 /
DATA I0FFD/2,2 ,1 ,3 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 7
DAT A INORMAL/1,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1  *
1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,5 ,5 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,4 ,4  
2 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,6 ,5 ,5 ,5 ,5 ,5 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2  
3 ,3 ,3 ,3 /
PURPOSE -  TO DETERMINE THE NEXT TYPE OF ACTIVITY TO BE EXECUTED 
UPDATE THE DECISION PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT THE CHOICE OF ACTIVITY 
TYPE TO BE CARRIED OUT, ROW 1 OF THE NOMACTS ARRAY HOLDS ' /.
PARAMETERS FOR OFF-DUTY ACTIVITY! ROW 2 IS FOR NOINVESTIGATION 
ACTIVITY SUCH AS PAPERWORK AND COURT-CASE WORK , AND ROW 3 HOLDS ' ‘
THE PARAMETERS FOR INDIRECT INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY AND ACTIVITY 
ASSOCIATED WITH CULTIVATION OF CONTACTS AND MAINTENANCE OF
criminal intelligence ,
CELL 7 CONTAINS THE CURRENT VALUE OF THE BACKLOG, CELL 6 
CONTAINS A VALUE INDICATING THE CURRENT NEEED TO DO THE ACTIVITY,
CELL 9 INDICATES THE NEED TO DO OTHER ACTIVITIES AND CELL 
10 CONTAINS THE ACTUAL PRIOITY TO DO THE ACTIVITY,
FIRST UPDATE BACKLOGS,
NOMACTS(i,7)=NOMACTS(l,7)+7*(NOW-LASTNOW)
N0MACTS(2,7)aN0MACTS(2,7)+(N0W-LASTN0W)
N0MACTS(3,7)=N0MACTS(3,7)+{N0W-LASTN0W)
;NQW UPDATE THE NEED TO DO THE VARIOUS NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES •. . 0
IF(NOMACTSCl,7) .L E ,7*96)NOMACTS(1,8)=1
IF(NOMACTS(1 ,7 ) ,GT,7*96,AND,NOMACTS( 1 , 7 ) , LE,7*288)NOMACTS(1 ,8 )«2 
IF(N0MACTS(1,7),GT,7*288)N0MACTS(1,8)=3 , ,
" ? DO 10 J=2,3 .?V: : /'
IFCNQMACTS(J,7),LE,96)N0MACTS(J,8)oi ;
IF ( NOMACTS (J , 7) ,GT, 96, AND, NOMACTS (J, 7 ) ,  LE,288)N0MACTS(J,8)««2 
IF(N0MACTS(J,7),GT,288)N0MACTS(J,8)=3
. 10 CONTINUE
NEXT UPDATE THE VARIOUS PRIORITIES
FIRST UPDATE THE LEVEL OF PRIORITY FOR INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY
CALL NQUICK .
LBUSYsIBUSY(LNOMCOM,IQUICK)
NEXT COMPUTE LEVEL OF PRIORITY -  LOFFICE » FOR ADMINISTRATIVE
ETC, DUTIES , . r_  . _ =.
LOFFICEsIOFFICE(LBUSY,NOMACTS(2,8))
NOW COMPUTE A VALUE FOR LWORK, WHICH INDICATES LEVEL OF 
PRIORITY FOR INVESTIGATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE ETC, DUTIES
LWORKsIWORK(LBUSY,LOFFICE) J..... ,....
NEXT COMPUTE PRIORITY FOR INDIRECT ACTIVITY
LPR0BE = IPROBE(LW0RK,N0MACTS(3,8)) ' .
FINALLY, COMPUTE PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY, LLOAD INDICATES
LOADING FOR DECTIVE DUTIES -  COMPUTE JT FIRST............................ • ..... ...".'.7.
LLOAD=ILOAD(LWORK,LPROBE)
NOW COMPUTE PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF-DUTY 
LOFFD=IOFFD(LLOAD,NOMACTS(1 ,8 ))
; ALL DECISION PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN EVALUATED, NOW UPDATE 
THE NOMACTS ARRAY TO MAINTAIN A RECORD 
NOMACTS(1,9)=LLOAD 
NOMACTSO , 10)=LOFFD 
N0MACTS(2,9)aLBUSY 
N0MACTS(2,10)=LOFFICE 
NOMACTS(3,9)=LWORK 
NOMACTS( 3 ,10)=LPROBE 
NOW READY TO DECIDE TYPE OF ACTIVITY, FIRST CHECK 
IF INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY IS VITAL, I ,E ,  IS THE INVESTIGATION ACT 
NOMINATED WITH IMMEDIATE URGENCY AND IS OVERDUE AND HA3 
NOT YEY RECEIVED ANY ATTENTION,
IF ( ICHOOSE,GT,9,AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,7 ) , EG,I,AND,
1IS(NOMACTS( ICHOOSE,1 ) , NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,2 ) ) , E0,8,AND,
2N0MACTS( ICHOOSE, 10) , IE , NOW* I ) RE TURN ...
(Continued on the next page)
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THERE IS NOT A VITAL INVESTIGATION ACT SO DETERMINE THE TYPE 
OF THE NEXT ACTIVITY. FIRST DETERMINE THE STANDARD ACTIVITY 
TYPE FOR THE CURRENT TIME OF DAY,
INOWsMODCNOW,96)IF(INOW,EO,0)IN0Wk96 . . . . . .
NORMAL=INORMAL(INOW>
NOW GO TO THE CORRECT SECTION FOR THE NORMAL ACTIVITY 
GOTO( 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ) ,NORMAL 
DECISION ROUTINES APPLICABLE WHEN STANDARD ACTIVITY IS 
TO GO OFF DUTY 
CASE 1 -  MUST GO OFF DUTY
1 ICHOOSEs1 
RETURN
CASE 2 -  SHOULD GO OFF DUTY, GO TO THE CORRECT SECTION FOR 
THE CURRENT PRIORITY FOR BEING OFF DUTY
2 GOTOC201,202,203) ,LOFFD v ; j .  r - f . r - r
LOW PRIORITY FOR OFF DUTY * ’ •
201 IF(ICH00SE»GT,9,AND,NOMACTS( ICHOOSE,9 ) ,LE ,2 )RETURN 
IF(L0FFICE,E0.3)G0T0 2011 
IF(LPR0BE,EQ,3)G0T0 2012 
IF(L0FFICEt E0,2)G0T0 2011 
IF(LPR0BE,EQ,2)G0T0 2012
ICHOOSEsl
return ,
2011 ICH00SEs2
return : '  . • - ~
2012 ICH00SE=3 
RETURN
NORMAL PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY '   '
202 IF(ICH00SE,GT,9,AND,N0MACTS(ICH00SE,9),EQ,1)RETURN 
JF(L0FFICE.EQ,3)G0T0 2021 
IF(LPROBE,EQ,3)GOTO 2022 —
ICHOOSEsl
RETURN -  V Lv •
2021 ICH00SEs2
RETURN :
2022 ICH00SE=3 
RETURN
HIGH PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY
. 203 i f ( ichoose. gt, 9 . and. nomacts( ichoose, 7 ) . eq, i ) return ^  • .... =
ICHOOSEsl 
S; :.; RETURN
DECISION ROUTINES FOR SELECTING ACTIVITY TYPE WHEN STANDARD 
ACTIVITY IS NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES BUT COULD GO OFF DUTY 
IF THIS IS WARRANTED
GO TO THE CORRECT SECTION FOR THE CURRENT PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATIOM 
ACTIVITY
3 GOTO(30l ,302,303) ,LOFFICE ' • C ' -
LOW PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
301 IF (ICHOOSE.GT, 9. AND, NOMACTS (ICHOOSE, 9 ) ,  EG', 1) RETURN A  
IF(LOFFD,EQ,3)GOTO 3012
3014 IF(LPR0BE,E0.3)G0T0 3013 -
IF (ICHOOSE.GT. 9 , AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,9),E0,2)RETURN 
IF(LPR0BE,EQ.2)G0T0 3013
IF ( ICHOOSE, GT,9 ,AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,9 ) , EQ,3 )RETURN
ICH00SEc2
RETURN
3012 ICHOOSEsl . . .
return
3013 ICH00SE=3 
return
NORMAL PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
302 IF(ICH00SE,GT,9,AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,10)»NOW,LT,3)RETURN 
IF(LPROBE,EQ,3)GOTO 3022
!CHOOSEs2
RETURN * ■ ■ .■■ v . \  . \
3022 ICH00SE=3 
RETURN
HIGH PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
303 ICHOOSE=2 
RETURN
DECISION ROUTINES WHEN STANDARD ACTIVITY IS NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES 
AND CANNOT GO OFF DUTY
4 GOTO(401,302,303),LOFFICE ,
LOW PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES BUT CANNOT GO OFF DUTY 
401 IF(ICHOOSE,GT,9,AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,9},EQ,t)RETURN 
GOTO 3014
(Continued on the next page)
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SUBROUTINE ACTYPE. (continued - last page)
v DECISION ROUTINES FOR SELECTING TYPE OF ACTIVITY WHEN 8TANDARD 
ACTIVITY IS GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
5 GOTO(501,502,503),LPR0BE
LOW PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
501 lF(ICHOOSE.GTt 9,AND*NOMACTSUCHOOSE,9)t EQ,l)RETURN * •
. IF(L0FFICE,EQ,3)G0T0 6012
IF(ICHOOSE.GT, 9 , AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,9>,E0,2)RETURN 
IF(LOFFICE,EG,2)GOTO 5012
IF(ICH00SE,GT#9,AND<N0MACTS(ICH00SE,9).EQ,3)RETURN
ICH00SE=3
RETURN . > -V. •. - -'. *; -
5012 ICH00SE=2
■■■•I. RETURN .
MEDIUM PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY 
.502 IF(ICHOOSE,GT,9,AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,10>»NOw;LT,3)RETURN . 
IF(L0FFICE,EQ,3)G0T0 5022
ichoose=3 •/  £•£■ ; '••••••• '
RETURN
s -. 5022. ICHOOSE=2 • .:. • . • :£ :
RETURN .
' *■ rHIGH PRIORITY FOR .GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY 
503 ICH00SE=3
  RETURN » ' ■ . £  £.
DECISION ROUTINES FOR SELECTING TYPE OF ACTIVITY WHEN STANDARD 
ACTIVITY IS INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY . w - . ‘ : - V  •
6 GOTO(601,602,603),LBUSY ' '
: /j. LOW PRIORITY FOR INVESTIGATION DUTIES
: 601 IF(ICH00SE,GT.9.AND,N0MACTS(ICHOOSE,9 ) f £G,l)RETURN
' ; : IF(L0FFICE.EG,3)G0T0 6012 -V
IF(LPR0BE,EG,3)G0T0 6013
IF ( ICHOOSE. GT. 9, AND, NOMACTS (ICHOOSE, 9 ) ,  EQ’, 2) RETURN .
IF(ICHOOSE.GT,9 . AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,2 ) , EG,16)RETURN 
• ;;£ ,. v. IF(L0FF1CE,EG,3)G0T0 6012
IF ( ICHOOSE,GT,9 . AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,9 ) , EG,3 )RETURN
' IF(LPR0BE,EQ,2)G0T0 6013   j - • ■■: _
RETURN _  , ___
fv 6012 ICH00SE=2 
RETURN 
6013 ICH00SE=3 ...
RETURN
Iv  ; NORMAL PRIORITY FOR INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY
602 IF(ICH00SE.GT,9.AND,N0MACTS(ICH00SE,9),LT.3)RETURN 
• IF(L0FFICE,EG,3)G0T0 6022
IF(ICHOOSE.GT,9 . AND,NOMACTS(ICHOOSE,2 ) , EG,18)RETURN 
!•: : : IF(LPR0BE,EQ,3)G0T0 6023 l _
RETURN
■£'6022 ICH00SE32 •
RETURN
£ 6023 ICHOOSEs3 ? i-
RETURN i ,
£ £  HIGH PRIORITY FOR INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY."
603 RETURN
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SUBROUTINE RECORD. Produoes a reoord of the simulation
• SUBROUTINE RECORD(MESSAGE,J,K)
COMMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(S0,9), IVENTS(20,9), IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(50,10),
1IFILE(5H,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/B1.0C K2/IN, I AT, NOW, IERROR, I PL ACE, LNOMCOM, LPOTCOM, IPOTCOM (4 ) ,  
1IN0MC0M(4),NOWGO,NOWENO,LOLOCOM,JOLD 
C0MM0N/BL0CK4/VALUF1( 4 ) , VALUE2( 4 ) , VALUE3( 3 ) , VALUE4( 3 ) , VALUES(3), 
1VALUE6 ( 3 ) ,VALUE7 ( 4 ) ,ACTS1(0),ACTS2(8)
• DATA LDAY/0/,LHOUR/0/f LMIN/0/,JOLD/0/
PURPOSEI TO PRODUCE AN OVERALL RECORD OF THE PROGRESS OF..............................
THE SIMULATION
FIRST,COMPUTE THE CURRENT TIME AND PRINT IT IF DIFFERENT FROM THE.
LAST PRINTED TIME
CALL DEBUG(21,1 ,K,J,MESSAGE) £:. i
IF(MESSAGE,NE,13)WRITE(3,701)
‘701 FORMAT (IX)
’ IDAY=N0W/96 +1 
, IH=M0D(N0W,96) •
IHOUR=IH/4
IMIN=M0D(IH,4)*15 •
IF(IDAY,EO,LDAY,aND,I HOUR,EQ,LHOUR,AND,IMIN,EO,LMIN)GOTO 100 
.WRITE(3,101)IDAY,IHOUR,IMIN  • /
101 FORMAT(1H0,I2,1H/,I2,1H#, I2 )
LDAY = IDAY ■ " ;££
• LHOUR = IHOUR ’
LMIN s IMIN • .
IF ( MESSAGE,EQ,13)WRITE(3,2131)
■2131 FORMAT(15X,8H*OUTCOME)
GO TO THE SECTION APPROPRIATE TO THE OUTPUT MESSAGE REQUIRED 
100 GOTO (1 ,2 ,3 ,  4 ,5 ,6 ,  7, 8 ,9 ,1 0 ,2 U ,  212,1000), MESSAGE
- SECTION FOR PRINTING RESULTS OP EVENTS THREE TYPES ARE DEFINED! 
PROJECT INITIATION EVENTS, OUTCOMES OF ACTIVITIES AND INFORMATION 
RECEIVED, GOTO THE CORRECT SUBSECTION FOR THE EVENT TYPE CONCERNED 
1 IG0=IVENTS(J,9)
GOTO(ll,12 ,13),IG0
'PROJECT INITIATION EVENTS ~
11 WRITE(3,102)IVENTS(J,3),VALUE3(IVENTS(J,7) )
102 FORMAT(8x,23HINVESTIGATION OF CRIME ,I3,26H ACCEPTEDI SERIOUSNESS 
•. I IS  ,A8)
KRITE(3,103)VALUF4(IVENTS(J,8)) '
103 FORMAT(45X,14HDIFFICULTY IS ,A8)
RETURN -v.;.:,.- ' •'
> 12  IF(J,EO,JOLD)GOTO 1000 £
IACT = IVENTS(J,6)
WRITE(3,104)ACTS1(IACT),ACTS2(IACT),IVENTS(J,3)
104 FORMAT(9X,13H0UTC0M£ FROM ,A8,A8,18H ON INVESTIGATION ,13,
111H INDICATES!)
1000 NSTATE=IFILE(IN,2)«1 £  . . .
‘ NVAL=IFILE(IN,4)
IF(NSTATE,EGt l)WRITE(3,105)VALUE 1(NVAL)
105 FORMAT(21X,A8)
IF (NSTATE,GT.l,AND.NSTATE.LT,7 )WRITE(3 ,106)VALUE2(NVAL)
106 FORMAT(21X,A8)
IF(NSTATE.EQf 7,OR,NSTATE,EQ,8)WRITE(3,107)VALUE5(NVAL)
107 FORMAT(21X,A8) , 
IF(NSTATE,GT,8)G0T0 999
NOW DETERMINE THE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION AND PRINT IT 
GOTOf i l l , 112,113,114,115,116,117,118),NSTATE
111 WRITE(3,119)
119 F0RMAT(lHt,28X,12HFIRM SUSPECT)
GO /TO 999
112 WRITE(3,120)
120 FORMAT (1H + ,28X,8HSUSPECTS).
GOTO 999
113 WRITE(3,121) '
121 FORMAT( 1H+,28X,15HFOLLOW-UP LEADS)
GOTO 999
114 WRITE(3,122)
122 FORMAT( 1H*,28X,15HANCILLARY LEADS)
GOTO 999
115 WRITE(3,123)
123 FORMAT(1H+,28X,30HPOTENT1AL FOR INDIRECT PROBING) ,
GOTO 999
(Continued on the next page)
SUBROUTINE RECORD (continued - page z)
116 WRITE(3,124)
124 F0RMAT(1H+,28X,29HP0TENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION)
GOTO 999
117 WRITE(3,125)
125 FORMAT(1H+,28X,16HCRIME DEFINITION)
GOTO 999
118 WRITE(3,126)
. 126 FQRMAT(lH+,28x,40HPOTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION)
999 J0LD = J   £ £
RETURN
13 IF (J t EOt JOLD)GOTO 1000 \ / : . £ . ,/- £ 1 ...
WRITE(3|127.)IVENTS(J*3)
,127 FORMAT(8X,46HINF0RMATI0N RECEIVED CONCERNING INVESTIGATION , __i
113,1IH INDICATES*)
-  •' GOTO 1000 ..........
SECTION FOR PRINTING OUT REPORT OF A TERMINATION OF AN INVESTIGATION ACT
2 IACT=LASTACT(4)-13
WRITE(J,128)ACTSi(IACT),ACTS2(IACT),IS(LASTACT(3 ),1 )
128 FORMAT(8X,8HST0PPED ,A6,A8,27H ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION ,13)
CALL ISTATE(LASTACT(3))
WRITE (3, 129) ■'' ~
129 FORMAT(15X,37HCURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION ISO 
CALL VIEWOUT(LASTACT(3))
'  ' ISUMACTC0
DO 30 ICOUNT a 14,21
ISUMACT c IS(LASTACT(3),ICOUNT)♦ ISUMACT 
30 CONTINUE ‘ ;:v
I HOURS = ISUMACT/4 
IMINS n M0D(ISUMACT,4)*15 
WRITE(3 ,130)I HOURS,I MINS
130 FORMAT(21X,22HTIME ON INVESTIGATION ,I4,7H HOURS ,I2 ,5H MINS) 
WRITE(3,131)VALUE6(IS(LASTACT(3),13) )
131 F0RMAT(15X,2iHCURRENT INTENTION IS ,A8,15H INVESTIGATION,) ‘ :
WRITE(3,1311)
1311 F0RMAT(15X,37HTHE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*) £ ;i£ £
. CALL ACTPLAN(LASTACT(3))
RETURN ' '• £ ”
SECTION FOR PRINTING OUT DETAILS OF ACTIVITY JUST BEING STARTED
3 'IACT = N0WACT(4)-13 .'•■ 1
WRITE(3,137)ACTS1( I ACT) , ACTS2( I ACT) , IS ( NOWACT(3 ),1 )
*.137 F0RMAT(8X,8HSTARTED ,A8,A8,28H ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION ,13)
WRI TE (3, 138) VALUF.3( LNOMCOM)
138-FORMAT(15X,3IHCURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS ,A8)
WRITE(3,139)VALUE6(IS(M0WACT(3),13) )
139 FORMAT (15X, 31 HINVESTIGATION INTENTION IS ,A8) '£ . -£
> IH0URS=N0WACT(5)/4
IMINSaM0D(N0WACT(5),4)*18 £  "
WRITE(3,140)I HOURS,IMINS
140 FORMAT(15X,3 1HINTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! ,I2,7H HOURS ,12,
15H MINS)
RETURN ‘ ‘
SECTION FOR PRINTING REPORT OF DETAILS OF A CLEARED-UP CRIME
4 WRITE(3,141)IS(K,1)
141 FORMAT(8X,6HCRIME ,I3,47H CLEARED UP, INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY AS FO
■ ILLOWSt) ... . ■ .- £
CALL ACTOONE(K)
CALL I ST ATE (K) ,v£ " V A -
RETURN
SECTION FOR PRINTING DETAILS OF AN ABANDONED INVESTIGATION
5 WRITEC3,144)IS(K,1)
144 FORMAT(BX,23HINVESTIGATION OF CRIME ,13,37H ABANDONED, NO ACTIVIT 
llES NOMINATED,)
IVAL3 IS(K, 13) - r>
WRITE(3,1441)VALUE6(IVAL)
1441 FORMAT(15X,43HINVESTIGATION INTENTION AT ABANDONMENT WAS ,A8)
WRITE(3,I45)VALUE3(LN0MC0M) ......................
145 FORMAT(15X,48HC0MMITMENT LEVEL BASED ON NOMINATED ACTIVITIES! ,A8) 
WRITE(3,146)VALUE3(LPOTCOM)
146 F0RMAT(15X,48HC0MMITMENT LEVEL INCORPORATING POTENTIAL ACTS! ,A8) 
CALL VIEWOUT(K)
WRITE(3,147)
147 F0RMAT(15X,41HINVESTIGATI0N ACTIVITY UP TO ABANDONMENT!)
CALL ACTDONE(K)
CALL ISTATE(K)
.. .RETURN ■ :,v.'
(Continued on the next page)
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II I . I
SECTION FOR PRINTING OUT REMAINING MESSAGE TYPES 
fl',toRXTE'(3V"li4,B)
140 F0RMAT(8X,57HRE-PLANNING OF ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT TO REOUCE WORK 
1L0AD) ' ' ‘ ‘
1 RETURN’"
7 WRITE(3,149) 1 111 1 1  1 ' ‘ 1 "  ' ' ■ 1 »lnl" ‘ • J 1 ‘ ■ ■' ‘
‘ 149 FORMAT (8X,32HST0PPED NON«*'INVESTIGATJONMDUTIEiS>  ......
' v RETURN '    1 • 1 -v •* »• ‘
“ < 0 WRITE(3,150)
■' 150 FORMAT COX# 7HON DUTY) v ^  - ;
'RETURN' • ; ‘ ' ' 1 • .
v 9 WRITE(3,151 > 1 1 • - • . ;V-v-
‘ -161 F0RMAT(8X,32HSTARTED ' NON*! NVESTTGATI'ON" DUTIES) >
■ IPRI=N0MACTS(2,10)
1 'WRITE(3i 1S?)VALUF3(IPRI>
•157 F0RMAT(8X,41HPRI0RITY FOR NONnlNVESTIGATION DUTIES IS ,A8)
RETURN
10 WRI TE (3,152) ' .
152 FORMAT(0Xi8H0FF DUTY)
• • IPRlsNOMACTSd# 10)
WRITE(3f 155)VALUF.3(IPRI)
«155 F0RMAT(8X,31HPRI0RITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY IS ,A8)
RETURN
211 WRITE(3,153) V "
153 FORMAT(OXj33HSTQPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY)
•RETURN *
•212 WRITE(3,154)
154 FORMAT(OX/33H8TARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY) >  
IPRIsN0MACTS(3,IP)
WRITE(3,156)VALUE3(IPRI)
156 FORMAT(8X/42HPRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS , A B )
RETURN ,-f ^
END
SUBROUTINE ACTDONB. Ancillary output routine
: SUBROUTINE ACTOOME(K)
COMMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9)/I VENTS(20/9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), 
lIFILE(S0/4)/NOWACT(6)/LASTACT(6)/NA(8,7),IP(10,4)
C0MM0N/DL0CK4/VALUE 1(4),VALUE2(4),VALUE3(3),VALUE4(3),VALUE5(3), 
1VALUE6(3)/VALUE7(4),ACTSl(8),ACTS2(8)
PURPOSE: PRINTS OUT THE DURATION OF EACH ACTIVITY TYPE CARRIED OUT,
■ ISUMACT = 0 “ ‘ :   •
DO 10 ICOUNT =14/21 
; IM0UR8aIS(K,IC0UNT)/4 . . = "WP---
IMINS=MOD(IS(K,ICOUNT)/4)*15 
IACT=IC0UNT-13
WRITE(3,142)ACTS1(I ACT)/ACTS2(IACT)/IHOURS,IMINS
142 FDRMAT(15X,A8,A8,11H ACTIVITY ,I3,7H HOURS ,12,5H MINS) .
ISUMACT =ISUMACT+IS(K,ICOUNT)
10 CONTINUE
IH0URS=ISUMACT/4 
IMINS=MOD(ISUMACT,4)*15 ■
WRITE(3/143)IHOURS#IMINS
143 FORMAT(15X,27HTOTAL TIME ON INVESTIGATION,14,7H HOURS ,I2,5H MINS) 
RETURN
. .. .end. . . :.-v ■■ - : • . ■.••■'•.;
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SUBROUTINE) VIEWOUT. Ancillary output routine
... SUBROUTINE VIEWOl)T(K)
COMMON/BLOCKl/INPRnG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7), IP (10, 4)
COMMON/BL0CK4/VALUE1(4),VALUE2(4),VALUE3(3),VALUE4(3),VALUE0(3), 
1VALUE6(3),VALUE7(4),ACTS1(8),ACTS2(8)
PURPOSE I TO OUTPUT SUCCESS, INVOLVEMENT AND SERIOUSNESS RATINGS 
OF INVESTIGATION K. •
WRITF(3f132)VALUE3(IS(K,12))
132 FORMAT(21X,22HLIKLIH00D OF SUCCESS ,AS) 
WRITE(3,133)VALUF4(IS(K,11)) _ . -
133 F0RMAT(21X,22HCURRENT INVOLVEMENT ,A8)
WRITE(3*134)VALUE3(IS(K,10)) ' _ - _ .
134 FORMAT(2lX,22HCRIME SERIOUSNESS ,AS)
-  RETURN . •: I  -  _ _ i-
ENO
SUBROUTINE ACTPLAN. Anoillary output routine
. ^ - SUBROUTINE ACTPLAN(K)  ^ .......
COHMON/BLOCK1/INPROG(50,9), I VENTS(2 0 ,9 ) , IS (2 5 ,2 6 ) ,NOMACTS(50,10), 
J IF ILE (50 ,4 ), NOWACT( 6 ) , LASTACT( 6 ) ,NA(8,7), IP (10,4) 
C0MM0N/BL0CK3/INMAX,IVMAX,ISMAX,MAXNOM,IFMAX
C0MM0N/BL0CK4/VALUE1( 4 ) , VALUE2(4), VALU&3(3),VALUE4(3),VALUE5(3), 
1VALIJE6(3) , VALUF.7(4),ACTSl (8),ACTS2(8)
PURPOSE! TO PRINT OUT DETAILS OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES ON INVESTIGATION K 
WRITE(3,135)
135 FORMAT( 19X,13HACTIVITY ,10HPRIORITY ,9MURGENCV ,8HDURATI0N)
NOW SEARCH FOR NOMINATED ACTIVITIES ON PROJECT AND OUTPUT
DO 10 J=10,MAXNOM 
IF(NOMACTS(J , 1 ) ,EQ,K)GOTO t 
GOTO 10 
1 IMINS“ N0MACTS(J,5)*16 
IACTaN0MACTS(J,2)-13
WRITE(3,136)ACTS1(IACT),ACTS2(IACT)rNOMACTStJ#4),
1VALUE7( NOMACTS(J,9 ) ) , IMINS
136 F0RMAT(15X,A8,A8,4X,I3,4X,A8,1X,I3,5H MINS)
10 CONTINUE .   ~... .................. ....
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ISTaTE(K)
COMMON/BLOCK!/INPROG(50,9),IVENTS(20,9),IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), •
1 IF ILF(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4) 
C0MM0N/UL0CK4/VALgEl.(4),VALUE2,(4),yALUp(3),YALUE4(3),VALUE5(3), 
1VALUF6(3),VALUE7(4),ACTS1(8),ACTS2(8)
PURPOSE! TO OUTPUT THE CURRENT STATE OF AN INVESTIGATION
7 ll( DO l0.Ms2,9    , 11 v i  i,
NaIS(K,M) . , ,
IGO=M-l , ,,
G0T0(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9),IG0. , , ,
2 IF(N,NE,4)GOTO 101
: : • WRITE (3, 100) "" 'r : - :
100 F0RMAT(15X,39H,STATE .OF, .INyESTJG^TIPNtA(T..spLW.T;PN ?$,**>v,..uV" •-.
GOTO 10 • . _ ' ’> '
’■ 101 WRITE (3, 102) ' '
• 102 F0RMAT(15X,39H,CURRENT STATE. Of ,THE TN.VE.STJpAJJQN , , .•
GOTO(21,22,23),N
21 WRITE(3,121.), 77.x .-V
; 121 FORMAT(21X,16HN0 FIRM SUSPECTS)
• . ., .. . GOTO . 10 . , .,, ,i , •, . . . . ..( , , -  • 7 7 x  7:--
22 WRITE(3,122) ,,,
122 FORMAT(2,lXf44HFJRH SUSPECT EXISTS BUT CASE NEEDS IMPROVING)
GOTO 10
23 WRITE(3,123)
123 F0RMAT(21X,42HFIRM SUSPECT ^ I S j p ,  CLEAR.UP LOOKS LIKELY)
' GOTO 10 * . 7 .• - V .  • . - ~7 .-V7V
3 TF(IS(K,2),GT,1)G0T0 31
:. '. WRITE (3, 130) .......  ,, l; , , '.-V 7.,; 7\v;. '
130 FORMAT(30X,14HSUSPECTS EXIST) 
m m  32 WRITE(3,103)VALUE2(N) - -
103 FORMAT(1H+,20X,A8)
:;V . GOTO 10 . • x- / •. i; . -' , ., ; .. .
“ ''31 WRTTEC3,1313 , ' ' ’ ” " ‘
:. 131 FORMAT (30X,18HSUSPECt5 REMAINING) -
• GOTO 32 ,
4 WRITE(3,140).............................. , t(U, , _V- -'"'VC:
140 FORMAT(30X,21HFOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST) .
MWRITE(3,103)VALUE2(N) - - . “ - ~b- _
. GOTO 10
5 WRITE(3, 150) . 7 / ,7 ' , ; 7  .:,      7.' j;-:-.
•.150 FORMAT(30X,2lHANCIl.LARY LEADS EXIST)
7 . WRITE (3, 103) VAI.UE2 (N) ' '-7  ^ 7,-'-7: _ •
GOTO 10 .
7, .6 WRITEC3,160) . \ ;    >■
» 160 FORMAT(30X,4lHPOTENT!AL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION)
WRITE (3, 103)VALUE2(N) .
GOTO 10
77.7, 7 W R I ,T E ( 3 , 1 7 0 ) , ,, ■ I, I , , , , •lin . I in'i.irV I III. •-» h I m  I'l I- 1 Hj I i litiV-
170 FORMAT(30X,29HPD.TENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION)
■ - , u WRITE.(3, 103)VALUE2(N) x.•'..
GOTO 10 •
7 : :. ' 8 WRTTE (3, 180) ' ' v; . ' 7
' 100 FORMAT(30X,16HCRIME DEFINITION)
WRITE(3,103)VALUE5(N) ;-y.7.,;-77,.;:7 -
GOTO 10 
9 WRITE(3,190)
190 FORMAT(3OX,40HPOTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION)
WRITEC3,103)VALUE5(N) . 7.,'.
10 CONTINUE
RETURN x
END ^
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SUBROUTINE .DEBUG. Providos dotailed output of contents of arrays eto.
SUBROUTINE DEBUG(ISEG,I USE,K,J,MESSAGE)
DIMENSION I S*WI TCH (33)
C0MM0N/BL0CK1/INPROG(5 0 ,9 ) , I VENTS( 2 0 ,9 ) , IS(25,26),NOMACTS(50,10), 
1IFILE(50,4),NOWACT(6),LASTACT(6),NA(8,7),IP(10,4) 
C0MM0N/BL0CK2/IN,IAT,NOW,IERROR,IPLACE,LNOMCOM,LPOTCOM,IPQTC0M(4) 
1IN0MC0M(4),NOWGO,NOWEND,LOLOCOM 
COMMON/BLOCK5/ICRIMES(1000,4),IDIR,IDEBUG 
C0MM0N/BL0CK6/IQUICK,ICHOOSE,IDOMORE,ICHANGE,LASTNOW 
• DATA'JSWITCH/0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 )1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,  
11 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1, 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1/
• nowbug=1000 ... - . y y x x , - • .
IF(N0W,LT,N0WBUG)RETURN :
. IF (IDEBUG,Ne:, 99) RETURN y .-X ''.'7;,;;:. . , .
IF(ISWITCH(I8EG) .NEtDRETURN 
-7;:;: ' IF(IUSE,NE,0)WRITE(3,100) . ... -  7 ; - , .7 .. - ;-
100 FORMAT(1 H i)
GOTO(1 ,2 ,2 ,4 ,5 ,6 , 7 , 8 ,9 ,10 ,11 ,12 ,13 ,14 ,16 ,16 ,17 ,18 ,19 ,20 ,21 ,22 ,23 , 
124,25,2 6 ,2 7 ,28 ,2 9 ,30 ,31 ,32 ,33 ) , ISEG 
’ 71 1 WRITE(3, 101) _ -
101 FORMAT(17H IN MASTER SIMDET)
7: -: 2 GOTO 200 - 7 -  V. : . r __________  “
4 WRITE(3,104)
77:: 104 FORMAT (9H IN PRIME) .7 1. - . *. .
GOTO 200 .
7. :.' 5 WRITE(3,105)NOW ’ ___
105 F0RMAT(25H IN EVENTS AT TIMP PERI00,X4) .!
# # # ,  GOTO 200 •
6 WRITE(3 ,106)NOW 
# 7  106 FORMAT (18H IN POTCOM AT TIME,14)
GOTO 200
7 WRITE(3,107)
107 FORMAT( 19H IN FUNCTION LEVCOM) : . .
Vx:. ' GOTO 200 .. .
8 WRITE(3,108)
x- .108 FORMAT(11H IN PROCESS) - ' . >.   “ .......................
GOTO 200 
7. 9 WRITEO, 109)J
109 FORMAT! 22H DELETING IVENTS ENTRY,14)
#77 GOTO 200
10 WRITE(3 ,110)K,J 
; 7 110 FORMAT(21H IN OUTCOME) PROJECT?,1 4 ,21H POSITION IN IVENTS *,14) 
GOTO 200
# •  :: i i  write( 3 , i i d  ; — • . ..• ; •.
111 FORMAT( 11h in  GETFILE)
#.;..y  goto 200 .. - v - -#.• . . - x ; . . v.. 7
12 WRITE(3,112)K'
777V 112 FORMAT( 24H IN INEVENT FOR PROJECT!,14)
GOTO 200
# #  .13 WRITE(3,113)K . . __
113 FORMAT( 23h IN IFDONE FOR PROJECT?,14)
 GOTO 200 .. .................................. .._____
14 WRITEO, 114)K 
::Y:. . 114 FORMAT( 24H IN ABANDON FOR PROJECT?, 14) '  #  .
GOTO 200
77  7 15 WRITEO, U5)K .-7# ' . 7 # # #  __ __
115 FORMAT( 24H IN GETACTS FOR PROJECT?,14)
GOTO 200 ’ -  - . /
16' WRITE(3,116 ) K ‘
116 FORMAT ( 24H .IN SUCCESS FOR PROJECT?, 14) . . .  . t #
GOTO 200
17 w r i t e o , i i 7 ) K  •'", ■ ■ ''V';-'
117 FORMAT( 23H IN INTENT FOR PROJECT?,14)
-GOTO 200 '• - .. . :...........- 7..’ ..
18 WRITE(3 ,1 18)K
118 FORMAT( 24H IN POTACTS FOR PROJECT?,14) ......  •
GOTO 200
19 WRITEO, 119)K -\,7.7#7777.
119 FORMAT( 24H IN ACTSNOM FOR PROJECT?,14)
GOTO 200 ............................. L #  7 : , I v ;x . , 7 . ^ ' 7 7 l x
20 WRITEO, 120)K
120 FORMAT( 23H IN INSERT FOR PROJECT!,14) ... .
GOTO 200
21 WRITE(3,121)MESSAGE,K,J
121 FORMAT( 19H IN RECORD,MESSAGE?r14, 3H Ka,I4,3H J * , I4 )  
goto 200 - :   . .7..
(Continued on the next page) ‘
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SUBROUTINE DEBIT). (continued - page 2)
22 WRITE(3 ,122)K 
. 122 FORMAT( 24H IN ACTDONE FOR PROJECT!,14)
GOTO 200
23 WRI TE (3,123) K ’
123 F0RMAT( 24H IN VIEWOUT FOR PROJECT!,14)
GOTO 200 x # : . ,
24 WRITEO, 124)K 
• 124 FORMAT ( 24H IN ACTPI.AN FOR PROJECT!, 14) . ‘x .#  7 #
GOTO 200
25 WRITE (3, 125) NOW 77'xx . .
v 125 F0RMAT( 18H IN NOMCOM AT TIME ,14)
' goto 200 ■■ y :
26 WRITEO, 126)NOW 
• ‘ ‘ 126 FORMAT ( 17H IN RENON AT TIME,14) V - ' 7'K.
GOTO 200
• * 27 k r i te (3 , i2 7 >  now
' * .127 FORMAT( 19H IN NEXTACT AT TIME,14)
. ' : .GOTO 200 : : .7 :X .7#;7#x-..;yL 'i#7 '. u.-.
28 WRITEO, 128)N0W 
. '.7 128 FORMAT( 18H IN NEWACT AT TIME, 14) 7 ,..#., y iZ k l  . ..#7 vV.. \
GOTO 200
: 29 write(3 , i29)N0w 7 . # # ; ^
129 FORMAT( 19H IN EXECUTE AT TIME,14)
. 7 7  .- GOTO 200 • .. ,77 .7 77x7'-
30 WRITE(3,130) , _
X * : .130  FORMAT ( 10H IN LOADMP) . y##7.:#T:77 #77.
GOTO 200
v • 3 i continue . . • •“x7 7y:#yry 7 :# 7 ,# # 2 :f7.-:;-y77/. \v - .
WRITEO, 131)N0W
7  7 131 FORMAT ( i6h IN ISTATE. NOW a , 14) . V  # 7 # „  ' - .^'-7 . . 7 ' '
GOTO 200
r  -:7 32 CONTINUE ■ • - l  ' . .L# . x. ' “V-"- „  .
WRITEO,132)N0W
77'J 132 F0RMATC17H IN ISTOP AT N0W»,M> V L  *•
GOTO 200 __
, 777 .33 CONTINUE • ' ' :.-,A7
WRITE(3,133)NOW
, * #133 FORMAT (16H IN ACTYPE NOW *3,14). I-# - . — -.777
200 IF(IUSE,EQ,0)RETURN 
7 7 SECTION FOR OUTPUTTING VALUES OF ARRAYS AND VARIABLES 
WRITE(3,201)
• 'i# : ' .  WRITE(3,202) ..7
WRITE(3,203) (NOMACTSd, I ) , 1 = 1,10), ( I VENTS( 1 ,L) , LB1,9 ) ,  (NOWACT(M)
. 77.- l ,M = l ,6 ) ,  ( I F I L E ( i , I I ) , I I  = i , 4 )
203 FORMAT(1X,10I4,1X,9I4,1X,6I4,1X,4I4)
• WRITEO,204)( (N0MACTS(2,1),1 = 1,10), ( IVENTS(2 ,L ) , L=1 ,9 ) ,
1 ( IF IL E ( 2 , I I ) , I I = 1 ,4 ) )  •
77-. 201 FORMAT ( 15X, 14HN0MACTS (50, 10) , 25X, 12HJVENTS(20,9) , 19X, 9HN0WACT( 
16),15X,11HIFILEC50,4))
# 7  202 FORMAT(120H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3
• 1 4  5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2  3 4)
' . ' 2 0 4  FORMAT(1X ,1014,1X,914,7X, 10HLASTACT(6),9X,4I4)
WRITEO, 205M (NOMACTS ( 3 ,1) , Is 1, 10) , ( I VENTS (3, L ) , L = i , 9) ,
V . K I F I I E O , I I ) , 11 = 1,4)) j
205 F0RMAT(1X,1014,1X,9I4,26H I 2 3 4 5 6 ,414)
WRITEO,203)( (NOMACTS(4,I),I=1,10), ( IVENTS( 4 ,L ) , L=1 ,9 ) ,  (LASTACT(M 
1 ) ,M = 1 ,6 ) , ( IF IL E (4 , I I ) ,11=1,4))
WRITE(3,206)( (NOMACTS(5,I),Is l,10),(IVENTS(5,L),Lal , 9 ) , ( IF IL E ( 5 ,  
I I I ) , 11=1,4))
. .206 FORMAT(1X,10I4,IX,9I4,26H IP(10,4) ,414)
WRITE(3,207)( ( NOMACTS( 6 , I ) ,1 = 1 ,1 0 ) , ( IVENTS(6 ,L ) , L=1, 9 ) , ( IF ILE(6, 
I I I ) , 1 1 = 1 ,4 ))  ‘ '
207 F0RMAT(1X,1014,1X,9I4,26H 1 2  3 4 ,414)
WRITE (3,206) ( ( (NOMACTS (N, I ) ,  1 = 1, 10), <IVENTS(N,I);L=1,9 ) ,  ( IP(N-6,LL 
1 ) ,L L = 1 ,4 ) , ( IF IL E (N , I I ) , I I= 1 ,4 ) ) ,N = 7 ,1 6 )
208 FORMAT(IX,1014,IX ,914,IX ,414,9X,414)
WRITE(3 ,209 )((NOMACTS(1 7 , I ) , 1=1 ,10 ),(IVENTS(17,L),L=1 , 9 ) , ( IF ILE (17
1.11),11=1,4))
209 FORMAT(1X,10I4,1X,9I4,26H NA(8,7) ,414)
WRITE(3 ,210 )((NOMACTS(18,Z),IP1,10),(IVENTS(18,L),L=1,9),(IFILE(18
1.11),11=1,4))
" 210 FORMATdX,1014,IX ,914,26H 1 2 5 4 5 .6 7 . ,414)
(Continued on the next page) .
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SUBROUTINE DEBUG. . (continued - last page)
WRITE(3,2U)(((NOMACTS(N,I),I = 1,10),(IVENTS(N,L>,lot,9>,(NA(N*18 
i#LL)#LLal,7>,(IFILE<N,IX),II*I,4)),Nal9,20)
211 FORMAT(IX,1014,IX,914,IX,313,14,313,3X,414)
WRITE(3,212)(((NOMACTS(N,I),1*1,10),< NA (N»i 8, LL) , LL*»l,7),(IFILE(N, 
lII),II=l,4),Na21,25))
212 FORMAT(IX,1014,38X,313,14,313,3X,414)
WRITE(3,213)( (NOMACTS(2 6 ,1),1 = 1,10),(IFILE(26,12) ,II«1,4 ) )
213 FORMAT(1X,10I4,27X,9HIS(25,26),27X,4I4)
WRI TE(3,214)((NOMACTS(27,1),I«1,10),(IFILE(27,II),II»1,4))
214 F0RMAT(1X,1014, 62H 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213 14 15 16 17 18 19
120 212223242526,IX,414)
• WRITE(3,215)(((NOMACTS(N,I),1 = 1,10),(IS(N*27,L),LB1,26),(IFILE(N,
1II),II=1,4),N=28,50))
•215 FORMAT(IX,1014,IX,13,1212,813,512,IX,414)
WRITEO,216)((IS(N,L),L*1,26),N*24,25)
216 F0RMAT(42X,13,1212,813,512) 
WRITE(3,217)IN,IAT,N0W,IPLACE,LN0MC0M,LP0TC0M,L0LDCQM,
1(IP0TC0M(N),Nsl,4),(INOMCOM(N),N=l,4)
217 FORMATdX,3HIN=,I3,5H,IATs,I3,5H,NOWa,l3,8H,IPLACEa,I2,7H,LNCOM*,
,lI2,7H,LPC0M=,I2,9H,L0L0C0M3,X2,l2H,IP0TC0M(4)a,4I4,12H,IN0MC0MC4)a 
2,414)
WRITEO,218)IQUICK,ICHOOSE,IDOMORE,ICHANGE,LASTNOW
218 FORMAT(10H IQUICK ,I4,10H •> ICHOOSE, 14, 10H IDOMORE,14,
.7: U0 H  ICHANGE,14,10H LASTNOW, 14)
• return
y end . - y " . v  . • ■ y;7
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APPENDIX 6 Example Protocols of the Simulated 
Detective *. s Activity
.Example A6*l Solution of crime 4 (which corresponds
roughly to the crime described in 
Chapter 2 ) . The detective is fairly 
heavily loaded since he is. presented 
with one crime a day for the first 8 
days of the simulation,- crime 4 is 
input at 14.30 , day 4. The crime is 
not an exact representation of'the 
crime in Chapter 2 because the delay 
in receiving the outcome from ancillary 
leads activity is 6 hours rather than 
about 24 hours. (Page 240) .
Example A6.2 Shows non-solution and abandonment of
a crime. Crime 3 is difficult to solve 
(taking about 33 hours under thorough 
investigation intention) and when pre­
sented as a medium seriousness crime is 
not solved as the example shows.(Page 247).
Example A6.3 Shows the effects of overloading the
simulated detective. This protocol 
refers to day 2 of a run in which three 
high seriousness crimes were presented 
during the morning of day 1 and three 
more the following morning. (Page 249).
Example A6.4 Shows the behaviour of the simulated
detective when he has completed all 
current investigations. This example 
shows how the priority for doing his other 
detective duties determines the activities 
he chooses. (Page 251).
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APPENDIX 6 - Example A6#l Solution of crime M  {Dusoa on
APPEND1A„ criltl^  described in Chapter 2). Detective
fairly busy.
4/14,30
INVESTIGATION OK CRIME 4 ACCEPTED; SERIOUSNESS IS MEDIUM
DIFFICULTY IS NORMAL
8T0PPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*"
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO F0LL0W"UP LEADS EXIST
NO ancillary leads EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FUR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAt F ()r  IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION .
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
crime seriousness medium
time ON INVESTIGATION 2  HOURS 45 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
LEAD GENERATION 105 SOONISH 60 MINS
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVF.STIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM
4/16,15
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
4/16, 0
♦OUTCOME
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT PROBING
8T0PPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS»- 
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
fair  ancillary leads exist
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
• FAIR P0TFNT1AL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME^SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM 
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 0 HOURS 45 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
ANCILLARY LEADS 102 SOONISH 45 MINS
CRIME DEFINITION 1 DIRECTLY 60 MINS
STARTED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 2 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
(continued)
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4/16,30
STOPPED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 2 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*-
FIRM SUSPECT EXISTS HUT CASE NEEDS IMPROVING 
NO SUSPECTS REMAINING
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LtADS EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL For improving CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS *
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 12 HOURS 0 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
SUSPECT PROVING 3 SOONISH 240 MINS
LEAD GENERATION 111 SOONISH 60 MINS
STARTED ANCILLARY LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 0 HOURS 45 MINS
4/17, 0
STOPPED ANCILLARY LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS**
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOw-uP LEADs ExlST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
. FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION 
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT V I E W  OF THE INVESTIGATION IS:
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 1' HOURS 15 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
ANCILLARY LEADS 102 SOONISH 45 MINS
CRIME DEFINITION 1 DIRECTLY 60 MINS
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY: 1 HOURS 0 MINS
4/18, 0
♦OUTCOME
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
STOPPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATF: OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*"
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOw-uP LEADS EXIST
fair anci l l a r y lcad s exist
• ■ - FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD * CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS!
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SFRIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 2 HOURS 15 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
. THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
ANCILLARY LEADS 102 SOONISH 45 MINS
INDIRECT PROBING 1P4 SOMETIME 60 MINS
STARTED ANCILLARY LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
in ve s t i g a t i o n inte ntion IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 0 HOURS 45 MINS
(continued)
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A6.1 (continued)
4/181 is
STOPPED ANCILLARY LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS !"
NO FIRM SUSPECTS '
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
_ ■„ NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS!
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS’ MEDIUM 
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 2 HOURS 30 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED!
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
INDIRECT PROBING 104 SOMETIME 60 .MINS
STARTED INDIRECT PROBING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION '4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! 1 HOURS 0 MINS
4/19, 0
STOPPED INDIRECT PROBING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS l -  
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
- ..........   POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION-
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS!
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 3 HOURS 15 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED!
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
INDIRECT PROBING 104 SOMETIME 60 MINS
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
; PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM ^
'
\ ■ • • V '■■';■ \ .
4/20,15 . ■ ' \
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
OFF DUTY
PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY IS HIGH
5/ 9, 0
OUTCOME FROM ANCILLARY LEADS ON INVESTIGATION 4 INDICATES! 
GOOD FOLLOW-UP LEADS
ON DUTY
STARTED FOLLOW UP LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 30 MINS
(continued)
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5/ 9| 45
STOPPED FOLLOW UP LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS !*
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS exist
GOOD FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR ^POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF'THE INVESTIGATION IS!
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS MEDIUM
current involvement normal
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 4 HOURS 0 MINS
CURRENT INTFNTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED!
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
FOLLOW UP LEADS 6. SOON 90 MINS
INDIRECT PROBING 104 SOONISH 60 MINS
STARTED SUSPECT PROVING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 2
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
  INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! 4 HOURS 0 MINS
5/10,15
♦OUTCOME
GOOD FIRM SUSPECT
STOPPED SUSPECT PROVING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 2 
. CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS ! -
FIRM SUSPECT EXISTS, CLEAR-UP LOOKS LIKELY 
NO SUSPECTS REMAINING
. NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FnR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
.CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS!
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS HIGH
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL* - r •
Crime seriousness medium 
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 12 HOURS 30 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
INTERROGATION 2 SOON 240 MINS
LEAD GENERATION 111 SOON 60 MINS
STARTED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! 1 HOURS 0 MINS
5/11, 0
STOPPED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS**
NO FIRM SUSPECTS
NO SUSPECTS EXIST ........................
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
fair   ^ potential for lead generation
FAIR ' CRIME DEFINITION
fair  potential For improving crime d e fin it io n
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS:
LIKLlHOOD OF SUCCESS MEDIUM
. Current involvement normal
- Crime SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIMF ON INVESTIGATION 3 HOURS 30 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED;
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
LEAD GENERATION 105 SOONISH 60 MINS
STARTED INTERROGATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 2
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! 4 HOURS 0 MINS-
(continued)
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♦OUTCOME
CHARGE FIRM SUSPECT
CRIME 2 CLEARED UP, INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY AS FOLLOWS!
CRIME DEFINITION 
LEAD GENERATION 
ANCILLARY LEADS 
FOLLOW IIP LEADS 
INDIRECT PROBING 
SUSPECT CHECKING 
.SUSPECT PROVING 
interrogation
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY
1 HOURS
2 HOURS 
0 HOURS 
2 HOURS 
0 HOURS
lb MINS 
0 MINS 
0 MINS 
15 MINS 
0 MINS
TOTAL TIME 
STATE OF 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO
POOR
GOOD
POOR
ON INVESTIGATION
0 HOURS 45 MINS 
6 HOURS 15 MINS 
2 HOURS 15 MINS 
14 HOURS 45 MINS 
IS!-.INVESTIGATION AT SOLUTION 
SUSPECTS REMAINING 
FOLLOW-UP leads EXIST 
ANCILLARY leads EXIST
POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION 
POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION 
CRIME DEFINITION
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON**INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS HIGH
5/13,30 .
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
5/13,45
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM
5/14,30
. INVESTIGATION OF CRIME 5 ACCEPTED; SERIOUSNESS IS MEDIUM 
-- ... DIFFICULTY IS LOW
5/15,15
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIFS
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION ! 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY; 1 HOURS 0 MINS
5/15,45
♦OUTCOME
GOOD
FAIR
SUSPECTS
CRIME DEFINITION
5/16, 0 -
STOPPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 5 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS l -  
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
GOOD SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
NO „ POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
• N O  POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
GOOD POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS!
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 0 HOURS 45 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
CRIME DEFINITION 1 • DIRECTLY 60 MINS
SUSPECT CHECKING 4 SOON 240 MINS
STARTED FOLLOW UP LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! 1 HOURS 30 MINS
(continued)
NO F O L L O W - U P  L EADS
: STOPPED FOLLOW UP LEADS ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION A
• ■ CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS l -
FIRM SUSPECT EXISTS, CLEAR-UP LOOKS LIKELY.
NO SUSPECTS REMAINING
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 4 HOURS A S  MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
• ... ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION .
• INTERROGATION 2 SOON 240 MINS
INDIRECT PROBING 7 ‘ DIRECTLY 120 MINS
ANCILLARY LEADS 5 SOON 60 MINS
STARTED INDIRECT PROBING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION A  
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY: 2 HOURS 0 MINS
5/17,30
STOPPED INDIRECT PROBING AC I TV ITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS : -
FIRM SUSPECT EXISTS, CLEAR-UP LOOKS LIKELY 
. N O  SUSPECTS REMAINING
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
FAIR POTENTIAL For INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
poor potential fqr lead generation
GOOD CRIME DEFINITION:
poor potential for improving crime d e f in it io n
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS *
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS HIGH
current involvement normal
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIjLlM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION ~5- HOURS 30 MINS 
, CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
INTERROGATION 2 SOON 240 MINS
INDIRECT PROBING 7 SOONISH 120 MINS
ANCILLARY LEADS 5 SOON 60 MINS
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM _ ^
5/18, 0 • . '•
, STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 5 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY: 1 HOURS 0 MINS
5/19, 0
STOPPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 5 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS :*
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
GOOO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ancillary leadsextst
-NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
no potential for lead generation
fair  . CRIME DEFINITION
.GOOD POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS:
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL '
crime seriousness medium
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 1 HOURS 45 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED: " :
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
CRIME DEFINITION 1 DIRECTLY 60 MINS
SUSPECT CHECKING .4 SOON 240 MINS
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
(continued)
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5/20,15
S T O P P E D  G EN E R A L  I N D I R E C T  A C T I V I T Y
. • OFF DUTY
PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY IS HIGH
6/ 9, 0
RE-PLANNING OF ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT TO REDUCE WORK-LOAD 
ON DUTY
STARTED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 5 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS HIGH
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* A  HOURS 0 MINS
6 / '  9., 30
STOPPED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 5 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*- 
: ‘ ' NO FIRM SUSPECTS
• • GOOD SUSPECTS EXIST
• • NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
• NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
NO POTENTIAL For LEAD GENERATION
FAIR . CRIME DEFINITION
GOOD POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
' CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS:
’ LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 2 HOURS 15 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
• THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
• ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION /  . .
■ SUSPECT CHECKING 4 SOON 240 MINS
/  STARTED INTERROGATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS HIGH
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
• INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY! 4 HOURS 0 MINS
6/11, 0
♦OUTCOME
CHARGE FIRM SUSPECT
CRIME 4 CLEARED UP, INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY AS FOLLOWS*
CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY 1 HOURS 45 MINS
LEAO GENERATION ACTIVITY 0 HOURS 0 MINS
ANCILLARY LEADS ACTIVITY 0 HOURS 45 MINS
FOLLOW IJP LEADS ACTIVITY 1 HOURS 30 MINS
INDIRECT PROBING ACTIVITY 1 HOURS 30 MINS
SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY 0 HOURS 0 MINS
SUSPECT PROVING ACTIVITY 0 HOURS 0 MINS
INTERROGATION ACTIVITY 1 HOURS 30 MINS
TOTAL TIME ON INVESTIGATION 7 HOURS 0 MINS 
STATE OF INVESTIGATION AT SOLUTION IS : -  
NO SUSPECTS REMAINING
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
FAIR ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
POOR „ POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
GOOD ' CRIME DEFINITION
POOR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTJES IS HIGH
6/12,15
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 5 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 4 HOURS 0 MINS
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is a difficult crime (crime 3) and is presented 
as a medium seriousness crime.
1/ 9,0
ON DUTY .
. STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY 
■ PRIORITY FOR GENfRAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
1 /9 ,3 0
INVESTIGATION OF CRIME 3 ACCEPTED;' SERIOUSNESS IS MEDIUM 
" DIFFICULTY IS HIGH
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
1/1-0.,.15 .
♦OUTCOME
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
1/11,30
STOPPED CRIME. DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS * «
NO FIRM SUSPECTS
NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
no ancillary leads f.xist
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL For IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
/ • •  CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION'S*
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
' CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 2 HOURS 0 MINS
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION, • ,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
LEAD GENERATION 105 SOONISH 60 MINS
STARTED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
1/13,15
STOPPED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS**
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
/  . NO SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADs EXIST
no ancillary leads exist
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
FAIR * POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOD’ OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT • NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM '
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 3 HOURS 45 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS NORMAL INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
LEAD GENERATION 105 SOONISH 60 MINS
STARTED GENERAL. INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
(continued)
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1/13,45
S T O P P E D - G EN E R A L  I N D I R E C T  A C T I V I T Y
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION OUTIES 
•. PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM
1/14,15
; STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY 
: PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
1/15,15
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
STARTED LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 3 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS LOW 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
•INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
1/15,45
INVESTIGATION OF CRIME 3 ABANDONED, NO ACTIVITIES NOMINATED, 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION AT ABANDONMENT WAS NORMAL 
COMMITMENT LEVEL BASED ON NOMINATED ACTIVITIES* LOW 
COMMITMENT LEVEL INCORPORATING POTENTIAL ACTS* LOW 
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS MEDIUM 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY UP TO ABANDONMENT*
2 HOURS 
2 HOURS 
0 HOURS 
0 HOURS 
0 HOURS 
0 HOURS 
0 HOURS 
0 HOURS
0 MINS 
15 MINS 
0 MINS 
0 MINS 
0 MINS 
0 MINS 
0 MINS 
0 MINS
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY
TOTAL TIME ON INVESTIGATION 4 HOURS 15 MINS 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION* 1S*- 
NO FIRM SUSPECTS
SUSPECTS EXIST 
FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST 
ancillary leads EXIST
POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION 
POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION 
CRIME DEFINITION
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CRIME DEFINITION 
LEAD GENERATION 
ANCILLARY LEADS 
follow UP leads 
INDIRECT PROBING 
SUSPECT CHECKING 
SUSPECT PROVING 
interrogation
NO
NO
NO
NO
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
1/16,45
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM
1/17, 0
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
r>
OFF DUTY
PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY IS HIGH
2/ 9, 0
ON DUTY
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM
2/ 9,45
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
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2 /1 4, 1 5
STOPPED CRIME- DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*- 
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
. . GOOD SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
■ • ' NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
NO POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
GOOD POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOO OF SUCCESS HIGH 
. CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS HIGH
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 1 HOURS 0 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
* THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
CRIME DEFINITION 1 DIRECTLY 60 MINS
' • SUSPECT CHECKING 4 SOON 240 MINS
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 2 HOURS 0 MINS
2/14,30
STOPPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 1 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION I S * - ^
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
GOOD SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
' NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
.N O  POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
NO POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
GOOD POTFNTUL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS " HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
. ' CRIME SERIOUSNESS HIGH
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 5 HOURS 30 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
the following a c t iv it ie s  are planned*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
SUSPECT CHECKING 4 DIRECTLY 240 MINS
Example o f  u n - r o a l i s t i c  
execution d u ra t io n  which 
re s u l ts  from not t a k in g ;i n t o  
account how close te rra in - :  
a t io n  o f  an a c t i v i t y  i s  
under the cu rren t d ec is ion  
ru le s ;  note th a t  crime 
d e f i n i t i o n  i s  no longe r 
g'Oftominated a c t i v i t y .
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION I 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS MEDIUM
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS NORMAL
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
2/15, 0
STOPPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION i 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*- 
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
NO SUSPECTS exist
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
FAIR n POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
FAIR POTENTIAL For IMPROVING CRIHE DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS MEDIUM
current involvement normal
CRIME SERIOUSNESS HIGH
TIMF ON INVESTIGATION i HOURS 15 MINS 
CURRENT INTFNTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED*
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
LEAD GENERATION 8 SOON 120 MINS
CRIME DEFINITION I DIRECTLY 60 MINS
STARTED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 
CURRENT COMMITMFNT LEVEL IS MEDIUM 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY* 1 HOURS 0 MINS
Because o f  the la rge  number 
o f  im portan t cases to  be 
d e a l t  w ith ,  there  i s  a 
f requen t jumping from one 
in v e s t ig a t io n  to  another 
to  do crime d e f in in g  a c t i v i t y  
I n  r e a l i t y  a d e te c t iv e  would 
not bo given so many cases o f  
h igh  seriousness so close 
tog e th e r .
(continued)
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2/16,
2/17,
3/ 9,
■ ■ »-n>»n *u« ur « i» i iu u L a  LAKKitu OUT TO REDUCE WORK-LOAD */ c a r r ie d  out but commitmont
l l o v e l  remains "h ig h " .
STOPPED CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4 U |
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION ISl»
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
GOOD SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ancillary leads EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
NO POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
GOOD POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION ISI 
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS HIGH 
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 1 HOURS 30 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION, .
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED;
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION
CRIME DEFINITION 1 DIRECTLY 60 MINS
SUSPECT CHECKING 4 DIRECTLY 240 MINS
STARTED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 4
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS HIGH <-----------:-----------------------  -----
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS THOROUGH
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY; 4 HOURS 0 MINS
30
STOPPED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS*- 
NO FIRM SUSPECTS
GOOD
NO
NO
NO
NO
FAIR
GOOD
SUSPECTS EXIST 
FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST 
ANCILLARY LEAOS EXIST
POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION 
POTENTIAL FOR LEAD GENERATION 
CRIME DEFINITION
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRI/ME DEFINITION
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION ISl 
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL
  CRIME SERIOUSNESS HIGH
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 2 HOURS 30 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION, 
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED;
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
CRIME DEFINITION 1 DIRECTLY 60 MINS
SUSPECT CHECKING 4 SOON 240 MINS
STARTED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON 
CURRENT COMMITMENT LEVEL IS 
INVESTIGATION INTENTION IS 
INTENDED DURATION OF ACTIVITY;
INVESTIGATION
MEDIUM <-------
THOROUGH 
4 HOURS
Commitment le v e l  has now 
changed to  tlmediura”
0 MINS
0
STOPPED SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY ON INVESTIGATION 1 
CURRENT STATE OF THE INVESTIGATION IS ; -  
NO FIRM SUSPECTS 
GOOD SUSPECTS EXIST
NO FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
NO ANCILLARY LEADS EXIST
NO POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION
no potential for lead generation
FAIR CRIME DEFINITION
GOOD „ POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVING CRIME OEFINITION 
CURRENT VIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION IS;
LIKLIHOOD OF SUCCESS HIGH 
CURRENT INVOLVEMENT NORMAL 
CRIME SERIOUSNESS HIGH
TIME ON INVESTIGATION 6 HOURS 0 MINS 
CURRENT INTENTION IS THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED:
ACTIVITY PRIORITY URGENCY DURATION 
SUSPECT CHECKING 4 SOON 240 MINS
OFF DUTY
PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY IS HIGH■}
/Takes the o p p o r tu n i ty  o f  
I going o f f  du ty  because no 
< overdue a c t i v i t i e s  and •: 
/ p r i o r i t y  f o r  go ing o f f  
V.duty. i s  "h ig h " .
RE-PLANNING OF ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT TO REDUCE WORK-LOAD / Ofton an ovorload s i t u a t io noccurs a t  tho s t a r t  o f  a
ON DUTY new since no th ing  has
- \beon done f o r  severa l hours.
- 2 5 0  -
7/18, 0
detective*s choice of duties a£tja.r completing 
all current investigations
^OUTCOME
CHARGE FIRM SUSPECT
CRIME 2. CLEARFO UP, INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY AS FOLLOWS!
CRIME DEFINITION ACTIVITY
LEAD GENERATION ACTIVITY
ANCILLARY LEADS ACTIVITY
FOLLOW UP LEADS ACTIVITY
INDIRECT PROBING ACTIVITY
SUSPECT CHECKING ACTIVITY
SUSPECT PROVING ACTIVITY
INTERROGATION ACTIVITY
TOTAL TIME ON INVESTIGATION 
STATE OF 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO
POOR
HOURS 15 MINS 
HOURS 15 MINS 
0 MINS 
15 MINS 
0 MINS 
45 MINS 
15 MINS 
15 MINS 
0 MINS
HOURS 
HOURS 
HOURS 
0 HOURS 
6 HOURS 
2 HOURS 
15 HOURS
INVESTIGATION AT SOLUTION IS»-
suspects remaining
FOLLOW-UP LEADS EXIST
ancillary leads exist
POTENTIAL FOR INDIRECT SUSPECT GENERATION 
POTENTIAL For LEAD GENERATION
good crime defin it io n
POOR POTENTIAL For IMPROVING CRIME DEFINITION
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION'DUTIES IS HIGH
7/18,30
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS HIGH
7/20,15
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
Because o f  the heavy crime load 
the d e te c t iv e  has had to  ignore 
h is  n o n - in v e s t ig a t io n  d u t ie s  and 
general i n d i r e c t  a c t i v i t y .  As 
a r e s u l t  the p r i o r i t y  to  caz-ry 
these out has become h ig h .  When 
ho has completed h is  in v e s t ig a t io n  
a c t i v i t y  he spends time on these 
to  reduce t h o i r  p r i o r i t y .
OFF DUTY
PRIORITY FOR GOING OFF DUTY IS HIGH
8/ 9, 0
ON DUTY
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS HIGH
8/11,30
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS HIGH
Because o f  the h igh  p r i o r i t y  to 
ca rry  out non—in v e s t ig a t io n  d u t ie s  
the d e te c t iv e  does’ these i n  the 
morning. Normally, i f  he had no 
in v e s t ig a t io n  work,he would do 
general i n d i r e c t  a c t i v i t y  most o f  
the morning.
8/12,45
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS HIGH
6/13, 0
STOPPED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
STARTED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
PRIORITY FOR GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY IS MEDIUM
8/13,45
STOPPED GENERAL INDIRECT ACTIVITY
STARTED NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES
PRIORITY FOR NON-INVESTIGATION DUTIES IS MEDIUM
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